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"And blessed is he who is
not offended because of
Me".
Matthew 11:6
Luke 7:23

"And then many will be
offended, will betray one
another, and will hate one
another".
Matthew 24:10

«Then Jesus said to
them,” all of you will be
made stumble because of
Me this night, for it is
written: ' I will strike the
Shepherd (pastor), and
the sheep of the flock
(herd) will be scattered`.

Matthew 26:31
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THE PREFACE
It is written many books in which we will find the
description of the last hours of torture of the Galilean Prophet,
Jesus of Nazareth, of the Son of the Lord. There are various
treatments of His last earthly experiences and they contradict
each other now and then, and indeed adding oil in fire, and
generating various interpretation and disputes at people
concerning the validity of those or other last experiences of Jesus
Christ, the Son of Man.
The role of the judge (arbitrator) does not enter into my
problem, who of the authors, describing the life of the Christ is
right, and who of the authors thought up and exaggerated. For
the more diversified opinions, there is more food for thought
(reflection). The main thing, it is nothing to be rejected, and only
to put those or other statements about the Son of the Lord on
the places.
The purpose of my narration about the last hours of earthly
life of Jesus Christ consists in the opening with the God’s help
thanks to the Holy Spirit the inner (internal) secret (hidden)
experiences of the Prophet of Nazareth. Then everyone, reading
this narration, will mentally sympathize of Jesus as though in the
body of the Christ, and according to it he will be purified
(cleansed, cleared) of sins, which had been done in the life. For
those, who sympathize of Jesus Christ’s tortures and mentally
together with Him goes the last heavy, painful way from the Last
Supper and to the crucifixion, during the reading of this book,
such a person changes internally and outwardly, getting in
himself the light of the Holy Spirit. And if after perusal of the
given narration the person feels that he changed inside for the
better, kind, even in small it is possible to tell: my work has not
gone to waste and has the right to its own existence since 1992.
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I would like to reveal (show) all last, diverse experiences
of Jesus Christ not in terms (from the point of view) of fantastic
fictions as it does father John, the founder of the center of
Virgin’s birth in Moscow, who using the lips of the Virgin
describes torments of the Son of God on the astral plane ( the
latter is not visible by physical vision [sight] of ordinary earthly
dwellers), and from the point of view of natural human relations,
so that each layman could relate to these experiences (feelings)
as their own, and thanks to it to be purged (cleansed) in the
earthly life of different sins, entering gradually on the way (path)
that leads to the Kingdom of the Lord.
The part of narration goes on behalf of Jesus Christ Himself
that to us, the humans (earthly dwellers) better to understand all
experiences of the Son of God in these last hours of His earthly
life in the flesh of the ordinary person. For the similar is
gravitated (drawn) and merges with similar, and it will give the
chance to any person, reading this book, to enter the beams of
purification of the Light of the God and to be washed by them as
much as his own desire will allow.
This book is written thanks to descending of the spiritual
information on the author and this information allowed to reveal
more widely and more deeply bible texts, connected with the
last hours of the earthly life of the Lord’s Son of Jesus Christ.
During the writing of this work the following sources have
been used: the New testament (Gospel), the Gospel of
Nicodemus, F.V.Farrar "Jesus Christ’s Life" St.Pb., 1893
(quotations from F.V.Farrar's book are marked by an asterisk in
the text); E.Renan "Jesus’ Life".
I would like to thank all people who, by their possibilities,
have helped that this book about the Lord’s Son of Jesus Christ
has been issued and has reached the reader.
This book was translated from Russian into English by
Gennady Nefyodov.
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Peace to everybody, Happiness, Love,
And Divine Grace!
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Chapter 1
THE PRAYER ABOUT THE CUP (BOWL)
"I would like to speak and speak to them, for My Spirit
prompted that time which is released to Me for the
earthly existence, has started to count the last hours. I
would like to clasp to My bosom each disciple and to
give the last parting word, to warm with the words of
farewell and to shine with the Light of All-Love. I have
still got what to tell, but they will not be able to contain
it, for it isn’t time yet. My last hour on the way to My
Father has come in order to merge with Him Together.
And then in two thousand years My Double will come to
the Earth and I will be (stay) in his heart; he will have a
name the Comforter, that is the Defender at the power
level, who will speak about the Father in Heaven and
about Me. He is the Comforter — and He will discover
(open) My true doctrine for you, My disciples, for all of
you will be born and will come to the Earth again, when
the Spirit of Truth descends in a flesh, in a human
body, in the northern country".
"And when He has
come, He will convict (that
means He will discover; a
comment of the author) the
world of sin, and of
righteousness,
and
of
judgment: “Of sin, because
do not believe in Me;
“Of righteousness because I
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go to My Father and you
see Me no more;
“Of judgment, because the
ruler of this world is judged."

John 16:8-11

"That is, the Comforter will make that I have not had the
time to reveal (show) in practice, for the time has not come yet.
The Comforter will take the Light of Me and He will shine and
reveal all secret thoughts (intentions) of the Devil and all his
intrigues, which he uses to catch human souls in the traps for his
egoistical destructive purposes.
And if now here, in Palestine, I have found all of you, My
disciples Myself, for you begged (asked) Me about it, being My
disciples in the last reincarnations (regenerations), you also
should find Me in the Comforter yourselves then, thanks to My
doctrine which I gave you during (within) these three years of
our joint stay ".
The lamps burnt dimly already, but the live shining eyes of
the disciples, varied in the form and to the color, have been
directed on the Rabbi (Teacher, Master). They, with bated
breath, tried not to miss His any word. For, the pictures of the
future world floated in front of them, and the gripping scenes
occurring at the time of the prophets and the false prophets,
pseudo-messiahs, at the time of a doomsday (the end of the
world). Probably, here, at the Last Supper, from this point on,
when the karmic energies are condensed, the divine spark (high
ideals) woke up and revealed in Jesus that force, which helped
Him to realize: whether He correctly gave to the disciples the
divine knowledge, using a parable language. It was presented to
Him for some reason that He has not had time to fulfill
something, that He has not finished that ostensibly should be
made. Therefore, thinking of it, He told them about the future,
revealing (showing) them that He will come to this world again to
bring to people the divine Light of grace and a consolation... For
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some reason, in the twinkling of an eye, the inspiration has been
pointed out to Him that disciples have not understood the
information on His second coming, and have thought that the
Christ is on the clouds in a regal appearance in surrounding of
angels. Yes, Jesus spoke to them about a sign in the sky, showing
that He is informed in astrology, magicians-astrologists’ arrival
pointed to it, that is, magicians, who welcomed His birth on the
Earth.
***
Perhaps, Jesus knew that the cross, which was built by
planets, as a prototype of the cross of the crucifixion, the cross of
sufferings, which He will carry for the sake of enlightenment and
purification (cleansing) of tribes and peoples of the Earth, will be
a sign in the sky about His Second Coming (Reincarnation). This
heavenly sign is supposed to happen (occur) in the distant future
after approximately 2,000 years (i.e. from August, 11th, 1999,
and also in the Easter holidays from May, 5th, 2000 BC).
***
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Jesus has distinguished a heavenly sign of the cross by the
mystical vision (sight), which was built by the planets, and it gave
Him the basis to predict His new arrival to the Earth in the human
flesh. But secretly in the heart He was worried (excited) by the
question: did He have time to tell (pass on to) His disciples
everything that should be (needs to pass) passed to the glory of
the Father in Heaven and for the salvation of human souls. Yes,
He knew the final (destination) way (path) of His earthly life. Yes,
He knew about His crucifixion, for He knew about those karmic
energies which should (need to) bring (lead up) Him to it
(crucifixion)... It was something secretly stirred in His soul, and
the heart slightly ached, and it trembled with approaching an
hour of parting, as well as from mental gravity and because of
presentiment (anticipation) of an execution on Himself of human
sins, for which He should be crucified on the tree (set in the
pillory). Behavior of Jesus was caused by all of these reasons at
the Last Supper and it was singular. After all He even refused to
taste the broken bread and did not enjoy some grape wine,
having said to His disciples:
"But I say to you, I will
not drink of this fruit of the
vine from now on until that
day when I drink it new with
you
in
My
Father’s
kingdom".

Matthew 26:29

Jesus embraced with His glance (sight) at each disciple,
giving them the last heat of the loving Soul, saying goodbye to
everyone in silence.
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"Then said to them,”
But now, he who has a
money bag, let him take it,
and likewise a knapsack;
and he who has no sword,
let him sell his garment and
buy one.
“For I say to you that
this which is written must
still be accomplished in Me:’
And He was numbered with
the transgressors.’ For the
things concerning Me have
an end.”
So they said,” Lord,
look, here are two swords.”
And He said to them,” It is
enough."

Luke 22:36-38

Jesus stood up and went to an exit; the disciples stood up,
correcting for the clothes, and followed Him, being perplexed
what the Master’s last phrase means.
"Oh My Father in the Heaven, — Jesus mentally
communicated with the Lord, — using the parables in the
doctrines, I tried to make mind of the disciples live and creative,
but My last phrase which was turned to them, showed Me their
inconsistency (slowness) in it. For, they in My common (simple)
words had not seen (realized) the depth of the sense I had
spoken about their further life on the Earth in the flesh without
Me. They did not understand the thought on a bag, and it would
be very necessary for them to have a bag, as they would not
have a house, for after some time when the Holy Spirit
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condescends on them, they will leave the native land to preach
My doctrine and Your Kingdom of Heaven. The bag will serve
them a laying and outer clothing store, when it’s hot. And a
pouch will be necessary to them that there would always be a
cup (bowl) for drink and meal and there would be a little bread
for emergency there. And further from My words they did not
understand anything in general for I said," ... And who has not
got (that is a bag and a pouch; a comment of the author), sell the
clothes (garments) and buy a sword ". These words I wanted to
tell them that if you have a bag and a pouch it is possible to use
them for the above described purposes and if you haven’t got
them, it is better for you not to become attached to these things.
And it is even better, if you sell clothes, that is, you will not be
attached to clothes which you wear as well, for it is better for
you to have spiritual clothes — a word of the Lord, than to be
attached to the material clothes (things); and you will buy a
sword, that is you will get a Spirit of Truth to get deep into
approaching phenomena and situations, learning their true,
instead of a material sword for destructive devilish purposes.
Therefore I also told the disciples in order not to offend them in
the slowness, one capacious word:" There is enough ", having
double meaning. Now they are following Me in the Gethsemane
garden where I will be, Oh the Father, to communicate with You
by means of a loving prayer of gratitude. They think of My words,
stated (spoken out) tonight during the meal, and stay in
confusion concerning Me and My execution — crucifixion. The
Father in Heaven, awake them, sinners, that they were not
tempted about Me this night and the next days, and directed
their steps to Your Kingdom, going the way specified (pointed
out) by Me. For this way includes not only carrying out all Your
commandments (precepts) which I have given them, but also
learns them to the self-sacrifice for the sake of much that the
above mentioned people have got true happiness, aspiring to
Your All-Blessed Kingdom".
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So Jesus mentally communicated with His Father in Heaven,
glancing at the Moon which shone in the beauty and shined
them a night way to the Gethsemane garden which is
approximately in three quarters of verst (0.66 mile) from the city
walls of Jerusalem. A pleasant cool breeze was blowing and the
Master’s hair was waving in the breeze. It was breathed easily
and freely. The city noise was gradually vanished (dissolved) in
sounding of the night nature. The stars sparkled in the
firmament, attracting sights of lovers, dreamers, poets... But
disciples had no time for the heavenly beauty. Gloomy thoughts
rotated in their minds that gave them a cheerless, sad
appearance. They went, shuffling the feet, little stones scattered
from under them in the sides, breaking silence of the nature and
kicking up the dust.
The Gethsemane garden was a shelter of the Christ and His
disciples where they had a rest and spent the lodging for the
night. Jesus liked this garden for it reminded His native land of
the Galilee region. The garden was fenced by a light fence.
Nearby there was an olive press for squeezing of the olives
gathered (picked) from trees in the garden, therefore this garden
and was named by "Gethsemane". Barnabas, the owner of this
garden protected (guarded) by his nephew by adolescent Mark,
did not hinder (impede) Jesus and His disciples to settle down
and have a rest here.
Jesus Christ, mentally praying to the Heavenly Father for
strengthening of belief of His disciples, has not noticed that they
have reached the Gethsemane garden. The (aromatic) fragrant
fresh air of the garden quickly got into nostrils and helped the
disciples to prepare for the lodging for the night. Jesus had no
time for a sleep as He will have to converse with the Father in
order to encourage His soul in the prayer in a lonely place on the
Zion mountain for the body strengthening in which His spirit will
prepare for a meeting of the heartrending experiences and
tortures when all will anger of the kingdom of the Devil will fall
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upon Him. And He should submissively and meekly (mildly)
accept this offensive, morally humiliating and physically heavy
attack, being not guilty Person and Saint. Jesus turned to the
disciples and said:
Then Jesus came with
them to a place called
Gethsemane, and said to
the disciples, "Sit here while
I go and pray over there”.
And He took with Him
Peter and the two sons of
Zebedee (James and John),
and He began to be
sorrowful
and
deeply
distressed.
Then He said to them,
“My soul is exceedingly
sorrowful, even to death.
Stay here and watch with
Me.”
He went a little farther and
fell on His face, and
prayed..."

Matthew. 26:36-39
Mark 14:32-35

The disciples, who remained downstairs, have spread the
clothes, have lain down waiting for (pending) the further
instructions of the Master and the (Mentor) Instructor. They
imperceptibly sunk into a sleep. Jesus took Peter with Him that
Peter was awoken and prayed and it will help him not to run into
a temptation, for (because) Peter will (should) thrice deny his
Master before dawn today. James and John were taken by Jesus
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that they could behold in His prayer that bowl of sorrow which
they praised to have a drink of, without suspecting, what
torments and sufferings this cup (bowl) is filled. Besides, He took
these three disciples with Him, who were with Him on the mount
Favor (Tabor), to support Himself for His soul thirsted (craved)
for the support, the presence of His close and loyal (betrayed)
people. Because of the internal confusion Jesus felt that
something should condescend and fall upon Him... And the
overwhelmed (approached) grief of parting and loss forced Him
to search somebody He could rely on in His sincere experiences
and in confusion. He wanted it very much that someone was
with Him nearby this night. Jesus realized and understood: yes,
He wants that someone was nearby to his love to Him, but He
should be alone. For, the way of returning to the Kingdom of God
lies only on a narrow path of loneliness.
When Jesus with three disciples departed from the main
group on the distance of the thrown stone, He understood that
He should leave and these three disciples and has kept away
from them on the small distance to enter (to go into) the
meditation prayer and to see in detail all remained path of life,
these most painful hours which He should still live. If John and
James also pray, they will be given a vision about the cup which
they intended to have a drink of. And if Peter praises it would be
shown to him how he renounces the Master (Rabbi) for three
times.
Peter and the sons of Zebedee laid the clothes (garments)
on the ground and laid down observing, what their Master did.
Jesus, having made a prayer pose, stood still (died down),
plunging (sinking) into the prayer dialogue with the Father.
Peter, James and John tensely listened, trying to hear, what He
speaks in a prayer to the Father in Heaven about. Thanks to a
wind they were reached: "My Father! The Father! Everything is
possible for You..." The wind changed the direction and it did not
become clear what their Master speaks about. They thought that
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Jesus says a prayer "Our Father". Their eyelids became heavy and
were involuntarily closed from the attentively listening (strained,
tensed listening), the somnolence began to approach to them.
John, being young, has hardly lain down on the ground, fell
asleep at once. James restrained a little, but soon he sunk into a
sleep either. Peter has lain down, seeing that his associates
sleep, but he tried to listen what Jesus speaks in a prayer about.
But at this moment the breeze blew from the Master’s side, and
Peter was reached by the words:
“…Father, if it is Your
will, take this cup away from
Me; nevertheless not My
Luke 22:42
will, but Yours, be done".
Further Peter has heard nothing yet, for the dream has got
controlled of (seized) him either.
***
That is why in the Gospel of John we will not find this scene
— "The Prayer about the Cup", and in the Gospels of Matthew,
Mark and Luke we were reached only by scraps: "O My Father, If
it is possible, let this cup take away from Me; nevertheless, not
My will, but Yours, be done". And all mankind puzzles, what did
Jesus ask the Father in this phrase about?
Let's plunge into meditation, having made a convenient for
a prayer pose, and we will enter into the power information
layers (spheres), communicating with the Lord Almighty (the
Supreme, the Greatest) in order to see and hear Jesus Christ’s
conversation with the Lord in Heaven.
Jesus worshipped the Lord God, having lain on the ground
brow, and prayed:" My God! My father! Awake Me that My
thoughts, intentions and acts were only about You and about
Your Kingdom of Heaven. Bring (Set) Me, My Father, on the True
way and strengthen My spirit which stays in confusion, grief and
melancholy inside Me. Everything that I created, I always did only
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in Your glory. I preached Your Kingdom of Heaven to people and
revealed (showed) them that You are not only the Lord the
Almighty, but You are also the close, native Father for them, and
they are divine children or sons of the Lord for You. I cured
people by Your Name, a word of different incurable illnesses,
gave to people Your Divine commandments (precepts) and I
taught them some good sense, using parables that they could
develop the intelligence and gain (get) Your Wisdom. Everything
that I could, all Your Divine Knowledge, as far as it was possible I
gave the disciples, though I see that much of all what You,
Father, give me, they cannot apprehend (grasp). And it is the
time when I should leave the disciples, and they still know so
little of You and Your Kingdom and it is uncertainly. Will they, My
disciples, be able to convey to various (different) peoples My
doctrine of You, Father, and Your Kingdom of Heaven? For, three
years, which I have stayed with them, wouldn’t be enough for
acquisition of the Heavenly knowledge? Therefore, My Father, if
I could not carry out (grant) completely the Mission for such a
short term, then, I beg (ask) You: Oh, if Thou be willing, remove
this Cup from Me. Let Me stay here and reveal (show) what I
should carry out (act) in Your glory that I could completely satisfy
Your request here on the Earth. And however, forgive Me,
Father, that I give free rein (vent) to the doubts, for these doubts
quickly lead to the devilish temptations and the sins. How can I
doubt in the validity, when You showed Me the remained way of
the earthly life during My staying in the desert and the
temptations of the Devil? Forgive Me, Father, however, not My
will, but Yours, be done".
***
Jesus pronounced (said) this request, being as if (though)
on the edge of the two-edged sword, and His heart was excited
and trembled in confusion.
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"Then
an
angel
appeared to Him from
heaven, strengthening Him".

Luke 22:43

Suddenly the Divine Light started to descend in front of
Jesus from heavens and there was the Heavenly messenger
(herald) in Its rays (beams), called (named) the Angel.
***

The Lord God reveals the
mission of Jesus with the aid of
Angel. Angel is a spiritual
Double of Jesus, who connects
Him with the Lord Almighty
(Supreme), explaining to Jesus
that the main Mission on the
Earth — in the lay life to
behave so that in practice to
carry out (act) seven divine
qualities which can be seen by
their own eyes to each person,
who came into contact with
Him during the lifetime, and
personally to see (behold) His
behavior at any current situations and circumstances. After all,
when the person sees the behavior of the Mentor (Instructor) in
the lay situations, that something necessarily remains in the
memory of this person. For a word is something flying! And not
everyone can seize, realize, analyze and understand it. It happens
more often that the person, having listened to a divine word
from the lips of the Instructor, acts in his own way and acts
according to the spiritual operating makings and vital needs. An
action or an act shows more brightly and it is embodied more
and more strongly in the memory of mankind for the sources,
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forced to act like this, instead of differently, the person can
comprehend all his life and he can eventually understand their
validity.
***
Angel said," Oh, the Son of God, Jesus, everything that You
did in the glory Of our Father in Heaven, You did correctly and
acted Truly. Now You should carry out (act) the most important
thing, it is to offer (sacrifice) Yourself for the blessing the others,
for acquisition of the Heavenly happiness. Your great Feat
(Heroic Deed) should consist in the following: You, being Saint
and Innocent, that is, the innocent (not guilty) person, should
reveal (show) for all mankind that the way to the Father God lies
only through acquisition in oneself such qualities as allhumbleness, all-meekness, non-censure (non-condemnation) of
anybody and for anything, all-love, even to the enemies,
offenders, executioners. You should reveal (show) in practice
that the one, who wants to go (ascend) to God should never
justify and protect himself, and be humble and meek to take up
all humiliations, insults, punishments, the tortures, whatever
heavy they have appeared. For, the Devil has got a main (basic)
argument of the temptation, and it is a human flesh thanks to
this temptation he forces a human soul to work for him. O Jesus,
You should win this duel with the Devil, for the Devil will try to
use all ways of violence of Your body to provoke You to sin in
something, for example, to be in a bad temper, to be angry,
swear, justify and protect Yourself. The Father in Heaven
entrusted this Mission only to You: to have a drink of all human
tortures up to the end, for the time has come. It is very difficult
or almost impossible for people to carry out (act) all it for they
do not know the Truth. There is no such a person, who could
carry out (act) this Mission in the whole world, so all our hope is
only on You. Having carried it out, You, O Jesus, the Son of God,
get the keys of the Hell, Paradise and the Kingdom of Heaven.
You are the first, who will enter the Kingdom of the Father God
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and You will merge with Him Together, that is You are given the
chance to become the Father God. Thanks to Your great feat You
will become as the Way and the Truth and the Life for all
mankind. Amen.
Angel continued, Do You want this Cup passed You by?
Your Father will satisfy this request but then You will not become
the God’s Son, and You will be only the great teacher for people,
similar to wise men. Although all great Masters of the world are
the sons of the Father God, but nobody of them merged with the
Father Together and became as the Father God. And You are the
first, Who is given such a possibility. The Holy Spirit, Which stays
inside You, giving the chance to see the future, to read thoughts
of those people who surround You, to foresee the nearest
situations beforehand and it will give the chance easily to avoid
that fate which will approach You. You can leave the
Gethsemane garden with the disciples, for the chief priests with
the armed group (scribes) and the elderly of the people will come
here soon to seize You, for You are already sentenced to death in
the minds of the chief priests. Here is this Cup from the Father
God which I as the messenger can pass by (take away from) You.
But if You dare to take (accept) this Cup from my hands and
enjoy (have a drink of) it up to the end, then in front of Your eyes
will go through (take place) the last terrible and painful episodes
of Your earthly life, Your spirit will become stronger, and then
You will be able to carry out (execute) that Mission, which You
promised to carry out to the Father and You asked the Father in
Heaven to bless You for this Great Feat for the sake of all
mankind.
Will You remember, Jesus, that the Father God had
gathered (collected) all of you, the great Sons, before Your
earthly incarnation, and made a majestic speech in front of you.
"My Sons, — the Father said, — it is time when in My
creative activity, that moment has come, when all My born
energies should come back into My Bosom (Loin), but only with
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the aid of a human body. All energies, which had been born by
Me and had left, thanks to My eternal Spirit of Movement and
Creativity, had got (gained) those or other material structures
and forms. But all these material energies should be transformed
thanks to the person in divine energies and merge with Me. Such
transformation occurs only in the body of a person for a person
is created in the image and likeness of My. Only the similar things
can draw and merge with the similar ones.

Therefore to one of you, My Sons, — the Father edified, —
it is necessary to take up the Great Mission voluntary in order to
reveal for all mankind the True way to My All – Blessed Kingdom.
And this way consists in self-sacrifice for the sake of the blessing
of others. For, there is no other way from a material world to My
Kingdom as in the aid of the way of self-sacrifice. And the main
thing, a person himself should not destroy his flesh for My Name
and it should be made by a Devil in the aid of a human society.
Thus, a person should remain humble, meek, he should love
22

everybody — and the enemies, executioners, not to censure
(condemn) anybody for anything, not to justify, even if you are
innocently censured and punished by painful death, and to pray
for all sinful (guilty) people, for their enlightenment (insight) on
sins. Who will fulfill this Mission, that is, such a Great Feat, he
should reveal (show) My True epithets to all mankind. For, the
Devil to My qualities the Omnipresent, the Almighty,
Omnipotent, All-True... Has added other epithets: angry, terrible,
judging, punishing, destroying... And a person, thinking as
though, I am Threatening (Severe) Judge, already works on the
Devil and the road to the hell is paved with good intentions, for
his tortures and sufferings. All mankind should know My main
(basic) True qualities, and if a person get them, he will be able to
come nearer to My Kingdom and enter into It. Here are these
epithets: All-loving, All-humble, All-meek, All-generous, Allgracious (All-kind), All-merciful, Non-censuring, Non-Becoming
attached, All-awake (All-vigilant), All-saintly, All-true, All-blessed.
And here is somebody of you, My Sons, — the Father
continued, — should enter a material world, in a human flesh, to
become the Master of mankind, to give My commandments
(precepts), and the main thing, using his material practice to
reveal (explain) the True way to My Kingdom — the Kingdom of
Beauty and Pleasure. This Mission is difficult for, it is necessary
to take up all sins of mankind and transform them in the All-love.
Who will carry out (execute) this Mission, he will become the
Guide, the Guardian, as the Way and the Truth and the Life for all
mankind. The one, who will carry it all out, will enter My
Kingdom, will merge with Me Together and will be the Father
God, for I will be inside him, and he will be inside Me as the
Whole All-Blessed Uniformity (Unity)".
The father ended the speech to the Sons, and there has
come the silence as all Sons have fallen to thinking on fulfillment
(carrying out) of this Great Mission. Then there was the most
amusing. All Sons kneeled (genuflected) and started to beg (ask)
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the Father to bless on this Great Feat. The loving Father listened
to their entreaties and told the following: "My Sons! I am very
glad for you for anybody of you did not refuse My offer.
Therefore, that nobody was offended, I will unite all of You in the
Uniform Entity (Essence) and He will be the God’s Son and will be
called (named) Jesus Christ, that is the Savior of human Souls,
and all of you, My Sons, by the aid of Jesus Christ’s body will
enter My Bosom and You will merge with Me as My beloved Sons
in the Eternal Pleasure".
When the Father in Heaven united all Sons in the Uniform
Entity (Essence), then You were born, Oh the Son of God, Jesus
Christ. That is why, — Angel concluded, — You are the Onlybegotten Son and the First-born Son for all mankind. Remember,
O Jesus, the Son of God, that the Sons of Your Father, the great
teachers of the world are inside You. And if You refuse this Cup
and You refuse to carry out (execute) the Mission up to the end,
and to this most You will interfere with the masters who are
inside You for fulfillment of the Testament of the Father in
Heaven. Why would You, because of Your alleged cowardice
(ostensibly faint-heartedness) engendering a sin, a sin not to do
(carry out, execute) the will of Your Father. Remember, Oh Jesus,
when all God’s Sons — the masters of the world joined inside You
as the Uniform Entity (Essence), You appeared in front of the
Father again and asked to bless You on this Great Feat in the
praying pose. Here is all that I should tell You as the Messenger
(Herald) to remind You of Your Mission and to encourage You.
Here is this Cup, which You should have a drink of (be enjoyed)
up to the end. Everything is in Your hands. For, the Father
doesn’t violently force anybody to do anything. A person has a
freedom in choosing.
So, the Lord says to You with the aid of my lips: "Everything
You did on the earth for people, Jesus, You acted truly as the
great Master. But the time has come, when You should not say
the God’s Word, and You should already act Your own deeds,
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actions, and reveal the way to the Kingdom of Heaven. You
should carry out (execute) seven divine qualities in practice,
without which even You, the Son of God, cannot return to the
Father, enter His Kingdom and merge with Him Together. And
who will carry out (execute) these divine qualities in his earthly
life, the chance will be given to that person to enter, with the aid
of the flesh of the Christ, to the God’s Kingdom and to merge
Together with God in Unity in Love".
Angel gave (offered) the Cup to Jesus. The Christ
reverentially took the Cup and clung to it by His lips. Angel
disappeared in the space of a night garden, and the Cup
wonderfully disappeared in the hands of Jesus, the God’s Son,
either. "Here is, I am sure, My main (basic) Mission with the
moment begins, — Jesus thought, — for I should reveal (show)
the True epithets and qualities of the Father God for all mankind
in practice. That is why all My earthly life are symbols and
images, revelation (revealing, showing) of the creativity of the
Father God, and I, as the Son of God, will become the Guide in
order to reveal the way to the Kingdom of the Father God for all
mankind".
"No one comes to the
John 14:6
Father except through Me".
The pleasure sparkle was lighted up inside Jesus, and He
involuntarily wanted to share this pleasure with His disciples.
“When He rose up
from prayer, and had come
Luke 22:45
to His disciples, He found
them sleeping from sorrow."
Then He came (to the
disciples) and found them
sleeping, and said to Peter,
“Simon, are you sleeping?
Could you not watch one
Mark 14:37-38
hour?
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Matthew 26:40-41
“Watch and pray, lest
you enter into temptation.
The spirit indeed is willing,
but the flesh is weak. "
The Christ did not begin to disturb John and James as the
Cup, that He decided to drink (enjoy) up to the end, was not still
under the power (force) to these disciples. It’s true, that the time
to drink this cup has not come for them yet — all in good time
(the time is for everything). But Jesus addresses to Peter that he
stayed in the prayer, and the latter will give the chance to
strengthen spirit, and not to admit those or other sins, especially
Peter should face the temptation and three times to renounce
the Master literally after a while. Though the words "watch and
pray, lest you enter into temptation" concern of sleeping James
and John either.
The Savior knew that it is impossible to force to pray
anybody.
Mark 14:39
"Again He went away
and prayed,.."
James and John, being only half awake, could not distinctly
answer the instructions of the Master, and Peter, feeling guilty,
endeavored to watch the Instructor... The sons Zebedee have
already slept, Peter struggled with a somnolence and stupefying
smells of spring, but has surrendered soon and has fallen asleep
again.
Jesus plunged into the meditation prayer and glorification
of the Father God, and in front of His eyes floated the last
episodes of His life which should be lived by Him. He saw Judas,
His disciple, who communicates with the chief (high) priests, that
they helped the Christ to ascend on a throne and become the
King, as Judas proved them that Jesus is that Messiah, and He is
waited for by the Jewish people, and He will make the Promised
Land. It is only necessary to stir up armed rebellion and to
dethrone the Roman power. Jesus saw, how the chief (high)
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priests decided to deceive Judas and to pretend that they agreed
the offer of Judas, and decided to catch hold of (bob) the
Galilean Prophet and to condemn Him on the death penalty
through the crucifixion. "For, if the prophet of Nazareth
considers himself as the God’s Son, — the chief (high) priests
thought, — it is necessary to crucify Him on the tree, as who is
crucified on a tree, the God of Israel does not accept (take) to
Himself, for only scum of society, murderers and so on (et
cetera) are crucified on a tree" And having done it, the chief
(high) priests will show to all people that Jesus is not the Son of
God and the impostor that will help them to rescue their religion
which collapsed under the blows of All-penetrative Light, which is
given vent by the doctrine of the Galilean Prophet. Then Jesus
saw, how high priests collected a crowd, armed it with pickets,
wooden pitchfork and other items which, have got under the
hands, and also took a group of the armed soldiers and together
with Judas went to the Gethsemane garden. The scene of the
kiss of Judas floated in front of the eyes of Jesus. This scene will
be named as the treachery act later, though only there Judas
understood that the high priests deceived him. They organized
this masquerade with folk rebellion in order not to give a handle
to Judas think that they (high priests) planned to seize (capture)
the Galilean Prophet and to tear Him to pieces. And in this scene
He stands in front of the trial of the high priests with the tied
hands. He has already read in their eyes the death sentence to
Him and it is the crucifixion, the most humiliating death for the
Innocent Saint person. He answers something to the chief (high)
priest and suddenly unexpectedly receives a slap in the face, but
humility prevails over a birth of feelings of injustice, insult,
affliction... The lackluster pictures floated in front of Him,
somebody pushed Him, somebody beat Him, angry and offensive
shouts were audible... And here is a court yard... The fires, the
excited people are looking at Him. All stares (glances) directed to
Him. As though unintentional turn of a head aside — and Jesus
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saw Peter and in his eyes He read that Peter has given into a
temptation and has already renounced Him three times. Jesus
was pushed, beat, kicked, and He has come to be in the sentry
room. The humiliating scene of mockeries, violations and a
beating has begun there. His humility grew and got stronger in
spite of the fact that feelings of anger, rage, hatred tried to arise
of different kinds (ways) in His soul. A dawn... He was in the trial
(court) in front of the Sanhedrim (council) again... The sentence
of death is passed on… The trial scenes have gone, for what He
is condemned on the death penalty, He was in front of Pilate,
who was appointed by Rome to be by the procurator of Israel
(Judea). Pilate stays in confusion concerning this trial. Jesus is
sent somewhere. The streets... The curious people... There is a
palace of Tyrant Antipas. Here is Antipas himself. There is ironical
laughter. There are mockeries again. Here, He was put on the
light celebratory rich clothes and sent back to Pilate. Pilate stays
in a dual condition, he tries to discharge (set free, release) Him
and dismiss the charges from Him, but any black force inspires to
sign the sentence of death. Pilate gives any instructions, and here
is He, Jesus, appeared in the yard of Pretoria. He is taken off the
celebratory clothes, stripped naked, tied to a column and started
to castigate. My head is going round and I have got a terrible
pain. I’ve got an unconscious condition. Someone brought a
thorny wreath in the form of a crown or an imperial cap and has
put it on My head... Pilate again... And here is the national trial...
Noise, shouts... The crowd hoots. The blood from under the
"crown" flows down on the head and face. And suddenly one
thousand exclamations from the black multitude (mass of the
crowd), "Crucify him!" The sentence about the death penalty is
signed by the crowd...
Jesus gave a shudder and came to the senses from the
pictures seen in this meditation on the reading of the
information of the future. Something cold and sticky appeared
on the forehead. But He had no time for it for His soul stayed in
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the painful confusion then. He could not concentrate for an
instant and did not know how to be (what to do): to continue
meditation or to go to His disciples. The thought flashed to go to
the disciples and to share what He had just seen.
The disciples slept and did not see that their Master and
the Instructor approached them. "You are sleeping," — Jesus told
in a gentle and quiet voice to the disciples. The disciples woke up
in confusion.
Mark 14:40
"…for their eyes were
Matthew 26:43
heavy; and they did not
know what to answer Him."
Peter rubbed the eyes and his sight was guilty. He looked at
the Master and even did not know what to answer. The bright
moon shined the face of the Christ, and sticky drops which flew
down on a forehead and fell to the ground, seemed to Peter
bloody, and he, having opened a mouth in amazement, stiffened,
for he could not understand after a sleep what occurred to their
Master. Jesus realized that He should tell and share nothing with
His disciples, as everything that He was revealed, was intended
only for Him in order to strengthen His spirit. Jesus slowly turned
and went to the place where He prayed and meditated. Peter
watched the Master leave. The sticky somnolence crawled over
eyes, and he slowly sunk into a sleep. The scraps of the prayers
of the Teacher reached him, as the murmur of the spring.
***
Yes, yes, Jesus perfectly realized, but He could not tell the
sleeping disciples that only now He should reveal those acts
which are truly acts of the Messiah in practice. After all on these
acts people should distinguish (identify) the God’s Son, the
Messiah and the Christ, who will descend to the Earth during the
certain time and to distinguish divine qualities in practice.
As we, modern mankind (humanity), follow Jesus Christ’s
doctrine, and the Messiah of our epoch — the Comforter will not
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reject Jesus Christ’s doctrine, and on the contrary, the Comforter
will reveal (open) His doctrine in all beauty and the truth
(validity, verity). The Comforter will reveal (show) in the spiritual
creativity and his life that the Christ’s disciples — Apostles and
the masters of Christian churches could not behold; they did not
completely impart (disseminate) the truth, which descended to
the Earth together with the God’s Son. The Jesus Christ’s
followers on the ignorance considered His affairs (causes), as the
great Master’s to be messianic, and they did not see the true acts
of the Messiah, though they represented (reflected) them in the
Gospels.
Jesus saw the light (began to see clearly), realized His
Mission during the "prayer about the Cup". He fulfilled karma of
the great Master before, but not karma of the Messiah, the
Christ. Only when Jesus gave people and the disciples the divine
knowledge, the God’s Word in parables, the inspiration came to
Him that He should make such an act, which will remain in the
hearts of humanity as the way and the truth and the life for the
millennia. This act consists in acquisition in the heart of seven
divine qualities in practice: humbleness, meekness, patience,
non-judgment, all-absolution (all-pardon, all-forgiveness), allmercy and all-love.
And when Jesus saw the light (began to see clearly) that He
should already play a role of the Messiah, the Christ and that was
a Good message (Gospel) from Angel, for the Mission of the
Master is carried out, and the time to carry out the Mission of
the Christ has already come.
This Good message from Angel reverses the behavior of
Jesus in the earthly life, and it also helps us to be cleared,
change with the beams (rays) of the Christ's Truth.
Many great masters similar to Krishna, Moses, Zarathustra,
the Buddha... we can name Missionaries, but for a fulfillment of
such Mission, as Jesus Christ’s Mission, once for one precession
cycle (26000 years) the Son of Man descends to the Earth, who
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will be crucified for the human sins to reveal (show) the Light
directing to God, and He becomes as the way and the truth and
the life for everybody. Yes, the way, which directs to the Truth, is
narrow, and the way, which directs to death, is vast and wide.
This Messiah also reveals (shows) the Beam (Ray) of the Truth
from the set of beams (rays), which changes in the blessed way
to shine to everyone the way (road) to the God’s Kingdom. But
though the Beam of the Messiah is narrow, as an edge (blade) of
a razor, but It does not deny any of these beams and It
incorporates all the best, pearly and precious.
When the Son of God descends to the Earth, He does not
know the problems, which appear at Him yet, but He intuitively
knows them as individual: He is the Messenger (Envoy), who
should give His doctrine at the Earth as the way to the world of
Grace (Paradise) and Blessedness. He does not realize the
distinction between a role of the great Master and a role of the
Messiah yet. Such the Son of God, as the Messenger (Envoy),
who came from God (and from what God — we find out
according to his doctrine), can name himself both the Master,
and the Messiah (to name himself not as a Teacher, and — as a
Master to point out [specify] a sense of such words as "a master",
"to pave", "to pave a way", "to cover with", "to be covered with",
that is to be anointed, instead of the words born from a word
"master (teacher)", such as "sticks", "to stick"{all these words are
on Russian}). Because of that the Messiah contains inside Him to
ten thousand human souls which were different masters
(teachers) in previous reincarnations, through these souls of
masters (teachers) He is sympathetic to each person, therefore
He is called (named) the Son of Man, for He should adjoin to
different teachers, masters, instructors, ordinary people,
revealing them the way of the Holy (Divine) Love. His disciples
are also the former spiritual masters, but this information is
blocked inside them for a while, for they should be empty vessels
to be updated and contain the knowledge, the doctrine of the
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Messiah inside them. Therefore, the role of the spiritual master is
removed from them, and the role of the listener, the disciple is
given. But the time will come and these disciples will put on the
clothes of the spiritual pastors to bear (perform) the doctrine of
the God’s Son in the world, and this most (by that), they will
carry out the mission of the Instructor, the Master. Well, while
the Messiah creates on the earth, the people, who followed Him,
will be the listeners, or according to His instruction, some of the
listeners-disciples can go as spiritual masters to preach the
doctrine of the Messiah. But listeners of His doctrine,
communicating with ordinary people in ordinary life, can bear
the knowledge received from the Messiah that quietly (slowly) to
try themselves in the path of the master.
So, there are three aspects in the mission of the Master.
1) To bring the divine knowledge in the world;
2) To show and reveal (open) this knowledge to people;
3) To check up and carry out (execute) them in practice. As
soon as the spiritual instructor will make them in unity in the
earthly life, then he becomes the Messiah.
Therefore, when somebody will tell us: "the Messiah is
there", or: "the Christ is there", we should look (evaluate), as the
newly appeared Messiah carries out the above three points.
It is possible to bring knowledge to the Earth and to give it
to people, and will this knowledge from the Lord God Almighty
(Supreme)? After all, knowledge descends from this or that
Hierarch of the Universe who considers himself as the Lord for a
while. Therefore, it is necessary to know all system of the Sons of
God in the Universe on the hierarchical pyramidal structure,
descending to the Earth, as spiritual masters. And to be defined,
who is who from religious instructors and it is necessary to find in
oneself the Holy Spirit, the Spirit of Truth which will reveal (open)
the truth in relation to the newly appeared master and in
relation to the knowledge brought by him and how he realizes
this knowledge in usual, lay (secular) vanity in practice.
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When Jesus prayed to God in the Gethsemane garden and
all width of His Mission, which consisted to reveal (show) seven
and more qualities of God in the lay life in practice, without
which it is impossible to enter the Kingdom of God, was revealed
(discovered). For, only the similar things can merge in an uniform
essence. And if Jesus said: "The Father and I is one thing
(identity) ", it points out (specifies) that He is similar to the
Father God. It means, the person, having found the qualities of
God at the earth, becomes the God’s Son, the Messiah, and it
gives him the chance to enter the Kingdom of the Father God and
to merge with Him together.
After "the Prayer about the Cup" Jesus should show the
basic (main) divine qualities in practice: humbleness, meekness,
patience, a pardon, non-judgment, mercy and all-love. All-Love
is, as though, the fertile (abundant) seed (grain) of all Divine
World, the Universe for it is the Lord Almighty (Supreme). A
person cannot find (acquire) in himself all-love without
humbleness, meekness, patience, a pardon... If a person is not
humble and is not meek, arises, protests against something he
engenders dislike in himself by the shown ego. If a person is
impatient and unforgiving, the energies of dislike are found by
insult, affliction, rage and abusive words. Such a person cannot
enter the Kingdom of God.
We should know that these best qualities begin with a
prefix “all" at the Lord Almighty, namely: All-Humbleness, AllMeekness, All-Patience, All-Pardon, All-Love... These qualities will
be changed in Hierarchical system of the Universe. For example,
the spiritual Devil is sometimes humble, but he is not all-humble;
he is meek at a certain interval of time, when he forgives us, but
he is not all-meek. The devil is sometimes non-accusing (nondenunciative, non-condemning), submissively listening to our
justifications, for he knows: everything will occur and develop
according to the karmic energies. After all, the Devil is karma
himself, he lives in these karmic energies and knows, when and
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how they will be revealed (shown). He only can hold back any
karmic energies before their revealing, and to release and give
the chance to other energies to be revealed (shown). Everything
depends on their power of pressure to manifestation (revelation)
and realization. The weak pressure gives him the chance to hold
back a bad energy at himself, and the Devil, as though, forgives a
person, he does not accuse (condemn) a person and gives him
the chance to change his mind concerning sinful acts. But the
Devil can’t always forgive and not to accuse (condemn) a sinful
person. When the pressure of sinful energies is strong, the Devil
cannot keep them, but he warns a person about destructive
events and, probably, is sorry that he could not keep these sinful
energies any more. Therefore, when a person will save up the
sinful energies by his acts, the Devil starts to judge, to accuse
(condemn), not to forgive a person. On these manifestations
(revelations), qualities it is also necessary to look through a
person and the spiritual masters (Masters), especially, the one,
who aspires to a role of the God’s Son, the Christ, Messiah.
When Jesus, the Son of God came to the earth, and told
that He was the Christ, it was allowed to speak to Him like this,
because He was the first to carry out (execute) the Mission of the
Christ at the Earth. He brought this energy of the Christ to the
Earth, and then people called (named) Him the Messiah. So the
epoch of the Messiahs and the Christs began. You see, after
Moses, Zarathustra, the Buddha... nobody called (named) the
Messiah himself, as well as after Trismegist (Imhotep) nobody
called (named) Trismegist himself. But, as soon as Jesus revealed
(showed) the essence of the Christ in Himself and became the
Messiah, and outwardly remained an ordinary person, whom
they made the contemptible slave, many spiritual people were
inspired and began to extol themselves, aspiring to (applying for)
a role of the Messiah, the Christ. And the occurrence epoch of
the Messiahs on the Earth has opened, and it will last, while one
Space Cycle (the Space Year is equal 26000 years) will not end
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with a huge accident (disaster, catastrophe) and the big natural
changes on the Earth.
The Christ descends "in the middle of the world" to the
Earth, that is when after a great accident passes 13000 years.
Jesus said about it: "I have risen (appeared) in the middle of the
world, and I have been in a flesh in front of them". After the
Christ the epoch of the pseudo-Messiahs and pseudo-Christs
within other 13000 years lasts.
Each spiritual master aspiring to (applying for) a role of the
Christ, will try on a shirt of the Messiah, like Heracles, whose
clothes "have burnt" him. Therefore, it is necessary to remember
that if someone of the earthly masters will put on this shirt of the
Messiah, that immediately, his own negative energies, which he
has generated and has saved up, will crucify and destroy him.
And if at the turn of the ХХ-ХХI centuries during our modern
era (epoch), it is necessary to be the Messiah, He is not as He is
waited for by Christians: on the clouds, in the regal clothes, as
the Judge. The mankind did not understand, did not realize on
the example of Jesus Christ, who condescended to an ordinary
person and even to the contemptible slave, as the following
Messiah, having come to the Earth, will be an ordinary person.
But it is possible to recognize Him namely according to his acts.
As Jesus Christ edified, "You will recognize them according to
their fruits". And here, we should look through doctrines of
Masters and what fruits are born from their acts. We are helped
by the world religions in it, playing a role of sieve, through which
we should pass the new religious doctrine. And only that
doctrine which will pass through a sieve of all world religions,
both will begin to shine more brightly and will be more light,
than these religions, and will be the doctrine of the Messiah, the
Christ. For, He also is that true Light, descending to the Earth,
thanks to which we learn (recognize) in practice that He is the
Messiah and we join this blessed (fertile) Light. That is we start to
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get in the earth life in practice those divine qualities, which the
Messiah has carried out (executed) in the earthly life.
Jesus only partially carried out (executed) these divine
qualities before the "Prayer about the Cup", now it was
necessary for Him to get (find) in practice these seven and more
qualities during the last interval of time of His earthly life. But,
Jesus was humble and meek, but not always, especially in
relation to scribes, Sadducees and to Pharisees. Its diatribe to
them is based on their condemnation (the Gospel from Matthew
23). According to evangelical texts from John (2:14-16) and
Matthew (21:12,13), Mark (11:15-17), Luke (19:45,46), Jesus
enters the Jerusalem temple twice and expels the trading people
(merchants), taking a scourge in His hands, destroys cages where
there are birds for sale and shelters for cattle. What kind of alllove here can be discussed (a talk about)? We see in acts of Jesus
condemnation, irreconcilability, having occasion to beating the
trading people (merchants).
When all it was revealed in front of Jesus, then He realized
a true role of the Messiah, the Christ. But, He could leave the
Gethsemane garden, for He knew, that the people would come
for Him with pickets (sticks) and clubs (bludgeons) here as,
according to Judas, He should become at the head of the people
and dethrone the Roman yoke, to become the tsar and to bring a
heavenly kingdom on the lands of Palestine. Jesus also knew that
the negative energies will start to fall upon Him then, and He
should show as much as possible seven divine qualities in them,
therefore He should not escape from the garden anywhere.
***
"Good Lord! — Jesus prayed. — My spirit becomes
stronger, but it still stays in painful melancholy. I understand that
the Way to You lies only through loneliness. For, everyone
should enjoy (have a drink of) the cup (bowl) up to the end. And
if I am fated to (can) enjoy the Cup (Bowl) of My Mission up to
the end, let Me pass the remained episodes from My earthly life
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before, whatever terrible they were. I thank You, My Father, that
You blessed (blest) Me on this great Feat. Let there be Your will
in My acts. Will You awake Me always to be humble, meek, to
love everybody, to pray for everybody, not to accuse (condemn)
anybody. O Father! I resort to You to One, I worship to You to
One, I serve to You to One. My Soul and My Spirit I give (return)
in Your healing (curing) hands. I am all, completely (without the
rest) Yours! Lead Me as it will be necessary for You. All My life
belongs to You. I thank You, My Father, for all and all! Glory to
You, My God! Glory to You, the Almighty! Glory to You, the AllAbsolute!..."
Jesus slowly plunged (sunk into) in a live meditation prayer.
The garden vanished (disappeared) in front of His eyes in a multicolored smoke, and episodes of the last hours of His earthly life
which should be lived by Him were floating (swimming).
Here, He is exhausted and tormented, carries a cross, He
will be crucified on. There are two more men, who also carry
crosses ahead Me. Probably they are sentenced (condemned) to
death through a crucifixion either. It’s hot, My body aches, it
would be desirable to drink, it’s noisy, the people’s cries, some
(women) cry, other people look silently and sad, other people let
forth a stream of oaths (vomit the abuse and angry words), many
people spit.
I am exhausted... the head is turned... the Cross is heavy... I
fall... It’s painfully, somebody beats Me behind... Someone has
carried My Cross... I go, being reeled... Here is a place of
execution — the execution place... They hammer in My hands
and feet to the cross... The Piercing pain... They lifted the cross...
The Pain became stronger... I toss (rush) about upwards and then
downwards... The fire is inside Me... It is difficult to breathe...
The Crowd teems below, rows, sneers... I am thirsty... My bones
are turned out, sinews are on the limit... They are ready to be
broken off... The agony has begun... Somewhere has clicked... It’s
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dark... Light... I am alive! Death is not present! I see the Father!
What pleasure! What blessedness!...
Suddenly all was gone, and the intense scene of approach
to the Gethsemane garden of Judas, the high priests, the
soldiers, the armed crowd, shining their way with torches, has
come up.
Jesus shuddered and left the meditation. He understood
that the hour of the Great Feat comes, from the moment of the
"treachery", although Judas never (in thoughts) had to betray His
Beloved Master. Just Judas burned with (flared) heat to help the
Master to become quickly the King (Tsar) of this material world.
Young John had a dream at this time:
"Then Judas, having
received a detachment of
troops, and officers from the
chief priests and Pharisees,
came there with lanterns,
torches and weapons.
Jesus
therefore,
knowing all things that
would come upon Him, went
forward and said to them,
“Whom are you seeking?”
They answered Him,”
Jesus of Nazareth.” Jesus
said to them, “I am He.” And
Judas, who betrayed Him,
also stood with them.
Now when He said to
them, “I am He,” they drew
back and fell to the ground.
Then He asked them
again,” Whom are you
seeking?” And they said,
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“Jesus of Nazareth.”
Jesus answered, “I
have told you that I am He.
Therefore, if you seek Me,
let these go their way,”
That the saying might
be fulfilled which He spoke,
“Of those whom You gave
Me I have lost none.”
Then Simon Peter,
having a sword, drew it and
struck the priest’s servant,
and cut off his right ear. The
servant’s
name
was
Malchus.
So Jesus said to
Peter, “Put your sword into
the sheath. Shall I not drink
the cup which My Father
has given Me?”
Then the detachment
of troops and the captain
and the officers of the Jews
John 18:3-12
arrested Jesus and bound
Him.
***
John was so dedicated (adjusted on) to the love to the
Master that was in the dream to read out the information in the
sleep that (which) will literally come true after a while (some
time). John will be given the chance to reproduce this scene in
many years and to write it down in the Gospel. Only John, one
out of four evangelists, does not mention the "treacherous" kiss
of Judas. And, as John saw the kiss neither in the sleep, nor in the
reality, he could not write this scene in his Gospel, on the
honesty. If John has written down the conversation of Jesus with
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the crowd and the chief priests he should see and the kiss of
Judas, but John did not see it for some reason, though he, one
out of all evangelists, describes the scene of the arrest of the
Master, Jesus Christ, in details. John also does not have the scene
of the "Prayer about the cup", for he slept and did not hear the
words of the Master when Jesus appealed to them: "Are you
sleeping?" And it says again, that John fairly writes down what he
saw in reality and in the mystical dream in the Gospel.
If Jesus Christ already knew all about Himself, what for He
should ask a question: "Whom are you seeking?", for he knew
that He is searched and wanted to arrest in order to judge.
This question: "Whom are you seeking?" is necessary to tell
the following information. The guards of the temple answered
Jesus: "Jesus of Nazareth" to show that they search for Jesus of
Nazareth, who was not the Prophet, for Prophets, according to
the Scriptures, should not be born in Nazareth, and if there was
this Prophet, he is the pseudo- (lying) prophet, the pseudoMessiah, who should be arrested as the impostor, the
blasphemer. But when Jesus Christ says to them:" It is Me "(Ego
eimi) that in Jewish sounds "Jahweh"— a name of the Jewish
God, then it becomes clear, why the temple guards and the
crowd prostrated (bitten the dust) before the Christ. But, such is
possible only in the sleep, instead of in the reality. For, the
temple guards constantly saw the Master Jesus in the Temple,
preaching about the Kingdom of Heaven and the Father God, and
the guard could not prostrate (kiss the ground) before Jesus.
Especially, the chief priests supervised over the guards, and, the
guards, before prostrating (biting the dust) before Jesus in the
Gethsemane garden, would look, in the beginning, at the chief
priests, and the latter hardly will prostrate (bite the dust) before
the first comer saying:" It is Me "(Ego eimi). All it also points that
John saw the scene of the arrest of the Master either in the
sleep, or in the mystical vision. This scene did not completely
coincide with the real scene and remained in John's memory as
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the prophetic dream. In this dream the treacherous kiss of Judas
disappears (passes) in itself for Jesus reveals (confides) Himself
for the soldiers and officers of the chief priests and Pharisees.
***
Jesus Christ thanked the Father God once more that He
strengthened His spirit and inspired Him, as the Beloved Son of
the God, on the carrying out (execution) of the Mission which
was appointed of the Will of the Father God to the end (all
through, completely).
Then He came to His
disciples (the third time) and
said to them, “Are you still
sleeping
and
resting?
Behold, the hour is at hand,
and the Son of Man is being
betrayed into the hands of
sinners.
Rise, let us be going..."

Matthew 26:45-46
Mark 14:41-42

And while He was still
speaking, behold, Judas,
one of the twelve, with a
great multitude with swords
and clubs, came from the
chief priests and elders of
the people.

Matthew 26:47
Mark 14:43

Then Judas, having
received a detachment of
troops, and officers from the
chief priests and Pharisees,
came there with lanterns,
torches, and the weapons.

John 18:3
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Jesus Christ went downwards along the garden alone
towards to the approaching shouting crowd. He did not wait,
when His three disciples will come to their senses from the
dream. After all, He was awaking them twice, and especially
Peter, for He knew that Peter will renounce Him three times, as
though, betray the Master. When Jesus is arrested, the disciples
will run up, and Peter would go secretly after the Master and
enter into those negative energies of castigation, spitting upon,
violations which his mentality would not sustain, and there
would be a soil for treachery. Jesus knew about it and tried to
warn Peter, but Peter's soul was blocked by the energies of
ignorance.
Here, He passed by the sleeping disciples, without daring to
disturb them, that they half asleep have not done something,
menacing to their life. He heard, how three His disciples began to
move behind, rising from a dream to follow the Master, and the
noise of the approaching crowd was heard ahead. When Jesus
was coming nearer to an entrance in the garden, He heard a gate
squeak (creak). Suddenly a quiet voice of Judas was heard,
"Rabbi". And everything was plunged into the natural silence
again. Jesus stopped for a second and then went on a sound,
leaving a shade of the olive trees. He saw Judas in front of Him,
and there were a detachment of troops, and officers from the
chief priests with torches and the crowd with weapons, entering
the garden, behind Judas.
Jesus met Judas Himself to show him for the last time the
Light of truth, which Judas has not understood (learnt) yet. Judas
has not understood (learnt) that the Heavenly Tsar — the Son of
God is humble, meek, patient, not accusing (condemning),
forgiving... And that His Kingdom will be here, on the Earth, in
that case, if people find this Kingdom in their hearts. While the
mankind will not find the God’s Kingdom in its heart, to speak
about this Kingdom on the Earth is the same that to depict the
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beauty of the mirage images. And there was an amount of such
messianic leaders, masters, before Jesus Christ’s arrival, whose
stories about the God’s Kingdom on the Palestinian lands
intoxicated minds of the people similar to Judas, and they did not
know about the truth. Years, centuries are passed, and the
Kingdom of God does not descend on the lands of Israel. Only a
man, who prays to the Lord in love, gets the Heavenly Kingdom
after the physical death. A very numerous group or a community
of the people are born on the Earth again in this or that country
and praying to God in Love can draw (pull in) the blessedness of
the Heavenly Kingdom for some time. And then it is possible to
speak about the Paradise on the Earth in the given (present)
country, about the promised lands.

Judas should mentally read all it in the soul of Jesus, in His
eyes, in His sight, in His Love.
Judas entered the Gethsemane garden silently and called
the Master twice. The first time he shouted "Rabbi!” and then he
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listened, whether the Master would answer, after all Judas knew
that Jesus was awake in a prayer, and his call would reach the
Master in a night silence. Jesus heard the voice of Judas, and he
has also seen the hardly become silent crowd of the priests,
soldiers and people coming nearer to the garden. And when
Judas called the second time "Rabbi", Jesus went up to him, and
Jesus knew everything what will occur, but Judas did not suspect
that he becomes the traitor at this meeting.
When Judas saw the Master in front of him, he joyfully
exclaimed, "Rabbi!" and he quickly approached to Him...
Immediately he went
up to Jesus, and said,”
Greetings,
Rabbi!”
and
kissed Him.

Matthew 26:49

Judas tensely thought of what he would tell to the Master,
and having seen that Peter and Jacob come nearer to Him,
"Here, the Master, I have carried out what You hinted me about
during the meal, giving me a piece of the bread moistened in
vine, and speaking:
"What
quickly."

you

do,

do
John 13:27

“And I have made, — Judas mentally continued, — I have
led officers and the armed crowd to You and You should... "The
Christ has raised the right hand, as though giving a signal — stop,
do not search what to tell Me.
"But Jesus said to
him,” Friend, why have you
come?"

Matthew 26:50

…"Judas,
are
you
betraying the Son of Man
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Luke 22:48

with a kiss?"

Judas was taken aback (started back, recoiled) by these
words of the Master, for he did not expect to hear such things
about himself and after all he came to Jesus with good news
(joyful message) to report (inform): "Look, Rabbi! Here are
troops... And here are the people... I had come to an
agreement... You are a tsar (king) of Israel!..." But Jesus should
tell like this that Judas became silent and could not speak
anything further, giving himself the chance to begin to see clearly
on the act of his "treachery".
***
Well, Jesus Christ appealed to Judas like this that he began
to see clearly. Only, it is a pity, that, this phrase in the lips of
other people years, centuries, millennia later created and stored
up (accumulated) energies of accusation (condemnation),
indignation, hostility (enmity) in the hearts of people. For,
according to it, they began to speak about the treachery of Judas.
Judas is not the traitor, especially the Master will be betrayed by
all disciples, showing cowardice and leaving this night. Judas is as
though the catalyst for his acts promoted to manifestation of
energies of the Messiah in Jesus. Jesus mentally as though spoke,
edifying Judas: "If you, Judas, behave further how I should act
under the relation to all people now you can get out of your own
trap, the confused thoughts and acts".
If Judas specially betrayed the Master to the chief priests he
could not say such words: "Rejoice, Rabbi", — and then to kiss
His lips, for the kiss is a symbol of intimate warm love. And the
Master knows all it and gives the lips for a kiss. Through this love
Jesus wants to show to Judas by the phrase: "Now you will
understand that you become the traitor! For, you do not know it
yet and you do not see what will occur after a kiss. For, in order
to see all it, to begin to see clearly, it is necessary to have the
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Holy Spirit inside you". Jesus, softly, having taken a kiss of Judas
with love, reveals essence of treachery to the favorite disciple:
"What are you doing, Judas? Isn’t your kiss the betrayal of the
Master in this case..."
Jesus continued (wanted to tell further): "Darling Judas,
because of your vanity and aspiration to prestige you have been
deceived and have been got on a deceit of the chief priests. The
chief priests used you as a bait to grasp (catch) and to annihilate
(kill) Me any ways as I undermine their authority and I destroy
their religion. O Judas, don’t you have become so blind that
could not see it. All that is behind your back is an external
masquerade for you, and the true essence is to seize Me".
Judas does not betray the Master, and as though tries to
prove to priests (clergymen, clerics) and all present people by his
kiss that Jesus is the Son of God. Judas as though says by his kiss:
"Here is He, the Messiah, He is our King (Tsar), the Tsar of Israel
whom we wait for and seek (search)! Let's muster troops, the
people, and He will inspire all of them on the struggle for the
finding of freedom... We will dethrone the Roman yoke and we
will set on an imperial throne of this Christ, and then we will find
the promised lands". And the priests, Sadducees do not want to
give the power to any impostor from Galilee, whence anything
good should not occur, for it is told in the Holy Scripture
(Writ):"Can anything good come out of Nazareth?" 1 So, there
can’t be a prophet of Nazareth. And it turns out that Judas,
under a righteous mask, enters the web of church state structure
of Israel which entangles him, blinding his spiritual eyes. The
churchmen say to Judas: "It is good, we will muster the troops,
we will assemble the crowd and we will come to Him..." Judas
does not grasp (understand) a deceit in their speeches. The
churchmen through Judas want to find the Prophet of Nazareth
and to kill (destroy) Him. But why? Jesus will declare Himself, as
about the Messiah, and then as the arms of the divine laws there
1

John 1:46.
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can be something irreparable for them. Therefore it is necessary
to liquidate the Prophet of Nazareth before Easter, after all on
this occasion (holiday) in Jerusalem accumulates a lot of people,
who want to rescue (prepared the salvation of) their country
from the Roman yoke and the Church duties. These people are
easily to rebel and then the power of Sadducees and Pharisees
will change hands. And they would not like to lose this power
over the people very much. The power is the force which keeps
on the state religious structure. Jesus Christ, being the Messiah,
will reveal (show) that the power should be got and kept not the
force, and the divine qualities.
***
While Judas approached the Master and kissed Him on the
lips, on the one hand the woken disciples have approached, they
were behind the back of Jesus, and on the other hand there were
priests, soldiers and the people, behind the back of Judas,
creating two irreconcilable poles.
All disciples have surrounded Jesus and asked each other:
"What’s the matter?" It is visible, while Peter and Jacob followed
the Master downwards, John ran to awake the other disciples.
And here behind the Christ, all His disciples, having surrounded
the Master the half ring, were built, and ahead, behind the back
of Judas, the crowd of officers from the chief priests and
Pharisees, soldiers, and behind them the people approached.
***
From this point on the role of the great Master starts to
flow in formation of the Messiah.
***
Judas, having been taken aback from the words of the
Master, has departed aside. It served, as though, as a sign for
priests and soldiers, having opened them the road for arrest of
the Prophet of Nazareth. The priests and soldiers had simply
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determined to the confronted (in the facing) crowd, whom they
came for, to take Him.
"Then they came and
laid hands on Jesus and
took Him".

Matthew 26:50
Mark 14:46

***
When Judas approached to Jesus and kissed Him, the
people who were close to them and saw this kiss that moment,
would fix it in the memory. Subsequently, this kiss will be
remembered and registered as “the kiss of Judas" — the
treachery kiss. As people attributed the treacherous kiss to Judas
and began to accuse (condemn) and hate him for it centuries
millennia later, the mankind wallowed in this sin — the
treachery.

The energies of this treacherous kiss were brightly showed
in Russia (former the Soviet Union) at the time of a Stalin regime
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and the invasion of the fascist aggressors, when people betrayed
relatives, close people, friends, masters (teachers), and as
though, without knowing, created a treacherous kiss in practice.
The mankind hung a label of the treacherous kiss on Judas in the
spiritual blindness, and it did not notice how this label was
pasted (stuck) on the mankind in the practice of the treachery.
But, thanks to God, thanks to spiritual masters, intellectuals of
the ХIХ-ХХ centuries is gradually removed (declined) the label of
the treacherous kiss from Judas. These masters intuitively
understood that Judas could not use the kiss in the lips of the
Master as the intentional deed (act) of the treachery. They put
into the power information field of Judas a part of justification of
this kiss, trying to find the possibility to remove from Judas a
treachery label. All it also helped us by the end of the twentieth
century more or less to be determined (defined) in this
information on Judas, having approached to the true: in general
Judas did not want to betray the Master by his kiss. There were
just such circumstances. And all the rest was completed by the
disciples of Jesus because Judas committed suicide, and it is the
easiest way to fall down the treachery of all disciples who ran up
after the arrest of the Master, on the one, who committed
suicide (killed himself). Especially after the resurrection of the
Christ, the disciples searched for the reason why their Master
was crucified and also who was guilty of it. For, Jesus Christ
ascended into heaven and He is the God and will judge the unjust
people. Certainly, it is a pity that the shade of guilt fell on Judas.
And intellectuals of the ХIХ-ХХ centuries, justifying Judas’s act,
erected him in the rank of the protagonist without which Jesus
would not take place as the Messiah, underestimating by that
the role of Mission of the Christ.
It is necessary to remember that everyone bears the
mission (Mission) and karma. Jesus Christ has got the karma: to
help 1000 souls of masters, which stay in His flesh, to be cleared,
to find seven and more divine qualities, helping to enter the
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God’s Kingdom and to merge with God together. And by the rest
of 9000 souls which also stay in His flesh to give the chance to be
cleared in the karma to ascend (rise) on one step on Hierarchy of
the Universe in the spiritual practice. Judas has got his own
karma. There are many human souls in his flesh either, but they
are guiltier on karma and which also should be cleared in the
sins. Jesus and Judas both have suffered. It is asked: which of
them is guilty? Nobody is guilty! Both are innocent. Jesus
submissively assumed karma of ten thousand human souls that
they, in the flesh of the Christ, could be cleared through the deed
of self-sacrifice, through sufferings and tortures. And Judas’s
karma is not smaller — to fulfill (work off) damnations,
mankind’s treacheries. Who of them will be more difficult? It was
difficult to everyone in his own way. Jesus knows the way of True
and fulfills (works off) karma of 10000 human souls. Judas does
not cope with the mission for the burden of karma of the
damnation and human’s treachery is still difficult (heavy).
Perhaps, Judas just was that messiah, who tried to ascend in the
Hierarchy of the Universe to the Element of Mental (Air) and
could not rise on the higher step — in the Element of the Ether?
Perhaps, it is also Judas’s karma: to feel, what means to enter the
higher plans (Elements) of the Divine World? And he also will feel
on himself humiliation, damnation, spitting... These sufferings
will not last some hours or days, and will proceed within 2000
years. Judas’s soul is somewhere, stays somewhere, and invisible
arrows of human indignation, hostility penetrate his soul. Now
he is sick from it, and he does not know, whence these energies
of tortures and sufferings fly at him. In order to understand and
feel that we pay off for all, probably, the future mankind was
revealed the activity of two persons directed in the name of
mankind: Jesus — with the unique Mission, and Judas — with
another. The One is with Mission of the Light of the True, and
another is with the mission of patience. As it would be desirable,
that the mankind after two-thousand years gradually changed
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the negative relation to Judas and ceased to condemn and damn
him. People do not know that the spittle of indignation in Judas
they spit in themselves, and how many spittle of accusation
(condemnation) and damnation they sent to Judas so much they
will receive back to themselves, by what measure they measured
all it, such measure will fall upon them now.
The devil ingeniously (demonically) played on Judas to
catch the mankind in the net. So, people, accusing (condemning)
and damning Judas, have got to traps of the Devil and did not
know, did not see, that they became judases, traitors
themselves. They condemned Judas that negative act which was
not made by him. And Jesus opened Judas blind spiritual eyes on
his desires and acts which he wanted to make for the sake of the
Master — to make the Christ the earthly king (tsar). We also
should realize all it thanks to the doctrine of Jesus Christ.
And besides we should begin to see clearly on that
circumstance that Jesus, taking Judas’s kiss, gave him divine love
which changed those energies of the treachery of the human
souls which stayed in the flesh of the Christ.
Judas would like to tell much to the Master, but it was
neither time, nor a place, therefore it remains nothing to him as
to show to Jesus his devoted love through the kiss. Only when
Jesus was arrested and He was begun to tie hands, Judas
understood the words of the Master about the treachery. Judas
realized that he becomes the traitor, and his heart was caused
sharp pain by these energies of the treachery, therefore he was
taken aback and departed aside... The turmoil began...
***
When those around
Him saw what was going to
happen, they said to Him,”
Lord, shall we strike with the
sword?"

Luke 22:49
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"And suddenly, one of
those who were with Jesus
stretched out his hand and
drew his sword, struck the
servant of the high priest,
and cut off his ear".

Matthew 26:51
Mark 14:47

But Jesus said to him,
“Put your sword in its place,
for all who take the sword
will perish by the sword.
“Or do you think that I
cannot now pray to My
Father, and He will provide
Me with more than twelve
legions of angels?"

Matthew 26:52-53

But Jesus answered
and said," Permit even this”.
And He touched his ear and
healed him.

Luke 22:51

Then Simon Peter,
having a sword, drew it and
struck the high priest’s
servant, and cut off his right
ear. The servant’s name
was Malchus.
So Jesus said to
Peter,” Put your sword into
the sheath. Shall I not drink
the cup which My Father
has given Me?”
Then the detachment
of troops and the captain
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John 18:10-12

and the officers of the Jews
arrested Jesus and bound
Him.

***
In this turmoil the first acts of the Messiah should start to
be revealed (shown): healing the high priest’s servant (slave) and
protection of the disciples that they could bring His doctrine to
the peoples, tribes and tongues (languages). Jesus is already
responsible for the acts of the disciples, even that they
misunderstood His doctrine. They understood the essence of the
Messiah aggressively — so, it is necessary to clean them from the
origin of the militant energies. And it becomes only Love which
Jesus reveals (shows) in the present state of affairs.
Jesus heals (cures) the high priest’s servant (slave) to
suspend the militant impact of the disciples. Thanks to this
miracle of the healing the soldiers did not touch (take) the
disciples of the Christ for without this miracle Jesus could not
protect the disciples.
Was there this situation described by evangelist Saint John
the Divine (Bogoslov), and also partially by Matthew, Luka and
Mark, in reality (actually)? And may be, something was hidden
behind this information... "An ear hears, but mind doesn’t take a
hint..."The mankind also comes across on it, it hears (reads) a
word, but does not know the validity of the given situation to the
end and, without having understood, starts to accuse (condemn),
blame and castigate by words. Jesus Christ taught us: love the
enemies, instead of condemnation and do not castigate them,
and do not anathematize. As Jesus suppresses the militant,
negative heat (passion) of the disciples by His love to enemies,
and we should relate to everybody like this.
***
Then Jesus said to the
chief priests, captains of the
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temple, and the elders who
had come to Him, “Have
you come out, as against a
robber, with swords and
clubs?”
“When I was I with
you daily in the temple, you
did not try to seize Me. But
this is your hour and the
power of darkness ".

Luke 22:52-53
Matthew 26:55
Mark 14:48-49

Jesus Christ, rectifying the error of the disciples, learnt
them not to resort to violence, the weapon, He told the chief
priests:
"…If you seek Me, let
these go their way,”
That the saying might
be fulfilled which He spoke,”
Of those whom You gave
Me I have lost none."

John 18:8-9

Jesus spoke: "Have you made a search for Me? Here — I am
in front of you. Take Me, and do not touch them". When the
disciples heard such a phrase from the lips of the Master, they
understood that the situation finds a bad turn, and the soldiers
will arrest not only their Master, but also them for resistance to
the authorities (powers). The devilish fear attacked them in that
moment. Without knowing how to act further, all of them ran up
in all directions, fulfilling (executing) prophetical words: "I will
strike the Shepherd, and the sheep of the flock will be
scattered”.
Matthew 26:56
Mark 14:50

"Then all the disciples
forsook Him and fled".
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"Having arrested Him,
they led Him and brought
Him into the high priest’s
house".

Luke 22:54

***
The prophecies stated in the Scripture, come true on Jesus
Christ not only that the bible prophet, who considered as the
divine voice, has predicted about Him. People, getting
acquainted with the sayings of the prophets, pull together and
increase such a power of the future situation through the
thoughts and emotions. As soon as the power of this situation
gains the necessary potential for the realization in the social life,
there is a person, as the catalyst on which such a prophecy comes
true.
If prophets predict wreck, destruction, accidents, that
people, constantly thinking of it, help the prophecy to be realized
in the earthly conditions (existence). It is time to realize to the
mankind: what thought it will engender and will support in the
human minds that will be reaped. As the mankind cannot begin
to see clearly from Jesus Christ’s lectures (homilies), which
edifies: "As you act, and you will be acted as well" so, "what you
will generate and that will be reaped by you"!
And here we wail from a pain, shout (yell) from the
sufferings and we do not know (realize), how we accumulate the
egregore of destructive forces around us even more. If we create
a harm egregore in thoughts and acts on the Earth, it will force us
to be embodied on the Earth again to fulfill this karma in
torments (pangs, torture) and sufferings this karma, getting to
negative, destructive situations.
If a human soul wails: "My God, what do you punish me
for?" — but we already know that the God in general and never
punishes anybody, does not judge, and only vents His Love on
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everything and everybody and opens our blind spiritual eyes
through the Holy Spirit, Spirit of True. The God as though speaks
to us: "Darling! You saved up so many destructive energies
through your thoughts and acts which cannot be kept in
inactivity, and, being shown, fall upon the creator. This saved up
energy should be cleared (discharged) in destruction in order to
calm down a little... until you will not start to feed it trough the
sinfulness again".
During the arrest Jesus should reveal (show) to people:
what we are fallen upon, only through humbleness, meekness,
patience, none-judgment (and it is even not necessary to justify
when you are accused [condemned] without fault in something),
and also through creation of love to the enemies ("love the
enemy") it is possible to liquidate (cancel) and vanish (dissolve)
negativity. The love to an enemy is (sounds) the basic motive in
Jesus Christ’s Sermon on the Mount. Now, from the moment of
His arrest, He should show the love to the enemy in practice,
love His enemies.
But the disciples ran up for fear. They became the traitors.
This treachery was not advertised, and shaded by the disciples,
who concentrated all attention to Judas treachery.
Saint John the Divine (Bogoslov) writes that Peter follows
Jesus to learn (find out), where will their Master take away.
Perhaps, those energies of perception (realization) of the
treachery rebelled inside Peter, as though speaking to him:
"Peter, why you show your cowardice and escape from the
Master in fear, you swore to give your life for Him”. And Peter
suddenly thought in the heart, reflecting (meditating) on: "What
am I doing? I am betraying the Master. All the disciples ran up in
various directions. Will I go for those, who arrested Jesus, as an
unnoticed man? What will it be further with our Master?" Peter,
having become stronger in boldness, comes back and secretly
goes behind the leaving crowd leading the arrested Prophet of
Nazareth...
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***
In a shed which was close to a press, the son of the owner
— the young man, the nephew of Barnabas, spent the night and
guarded the garden. The young man knew Jesus and even
listened to His speeches. He was woken by the noise of the
crowd leaving his garden. He slept bared, and as he would like to
learn what has happened in the garden, he quickly thrown over
(on) a linen blanket, which he covered up, and jumped out of a
shed. Coming nearer to a crowd, he saw how the soldiers,
officers of the temple leave the gate and lead out the Master
Jesus with the hands tied behind the back. The crowd moved
towards the city. The young man, having overtaken for the
people, listened, what they were speaking about, and, without
having understood what had happened, decided to approach
more close to Jesus, even, maybe, to say goodbye to Him in a
sight.
"Now a certain young
man followed Him, having a
linen cloth thrown around
his naked body. And the
young men laid hold of him,
And he left the linen
cloth and fled from them
naked."

Mark 14:51-52

The naked young man dexterously whisked in the crowd,
and then disappeared in the dark, leaving from the armed people
leading out the Prophet of Nazareth with tied hands, not clearly
for what crime. The thought persistently knocked in the head of
the young man: "What for? What was it for?" His heart was
strenuously beating. Having reached the shed, he could not fall
asleep for a long time, for his thoughts were about Jesus of
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Nazareth, the Galilean Prophet, the charming Person, the Master
and the Healer.
***
Mark, being the adolescent in those days, saw, how the
arrested person Jesus was led out (withdrew from) the
Gethsemane garden to Jerusalem. Probably, he writes about
himself in the Gospel as about the young man whom, having
wrapped on the nude body in the blanket followed Jesus to learn
what had happened.
So, Jesus Christ was arrested. He submissively (humbly) and
meekly follows where He was led out by the priests. Now His
problem was to analyze the situation through the prayer to the
God.
Now we know that this prayer should be alive, filled with
love and gratitude, it should dissolve arising negative situations.
Jesus understood that only blessed energies of the God’s Love
can liquidate (cancel) and transform negative, destructive
energies. If a person in a similar situation does not get the
blessed energies of Love through a prayer to the God then his
negative energies fall upon him and eclipse his mind and spiritual
eyes. And the person does not know that he creates a new sinful
karma, but, besides, he suffers from the destructive
circumstances which even stronger fell upon him.
If the person creates a prayer to the God, the Holy Spirit
helps him to analyze an occurring situation and all acts which are
karmic outsets in relation to him. And we learn to find out in this
or that negative situation the karmic outsets in the acts through
the thankful prayer of Love to the God to liquidate (cancel) and
transform them in Divine energies of All-Love, as helps to
facilitate (relieve) the revealed (shown) negative situation.
When you are arrested, it is not necessary to resist and find
out, what it’s happened for. Especially it is not necessary to
accuse someone and justify. It is best of all — to plunge into a
thankful prayer of Love, having accepted the present state of
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affairs (the given situation) submissively. If you are arrested, it
means, you deserved it on karma. You should accept it and do
not justify, and be always with the God to find karmic outsets
under the guidance (direction) of the Holy Spirit, going to the last
embodiment. Perhaps, possessing the power, you are arrested
illegally, at night of those preachers which bore a word of the
God, being a religious head, a priest, a high priest. May be you
were a just tsar (king), who had arrested the prophet bearing the
God’s knowledge to people, had imprisoned him and had made a
trial (judge) over him... It is all forgotten at a new embodiment.
Now it is necessary to remember. In order to remember
everything, it is necessary to pray to the Lord Almighty
(Supreme) that the Holy Spirit condescended on you and dawned
upon your memory of your act in the last embodiment.
Well, we should always remember: everything what
happens (occurs) to us in this world, we had once created.
Everything comes back under the law: how you act and you will
be acted.
But may be like this, that this or that soul of the governor,
the king (tsar) or the religious head thanks to indefatigable
prayers to the Lord achieves at last to get, enter into the True
flesh, that is in the flesh of the Messiah, the Christ that to fulfill
the sin in this flesh truly, which was made and was not fulfilled in
the antecedents. Therefore the divine Master is the Mother
uniting such human souls in the flesh.
Everyone ought to know that, we should not accuse
(condemn) any act of the Master, whatever sinful it seemed. We
should learn to reveal (open) and analyze the acts of the Master
for our blessedness, searching the joinery of the karmic essence
in relation to act of the given Master, and to understand: "Why
do I read about it or see it? Perhaps, do I see it to become
thoughtful? And may be, shortly, I would not create a similar sin
if I have a similar situation". We can analyze the karmic essence
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truly and to estimate it truly for our blessedness and the others
only with the Holy Spirit.
Jesus Christ also reveals (shows) to us, how we should
behave in the similar negative situations. He is humble and
meek, He is led to the high priest’s court where He should be
accused of heavy sinful acts and be sentenced (condemned) to
death. The only thing that remains to Jesus is to create a thankful
prayer of Love to the Father God that through the blessed
energies of the Holy Spirit to cancel a sequence of the running on
negative situations. The same prayer will give Him the chance,
having come to the Earth as the Comforter, to enter the power
information field and truly to read knowledge and acts of Jesus
Christ and to give that divine doctrine to modern mankind which
each person needs. For, each person will be accused
(condemned) and everyone will be crucified at his level. For the
epoch of a crucifixion to all mankind in the form of different
accidents, natural cataclysms, earthquakes, destruction and so
on (et cetera) has come. Everyone will have experienced a court,
an undressing naked, humiliation, an insult, castigation, covering
with spittle, public violation… That is all that Jesus Christ has had
firsthand knowledge. At these heavy situations of a public
crucifixion everyone will be in need of the energies of the help
and rescue, and there will be a thought in his head: "How to be
in such a situation?"
As Jesus Christ knew that He would incarnate on the Earth
as the Comforter again, probably, He would remember those live
prayers to the God, which He has turned out, fulfilling karma of
the mankind. For, these prayers created by Him, are (stay) in the
abide prayer egregore so, and only He can be connected at a new
incarnation to the Divine egregore and give the live doctrine of
rescue of a soul in the God’s Love to people.
What does the ingenious Mission of the God’s Son consist
of? He allows to enter into His flesh 10000 human souls that they
could as much as possible fulfill the sinful karma in the true.
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There is an essence of the Christ in it. Now it is necessary to
remember that when the Holy Spirit descends to the Earth and
finds a human flesh, It finds a name the Christ. Thus, the Holy
Spirit in a flesh is the Son of God, the Messiah, the Christ, for He
reveals (opens) a true way to the Kingdom of the Lord and is a
door to this Kingdom through which a certain quantity of human
souls takes place. In millennia the energies change on the Earth,
the consciousness of people becomes another, religious
doctrines become dogmas, lifeless, the mankind in sufferings
searches and the way and the truth and the life. This new
mankind with the prayers to the God pulls together the
descending of the Holy Spirit in a flesh — the Messiah, the Christ
for a new generation. It happens and also clearly demonstrated
in the Christ of our time — the Comforter.
So, from Jesus Christ’s arrest in the Gethsemane garden the
energy of the Messiah in the Prophet of Nazareth started to be
shown, as the way and the truth and the life.
Amen.
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Chapter 2
A HASTY VERDICT (JUDGEMENT)
The officers of the high priests, who were entrusted a
responsible business — to seize the Galilean Prophet — were
very happy that all came true in the best way, without any
excesses in their deliberate plan of actions against the appeared
Messiah on His dethronement as God’s Son in the face of the
Judaic crowd.
It was after midnight when all, who participated in the
capture of the Prophet of Nazareth, came back to Jerusalem on
an abrupt slope of the valley of Kidron. Jesus Christ was led with
the tied hands surrounded by the soldiers that the coming round
disciples could not liberate and rescue Him.
While He was led to the house of the high priest, he had
time, and Jesus decided to have a talk with the Father God
mentally.
"My Father, Thank You that You teach Me all the time.
Thank You that You opened and showed Me the beginning of My
True Mission. For, I thought that My Mission consists of only in
preaching about Your Kingdom of heaven, about the repentance
and in giving to people Your Divine commandments (precepts).
And the one who will carry them out, can become Your God’s
son, You showed me that there are all Your sons in My body,
who in the last incarnations (embodiments) were great masters,
tsars, wise men, priests for the people and now they stay inside
Me, and each of them has the karmic groundwork which should
be transformed to the energy of All-Love and be returned in Your
Bosom (Loin). Thanks to You, O Father, I realized and understood
that My True Mission begins just now: it is study (elaboration,
working out) and transformation of all karmic energies in All-Love
in practice, in material conditions, in the face of people. And that
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this sinful (guilty) mass of people, observing My actions in
extreme situations, could realize that, it is possible to find the
Way which leads in Your Kingdom of Beauty, Pleasures,
Happiness only when in practice the sufferer will start to get
Your, O Father, True epithets, such as all-love, all-humbleness,
all-meek, all-generosity, all-mercy, all-forgiveness, nonejudgment, and always to pray for everybody, for everything, for
their enlightenment, for their well-being. Therefore, whatever
happens to Me, I must try to carry out (execute) all it to
edification for all mankind.
My God! You are Unique, Darling (Dear), Close and Beloved
for Me! I always converse to You, I always talk to You, I am
always learned and supported by You. Father! Will You
strengthen My spirit, Will You reside (be) in Me that I could carry
out (execute) Your Will adequately, and create for the first time,
what Your sons, who lived and live here on the earth, could not
make. I realize the responsibility for the Mission assigned to Me,
for I should show and reveal the True Door in Your All-Blessed,
All-Effulgent (All-Radiant) Kingdom, for all mankind for the first
time. All interested (concerned) people, who want to get to Your
All-Blessed World, should come to You, Father, only through Me.
For, I become as the Way and the Truth and the Life for all
mankind. My God! Thanks that You open My karmic studies
(elaborations) to Me. Right now I see one of Your sons inside Me,
who was the king (tsar) in the last incarnations (generations) and
ordered to arrest innocent people on the ignorance. Now these
people reincarnated in this earthly life. Here, they are as the
soldiers, the officers of the temples, and the ordinary
handicraftsmen, the ordinary people. Now all of them united in a
crowd in order to arrest, grasp Me, also secretly, and I could feel
that internal state (condition), state of mind that they
experienced (went through) in the last incarnations, being
innocently arrested. I thank You, My God, that now there is a
transformation of the karmic essence into the energy of Love,
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thanks to My humbleness, meekness and none-judgment of
anybody, who participates in the events of this night. Forgive
them, Father, all of them are dependent and do not know the
Truth, for they are blind because of the numerous of sins and do
not know what they do. Let Your Divine Light will beam (light up)
at least for an instant in their hearts for their own enlightenment
(daylight, insight) in Your Truth. And I thank You, My God, that
You teach Me to pray for the recovery of their sight (their
enlightenment). Let each of them will realize that in their lives
will occur such situations come back when they are innocent, are
secretly arrested at night and are led somewhere, and so at this
time it is necessary neither to be angry, nor to be in a bad
temper, neither to rebel (revolt), nor to justify, to resist, and to
remain humble and meek and to pray for offending and chasing
off you. Thanks to it such karma will be transformed and will
vanish (disappear), and such person will never be secretly
arrested at night by anybody. The glory to You, My God, that
now one of the karmic essences disappears in Me, has been got
by the God’s son when he was a tsar (a priest, a governor, a
Pharaoh) ".
***
Analyzing His further earthly life on karma, Jesus saw the
treachery of the disciples and warned them at the Last Supper
about it: "All of you will be made to stumble because of Me this
night, be tempted about Me, for it is written:’ I will strike the
Shepherd, and the sheep will be scattered". So the question of
the importance of the treachery’s concept was submitted on the
agenda for each person. The people’s steps of treachery on
which on the circumstances in the certain situations of life are
various. Each person will be tried (checked) by this or that step of
treachery for these energies people accumulate during the life.
Will a person carry out (execute) the treachery in relation
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to the relatives, the nearest and dearest, strangers or in
relation to the master (Master), depends on both the situation
and a live prayer of Love to God. For, only such prayer dissolves
different steps of treachery a person ascends on. Well, all Jesus
Christ’s disciples, who were in the Gethsemane garden, ran up,
having left the Master alone in front of the priests, the soldiers
and the crowd, having executed a prophecy on the treachery.
The similar will always happen (occur) at all times and
epoch. Each disciple will find (gain) the doctrine of the master
(Master), and then, on the certain circumstances, will ascend to
this or that step of treachery. It is sad to realize that the Master
is betrayed by his own disciples, and it is impossible to avoid this
fact. So, the master, being acquainted with this fact, should not
take offence, be afflicted and be angry with the disciples, who
betrayed him, and should continue to give vent a divine Love on
them.
The eternal chain of different treacheries passes together
with people from one incarnation to the other. When the
treachery energy reaches a certain potential then these people
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get to the situations, as for example, during the Great Patriotic
War where they under the certain circumstances are compelled
to become traitors. These people come to that country at the
earth, where there is such a state regime as during the reign of
Stalin, Hitler, Mao TSE Donne (Tung), Pinochet... In which almost
everyone (to some extent) becomes a traitor.
During our life we create different basis for treachery only
owing to we often accuse (condemn) someone for something.
That is why Jesus Christ taught: "do not accuse (condemn)!" For,
each our accusation (condemnation) gives rise to this or that
drop of treachery. After all, condemnation is a manifestation of
dislike in which treachery flourishes. So gradually, imperceptibly,
drop by drop, engendering and filling up the energy of
condemnation, we form the bog of treachery, we get to it, we
suffer in torments and appeal to God: "My God, what am I am
guilty for? After all I pray to You, My God, I am pure and didn’t I
betray anybody". And the God reveals (opens) our blind spiritual
eyes on our own acts. The God gently and tenderly explains to
us: "Remember, that all happens (occurs) to you, you created,
both in this life and in the last incarnation..."
If it happens (occurs) to the Master, the God’s Son, it
means, that the souls of those people which have half-assed
(undone, leftover, durative) karma of the treachery stay in His
flesh. This karma of the treachery also falls upon the Master, the
Messiah, as had happened (occurred) to Jesus Christ. Therefore
the Master necessarily should know it and not take offence at
the disciples betraying Him at all.
Jesus Christ realized on the way to the high priest that
during interrogations and charges it is necessary to listen to
everything and to be humble, meek and not to justify. During the
illegal proceedings the Devil will ingeniously accuse (condemn)
and as much as possible attribute that infringement with which
the person is connected (concerned, linked). Thus, it is necessary
to consider that the Devil through the lips of accusers tells the
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truth, he perfectly knows the karma of the human souls, who are
judged. The Devil knows all their sinfulness and all their
treachery, all their condemnation, all their acts.
And if you are a Master, who reveals (bears) the God’s
Word, Light, pleasure to people, explaining (pointing out) a way
to the Lord in the world of Blessedness, remember: there are
those human souls which have karma of treachery and they will
draw (attract) the energy of betrayal (treachery) from outside in
the face of disciples, relatives (close) and acquaintances (familiar
people), ... You should act, as it was made by Jesus Christ, and
the Light will shine in front of you!
***
While Jesus Christ mentally talked to the Father, He did not
notice, how the armed crowd together with Him approached the
house of the high priest. It has already blown a cool wind. A part
of the armed crowd began to go home, as it was already late,
and the other part came to vestibule of the temple, in the hope
of the continuation of the events, for the high priests would not
arrest the sensational Galilean Prophet for no particular reason at
night.
"And they led Him
away to Annas first, for he
was the father-in-law of
Caiaphas who was high
priest that year.
Now it was Caiaphas
who advised the Jews that it
was expedient that one man
should die for the people.
And
Simon
Peter
followed Jesus, and so did
another disciple. Now that
disciple was known to the
high priest, and went with
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John 18:13-15

Jesus into the courtyard of
the high priest.
"But Peter followed
Him at a distance to the
high priest’s courtyard. And
he went in and sat with the
servants to see the end".

Matthew 26:58
Mark 14:54

"…
and
warmed
himself at the fire".
"Now when they had
kindled a fire in the midst of
the courtyard and sat down
together, Peter sat among
them".

Luke 22:55

"But Peter stood at the
door outside. Then the other
disciple, who was known to
the high priest, went out and
spoke to her who kept the
door, and brought Peter in.
Then the servant girl
who kept the door said to
Peter, “You are not also one
of this Man’s disciples, are
you? “ He said, “I am not”.
Now the servants and
officers who had made a fire
of coals stood there, for it
was cold, and they warmed
themselves.
And
Peter
stood with them
and
warmed himself ".

John 18:16-18
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***
John (if you will rely on his own Gospel) helps Peter to
enter the porch (vestibule) of the temple. Where was John in the
porch (vestibule) of the temple, after all he writes nothing about
himself anymore? People, who usually read the New Testament,
think that John entered the porch (vestibule) of the temple and
stayed there together with Peter, where there was Peter's
renunciation of the Master. But it is also possible another thing.
This scene, in the temple with Peter, Saint John the Revelator
(Divine) saw on (at) the mystical level. And as he sees all this
scene of renunciation from the outside, he does not give the
information where he was at this time. After all if John was
somewhere nearby Peter, Peter's renunciation of the Master
involuntarily would be also John's renunciation of Jesus. John
would not like this Peter's negativity to carry (transfer) on his
shoulders.
That John was not really in the porch (vestibule) of the
temple together with Peter prove the texts of other three
Evangelists where it is not told about John. So, relying on Peter's
story about his renunciation of Jesus, each Evangelist
represented this scene in his own way.
John was a young man then and knew from Jesus Christ’s
words that Peter will renounce the Master three times. When
John wrote the Gospel it was imaginative picture in front of him
as one of the Jesus’ disciples, whose name is not called,
appeared, and he helped Peter to enter the porch (vestibule) of
the temple, that is John as though hints at his partnership. Who
sees the vision as the real fact, he stays "behind a shot" that is
brightly represented in the text of the Gospel according to John.
Peter, most likely, unknowingly behaved like this that
drawn attention (come into notice) of the girl who kept the door
and she told: "You are not also one of this Man’s disciples, are
you?"
***
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Peter did not notice at all, mechanically, and that disturbed
him very much, when everything will come for the favorite
Master to end, on the hoof answered the slave girl who kept the
door: “no" that he is not the disciple of the Prophet of Nazareth,
and it is the first renunciation of the Savior.
In the general vain crowd of the people expecting, when
the trial at Annas will come to end, Peter did not even strike a
thought in the head that he has already renounced the Master,
for the first time, he was ready to give the life for Him. A
pressure of the fidgety (restless) thoughts: "What will it be with
the Master? What will they make with Him? What do they want
of Him?" These questions did not let become clear in Peter's
head of that thought that he has already renounced the
Instructor for the first time. Peter, suppressing in the confusion
and shyness inside him, joined the crowd in order not to draw in
(attract) curious eyes. The fear of his own death involuntarily
held (pinned) down Peter's boldness. Having hidden in the
crowd, he warmed himself at the fire, and his ears, like ears of a
hare, have been strained, listening to different conversations
which were born (heard) in the crowd. But in order not to be
allocated from the crowd even standing, Peter sat down, though
all his body was like the strained (forced) spring (string)...
***
My problem does not include the investigation of the
private world of Peter and his experiences in such difficult
situation for him.
We will see how the Peter’s lips will betray the Master once
more (again). Probably, Peter will betray the Christ under such
circumstances two times when Jesus does not hear it. But Peter's
renunciation will happen (occur) directly in front of His face in
the third time. And what will Peter's condition be after that
when the comprehension of the treachery come to him? It,
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probably, will affect that Peter will try to prove then the fidelity
and love to Jesus to impart (spread, propagate, disseminate) His
doctrine in the peoples, being the main thing from the heads of
the Jerusalem church.
The remained way of the earth life of the Christ the
disciples did not see, except for Judas and women, but Judas
after the crucifixion of the Master committed suicide, and
women because of the emotional sensitivity will not understand
that this final journey of the Christ comprises the true as a basis
of the earthly life of any God’s Son. Jesus remains as the humble,
meek person praying for all in their memory... And this
information will as though be dissolved (fused, imbibed) and will
be shaded in other information on the Christ and in His other
acts. But the true does not disappear and if it was showed once,
it lives further, submissively (humbly) and meekly (gently)...
Being shown in this or that person, an apostle, a saint person, an
instructor at present at a certain situation, and then for all it will
fade, die away, as though, for others the energies of the
subsequent acts will appear, connected with working off of the
karma, the sinfulness. And it is already devilish energies, getting
in which an apostle, a saint, a master, and forgets about the ray
of light of the true giving an enlightenment as it is necessary to
transform the sinful karma. This beam (ray) of the enlightenment
of the Truth was realized by Jesus and He should use it as much
as possible in practice to become the Messiah.
We are interested in the private world, the own Jesus
Christ’s experiences, for, who mentally empathizes all scale of
feelings, which was tested (felt) by the Son of God Himself, that a
person is cleared at mental level and engenders the grains of
grace in himself which will be gradually materialized and yield
the fruits. Only all depends on what water (acts) you will water
them. If you water these grains with the acts connected with
fulfillment (carrying-out) of the Divine commandments
(precepts) then also the grace descends faster, and if you act
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differently — it descends slowly as it depends on the process of
the materialization of the thoughts. The more you get divine, allcleansing thoughts, the more grace grains are arisen on the
mental plan, and the last will be realized, in any case (anyway),
that will give you the chance at the material level to gain the
paradise on the earth.
***
Seventy-year-old Annas was the informal high priest as
twenty years ago he had a dignity of the high priest within seven
years. Regardless of the fact that Annas, as the high priest, was
deposed by procurator Valery Gratus, the priestly party did not
give a great value to this deposition. Most likely, Annas remained
"authorized" to rule over temple guards and the chairman of the
council so, he was the person, the judge, who had the right to
make preliminary investigation on the circumstances. Annas
(Canaan) held in his hands all force of the religious party
Sadducees, and outwardly he remained as though in a shade for
the people, but without his participation any step was not taken
on a political scene. All was supervised and looked through by
him. His old age of the religious man and the high cloth of the
former high priest, his influential position in the public life
(especially, he had the best relations with governors of the house
of Herod and with procurators) — all it gave him the chance to
influence those or other events of the political life of the Israel
people.
Annas was reached by hearings about the new-appeared
Prophet of Nazareth, considering the Messiah Himself, Who
excites minds of the ordinary and religious intellectual people,
Who reveals (uncovers) putridity and hypocrisy of scribes,
Pharisees, and also Sadducees, Who destroys the belief of the
broad (vast) masses in religious oligarchy and undermines a
material basis of the latter, and it will affect the well-being
(prosperity, wealth) of the family of Canaan, where Annas is
considered the patriarch. And if Annas paid attention to the
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Galilean Prophet, it is said that he attached the political
significance to the arisen of the new doctrine of the Christ and,
naturally, he was afraid, as though this newly appeared Messiah
did not create (organize) still more (the extra) estrangement
(alienation) of the people from the first-priestly clique.
No wonder (Knowingly) during the temple clearance
(purge, purification) in Jerusalem from different dealers, trading
heaps Jesus wounded a priestly top in avidity and revealed their
illegal and shameful interests. If avidity was a dominating sin of
the Jews (Judaic people), it concerned Anna's family to the full
extent either. All preludes of the temple were forced by the
trading counters, and the tradesmen submitted and used the
priests’ (clergymen’s, clerics’) protection, bringing them a
considerable income. Therefore Annas also should strain all
forces, using the powers and reserves to break, to grind the
newly appeared Prophet into dust. For, the actions of the Christ
helped to excite with the people of the feeling of contempt for
all first-priestly clan so, to Annas’ kin (family), and posed the
threat to its material income and a family well-being.
Jesus Christ was brought to trial secretly, moreover at night
that did not keep within in any way the rules of law of the given
society. Such haste in the illegal proceedings accented
(highlighted) once more (again) that the doctrine of the Christ for
Annas' family was like the slowed down action of a volcano and
nobody knew, when there can be an explosion. Therefore it was
necessary to undertake something quickly, and Annas starts to
use all dictatorial powers pointedly (outright), even in illegal
proceedings, and especially at such time.
Jesus was entered a premise where the high priest was.
Annas sat in the armchair and lowered at the Galilean Prophet as
though, through half-closed eyelids his small shrill eyes. There
was a minute pause, and vanity noise calmed down. Anna was so
sunk (plunged) into thoughts on search in inquiry of the fault of
the new Prophet that he even forgot to untie the hands of Jesus
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for the sake of decency. The Christ was surrounded with servants
of the temple, they were entrusted to arrest the Galilean, and a
little bit further there were two soldiers who could execute any
order of the high priest in one minute.
***
In the face of Annas or in any other accuser of the Prophet
of Nazareth, first of all, we should see and reveal the done
(manifested, displayed) acts in relation to Jesus, not to accuse
(condemn) him for it, and to find the karmic interrelation and to
pray for him for, he is blind and does not know what he creates.
And Jesus Christ acted like this: He prayed for the high priest, for
Annas, knowing that the karmic responsibility is inside him, in
order to put to death to the Son of God. Precisely, we should
condemn neither the enemy, nor spiritual masters, whose
doctrines we look through and analyze as well. It is necessary to
pick (select) out of the doctrines all the best for you that we will
be the sons of God, and not to take (accept) bad (unfavorable),
negative things for the practice. If you want to reveal the
negativity of this or that master or his doctrine, you should
understand, that your reasoning did not turn to condemnation,
the thankful prayer of Love to God should sound in your heart.
Therefore, when you talk about negative things, it is always
necessary to create a live loving prayer of Gratitude to the Lord
Almighty (Supreme) in your heart and to wish that person about
whom there is a speech, all blessings, happiness and a spiritual
enlightenment in order not to lapse (fall) from a reasoning into
accusation (condemnation).
***
To find out the power (force) of the influence (impact) of
the new doctrine of the Christ on the multitude (masses), how
many of His followers, and also, why He’s so terrible
(threatening) for his family, Annas started to ask (question) Jesus.
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"The high priest then
asked Jesus about His
disciples and His doctrine.
Jesus answered him, “I
spoke openly to the world, I
always
taught
in
synagogues and in the
temple, where the Jews
always meet, and in secret I
have said nothing.
Why do you ask Me?
Ask those who have heard
Me what I said to them.
Indeed they know what I
said.”
And when He had said
these things, one of the
officers who stood by struck
Jesus with the palm of his
hand, saying, “Do You
answer the high priest like
that?”
Jesus answered him,
“if I have spoken evil, bear
witness of the evil; but if
well, why do you strike Me?"

John 18:19-23

Jesus Christ perfectly understood the mercenary purpose of
the questions of Annas, and especially there will not be enough
for hours, but even years to answer them. For, His disciples
stayed for three years together with Him, and they do not know
completely His doctrine about the God’s Kingdom. If Annas was
more divinely wise, he does not ask such questions. And in order
to reveal it to him, Jesus answers so laconically and capaciously.
Especially the Christ in His answer should reveal illegality in
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relation to Him because Annas leads the legal proceedings
secretly and moreover at night. "I spoke openly to the world..."
Then Jesus continued mentally:" ... Openly, without any secrets
about the Kingdom of heaven, without breaking the public laws
and none of them I took anything, I did not steal, I did not
deceive and, especially, I did not kill anybody. It is necessary to
bring the accusation before judging someone. What am I accused
of to prosecute Me? If the condemnation concerns My doctrine,
that, — Jesus said aloud, — I always taught in a synagogue and in
the temple where the Jews always come, and I did not tell
anything secretly ". Then the Christ continued mentally:" And if
the officers of the temple listened to all My sermons and My
doctrine it is better to ask them as My answer, whatever it was, I
will be always met by your suspicion and mistrust. And also it is
not necessary to forget that when the defendant is asked at that
very moment he is provoked to the involuntary justification and
it means on a deceit ". For, when you justify, it is possible to
enter a deceit imperceptibly, and the latter will always come to
light, as though you masked this deceit. Therefore Jesus also
answered the high priest:" Why do you ask Me? Will you ask
those who heard what I spoke to them; here, they know what I
spoke ", — and His sight pointed at the officers of the temple
surrounding Him. Jesus shifted His quiet open gaze to the high
priest, and mentally in a quiet tone taught Annas:" Such night
acts, secretiveness (reserve), such malevolence and any mockery
at justice are peculiar to you, Sadducees, to scribes and
Pharisees, but not to Me. And if My doctrine is opened for
everybody, -Jesus continued mentally, - and among My
followers, that is My disciples, there are no underground (underthe-table) plots (conspiracies, combines) and the latent
intrigues".
Annas frowned, having listened to the wise and the laconic
response (reply) of the Christ, and he was obviously dissatisfied,
without having received any information, pretexts (snags), for
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what it would be possible to grasp and convict (blame) the
Galilean, who is dangerous to his family. One of the officers of
the temple who stood close to Jesus, noticed the resentment
(displeasure, dissatisfaction) of the high priest and, to express
(exclaim at) the complaisance in front of Annas, unexpectedly
struck blow to the Prophet’ s cheek. Jesus did not expect such
action, especially His hands were tied behind the back, and He
involuntarily responded such blow by the words: "If I told worse
forgive Me and reveal what is worse, for I am grateful to you for
it and if I said well and truly, what do you beat Me for?" And
then Jesus taught mentally:" As I, all the same, cannot respond
you the same regardless of the fact, that My hands are tied, I will
not respond with abuse and a rage at all. As the manifested
(displayed, exhibited) negative destructive energies in this or that
act of a man, for example, in someone’s blow (box, buffet) on a
cheek, is redeemed (repaid) only by humbleness, meekness,
love, and it does not give possibility to arise to a new satanic host
(the forces of evil) ".
***
Whence the information on this judgment (trial), written
down by Saint John the Divine (Bogoslov) filtered, we do not
know exactly, after all Annas, two officers of the temple and as
many soldiers standing at the doors were the witnesses of this
trial themselves. There is no mention which of them told about
this trial to evangelist John. And it can be, John saw this trial at
Annas in the mystical vision, for it is not told anything about this
trial at the other evangelists. But if we were reached by the
information on such a trial we should derive (get) the true from it
and reveal it. And the true consists of that Jesus should pray both
for Annas, who wants to condemn (sentence) Him to death, and
for the officer of the temple, who gave Him a slap in the face.
After all, Jesus knew now: everything that falls upon you is yours
and comes back to you on karma. Thus it is always necessary to
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be humble, meek... And thanks to (using) the prayer to the God,
He should pray for that human soul which stays in His body at
present, fulfilling the karmic sin. Yes, only in the body of the
Christ it is possible to be cleared (cleansed) truly under the
direction of the Holy Spirit and to enter the God’s Kingdom
clarified and innocent. And if the officer of the temple gave the
Christ a slap in the face the Holy Spirit through the lips of Jesus
should give a moral about the truth and the true. Perhaps, this
officer will become thoughtful. It all happens in life — a person,
beating the innocent, then takes of the offended person’s side
(part). Probably, it will also happen (occur) to this officer of the
temple after Jesus resurrects (arises) and many people believe in
Him that He is the Christ. This scene of the trial will emerge in
front of this officer and as he raised the hand against the God’s
Son under a righteous (just) mask. Perhaps, having repented and
becoming the Christian, he told this history to the Apostle John.
Our aim is to watch Jesus Christ’s acts attentively, to see,
how He reveals seven divine qualities in practice. We see that
Jesus reveals such qualities, as humbleness (humility), meekness,
patience, none- judgment. But besides, He tries to aim (point
level) at the true of the officer of the temple in the gentle
(lenient) form: "Think what you do before striking... But it is
better not to give a slap in someone’s face at all even if it would
be desirable or you are compelled to strike back. It is necessary
to learn to love the enemies". So Jesus Christ could edify
mentally.
From our point of view of the analysis of an event, we can
tell that in His admonition (exhortation) as an image of the
lifesaver, Jesus offered the officer of the temple a spiritual
enlightenment which will give the chance to the person to realize
one fine day and see what he had done: he had raised a hand
against (contrary to) the God’s Son. And such karma should be
fulfilled in the heavy torments, humiliations, insults. Well,
outwardly you raised a hand against the condemned person,
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without knowing that this humble and meek person is the Son of
God so, your blow (buffet, punch, facer) will turn to a huge
reciprocal block (retaliation) which will fall upon you. You do not
see (realize, understand) how this karmic block from the astral
plan will be shown (manifested, displayed) in the material world
(matter) in different heavy destructive situations. Only one
disrespectful movement — slap in the face (blow on a cheek) of
the God’s Son, and your further life will pour forth (down) in
tortures and sufferings not only now, but also in the subsequent
incarnations (embodiments).
So, we under a righteous (just) mask strike, we accuse
(blame) the person and we do not know, on the spiritual
blindness, who is this person. What power (force) is behind this
person? What are we waited for in the future for the struck
blow?
Jesus Christ’s doctrine and act let us know and realize: we
should not suppose (admit, allow, permit) any violence over
someone in the actions even if it is an enemy. For making
violence over the enemy, we will receive the retaliation, up to
death. If we make violence over the meek, humble patient, not
condemning person, we prepare such negative karma for
ourselves which we will be fallen upon in the form of tortures,
sufferings, illnesses... It will be not only in this earthly life but
also in the subsequent transformations. Therefore it is better for
us to become thoughtful when we offend somebody (this or that
person). We should learn not to offend the person physically at
least. And the prayer to the God will help us with it. Then the
Lord will teach us not to offend with words.
Do not think that if you told something bad, insulting to the
person... Everything will be forgotten. No! The force of a word
has the huge energy which was born at the mental level. But
when this energy will condescend to the material level will turn
either to a bludgeon (club, stick), or in a spear, either in a sword,
or in fire, either in flooding, or in a meteorite and will strike on
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us, that we could painfully finish sufferings what is necessary on
karma.
Now let this knowledge will serve (work, act) us in the
blessing and for happiness finding.
***
While the high priest and the officers of the temple
considered (thought over) what’s happened and decided how to
be (what to do) further, how to act with the Prophet, Jesus used
a pause and began the conversation with the Father God.
"Good Lord! Thanks that You teach Me in practice, how to
transform those sins, karmic layers (sins) which stay in Me in the
form of this or that energy, and the latter were included
(entered) into My flesh together with all Your sons, who were
cleared on the spiritual plan, and now it is necessary to be
cleared in the material world in practice. And here their
clarification comes through My flesh. Awake Me, Father,
submissively (humbly) and meekly to pass all the karmic
clarifications that I could merge completely together with You
after this Mission.
Here, Annas tries to accuse (condemn, blame) Me any ways
to pass (pronounce) Me sentence on the death, and after all in
the last regenerations someone of the great priests or clerics
(clergymen) of the temple, whose soul stays in Me, advancing
(moving up) to Your Kingdom, tried to accuse (condemn) and
destroy (ruin, frustrate) a new religious doctrine in the same
way, revealing Your Truth on the other hand, this is Annas, only
he had the other name and he was a wise man-eremite (recluse,
hermit). And now the roles have exchanged: that great priest or
the cleric, who is (stays) inside Me, stands as the accused
(defendant) for Your, Father, doctrine, and the one, who was the
accused in the last regeneration, now has a name Annas and is
the high priest and the head of all priests of the temple.
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Good Lord! Thank You, as I understand (realize) now, why I
am as the accused man stand here in front of "the religious
patriarch". Good Lord, awake him, the sinner, for Annas has
spiritually gone blind because of the affection for (attachment
to) the material wealth (richness) and to the religious vanity,
because of the political intrigues. He does not know that in the
following incarnation he should be the poor monk in search of
Your, Father, the Divine Truth. And when he reveals a new side
of Your Doctrine, Good Lord, he will be arrested at night and will
be illegally judged to sentence to the death penalty, as precisely.
O Father, I am so grateful to You, for when I pray for
somebody, about his well-being and a spiritual enlightenment,
the invisible shade of karmic stratification (sin) disappears inside
Me and it is dissolved (vanished) completely, and in exchange for
the new portion of Your Divine All-Cleansing Light is instilled
(flowed into).
Good Lord, Thank You that I see (realize), that one of Your
sons, whose soul is (stays) in My body, in the last incarnation
(embodiment), being the officer in the temple and protecting
(guarding) religion, likewise had given a slap in the face this
person (for this person had expressed something wrong of
[concerning] the belief) and now he struck Me. Forgive Me,
Good Lord, that I did not keep silent, and tried to teach him that
he also began to see clearly Your Divine Light on that act (blow
on the cheek) which was already made, and he became
thoughtful. When he spiritually begins to see clearly, will
understand that as he acts, the others will act in the same way in
relation to him. If he has got the retaliation for my part neither
physically, nor emotionally, nor mentally the karma of this act
disappeared inside Me, and here he should be on My place and
he should test (feel, experience) the similar. Let the Light of Your
Love, Father, will condescend to his sinful heart, and well (oh
but) the sinful acts will be shined in front of his eyes that later on
he tried not to make (commit) them in the material practice.
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Glory to You, Good Lord, for, You are the all-cleansing Divine
Light of All-Love! I thank You, Father! Thank God (Heavens)!"
Annas saw that he lost in this interrogation and that he
does not achieve what he wishes of the Galilean any more. He
decided to continue, the begun game, having changed only a
residence for such course of the action from the direction of the
Christ compelled him to stake the honor, advantage (dignity), so,
and life. Annas was very sluggish, he delayed time by each
movement, and during these pauses, as on a sieve, sifted the
thoughts, as any thread was necessary to him, for which was
possible to grasp and then by hook or by crook to clean from the
way of the Prophet of Nazareth forever, for their ways were
gushed over (gone too far). He gradually began to boil inside,
filled with hatred though outwardly he tried not to show it to the
present people, but Jesus Christ perfectly understood and
already knew that this meeting cannot finish peacefully, and it
will be made all possible to achieve, and the more likely, the
better, his assassination (murder) as of the Prophet and a
destroyer (destructor) of the Moses laws, the Jewish religion.
Annas called up one of officers of the temple by the gesture,
silently whispered on an ear that, that quickly informed his sonin-law Caiaphas that the Galilean Prophet will be brought (led) to
him under the escort for interrogation. That officer, having
listened to Annas, quickly disappeared.
Annas slowly stood up and, understanding that the first
fight is lost, approached, without hurrying up, as though
weighing each his step, closer to the officers of the temple,
standing round the tied Christ. He, having estimated by his
penetrating glance, looked at the opponent once again, as
though speaking: "The fight has not finished yet, but it only starts
(begins), and this fight is to the death, and to Your death but not
mine".
***
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Jesus looked at Annas with the eyes of love, wishing him all
blessings, happiness and a spiritual enlightenment. Jesus saw
that Annas plunges into his own bog of a rage, envy, insult...
Jesus also understood that all it will not finish to good. The Christ
as though mentally edified the high priest: "If you are the
religious priest, you should pray for the person, wishing him
enlightenment and consequently, and you will begin to see
clearly on the acts that will help you to find a way out of your
own sinful bog".
Will Annas begin to see clearly spiritually — the time will
show... The years can pass trough, centuries, millennia, while he
will come through (experience) some transformations. These
energies of enlightenment will be revealed, all the same, they
will work out sometime. Nothing that was born disappears
completely. Therefore if we follow the Christ, we will wish any
person of all blessings, happiness and a spiritual enlightenment,
all it will come back to us for a good cause. If we want to live in
joy (gladness), enjoyment, pleasure, we also should wish it to
another, constantly remembering a manual of the Christ: do not
accuse (condemn)! So, do not wish someone something bad.
In his inquiry Annas understood from a wise Jesus’ reply
(answer) that he lost this trial, and realized that it is impossible
so frankly in a forehead to bring in a verdict of guilty (conviction)
to the prophet of Nazareth. Though, probably, Annas did not
consider Him a prophet, and that He is more likely the upstart
(parvenu), the pseudo-Messiah and tried to besiege and put
Jesus into His place by his questions.
The thought as an exit from the given situation came to
Annas — to continue a trial, but at another level and with the
other prosecutors (accusers). It is necessary to pass legal
proceedings so that to accuse the Nazarene, that He names
Himself as the God’s Son, the Christ and the Messiah. It was
considered as blasphemy, and the impostors were often thrown
by stones to death, and it will give the chance to condemn the
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Prophet of Nazareth to death. For this purpose it is necessary to
warn Caiaphas urgently that this judgment (trial) was made by
him, therefore one of the officers of the temple, with the verbal
(oral) report (information), was sent to the high priest Caiaphas.
And the outward silence was settled (set in) between Annas and
Jesus. Jesus Christ prayed for everybody at this time, and Annas
suffered (pined, toiled with) in the thoughts, searching for an
exit. After all, he received (got) an oral slap in the face from a
certain Prophet of Nazareth, any impostor, for the first time.
Such invisible and at the same time appreciable (noticeable,
perceptible) blow from Jesus’ words, from which Annas came off
second-best (had the worse), did not give him a rest. His honor,
as a secret high priest was touched on (wounded, offended) in
front of the present people, he was humiliated and could not
forgive it to the Nazarene. "Thank God (goodness), — Annas
thought, — that this judgment is secret and the other priests, the
officers of the temple would not know about it..." After all he, as
the high priest, should interrogate (carry on a lawsuit) not
secretly, and (but) openly, in front of all council (Sanhedrim),
bringing the accusations for finding-out of the conformity
(accordance) of correctness (rightness) and the truth (validity,
verity) of the doctrine of the Prophet. And Jesus mentally as
though edified Annas on the truth (validity):" I always talked to
the people about My doctrine openly, and here you, Annas,
conduct proceeding not according to the law, conduct it secretly
". This thought could be read by Annas in Jesus’ opinion
intuitively, and it was unpleasant to him and his soul was upset
even more. Annas, possessing the secret (concealed) power,
decided to finish the conceived case (action) by all means, to a
full victory over Nazarene that is to annihilate (wipe out) this
pseudo-Messiah. Annas thought, that only the death of the
Prophet, would exonerate (absolve, exempt) him from this
mental (psychic) blow — the lost judgment.
***
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Jesus Christ’s eyes emanated (radiated, emitted, effused)
the pure clear light of love, it forced Annas to shudder inwardly
(internally). And, to leave the confusion, Annas firmly and
resolutely ordered the present people to take away this Prophet
to Caiaphas, who was officially the high priest on the favor of the
Roman procurator.
The temple security guard pushed Jesus in a shoulder that
He turned about and went behind (followed) an escort to an exit.
Soon Annas' rooms were empty, and he stood in the middle of
the hall in thoughtfulness, thinking over the subsequent actions.
Then he called up one of the officers of the temple and gave him
the task that all council (Sanhedrim) should be collected in a
session hall at sunrise and the witnesses for a charge of the
Prophet of Nazareth should be prepared. Let them get any
proofs, to sentence the Galilean to death. Having received the
task, the officer of the temple disappeared quickly in order to
execute the commission of "the religious patriarch" absolutely
(implicitly).
The failure of the first battle against the newly appeared
Christ tormented Annas' soul, kindling more and more a rage,
hatred and anger in it. The fire of the low vindictive feelings
inflamed confidently, it is hotter and hotter. His honor was
touched by any Prophet of Nazareth in the face of subordinates.
"What shame! (What a scandal! it is a perfect shame).I will not
forgive it to myself, — Annas thought, — till I will not annihilate
(wipe out) this Christ by all means. We’ll see which of us will
win!"
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Chapter 3
THE INVOLUNTARY (COMPELLED)
ADMISSION (DECLARATION)
"Then Annas sent Him
bound to Caiaphas the high
priest."

John 18:24

When Annas’ house left one of the attendants of the
temple, who was sent to notify Caiaphas, the people waited for
news in the court yard quickened. Peter began to fuss as well,
though he tried not to give a sign. There were audible
conversations from the crowd: "... Apparently (Probably), He will
be led (brought) out now... What sentence will be passed on
Him? Goodness knows!? And where did the officer of the temple
go? Now, we will wait for, we will see..." It was the second hour
of the night (It was about 1.30 a. m.).
After a while out of Annas’ house the escort of the officers
of the temple appeared, they led out the tied Son of Man to go
through a court yard to the high priest Caiaphas. The people,
heating up at a fire, ran up on the sides from an escort to look at
the Nazarene, named the Christ. It was interesting to them: what
will the Prophet of Nazareth be with, who made miracles?
Peter, trembling, also stood up. His heart is disturbed
beaten in the breast for excitement. Staying (Being), as though,
in the crowd, Peter went to the wall where it almost did not fall
the light of burning fires. He was given the chance not to attract
attention from other people who were in the crowd, and at the
same time to see everything what would happen (occur) close to
the Christ.
Jesus, with his quiet look, glanced over the crowd, which
was divided by the escorts, with curiosity examining the Prophet
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of Nazareth, trying to find out at least any changes in His
appearance. The Christ looked at Peter, and the thought came to
His head:"Has Peter renounced Him once yet?" "Oh Peter, stand
firm (restrain yourself), — the Christ continued to edify His
disciple mentally, — you do not expect what is waited for you
ahead at all. The fear eclipses into our mind, and we can
precipitately make an undesirable action in vanity which will
gnaw our soul remorse. In order not to be seized by fear, Oh
Peter, it is always necessary to be with the Lord Almighty..."

Peter, having felt a sight of the Master, was excited even
more. A fear and terror of what will occur to their Favorite
Instructor, using this hurly-burly (confusion, chaos, jumble) in
Peter's soul, got into his consciousness more confidently.
Jesus did not look at Peter any more that the crowd did not
direct there a look with curiosity and did not see Peter. The
Christ, leaving accompanied by an escort, became aware of
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Peter's interrogatively-penetrating sight at Himself, as though
speaking: “Oh, the Master, what shall I do? How shall I behave in
this crowd? What shall I do!? What shall I do!?..." The Christ
answered him mentally: "Pray, Peter! For God strengthens our
spirit and directs our soul on a fulfillment of good acts..."
"And the Lord turned
and looked at Peter. Then
Peter remembered the word
of the Lord, how He had
said to him, “Before the
rooster crows, you will deny
Me three times."

Luke 22:61

The Christ, together with an escort and the officers of the
temple, entered the house of Caiaphas, and the waiting people
set the fires again, for a cold night had an effect.
Someone told about His miracles of healing, and someone
told how He drove the merchants (dealers) from the temple, or
someone told about how He is condemned by Pharisees,
Sadducees and the scribes. Story-tellers often misinterpret
(garble) the true information and listeners perceive in their own
way. Therefore the information on the Prophet of Nazareth
appeared as accusatory. The ordinary people at a fire did not
know how to behave yet, after all the trial was going on, and the
sentence has not been passed yet. And may be, this Prophet is
guiltless (innocent)?
Caiaphas, the official high priest, as well as his father-in-law
Annas, belonged to the party of Sadducees, and he was resemble
to Annas in something, but conceded to him in will power and
strength of character (moxie). Caiaphas was notified that very
soon he will be led the Galilean Prophet, who arranged pogrom
in the temple, speaking: "the Temple of My Father is the prayer’s
house, and you transformed it into a den of robbers!" The house
of Caiaphas becomes the second house where there will be the
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same private and illegal interrogation of Jesus Christ. The most
ardent (furious) and hating enemies of the Nazarene from the
circle of the priests and the party of Sadducees have already
gathered in the house of Caiaphas. They already worked over the
preparation of the session of the council (Sanhedrim) definitively
to pass the necessarily death sentence to the Galilean Prophet.
Caiaphas was reported on the trial in Annas' house in detail
that he changed the interrogation tactics as the charge of the
Nazarene in the secret schism (split) of the basic Jewish religion
failed. Therefore Annas advised Caiaphas to pillory (gibbet,
censure) Jesus any ways a crime of an open heresy, that is to find
any false witnesses against the Galilean Prophet, to send Him to
death, for the honor of their family is put on a card. In a course it
is necessary to start up all kinds of false witness to prove the guilt
of the Preacher.
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When Jesus Christ entered the house of Caiaphas the noise
stopped and all settled in the places. Caiaphas sat in a president's
armchair on an eminence. There was a semicircle of the priests
on the right and on the left. Jesus was put in front of the high
priest so that His face was visible to all sitting priests. The officers
of the temple stopped at some distance behind the back of the
Prophet, and the guard set on the doorway.
"And those who had
laid hold of Jesus led Him
away to Caiaphas the high
priest, where the scribes and
the elders were assembled.
Now the chief priests,
the elders and all the
council (the Supreme court;
comments of the author)
sought
false
testimony
against Jesus to put Him to
death. But found none.
Even though many false
witnesses came forward,
they found none. But at last
two false witnesses came
forward And said, “This
fellow said, ‘I am able to
destroy the temple of God
and to build it in three
days.’"
And the high priest
arose and said to Him, “Do
you answer nothing? What
is it these men testify
against You?” But Jesus
kept silent. And the high
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priest answered and said to
Him, “I put You under oath
by the living God: tell us if
You are the Christ, the Son
of God?
Jesus said to him, “It is
as you said. Nevertheless, I
say to you, hereafter you
will see the Son of Man
sitting at the right hand of
the Power, and coming on
the clouds of heaven.”
Then the high priest
tore his clothes, saying, “He
has spoken blasphemy!
What further need do we
have of witnesses? Look,
now you have heard His
blasphemy! “What do you
think?” They answered and
said, “He is deserving of
death. "

Matthew 26:57,
59-66

Mark 14:53,55-64

(In the text of Mark all is basically identical to Matthew but
there are only small deviations in remarks concerning the temple
and its destruction).
Jesus Christ looked at the priests, sitting in the hall, with His
quiet and full love sight. But surprisingly, He saw not human
faces and different animal faces in them. For, He has got to that
vibrating stream when you start to see the true and the essence
of all these people hidden under the just masks. Here, He saw
the artful foxes, ransacking their sight on the sides in search
similar to them in the mass. There were rams, hiding the true
essence of wolves nearby at different places. There were
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hypocritical jackals, they, as though drawing in tails, did not
know, how to behave, when they commit perjury against the
Prophet of Nazareth. Then the mask of a fat and happy
hippopotamus flew in front of him. And this priest, probably,
haughty and selfish if he appeared in an image of a giraffe. The
chairman, looked like a predatory cat, he pulled a mask of a
blood-thirsty lion from top to bottom. There were also guessed
masks of crocodiles, donkeys, carrion crows (Egyptian vultures),
chameleons, scorpions, spiders and so on." As human sins are
various, they will search for different ways to annihilate, devour
Me and to sate the belly,” Jesus thought. “A true way out of such
position is only silence, for any My answer (reply to) in the
justification, will give them a thread to catch hold of, and then to
tear Me to pieces. The Christ read in their thoughts, that they
would give a start (bring into play) the diverse (different)
perjuries (false witnesses), therefore the silence is better than
some gold. Probably now, My problem will consist in praying for
those who against Me, will commit perjury, and in this perjury I
should find the karmic energy which is as the invisible image in
Me, and transform it in all-love. Then I will try to look in the face
of an accuser that through My sight of Love to transform
negative energy and to send consciousness (realization) and an
enlightenment to such person, on his acts and his statements,
actions, instead of it, it is better to keep silent and not to
engender the energies of condemnation, after all, the true says:
It defiles (profanes) us not anything that enters into us and that
leaves our lips... I Thank You, My Father that the Spirit of the
Truth descends from You on Me, the Wisdom Light! Thank God,
All-Saintly!"
"Comrades! — Caiaphas began when the silence has come,
— what will you tell to the Galilean, Who considers Himself as
the Prophet, extends His doctrine among the people, becoming
corrupted the most many people with it, that loosens the
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regularity of life of our people and leads to blasting of our
authority?"
Such speech of Caiaphas wished to light in the hearts of the
priests, Pharisees, the scribes the hatred fire to the newly
appeared Prophet, urging to fall with charge upon the Nazarene.
"As the begun charge (blame) sounded surprisingly,
significantly, — Jesus Christ thought, — which outwardly looks
grandiosely, and as a matter of fact is decay, on hearing is
effective, and under the maintenance is indistinct. My God, —
Jesus continued to pray mentally, — if now I face a judgment
(tribunal) and I am accused, it means, some of Your sons staying
in Me (and may be, even not one) in the last regenerations, being
the Pharaoh, the tsar or the chief priest as, for the sake of
preservation of the religion of the fathers, he tried to condemn
to death this high priest (Caiaphas), who was the master of a
new religion at that time and he also undermined the authority
of the old belief. Good Lord, forgive him (Caiaphas), guilty, for he
spiritually went blind and does not see that he has got the dignity
(the cloth) of the high priest for the merits in front of You,
Father, in the last regenerations. And because of the vanity in
the struggle for a religious-political leadership (management),
money-making of material riches by the different guilty ways, he
prepares a hell for himself, in which he will be cleared of the sins,
and in the new incarnations he should be the beggar and to get
Your, Father, knowledge anew in the different sufferings and
torments. For, now Caiaphas under a just mask directs the killing
arrows on that Truth which faces him. But, let the Holy Spirit
condescend on him (Caiaphas) that he could see at least for an
instant that You, Father, allow to see Me. Thank God, Good Lord!
Thank (Glory to) You, the All-True!"
The Light of Jesus’ Love cleared Caiaphas, but his energies
of dislike raged (rebelled) in him and forced the high priest to
create negativity — to make a speech for the prosecution against
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the God’s Son, and inciting the other present people at a court
hall, to pass the death sentence to the Prophet of Nazareth.
The high priest also did not expect that he can so
successfully begin the criminal case on the charge of the
Nazarene. With the inherent Caiaphas’s greatness, he gazed a
self-satisfied look at the present people, setting all these beasts
on the lost way lamb. So, the image of the Innocent person
(Lamb) was born then, though Jesus has not been sacrificed on
this trial yet, having condemned Him to death, but at the mental
level these people-beasts licked the tongues in an anticipation of
the torn to pieces sacrificial food. In the heart (thick) of these
animal energies Jesus should remain humble, meek, patient, not
condemning... And as the sacrificial Lamb (Innocent person), He
should be silent and not justify, what He is accused for. And here
this time has come.
The main thing, it is necessary to fulminate (baggage,
thunder, fling invective) as much perjuries (false witnesses) as
possible to destroy (kill) Him, and this thought passed in the
speech of Caiaphas by a red thread. The hall started to be filled
with whisper and grumble, these are the priests and the elders
silently exchanged opinions, which of them will begin the first,
raising a rage and hatred to the Prophet in themselves.
One of the priests in the image of the jackal, fawning upon
the high priest to have privileges on the office affairs (official
business) for himself, started clumsy (ineptly) and flabby (lax) to
make the speech for the prosecution.
"It is truly told, — he picked up words of the chairman, —
and I was reached by hearings about the indignation of many
Pharisees and the scribes on this Galilean that He corrupts the
minds of the Jews and even officially breaks the law of Sabbath
with His doctrine. He, if you see, the priest pointed to Jesus,
covers Himself with (takes refuge in) the treatment of different
patients during the Sabbath time. Can you imagine, he told all
present people, if the others, looking at Him, will not carry out
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the law instruction how to behave on the Sabbath day? So, there
can be undermining (shaking loose) of the established order in a
society, and hence (from this) is chaos and different disturbances
(seditions). And what do our authorities mean? They are simply
crushed in His doctrines!"
"It is true! The other priest in an image of a fox has picked
up his words. Sabbath should belong to the God Almighty, and
He, the priest stuck with a forefinger into Jesus, treats (cures)
any frenzied people, any blind beggars. Don’t you see, how He
corrupts masses with the focuses on the Sabbath day, distracting
them from the thoughts about the Lord?!"
"He, (Jesus) treated any cripple on the Sabbath within sight
of people in a synagogue, another priest, in an image of the wolf,
who put on a mask of a ram, zealously cried out, and that very
moment He sown a disturbance among the believing people".
"He also engendered a disturbance, somebody picked in an
image of an ass (donkey) on the other hand, when on the
Sabbath He cured blind from birth (born blind)".
"Just the same," the hippopotamus "picked up with the
gruff slow bass, making a helpless gesture, occurred on Sabbath
when He treated the person, suffering dropsy".
"All it is a trifle in comparison with that, this impudent
fellow, pointing a finger at a direction of the Christ, another
priest began to yell in an image of a carrion crow (an Egyptian
vulture), in humiliating tone, like (as though) a stone falling,
which saw a production (bag), has done in the temple, dispersing
(dispelling) the peaceful people. And they quietly ran trading
business on everybody’s profit".
"This Galilean imagines Himself to be the Christ - picked up
on the priest in an image of a giraffe, -Who not only cures
(treats) during the Sabbath day different sinful (guilty) crowd
(mob), but even contrives (manages) to forgive sins to them.
What blasphemy!"
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"I heard, someone’s voice similar to a crocodile from
another side was heard, who grasped a new thought, that this
Person, Whom we condemn, said, when the speech came about
(bogged down) bread (manna) from heaven which was tasted by
our fathers:
"Then Jesus said to
them, “Most assuredly, I say
to you, Moses did not give
you the bread from heaven,
but My Father gives you the
true bread from heaven."

John 6:32

And there is further:
"I am the bread which
came down from heaven."

John 6:41

"You see from these words, who does He imagine Himself
to be?"
"I can support, — the other began to say, having an image
of a spider. This Nazarene blasphemes, naming Himself" from the
beginning Real (Just what I have been saying to you from the
beginning".1
"And I heard Him boasting, — the priest, reminding a
tailless fox, began to yell, — when He said:
"I proceeded forth and
came from God; nor have I
come of Myself, but He sent
Me".

John 8:42

"Oh, He even managed to tell such things, — there was
somebody similar to an ass (a donkey) from the opposite side, —
1

John 8:25.
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that does not keep within in any way in my head. How is it
possible to listen to Him, when such things are told?
"…before
was, I AM".

Abraham
John 8:58

Isn’t it blasphemy? Isn’t it nonsense?"
When somebody of the present people tried to condemn
and blame Jesus Christ in this hall, He looked in the eyes to that
person meekly and loving, and blest everyone mentally. For, He
wished, that they began to see spiritually clearly and could find
out as much they gathered (made up) different sins in
themselves, and then they should be cleared, both on the earth,
and in a hell through these sins. The Christ, by His prayer, tried to
be favorably to damnatory (imprecatory, malevolent) Him
people, wishing them well-being and acquisition in the hearts of
different love energies, instead of rage, hatred, self-interest...
That is destructive energies.
"Good Lord! — Jesus prayed. — My Father, forgive this
sinful (guilty) person, his heart is stoned of his sinful acts and
thoughts. Awake Me, Father, to manifest (display, show) My alllove in relation to them. Let My eyes and soul beam (shine) with
humility (humbleness), meekness (mildness), mercy, love and all
these energies stream in at them to repay their rage, hatred,
anger and this most not to engender this or that sin, so, this or
that illness, this or that torture leading to self-damage and
suffering later on (in future) in them.
Good Lord! I am so grateful to You! As soon as I will pray for
this or that person who tries to expose (convict) Me, as the
infringer of an order in the structure of belief of the religious
people, the grace in the form of the Holy Spirit descends on Me
from You, Father, It gives to My spirit a rest and steadiness, light
of the true and wisdom. I understand, thanks to You, Father, that
transformation of the karmic energies occurs inside Me into Your
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Divine essence only such a way. Glory to You, Thank
God! Thank Goodness, All-Absolute!"
So Jesus Christ, without justifying, took up (accepted)
terrible blows of accusers silently, submissively and this most
repaid hatred, therefore they could not make the speech for the
prosecution any longer, they were at a deadlock and
involuntarily stopped accusing. But as soon as the speech for the
prosecution of one person died away, so there and then it arose
and started to gush forth at another person, like the blown up
volcano but Jesus also repaid this splash by a prayer of all-love.
Caiaphas attentively listened to each charge, which was
directed on the Prophet of Nazareth, and the evidences of the
strengthened zeal (fervor, forwardness) was seen in the
fulfillment (execution, working off) of the religious laws,
implemented (enforced) by Moses. However he understood that
all these perjuries (false evidences), though they somehow help
him to pass the death sentence to the Galilean, are shaky in
themselves, are inconsistent inherently and disappear as charges
all by themselves (automatically). And any of the accusers, taking
up a role of the judge, out of these fierce charges and speeches
(statements), which are unfair in relation to the Healer and the
Prophet, could not be assumed as a basis, without breaking the
decencies (proprieties) and laws, established in the society.
When Jesus Christ extinguished ardent speeches
(statements) of the accusers by the prayer of all-humbleness and
all-love, who searched for false evidences in every possible way,
then the silence came, which brought (led) the clergymen
(clerics) to confusion. In order to support (bear) the tension on
charges of the Prophet, filling a pause, Caiaphas said:
"Do
You
answer
nothing? What is it these
men testify against You?”

Mark 14:60
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Jesus was also silent and looked at the high priest with an
open light look. The Noble (Stately, Majestic) silence, which
proceeded from Jesus, disturbed and puzzled the accusers, and
also confused and simultaneously enraged them. His humility
(humbleness), which is given rise by the silence and surprising
calmness, even suppressed and neutralized their charges in His
address for a while, for He did not justify. During this short calm,
but in His silence it seemed long, they felt the hopelessness, and
the main thing, He, but not they became the accusers any more,
as the True Judge, revealed their diverse sins.
In order to discharge this atmosphere (setting) and to
generate passions on charge of the invulnerable Prophet again,
Caiaphas slowly, seriously, searched for support from their side
during these difficult minutes, examining all present people, with
a questioning look. But clerics searched for support at the high
priest in such unpleasant and awkward situation.
Suddenly behind the back of Jesus Christ two persons from
amongst the officers of the temple acted forward. "We heard
Him say, — one of them began to say, — that
"I will destroy this
temple made with hands,
and within three days I will
build another made without
hands."

Mark 14:58

"And He said further, — another priest, standing nearby
gathered (caught) up:
"Do you not see all
these things? Assuredly, I
say to you, not one stone
shall be left here upon
another, that shall not be
thrown down."

Matthew 24:2
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"And if He intended to destroy this temple, — the first
person continued, — and He cannot make it alone in any way (by
any means), it is possible to suppose (assume) that He with the
disciples will try to set fire to this temple somehow in a secret
community".
"But, you will destroy this temple, — the second person
repeated passionately, — and I will build (erect) it within three
days".
"According to (Under) one testimony (deposition) He said:"
I Can destroy a temple ", according to another testimony He
said:" I Will destroy this temple ". Actually He said neither that,
nor another but He has only said:" Destroy this temple ", and
presumably this imperative form were turned only to them. They
should destroy, and He just promised to create it again. It was
just one of those false evidences (perjuries), which was especially
dangerous that had some remote similarity of the true; giving
the other shade to His real words, they perverted their sense
(meaning) with slanderous ingenuity and hoped to base a charge
in blasphemy on them. But even this plausible false evidence fell
by itself. Jesus Christ listened silently, as His enemies were
hopelessly confused in mutually inconsistent testimonies
(depositions). A guilty (sinful) person often justifies ardently
(eagerly), where a quite innocent person remains absolutely
silent. The Savior simply gave to the false accusers and their false
listeners to be confused in a mean texture of the spiteful lie". 2
"But not even then did
their testimony agree".

Mark 14:59

The sensation (stir) rose in the hall as the present people
started to find out amongst themselves, what temple there is a
2

F.V.Farrar "Jesus Christ’s Life", p. 505.
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speech in these testimonies about: about the temple which they
are close to, or about a human body.
On the one hand, these testimonies of two witnesses
added a fuel to the fire, and the explosive mix which is in the
hearts of the elders, the priests and scribes, inflamed again, and
on the other hand, such information engendered disputes and
distemper in the united camp of the accusers.
Caiaphas saw, "as all poisonous arrows of their carefully
prepared false witnesses harmlessly fell at His feet, as though
jumping aside from a shield (board) of His obvious innocence",
therefore the gathered accusers "started to be afraid, as though
eventually their lust of His blood did not remain without
satisfying, and all their plan was not collapsed".*
"Really, will they, religious servants of the people, —
Caiaphas thought, —be defeated by weakness of the own
weapon, attempt in false evidence (perjury) against the
Preacher? And after all He did not even move a finger and did
not utter a word. What hardness, firmness, fearlessness in this
Prophet! No, it can’t be! Really, the Prophet of Nazareth will be
(come out) the winner of simply that we did not have several
weighty (substantial) and successful proofs and perjuries in His
guiltiness? Really, His life is guarded (protected) of different false
evidences (perjuries) and slander by forces of gods or devilish
charms? How to be? What should be undertaken (launched)?"
Caiaphas was captured by an impulse of the fear for
hopelessness of the charge of the Prophet, and the rage (fury)
began to boil (was in full swing) inside him. Now he perfectly
understood why the first secret judgment (trial) at Annas had no
success and simply failed. It was necessary to do something
urgently, for each instant of the delay showed (revealed) their
powerlessness, weakness and negligibility to Jesus, and with
each missed (passed) minute, on the contrary, grows the
confidence, the power of this Prophet in the Truth and the
innocence.
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The high priest resolutely stood up (rose) from the
judgment seat that forced everybody to stop, and the hall was
filled with silence. Everybody looked at the Supreme accuser
with hope, with bated breath. Caiaphas approached more close
to Jesus, approaching as the fiery lava on him, trying to devour
(swallow up, absorb) the Bold Spirit (Daredevil).
"And the high priest
stood up in the midst and
asked Jesus, saying,” Do
You answer nothing? What
is it these men testify
against You? But He kept
silent
and
answered
nothing."

Mark 14:60-61

While he asked Him a question and expected for the
answer for that time, Caiaphas suddenly dawned (fleshed), that
in all evidences, which were presented here, the thought passed
as a red thread, that this Prophet names Himself the Christ, so,
the God’s Son. And it is necessary, right now, to try to get from
His lips that all present people heard, for if it would happen
(occur), then the game is ended and the death sentence is
pronounced (signed). Therefore, it is necessary to ask this
question to Him directly as it doesn’t remain anything else. For,
such unexpected small joy (pleasure) that, all the same, it is
possible to win this duel, which ignited Caiaphas in anger, in a
raised tone, once again, nearly shouting, said: "I adjure (conjure)
You by the Live God, tell us, Are You the Christ, the God’s Son?"
Jesus Christ did not expect such a question and considered
for a moment (set thinking): if He tells "I am not", then He
renounces not only of the Mission, but also of the Father God.
Even His silence, in the present state of affairs, is already the
treachery of the Favorite Father. Such question of the high priest
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compelled Him not to be silent, and to glorify the Father in
Heaven. Jesus said: “Yes”, for the sake of the mankind, for the
sake of the Truth!"
It infuriated Caiaphas and all jurymen, revealing the
negative essence inside them. Yes, they were not those religious
preceptors, who should preach an ancient commandment: "Love
the nearest person as the brother", and a precept: "Not kill
(assassinate)" and to drift (speed along) to people the peace and
grace, they turned into the predators, ready to tear to pieces the
nearest person not of their circle, disturbing them to live at the
expense of work of the people easily and to kill (destroy) the one,
who pretends (aspires) to the cloth (dignity) of the Christ, the
Messiahs, the God’s Son.
"Again the high priest
asked Him, saying to Him,”
Are You the Christ, the Son
of the Blessed?
Jesus said,” I am. And
you will see the Son of Man
sitting at the right hand of
the Power, and coming with
the clouds of heaven."

Mark 14:61-62

"Oh! At long last (Finally)! The high priest rejoiced. Here it
the conclusive proof of His blasphemy, adherence to the doctrine
of the secret heresy and villainy!" His feelings brimmed over
because of the indescribable mischievous joy (pleasure), for the
battle was won and now it is possible to pass (pronounce) the
death sentence to Him openly.
"Then the high priest
tore his clothes and said,”
What further need do we
have of witnesses?
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You have heard the
blasphemy! What do you
think?”
And
they
all
condemned Him to be
deserving of death."

Mark 14:63-64

The hall blew up with the noise of barracks and the storm
of the feelings, with the splashed out passions: "He is guilty! The
blasphemer! He is guilty of death! It is death to Him!" All stood
up from the places, they shouted and pointed fingers, where
submissively and calmly there was Jesus Christ with the hands
tied behind the back.
"Good Lord, — Jesus prayed mentally, remaining in a meek
condition, — awake these sinful (guilty) people, now they turned
into a herd of animals; turned out with the blind energies of
harm, now they do not understand what they do. After all, they
engender such negative destructive energies, in a whirlwind of an
uncontrollable stream, which are shown in anger, a rage,
condemnation, hatred and in the similar feelings. Oh, Father,
reveal them their own sins in acts though I perfectly understand
that You are always glad to render any help when You are
started to ask about something in a love prayer. But now they
have got a stone instead of heart and instead of blood they have
got ice. As I feel pity for them that they still remain the blind
animals. Forgive them, Good Lord! They do not know what they
create.
The Father in Heaven, thank You, that You exist, that I can
always communicate with You through heart in My thoughts.
The Light of Your grace, extending (streaming) on Me, reveals all
My karmic stratifications in front of My eyes, which I should try,
in these last hours of the earthly life, whatever heavy they
seemed (appeared), to transform only with all-humbleness, allmeekness, all-love, non-judgment anybody, all-forgiveness (allabsolution), mercy in Myself, and, thanks to it, to transform
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them into Your Divine energy that the latter, having returned to
You, Father, could merge with You, in Your Uniform Essence ".
So, Jesus thought and communicated with the Father when
the priests and the elders of the council in the house of Caiaphas
jumped from the places and, came nearer to Him, pointed a
finger at Him and shouted: "And they all condemned Him to be
deserving of death!" In the present state of affairs they,
surrounding Him, looked like a spitefully barking pack, hunting
dogs led by nobody, trying to attack on an innocent and not
resisting (opposing) booty (bag). And when they came to blows
Jesus had time to say only the short phrases in mind: "Good Lord,
forgive this sinful (guilty) person, who beat (struck) Me, for now
the one, who beats Me, stays in an insatiable rage and anger,
and his eyes are blind with hatred, and he does not know what
he creates, what sinful acts and karmic consequences he
engenders in himself, and he should fulfill them and drink (drain)
the cup (bowl) of tortures and insults, all the same. Good Lord,
forgive this sinful (guilty) person".
When someone struck Jesus, He turned to the offender,
tried to look in his eyes and mentally to say: "Good Lord, forgive
this sinful (guilty) person". Further He was not given the
possibility to finish talking inwardly as the blow from the
opposite side fell upon Him, that forced Him to turn in that side,
whence it was put, to find the offender with eyes and again
mentally to say: "Good Lord, grant pardon this sinful (guilty)
person". And at this time the blow was put from the other side.
The ring of the scolding, convicting of the Christ people,
was gradually compressed around Jesus. The fourth hour of the
night went (It was more than three o'clock in the morning).
Caiaphas ordered to take Jesus away, for a while, in the
guardroom before the expanded session of the council
(Sanhedrim), to pass the definitive (final) death sentence. While
the escort approached to take the tied Prophet away, some
priests who blazed with anger had time to beat Jesus: someone
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smashed his fist on a shoulder, and someone poked in a back, in
the flank, He received some blows on the cheeks. The guards also
did not stand on ceremony with Him anymore, ad exemplum of
the religious officers they roughly extruded (jabbed out) the
Christ out of the session hall, out of the house of Caiaphas.
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Chapter 4
LOVE YOUR ENEMIES
"Now the men who
held Jesus mocked Him and
beat Him.
And having blindfolded
Him, they struck Him on the
face and asked Him,
saying,” Prophesy! Who is
the one who struck You?”
And many other things
they blasphemously spoke
against Him."

Luke 22:63-65

The nights were cold only before a dawn. The noise, which
was heard in the house of Caiaphas, disturbed the people waiting
at a fire, what will happen with the Prophet of Nazareth. They
either laughed, listening to fables, jokes or different short
ridiculous stories tensely became silent, so far as concerned the
Galilean Prophet, about His miracles, about His accusatory
sermons, on healing. And sometimes to the top of the
conversations came (rose) different hearings about His corrupted
life: stayed with loose women, liked to eat, feast, did not observe
posts, did not refuse wine, communicated with a scum of
society... In the conversations they could not bypass the theme
which made a noise on the whole city: about His revelry in the
temple when He overturned benches, broke trading
constructions, dispersed the trading people. Some of these
dealers were here they exaggerated His evil deeds, were very
angry with Him, for they got into this history and suffered a
material loss. And as they had not time to revenge the raged
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Daredevil (Bold Spirit), as He disappeared (hid from) out of the
sight in time, their rage and their anger hid in the hearts and
waited for the time for a discharge. They only inflamed with such
conversations on the Christ in their hearts against Him a sin of
condemnation, hostility, bitterness, a rage, and anger.

Peter was silent, listening to all these stories about the Master,
exaggerated, deformed by the story-teller, hearing this or that
story from other lips, but adding new coloring at his own
discretion in it. Therefore this or that act of the Prophet of
Nazareth in the story got with the validity only formal
resemblance, but under the maintenance, it was unrecognizably
exaggerated both in bad, and in the good side. Peter did not
know what to do in such situation as he would like to correct the
story-teller, but he only hung a head downwards to hide the
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discontent involuntarily arising in a facial expression, and not to
draw attention to himself. From internal displeasure and
pressure Peter gritted his teeth, and the muscles turned over
(stirred) on his cheekbones.
When the first people went out of the Caiaphas’s house,
these people began to come nearer to the house to find out
about the trials for evidence and to be well informed about these
unusual events. The behavior’s change from an escort and the
officers of the temple in relation to the accused was evident at
once. The Galilean Prophet was not simply accompanied, as it
was earlier, when He was led to Annas' house, and then to
Caiaphas’s, and He was already pushed, stuck and struck. That is,
all the picture of neglect to Jesus as to any low slave was
available in front of everybody, who was in the temple courtyard.
People, who saw such a change, were confused in the beginning,
and then they gradually started to be involved in the general
stream of power whirlpool of hostility, rage, bitterness. Their
hands were combed and they would like to take part in this
paradoxical beating of the Innocent Person too.
The people, who waited for and were heated up at a fire,
learnt that the death sentence to the Prophet is pronounced,
they understood, why such a sharp change occurred at the
officers of the temple and the armed escort in relation to Him.
For the person condemned to death was considered deprived of
the civil status and it was possible to concern him any way one
likes (anyhow) and to vent all your rage and insult on him...
Peter, as though delaying, half-rose and went back into the
shadow again, in order not to be noticed in the waiting crowd.
His heart was hammered even more intensively, and the fear got
into his soul more confidently. Well, Peter was frightened, when
he saw a change of the escort and the officers of the temple to
the Master.
"Good Lord! — Peter moaned, — what will happen to Him?
What is He expected (waited for)?"
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Unknown powers pulled Peter after the escort and the
unbridled crowd...
Annas heard to the trials for evidence over the Prophet of
Nazareth, having entered, after a while, the house of Caiaphas in
the other room, nearby to a hall where everything was audible,
what happens (occurs) in the hall. Annas sighed easy (all-clear):
the tension in which he was, while listening to the hard going
accusatory process against Jesus, went (fell) down off him only
when all present people cried: "To be deserving of death!" Now
it was necessary to achieve a united opinion of the members of
the expanded session of the council (Sanhedrim) on the judicial
murder (death sentence) to the Galilean Prophet and then it will
be possible to live my last years, easily with honor and advantage
(dignity). For the latter was humiliated at Annas — the religious
patriarch — in the face of all present people, who were on the
first secret judgment on the charge of Jesus Christ as the charge
did not take place because of (over) the absence of the powerful
facts. That is, it is possible to tell, that the first judgment failed
and was not in favor of Annas' secret high priest in front of any
Prophet of Nazareth, in front of the provincial. Annas was glad
that it remains a little more to divest himself of a shame
(disgrace), which was caused by the wise answer of Jesus Christ.
For, this shame could be cleared only by the death of the
Prophet, and there were not any other chances. It is possible to
say like this, that the first lost judgment of the religious patriarch
before the Innocent and the Holy Christ only aggravated the
desire of the punishment even more, and a terrible decision of
annihilation (destruction) of the Galilean Prophet by means of a
painful crucifixion appeared in the head of Annas. For, only the
crucifixion will grind a name of the Prophet of Nazareth into dust
in the minds of the religious Jewish people, as everyone knew,
that a crucified on a tree person, was damned by the Jewish God
Jehovah (Yahweh or Hosts [Lord of Hosts]). Such damnation from
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the Jewish God gave rise to damnation and at the people to a
crucified person on a tree, thanks to the religious education.
While Jesus Christ was pushed out of the house of Caiaphas
in the court yard by blows and kicks, where His unbridled
persecution, will join blind in the fury, spiritless crowd. It will fill
up, with this, a cup (bowl) of sufferings of the God’s Son. Jesus
continued the dialogue with the Father in Heaven.
"Father, I thank You, for You are always All-Gracious and
give the chance to see karmic stratifications of the last
regenerations of Your sons in the earthly life. And, as all these
Your sons stay in My body now, I should patiently and humbly
bear (suffer) all what falls upon Me, and thanks to the constant
outpouring from Myself of the all-love a stream on the people
around, and these destructive energies could be transformed
into Divine energies. And thus karma of My last incarnations, in
numerous human sons, who came down (arose) on Your, Father,
Divine path and through some transformations have got a dignity
of the sons of the Lord, becoming great masters of the different
peoples, — this karma will disappear and will be dissolved, that
will give Me the chance to merge together (unite) with You
forever. Now I perfectly see and I understand, thanks to You, the
Father in Heaven that any unfriendly and malicious sight, any
spiteful thought, any bad uttered word directed on any person,
from the slave and to the tsar, engenders, at mental and
psychological level, the karmic destructive energies which are
gradually transformed thanks to transformations and are shown,
materialized in those or other situations unpleasant for a person
in the form of every possible physical violations.
How, Good Lord, not to thank You, that You reveal (show)
the process of transformation of the destructive karmic energies
into Divine energies in a flesh of any person. Thank God, Good
Lord! Glory to You, All-Generous! Thank Goodness, All-Gracious!"
Jesus Christ said to Himself a cleansing prayer of gratitude
to God and prayed for beating and grilling on (making run over)
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Him, in a court yard surrounded by a crowd of soldiers and
officers of the temple, during the above described mockery at
Him.
***
That such a thing will not happen in a new incarnation
and not to suffer from such karmic consequences, it is necessary
to try to find in oneself maximum of patience, and displaying
(development, manifestation) of meekness and humbleness. The
latter qualities are gained only thanks to all-love, and the
person’s all-love turns out (makes, works enough) only when he
starts to thank the Lord Almighty for all and all. For, everything
had arisen (appeared) out of Him, everything is supported by
Him, and everything again, being transformed through a person,
comes back to Him.
The cleansing prayer should be alive and be born in
consciousness of a person, as it will promote the transformation
of all karmic consequences of his last incarnations on the earth.
This cleansing prayer should last incessantly until this or that
external negative action from environment, a crowd will not stop
and will not disappear completely, that is, all the negative
energies of harm will not be dissolved in the energies of all-love,
humbleness, meekness (mildness), forgiveness (absolution,
pardon), mercy. For, there are no any more ways on
transformation of energies of the karmic negative consequences
into divine energies on the way to the Kingdom of the Father
God. While the person has those or other karmic consequences
in himself, he will stay in the sansara (a wheel of the earthly
regenerations and sufferings).
The exit from sansara can be found only by the unique
way, it is to get (gain) the Divine qualities, such, as all-love, allhumbleness, all-meekness, all-forgiveness (all-absolution), allmercy, non-judgment of anybody and for anything, allgenerosity, all-benevolence (all-goodness) in oneself. Realizing
the above-stated (foregoing), Jesus in developing humiliating
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scenes tried to fulfill (work off) His last karmic stratifications as
much as possible.
***
There was much place in a courtyard of the temple, and the
escort accompanying the Christ, expanded among themselves
the passes, through which any interested person could pass to
the Galilean easily and strike Him as he will want to it. The
soldiers sneered and, crying out: "To be deserving of death!"
pushed, kicked and beat hands of the tied Preacher. Seeing such,
the people heated up at a fire started to be involved in this
violation of the Prophet. The first those, whom Jesus expelled
from the temple, as shopkeepers joined in humiliating
procedure. They also ran up and struck the tied Christ behind and
sideways where they will get their hand or a foot, and shouted:
"To be deserving of death!" Gradually the other people began to
be involved in this cruel beating began, unsurely (uncertainly) at
first, and then it is more and more strongly, unbridled (orgiastic)
gossiping in the address of the Nazarene. Verbal abuse, curses
flew as a torrential rain. Every person, coming nearer to Jesus,
before striking Him, inspired himself a swear word:" The
blasphemer "," the deceiver "," the villain "," the blighter "and
others. Having cried out, he struck Jesus as he would like, and
then, turning, sharply left in the crowd to the new sorties. The
passion increased, the consciousness of the people in this
humiliating" game" became dull, and the people turned into the
wild animals with animal instincts.
The movement of the procession was a little slowed down
in the direction to the guardroom where the accused should be
taken away (off) for a while where He will stay prior to the
beginning of the council (Sanhedrim) session.
Jesus Christ’s silence, humbleness (humility) and meekness
(mildness) kindled excessive mockery over Him from the soldiers,
attendants of the temple and other people even more. Jesus
knew well that such humiliating "game" imposed to Him can be
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won only an indefatigable prayer in which the gratitude to the
Lord, love to enemies, blessing damning, and also gratitude
hating, beating and persecuting (chasing) you should be born.
Therefore Jesus the God’ Son continued to communicate with
the Father in Heaven through the live prayer of all-love and
gratitude irrespective of, in whatever complicated and difficult
situations He got.
In the court yard in the middle of the unbridled crowd He
turned to the offender who struck Him behind or sideways, and
mentally sent escaping in crowd short phrases: "My God, forgive
him guilty" for blow on the other hand or in a back prevented to
continue to pray about beating Him and demanded to turn there,
whence a blow was struck. Jesus turned to the one who struck
Him, not to become angry on beating or mentally to send
following abuse and damnation and on the contrary, to look at
him, to wish him enlightenment, well-being, a pardon. «When
You see, who offended You, — Jesus thought in a string (stream)
of enlightenment, — You forgive him a sin and wish the blessing
then Your karma from last regenerations is dissolved in beams of
all-love and disappears forever, and together with it humiliating
act in relation to You» stops either.
In the flesh of the Christ there are souls of people from the
astral plan behind which there was not worked off sinful karma
for in the last incarnation they someone idle (spit upon), beat,
and also scoffed. And now, being in the body of the Christ, all of
them should test (feel) it on themselves. Now they have the
protection of the Spirit of the Christ, the Holy Spirit, helping
them to fulfill the sinful karma in the truth. For, without Spirit of
the Christ the human soul spiritually grows blind, when tortures,
sufferings and mockeries fall upon it. The rage is kindled, the
anger increases, and a murderer is born in a person, who will
deliberately (meanly) kill the offender in a following incarnation.
These souls of people in the body of the Christ in the last
incarnations in a similar way scoffed at those who now vented
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the rage on the Prophet of Nazareth, at whom the concealed
rage stuck out outside this night. It is pleasant to them, when
their victim suffers very much, because they in last incarnation
suffered like this. Jesus understood control (check) and should
supervise as much as possible Himself, showing humility,
mildness and to love His enemies, and to pray for beating and
persecuting Him. For, who will not execute it, he, in a following
incarnation can become a murderer under a just mask because of
the collected rage and desire of revenge. Many people, who
struck the Christ, did not presume to strike Him once again, for,
the karma among Jesus and them, disappeared completely. But
there were some people who struck the Prophet some times.
And as soon as Jesus by means of all-love transformed these
karmic mutual relations into divine ones, this offender could not
approach to Him and strike any more.
There were such people in the crowd, who did not run up
behind to strike the blow to the Preacher, and only cried out
swear words and spat in His side. But also for those, who did like
it, the Christ prayed: "My God, awake this guilty man, open blind
eyes on his own sins..." Phrases of His prayers broke, for the
other actions forced Him to be switched for transformation of
the other karmic actions.
***
If suddenly someone gets to the similar situation similar to
that, what happened (occurred) to Jesus Man’s Son, it is
necessary to pray a live prayer of gratitude to the Lord, which
itself regenerates in a true prayer of a repentance that promotes
transformation "dirty" karmic energies into divine ones, and the
karma disappears completely. Such prayer always should begin
with gratitude of the God and approximately herein: "My God, I
thank You, that You reveal (open) my sin of a murder in front of
me. For everyone, who strikes me, shows me as I in the last
regenerations or in this life struck someone. And any blow on a
live being is a murder sin. The spirit of the Truth, that proceeds
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from You, My God, shows Me, that a murder sin happens in the
triple aspect: at a thought level, at a level of emotion and at level
of a material action".
All these levels are interconnected and can flow from one
condition to another. Especially, it is necessary always to
remember that a mental sin of a murder (it is possible to kill a
word), having arisen in a head, gradually, it starts to be
transformed to a mental sin, and then it will be obligatory to
search for the act in this or that material action. Therefore, if
someone beats you, it does not say that you in this life could
beat also someone or in the last incarnations did it though it is
not excluded, and you simply mentally abused different swear
words of the person or people with whom you were very
dissatisfied because of any situations and circumstances. And
here the time when your mental sins, having collected,
transformed in those or other material actions has come, and you
start to beat. That is your sin of a murder born in thoughts,
comes back after a while to you at a material level, being
transformed to a beating in relation to you.
The praying person continues to develop the thought:
"I thank You for such disclosing of my sin of a murder, My
God, for, knowing now the mechanism of my sin, I have
possibility to transform this sin in all-love as thanks to the latter
sin disappears forever so, that suffering which is generated by
that or other sin of a murder also disappears. Now I see that
acted sinfully, and I repent of it. Good Lord, forgive me guilty!
Good Lord, awake me guilty! Good Lord, set me guilty, on the
right path! Awake me, Good Lord, to Your humbleness,
meekness, all-love, absolution, none-judgment anybody and for
anything. I thank You, All-Blessing, for Your heat and tenderness,
for Your responsiveness. Awake, Father, and me to it. Glory to
You, All-Grace, All-Absolute! All-True My God, as You is Allforgiving, and I forgive to the one who beats me. As You, My
God, take care of all of us guilty, about our enlightenment on our
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sins, and I learn to pray about beating and persecuting me. As
You, Good Lord, All-Blessing, and I study to bless hating me and
to bless damning me. My God pardon that guilty people who
beats me. My God, awake that guilty people, to know of the sins.
My God, set that guilty people, on the right path. My God,
forgive that beating person he does not know what he does, for
the anger dims his spiritual eyes. My God, I resort to You, my
consolation in You, my joy in You. Glory to You, My God! Glory to
You, All-Radiant (All-Resplendent)! Glory to You, All-Loving!
Thank You All-Gracious ".
Thanks to such prayer, any person is possible to transform
all sins in all-love both got in this life, and karmic. Sins disappear,
if in practice there is no origin of new sins. Such practice Jesus
Christ did not give possibility to arise to a new sin inside Him.
***
"Now Simon Peter
stood and warmed himself.
Therefore they said to him,
“You are not also one of His
disciples, are you?” He
denied it and said, “I am
not!”
One of the servants of
the high priest, a relative of
him whose ear Peter cut off,
said,” Did I not see you in
the garden with Him?”
Peter
then
denied
John 18:25-27
again; and immediately a
rooster crowed.
"And a certain servant
girl, seeing him as he sat by
the fire, looked intently at
him and said,” This man
was also with Him.”
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But he denied Him,
saying,” Woman, I do not
know Him.”
And after a little while
another saw him and said,
“You also are of them.” But
Peter said,” Man I am not!”
Then after about an
hour had passed, another
confidently
affirmed,
saying,” Surely this fellow
also was with Him, for he is
a Galilean.”
But Peter said,” Man I
do not know what you are
saying! Immediately, while
he was still speaking, the
rooster crowed.

Luke 22:56-60

"Now as Peter was
below in the courtyard, one
of the servant girls of the
high priest came.
And when she saw
Peter warming himself, she
looked at him and said,
“You also were with Jesus
of Nazareth.”
But he denied it
saying,” I neither know nor
understand what you are
saying.” And went out on
the porch, and a rooster
crowed.
And the servant girl
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saw him again, and began
to say to those who stood
by, “This is one of them.”
But he denied it again.
And a little later those who
stood by said to Peter
again,” Surely you are one
of them; for you are a
Galilean, and your speech
shows it.”
Then he began to
curse and swear, “I do not
know this Man of whom you
speak!”
A second time the
rooster crowed.
Then Peter called to
mind the word that Jesus
had said to him,” Before the
rooster crows twice, you will
deny Me three times.” And
when he thought about it, he
wept.

Mark 14:66-72
Matthew 26:69-75

Each of the participants of the mockery over the Christ,
having struck Him, for a while departed, as though cooling down
and creating a crowd of gapers, inciting others to similar beating.
Peter stood at a fire and pretended that he was warmed,
and he squinted (askance) with confusion (displacement) and
awe (trembling) looked at the unbridled (irreverent) crowd. The
fear seized him, and he did not know what to do.
Here, those people noticed and told him that he is afraid
even to look in that side where the beating of the Prophet of
Nazareth is: “Are you one of His disciples?" "One of the servants
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saw him sitting at a fire", and then once again "having peered at
him, told: and this man was with Him".

Something was stirred up inside Peter, he for some reason
began to tremble all, the consciousness grew dull in the head for
some reason, and he for the fear which has blew up in him
renounced him, quickly parried, having told to the woman: "I do
not know Him". And hasty having collected forces, he left in
crowd of the unbridled squabbled people to distract from the
face of those people, from the crowd, who steel to gather round
him.
The one of the crowd where Peter disappeared (hidden)
ran up behind to the Son of Man and with shout: "the Deceiver!
You are the lying prophet!" He struck the Christ on the back and
immediately dived back into the crowd. Jesus turned to pray for
him, but unexpectedly for Himself His eyes in the crowd met the
sight of Peter questioning wandering and asking for the help,
what to do, how to be, how to behave in such situation? Peter in
such turmoil did not notice at all that he has already renounced
the second time the Master and he has even appeared in the
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crowd of those people which mocked at the Son of Man, and
thus became as though the accomplice of the unbridled acts of
the crowd. He felt that he should take cover in a shade not to be
in the public eye and not to draw attention.
Jesus through an inspiration instant, looking at Peter, knew
that Peter has already renounced Him twice. The Christ was
painful (sick) for Peter, for, he in His eyes from the man of
courage who was willing (ready) to die for Him, turned into the
coward. Jesus did not blame Peter for it and wanted to wish him
a spiritual enlightenment and strengthening of his spirit as
suddenly someone struck Him behind and quickly disappeared in
the crowd. The Prophet turned to escaping man and visual
communication between Peter and the Christ interrupted. But
Peter felt that he should remain to watch this humiliating
performance to the end. And the thought, what will be further
with His Master, kept Peter in the crowd who had a good time.
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The procession slowly moved ahead to that place, where
the guardroom was. The people from the crowd ran out ever less
to strike Jesus Christ as the sinful karma between the crowd and
the Prophet was clarified and disappeared thanks to His
indefatigable prayer about well-being of these people. In the
same way the swear words were strewed to His address ever
less. The heat in the crowd started to cool down the people
followed an escort to look what will be further. The time
approached four o'clock in the morning.
The noise of the crowd, which is coming nearer to the
guardroom, woke up the sleeping soldiers, and some of them
started to go to the courtyard, wiping eyes. They saw how their
colleagues scoff at the person who is in surrounded of an escort.
Having found out, in what’s going on here, they decided to have
a good time and also fun. That way of entertainment which
already ceased, did not involve them. They searched for
something brand new. One of them, having run in the
guardroom, took a bag there from and while Jesus was a back to
him, ran up quickly and put the dag on the Christ, and then
knocked on the head and said venomously: "the Prophesy, who
hit You?" Jesus, seeing nothing, turned slowly on a voice of the
one who made such evil deed over Him. There came silence for
even the crowd did not expect such turn of events, but gradually
all started to realize that new humiliating "game" is developed. A
man who hit Jesus was silent, thinking that He will say
something. But the answer of the Prophet did not follow, as He
was occupied (engaged) by a birth of a new prayer. In order this
or that karmic consequence disappeared completely, for, Jesus
necessarily turned to the offender and looked that fool in the
face, giving vent from Himself on the surrounding people light of
all-love and good fortunes. The bag which was put on him from
above to hips and it did not let see by physical sight of the
offender, but Jesus saw his spiritual sight and mentally
pronounced (said) a cleansing prayer. A hit man suddenly felt
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this fertile clearing sight at himself though he saw neither looks
of the Prophet, nor His eyes, and felt, as something changes
inside him, humiliating passion disappears somewhere, and
hands do not rise once again to strike. The live loving prayer of
the Christ did the affair (part).
"Good Lord, I thank You that You show Me My new karmic
elaboration (study). For someone of Your sons, which now stays
in Me, in the last regeneration was the religious master and at
the same time the soldier and gave the knowledge to the
soldiers. In this knowledge in which he told about God and
worship to Him, knowledge of dark destructive forces also
presented. And who used this knowledge in the practice,
imperceptibly for some reason got to unpleasant situations and
engendered inside him new sins, and the latter led to illnesses,
sufferings, tortures, destructions and death. That is why the bag
was thrown into My head, as shows to Me that knowledge was
really dark. And that, one of soldiers acted with Me, says that
this knowledge was destructive, for people did not know what
they do. Therefore the soldier also has told:" the Prophesy who
hit You?" Thank God, that now it is necessary to Me to transform
this karmic essence in all-love either. I thank You, the Father in
Heaven! Strengthen Me! Pardon and forgive this sinner who hit
Me and now he stands in front of Me..."
The struck dumb soldier, without having received the
answer to the question, did not know what to do further for he
was disarmed by a stream of love of the Prophet. Other soldiers,
having seen new entertainment, were encouraged and decided
to join in this game. Therefore those who wanted such
entertainment surrounded a ring of the Christ.
A new blow to the head behind and then taken off from the
lips of the hit man: "Prophesy who hit You?" It interrupted the
prayer of the Christ. Jesus easily turned on the sounded voice in
that side, whence the blow was struck. As soon as Jesus the
spiritual sight looked lovely at the one who hit Him, the latter
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was amazed by that felt a fertile look of the Prophet on himself.
The hit man stayed in catalepsy from it, and his hand also did not
rise to have a good time like this anymore, therefore he moved
back under influence of a loving sight of the Prophet.
While Jesus created a new prayer of grace and all-love,
forgiving all to this offender, and wished him a spiritual
enlightenment on a sin made by his hands, at this time a new
blow to the head was put behind, from it Jesus reeled and His
praying thought was got off. The phrase flew after the blow:
"Prophesy who hit You?" Jesus easily, with love turned in that
side where there was His new offender and anew created a
cleansing prayer which disarmed the people participating in this
new mockery.
The laughter and cackling stood while someone knocked
behind the Prophet on the head, from it Jesus was unsteady, and
then everyone was waiting, can the Galilean anything answer it?
But long silence confused the crowd and then a following man,
wishing to hit the Prophet, did it with a sneer, and silence blew
up noise of humiliating laughter of the present people.
But also in this unequal humiliating "game" passion of the
participants started to fall down, as the hit man was disarmed by
Jesus Christ’s invisible sight of all-love and grace and left a circle.
On the noise, din and laughter the new soldiers who had a rest in
the guardroom after service were flown down. They looked how
their colleagues had a good time and burnt and joined in obscene
act. Seeing that its heat cools down, they decided to take off
(remove) a bag from Him and to continue the same game.
Jesus mentally thanked the Father in Heaven that this
karmic essence was transformed into divine energies and
thanked the one who took off (removed) a bag from Him. The
time was nearing dawn... The game came to end...
One of the participants of the beating of the Christ found
out that Peter does not participate in such revelry, and somehow
with shame looks in that side where there was a violation of the
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Son of Man. Having approached to Peter, he said: "And you do
not take any part in it and even will not hit this Lying Prophet.
Probably you are one of them, were you with Him? Do you feel
pity for Him?!" These words involved others having a good time
of the crowd, and they also came nearer to Peter.
It seemed to Peter that these coming nearer to him from
the crowd people as fear shades, were ready to snatch on him
and as to outrage upon him, as over the Prophet of Nazareth. In
Peter's head, as the alarm, hysterically sounded a voice, “What
will be with me now? What will be with me now?" From mental
pressure its temporal veins swelled and he mechanically parried
to the first: "No, I do not know Him". But one of the coming
nearer man began to speak to another insistently: "Exactly (It is
exact), and this man was with Him, for he is a Galilean, for his
speech indicates that he is from Galilee". For fear Peter did not
know, what to answer, and from his mouth (lips) mechanically
flew: "I do not know what you are speaking about. No! No! No! I
am not with Him..." And Peter's words: "I do not know this
Person, who you are speaking about", — flew from his mouth
(lips) and hung in mid-air.
At this time the crowd round Jesus in the laughter parted
for some instant, and Peter and the Christ’s sights met again.
Peter tried to get lost among the crowd and to disappear from
those people who saw the supporter of the Galilean Prophet in
him. But clear singing of a cock and the sight of the Christ
sobered Peter's darkened mind. And he remembered, more truly
realized that here he had just renounced the Master. The cry of a
cock reminded him Jesus’ prophetical prediction during "The Last
Supper".
Well, yes, this prediction of the Christ came true, for it was
singing of the cock, the first or the second, precisely is not
known. Probably, the first singing of a cock warned Peter's
further third renunciation, but Peter, because of the noise of the
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crowd during the night mockery over the Son of Man, did not
hear this singing.
"And the Lord turned
and looked at Peter. Then
Peter remembered the word
of the Lord, how He had
said to him, “Before the
rooster crows, you will deny
Me three times."

Luke 22:61

We will find a similar saying and in the Gospel of Matthew
(26:34) and Mark’s prophecy sounds in a little another way:
Jesus said to him,”
Assuredly, I say to you that
today, even this night,
before the rooster crows
twice, you will deny Me
three times.”

Mark 14:30

The Master with a quiet, gentle, love sight looked at Peter,
as though speaking to him," Peter, hold out, pray. I trust in you!
For, the energies which will help you to extend to the peoples,
tribes and tongues My doctrine, the Good message, which I
announced will stay in you. You see, Peter, as I submissive and
mild (meek) I bear (suffer) human violations. Remember My
behavior for mission of the Messiah consists in it and: to be allhumble, all-meek, all-forgiving, not condemning ". Peter instantly
felt the cowardice and empty boasting that he will give the life
for the Master without any delay. Peter was ashamed to the
depth of the soul before the Master. The light of the truth and
Love which streamed from Jesus’ eyes on Peter, tried to wash
Peter's soul from negative feelings of fear and treachery which
were revealed (showed) in him and even crept outside, shrouded
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Peter, dulled his mind and made him spiritually blind. Vanity of
these feelings stirred up his mind, and Peter did not understand
what he created and what he spoke, answered. He would like to
run somewhere quicker from a sight of the Master, to disappear,
for he under Jesus’ sight began to see clearly and realized the
treachery. Something began to compress the soul, the dry clod
grew in the throat the tears began to rise to eyes. Peter could
not restrain more and he slipped out the temple courtyard. All
his soul groaned, the heart ran around like a mad. He howled,
having gritted teeth, his feet brought him somewhere, hands
gesticulated and it would be desirable to break off, break and
destroy something. Plentiful tears obscured a look and disturbed
to movement. Hurricane of feelings, consciousness of own
pettiness and a position of hopelessness rolled on all his body,
getting into each sell (section).
“Good Lord! — Peter cried out with all his heart — I
betrayed the Master three times. What shall I do?..."The tears of
perception (realization), the tears of repentant and the tears of
clarification shed from his eyes. Peter wanted to shout, but the
clod in the throat interfered with it. He was running through the
still dark pre-dawn small streets of Jerusalem, howled from a
pain in the soul and mentally shouted: "Good Lord! Forgive me
guilty! What have I done?!"
Peter left the temple, and Jesus, feeling all heat of the
struggle of his feelings, prayed for him to the Father in Heaven to
strengthen his spirit for the further acts in glory of God’s Son and
the Father in Heaven.
The sonorous voice of a cock foretold dawn approach. Its
call was picked up by other cock to pass a message about a dawn
further. The third cock sonorously started singing the song that
the call about the arrival of a morning dawn was not dissolved in
night twilight, and was enthusiastically supported by other cocks.
The dense dark blue of the sky in a firmament started to
recede on the West. Stars, flickering in the sky closer to the east
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horizon, began to be dissolved in bluish, light pink paints of a
dawn. Then on the horizon there was a yellow strip which began
to incorporate the blue of the sky.
Unusual sounding of a song of any bird was distributed,
after which vicinity of Jerusalem started to be filled with singing
of other birds, chirping of sparrows and shouts of ravens.
The passion inflamed to scratch the hands at some soldiers
surrounding the Christ again, for that wave of love which
disarmed them, was eclipsed by a stream of the "dirty" energy
created by the crowd with unbridled animal instincts.
The outraged people surrounded Jesus Christ even a denser
ring so that everyone could reach easily Him and hit. A blow was
put on the head of the Prophet sideways and behind now that
He could not see who hit. And sometimes two or three men hit
on one side at once then Jesus flew away aside in the blow’s
direction, and the crowd with noise and din moved there. At this
time wishing to gambol, which were behind a limit of a dense
ring of participants, during the movement squeezed into this ring
and tried to strike blow to the ear. The words flew after that,
"Prophesy who hit You?" Or: "who hit?"
The tied hands of the Christ and an unexpected blow from
the side knocked (forced down) Him of the balance, He swayed,
for blows fell that on one ear, on another. From such blows,
mixing up with a pain his head was buzzing. With enormous
patience, with great meekness and with humbleness Jesus
continued to create a live cleansing prayer in any situations. It
gave Him forces to bear (suffer) humiliation of beating, to
support in His heart a spark of pleasure, that karmic
stratifications of the previous earthly lives were dissolved in His
body, turning to the Divine energy. The Son of God perfectly
understood that it is impossible to enter the Kingdom of God of
the Father, if in the life you have karmic operating time. As soon
as your Karma completely disappears which forces a person to
rotate in the wheel of sansara (a cycle of new regenerations and
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sufferings), only then the doors of the Divine Kingdom are
opened in front of you.
After taken off (removal) a bag Jesus has already accurately
determined with physical sight, examining the surrounding
people calmly, the one who hit Him, and tried as more as
possible warmly and gently, with love to look directly in his eyes.
At this time people standing near to Him swung hands,
maliciously laughed and cried out: "Well, well... come on... Who
hit? Well? Prophesy! What do you look? Will you the prophesy!"
Inasmuch as Jesus was silent, they were angry that He does not
answer and has no rage on them it kindled unruliness and
violence inside them. But the one, who hit the Prophet, received
such portion of tenderness heat and love from His light, open
blue eyes for himself that he involuntarily started back (recoiled)
and for a while, while Jesus Christ looked at him, a remorse for
the immoral act is being cleared up. That hit man started back
(recoiled) from His sight, the circle of his supporters was closed
in front of him, and he was switched off of the" game" in
perplexity.
Jesus Christ had time to tell to the offender some
benevolent short phrases mentally, for example: "Good Lord,
pardon this guilty man! Good Lord, awake this guilty man! Good
Lord, set him on the right track true..." When the blows fell down
very often, Jesus did not begin to be developed faced to the
offender any more as such evil deed in His address took the form
of a mass psychosis. Therefore He was only unsteady from the
blows here and there, hung the head and now created a
collective cleansing prayer.
"Good Lord, I thank You, that You give Me forces that I
stayed in humbleness and meekness. I thank You, Father, for
Your All-Generosity! For, from You on Me, thanks to the Holy
Spirit, descends all-love, the light of the wisdom. All it
strengthens My patience and outpouring of love on castigating
Me and chasing (pursuing) Me people. Good Lord, forgive these
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guilty people as they entered into circulation of mental harm and
do not understand what they do any more. Their spiritual eyes
are blind, and they stay in darkness, and their hearts became
covered by a stone shell, and because of it they turned into the
obedient tool of the Devil. Good Lord, they do not see that
everyone of them, it is necessary to test (feel) the same most
humiliating procedures on themselves. They do not understand
that as you act, and you will be acted, what force you put, such
force you will receive back, by what measure you will measure,
and such measure you will be measured; as the call, such the
echo. Good Lord, forgive these guilty people! Good Lord, pardon
these guilty people! Good Lord, awake these guilty people, to
Your all-love! Good Lord, light up these guilty people by the Holy
Spirit that they saw their sins! Father, Your clemency is allgenerous, and Your Spirit is merciful!"
While Jesus prayed, the blows did not stop, and as there
was no reaction from His side on their acts, they already
understood that it is necessary to change (replace) tactics of the
sadistic entertainments. One of soldiers approached Jesus and
said: "Hey, You are the Lying prophet. If You did not learn, who
had hit You, I will help You". And he turned Jesus to himself a
back and pushed Him with force in a back so that He, nearly
falling, has flown away from him in a direction of the blow and
knocked against a breast of the other soldier, who stood
opposite to the hit soldier. And the malicious phrase after
departed:" Here, who hit You”. That soldier, whose breast Jesus
Christ was hit on, in the beginning was struck dumb, and then
thought, what happened, raised the Prophet, turned His back to
himself and by a stab in the back sent to the other soldier,
shouting that he didn’t hit Him and this one. The circle gradually
extended, that the Victim could fly by further from a stab in the
back to another soldier that gave them new entertainment.
When Jesus flew from one edge of a circle to another, the crowd
blew up the obscene laughter. At this time the Christ could not
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see the eyes of the offender any more, but had time to say:"
Good Lord, pardon that guilty person! "— and He appeared on
the other side of a circle. He was turned around again, they said,
that I did not hit You, and that one, and He was sent to another
soldier with force.
For weariness Jesus began to stumble, be unsteady,
everything started to flash in front of the eyes, and He, reaching
to the other edge of a circle, fell on the knees in the beginning
for, tied behind the back hands prevented to keep balance, and
then and He began to fall to the ground at all. The soldier, being
near Him, lifted Him and said: "not I hit You", — turned around
Him in that side where he wanted to push Him and, speaking:
"that one hit You", sent (pushed) Him in this direction. Jesus
hardly had time to tell in mind: “Good Lord, forgive this guilty
person! Good Lord, awake Me to be all-humble!", as again,
without having reached because of the loss balance, fell, and
again someone's strong hands lifted Him and put on the feet, and
then the same was done. There were such moments when He
was even strongly kicked with a foot, because of it He quickly lost
balance, fell and was rolled for some times. The public blew up
with mocking laughter. And Jesus only repeated in mind:" Good
Heavens forgive them! Good Lord, pardon them! Good Gracious
awake them! "At last the forces left Him, and He could not rise
(get) up from such pushes and blows. When He was lifted, His
feet were turned in and He fell again, as the knocked down ear.
Seeing that the "game" ended on it (at this point), the crowd
started to disperse, for further entertainment was not expected
for a while. Two soldiers rose up (raised) the Victim under the
hands and have dragged His weakened body into guardroom.
They threw Him in the corner down to the ground there and
started to wait for the order from the priests of the temple when
to lead Him to the council (Sanhedrim).
It was already a daylight, though the sun only started to rise
over the horizon. It shined the top parts of the towers, a roof,
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wings of the temple both other high structures and trees. The air
under the penetrating beams of the sun started to heat up. The
pure horizon of a firmament promised the hot weather though
small cloudlets that appeared, vanished then suddenly increased,
giving a sign that the weather can sharply change to the worst.
Before the morning expanded session of the council there
was more enough time though some assessors started to be
flown down, for the informers sent by the high priest Annas, the
instructions of the higher person accurately followed. Jesus came
to the senses on the cold floor and started to create a cleansing
prayer.
"Oh, You are Merciful, My All-Loving Father! Thank You that
You give Me Force, Light and Love. Thank You that You helped
Me to sustain such mockery over me. Thank You, Father! There
came minutes of a respite for Me, and I hasten to use them to
communicate to You. You are Unique for Me, Father, Whom I
resort and pray to. Father, I devoted all life, all My thoughts,
knowledge and all My acts to You. I give Myself to You in total,
Father, for You are Pleasure and Blessedness for Me. I thank You,
Father, that You open the mechanism of My karmic
stratifications in front of My eyes and help Me to transform them
in all-love. Thanks to it the Karma of the last regenerations of
Your divine sons staying inside Me now, exhales (melts) in Your
Divine beams of All-Love. And as soon as this Karma is dissolved
on Me, then all these tortures which fall upon Me will stop.
Disappearance of any Karma completely will give Me the chance
to enter Your, Oh Father, the Heavenly Kingdom and to merge
with You Together in blissful ecstasy. I thank You, Father, that
You support Me in the most difficult situations in My earthly life.
Awake Me, Father if I do something wrong in these situations
and instruct (set) Me on the path (right track) of Truth.
Strengthen Me, Father, with Your Life-giving Spirit. Encourage
Me that I could sustain all tortures which wait for me ahead
which I should undergo and gain with humbleness. Oh the
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Almighty, You are the Unique Support and Hope for Me. I hope
of You and I completely trust to You. Good Lord, forgive and
pardon all those people, who spat, pushed, beat, kicked Me,
sneered over Me, talked scandal in My address, vented all insults
on Me. Awake these guilty people, to Your All-Love, mercy, allforgiveness. Let Your clemency will condescend on them:
Damning Me, hating Me, chasing off and beating Me that all of
them could see the accomplished sins today. Show them that in
any action there is a power boomerang: who as acts, he will be
acted in the same way and in the same relation; who as shows
the hatred, insult, a rage, anger, in the same way these hatred,
insult, a rage, anger will come back to him and destroy him,
therefore he should be racked with pain (feel unhappy) and
suffer. What sin you will engender, and such fruits you will reap
in the form of those or other illnesses or in the form of
unpleasant situations where you will be waited by tortures and
sufferings. And also let them learn that any man, creating harm,
will suffer from this harm himself, both in the further of this
earthly life, and in the new transformation in this or that
material life. Awake these guilty people, God Lord, to all-love,
humbleness, meekness, mercy, goodwill for it allows to
transform the sins to the public love so, the grief disappears, and
the happiness, pleasure is shown (revealed). Father, let Your
Divine pleasure will sparkle in their guilty hearts and will wake
them from staying in energies of harms. And if for this purpose is
necessary My help, My life, oh Father, it is at Your feet. I am
ready to fulfill (execute) any Your, Father, Mission. Let there will
be Your Will on Me! Glory to You, My God!"
Suddenly the Divine Light was in front of Jesus’ eyes,
encouraging and recovering the spirit of the Christ, and slowly
disappeared. It was the Light of Grace (Good fortune) for all
those tortures which He had experienced (felt) and which He had
dissolved in His Love.
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Chapter 5
THE DEATH SENTENCE
The vanity began in a courtyard. Probably, the order to take
away the Galilee Prophet on the expanded session of a council
(Sanhedrim) was given. One of the soldiers kicked on a foot of
the lying Prophet and shouted: "Hey, rise up (get up! Come on...
more cheerfully!" It was inconvenient to Jesus to rise up, as His
hands were tied behind the back. Then two men from an escort
took His armpits and quickly put Him on the feet, and then threw
out Him in the courtyard with the hits in a back. The pain in
muscles and in all body from the blows, the kicks and pushing
after the phenomenon of the Divine Light disappeared
somewhere. Therefore, while Jesus Christ was led on the council
(Sanhedrim) session, He mentally continued to pray to the Father
and lovingly (fondly) to thank Him for care of Him, for the
disappearance of the pain in His body, for the sun which
embraces all sky with gentle beams and warms the Mother-earth
the Vivifying heat, filling with it life-giving energy, for the
morning fresh air, which is filled by a fragrance of colors and
various plants, inhaling which, one starts to stay in pleasure from
indescribable aroma. Jesus the God’s Son thanked the Father in
His heart for all and all. He knew that it will be the hardest day,
which He will sustain only thanks to God.
"Jesus Christ was taken away in paved chamber in the
southwest part of the temple, or, perhaps, in the stores (shops),
the existence obliged to Annas and his family, and the council
(Sanhedrim) was called there, for the third interrogation, but
formally it is the first lawful legal procedure over Him. It was,
possibly, about six o'clock in the morning when the full session of
the Sanhedrim opened... There were priests here, He reproached
their avidity and self-love; the elders, which hypocrisy He bared;
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the scribes, which ignorance He exposed, and the worst of all,
given up to lay interests, skeptical, ostensibly philosophizing
Sadducees, the most cruel and dangerous of the opponents,
which empty wisdom He so shamefully revealed (opened). All of
them thirsted for His death... All flared hatred to the person who
was noble, than how many they even could imagine to
themselves in their raised speculation. And however it was hard
to them to execute the conceived cause (affair) — to destroy
Him...
But the matter is that the members of the Sanhedrim
(council) had no power to sentence Him to death... Therefore it
was necessary to give Him in the hands of the secular power only
for execution realization. Now they had only a charge in the
blasphemy against Him, based on a recognition compelled from
Him by the high priest after even the witnesses, substituted by
them, did not manage to satisfy with their false witnesses. They
had many former charges against Him, but they could not lean
against them. The cases of infringement of the Sabbath by Him
generally appeared with miracles and consequently put them on
the dangerous soil. Rejection of the oral legend by Him put
forward a question on which Sadducees and Pharisees were in
deadly enmity among themselves. Imperious clarification of the
temple by Him could find sympathy both at rabbis, and in the
people. The charge in the secret doctrine was denied by an
extreme openness of His life. The charge in the open heresy fell
by itself owing to the total absence of confirming evidences. They
had a difficult problem to turn a church charge in blasphemy into
a civil charge in the treachery ". 1
"As soon as it was
day, the elders of the
people, both chief priests
and scribes, came together
1

F.V.Farrar "Jesus Christ’s Life", p. 512-514.
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and led Him into their
council, saying,
“If You are the Christ,
tell us.” But He said to
them, “If I tell you, you will
by no means believe.
And if I also ask you,
you will by no means
answer Me or let Me go.
“Hereafter the Son of
Man will sit on the right
hand of the power of God.”
Then they all said,” Are
You then the Son of God?”
So He said to them,
“You rightly say that I am.”
And they said, “What
further testimony do we
need? For we have heard it
ourselves from His own
mouth."

Luke 22:66-71

The basic evidence, which will be necessary to direct on the
council against the Galilean Prophet, — to make so that He in
front of all present people admitted Himself that He is the Christ,
the Son of God. Therefore all conversations in the council were
(went) in this direction and were discussed from different
positions until as the tied Jesus Christ was entered. The present
people stopped and examined (considered) the Prophet from the
top to the toe, glancing at a judgment seat where the high priest
Caiaphas sat. When the silence in the chamber of the session was
established, Caiaphas began the measured speech, as though
underlining each word, thinking over and weighing the
importance of these words for the given process.
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"All of us, the chairman began, are religious figures, taking
the place in hierarchical structure of our society. Each of you,
who are present here, gives the life for service to our Uniform
Live God and His glorifications as the Almighty. All of us faithfully
serve our God otherwise we would not have this or that religious
dignity in the activity. Our Lord gave us through Moses laws
which we should execute strictly. The one, who does not carry
out these ordered laws and tempts others to their default, and
also corrupts the masses with the new doctrine about God, we
should condemn that man and clean him from our society
forever".
Such words he let know to the associates that it is
necessary to take out only the death sentence to get rid of this
Prophet of Nazareth forever.
Caiaphas continued: "If we do not find means to liquidate
the rebel completely it will be difficult to us to put things in order
in our society. Moreover it is not known, what negative
destructive consequences can have result the newly appeared
Prophet’s doctrines on indignation of the huge crowd. Here in
front of you the Prophet of Nazareth, Which corrupts the people
with the new doctrine about God, lines the people to violent
actions, and the main thing, He proclaims Himself the Envoy of
the God. What evidences can you present, someone of the
present people here, on the charge of the Preacher?"
Nicodemus used a pause and, having given a sign that he
had some remarks concerning the trial conducting, said: "Our
council is not a violent institution for we as the jury members of
this session should concern with the peace to everybody and in
any situations while there is an inquiry of guilt of this or that
person. Therefore we should untie hands to this Prophet as I do
not know behind him the heavy circumstances that He should be
held with the tied hands".
Joseph, who even dared to approach Jesus Christ
personally, supported Nicodemus, having risen up from the
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place, and said: "If we search the fair approach in justice search,
this justice should be present at us here initially. This Person was
led here as any thief or the criminal, or the murderer. Look at
Him, the meekness and the humbleness stays inside Him.
Therefore we will not be right, if we do not untie His hands".
Joseph of Arimathea approached Jesus, looked a father like
sight at the Christ and then untied His hands. Joseph when
untied the hands, noticed that the hands were tied for a long
time for brushes were turned blue and there were shabby places
on the wrists. Joseph internally exclaimed as he contemplated
the scene: "Good Lord, strengthen Jesus and help Him!"
Jesus, having read Joseph's thoughts, in His live prayer
thanked Nicodemus and Joseph for care of Him, without
forgetting to glorify and thank plentifully the God of the Father
for all and all. The inspiration, a sign suddenly came to Jesus that
this Joseph, who had dared to approach and to untie His hands in
public, and even His angry denunciators (accusers) did not make
a sound in the protest, just he will be that person, who will
redeem His body, will remove His lifeless flesh from a cross, will
wrap up in a shroud and will bury Him in the new crypt (tomb)
prepared for himself. The Son of God, Jesus foresaw (expected),
Joseph did not know and did not expect yet. In reply to such love
which will be shown at Joseph in care of His breathless corpse,
Jesus glorified and thanked the Father, and gave vent to all love
energy on Joseph. Joseph felt it, while going to the place after he
gave a strap to the soldiers at the doors. Having returned to the
place and sitting down, Joseph looked at the Christ and felt that
any unknown force of love connects their destinies with the
strong bonds.
Caiaphas was very dissatisfied with such scene, for all his
speech as though came to nothing. That heat of hatred against
the Galilean, which Caiaphas kindled at the present people,
melted away, as a morning fog under the sun beams. Therefore
it was necessary to undertake any efforts anew again, to inflame
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the present people, having revived against the Galilean anger in
them giving them the chance to convict for the blasphemy of this
Prophet furiously as it is necessary to achieve the pronouncing
(rendition) of the death sentence to the Prophet of Nazareth at
this session. The chairman strained the mind for it was necessary
to undertake something and not to drag out (delay) silence
which operates in the destroying image on a current of this
accusatory process.
"We should be really fair, — Caiaphas told in order to kindle
the accusatory process against the Prophet of Nazareth, — after
all, He is neither the thief nor the murderer and all the more He
is not a frenzied person. Probably, there was any
misunderstanding..." The chairman said the words measured and
slowly, in this time he built the new phrases in the mind so that
accusatory process against the Preacher, decomposing religious,
so, and a social order of the given society actively began.
"Really, He is not an ordinary thief or the murderer in front
of us, whose fault is visible on their acts at once. In front of us
there is the Person whose acts operate on the surrounding
people is more destructive and composed, getting into the
masses with invisible ways, they are more dangerous to our
society owing to the secretiveness (secrecy). And if there is an
excitement, disorder and swaying in the society, after this
Preacher visited it, especially it is difficult to lead to an order the
indignant mass you can imagine that a crime of this Person, the
Galilean Prophet, is more dangerous, rather than the inveterate
(out and out) thief or murderer. What evidences can give the
present people in this direction?"
Caiaphas was happy with himself that it was managed to
kindle anew the fire of charge in the hearts of the present
priests, wishing death of the Prophet of Nazareth, and to
overcome difficulty, which originators appeared (were)
Nicodemus and Joseph, they nearly spoilt the begun cause
(affair). The chairman looked round at the present people with a
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penetrating glance and on the fussy whispering among the sitting
priests he understood that his speech has worked and the hatred
fire to the Preacher was inflaming.
Jesus Christ understood that the chief (high) priest does not
have way back and he should make everything, make all efforts,
to pass (pronounce) the definitive death sentence to Him as the
Messiah. And if somehow He cannot be condemned, it will be
the big serious blow on Anna’s family which honor will be
humiliated and offended, so, its prestige in the society and
religious circles in every possible way will fall and Caiaphas was
afraid of that. The struggle between the Christ and His new
religious doctrine about the Kingdom of Heaven and the Father
God, on the one hand, and the Annas' family holding the basic
supervising religious posts in the society, on the other hand,
began to the death. Annas' family understood all responsibility of
this process and tried to make everything to destroy the Prophet
by hook or by crook, therefore in the course all operating levers
of the charge on the destruction of the Messiah were started up.
The best way when you are accused and commit perjury
against you, is not to justify and be silent. And it was realized by
Jesus Christ for any justification engenders the grains of sins in a
person, and the latter in the favorable conditions can ripen,
blossom and be materialized in those or other sins. And the main
thing — it is necessary to pray with gratitude to the God, to bless
damning you, to make the good hating you, to pray for turning
out and beating you and to love all enemies, not to have in the
soul any harm against them. Thanks to such tactics the Karma of
your acts both in this life, and in the last your regenerations will
be melted away and will disappear completely so, those
sufferings which fall upon you now will disappear, and they also
will not disturb you further any more.
Proceeding from it, Jesus Christ created indefatigably the
live prayer of gratitude for all and all. The Son of God perfectly
saw and realized that if you face any court (trial) and someone
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accuses you, it means, you were the judge or an accuser in the
last regenerations. For, in all reality situations works the uniform
immutable law: what court you judge, such court and you will be
judged; by what measure you will measure, by the same
measure and you will be measured; you put what force you put,
and such force will come back to you; as you want, that people
act with you also you act with them. Light of wisdom descending
on Jesus Christ of the Holy Spirit, strengthened His spirit that
gave Him internal pleasure from transformation of His karmic
stratifications into Divine energy. Jesus already knew that only
all-love, all-humbleness, all-meekness, all-absolution (allforgiveness), mercy, non-judgment, all-thanksgiving can just
transform all "dirty" energies, gathered (acquired) in different
regenerations, into the Divine energies, and these cleared
energies can enter the Kingdom of God to merge with the God
Together through the Christ.
After Caiaphas kindled a rage to the Preacher in the hearts
of those who hated the Galilean, the hall was filled with grumble
of the present people and many even furiously gesticulated and
waved hands.
There was one of Pharisees here who arrived from
Nazareth for Easter holiday to Jerusalem. He began the speech:
"In those days, when this Prophet, he pointed out a hand in Jesus
Christ, He arrived to His native land where He lived, came into a
synagogue where we were going to familiarize with the text from
the Holy Scripture as usual and to talk. How, I do not know and I
do not remember any more, this Person could read the text from
the Scripture and to address to us, inhabitants of Nazareth. But I
still had in memory His haughty words, saying that He ostensibly
is that Messiah, Whom all of us wait for, and He is told in our
Scripture in the predictions of prophets. And when He
blasphemously declared that there were no prophets in the
fatherland, as though accusing us of religious blindness such
scandal in a synagogue and confusion in the minds of our
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religious inhabitants has burst that He was led (brought) out with
noise and barracking:" the Blasphemer!" And He was nearly
stoned. The inhabitants of Nazareth could not cool down for a
long time after such alarm for anger that disturbed to a quiet
tide (current) of life in our city.
"Unless it is the blasphemy, — one of the scribes grasped
the given thread and continued the speech, — when on my eyes
a paralytic, put on a stretcher, was brought to Him, and He
Matthew 9:2
Mark 2:5
Luke 5:20

"…said
to
the
paralytic,” Son, be of good
cheer; your sins are forgiven
you.”

After all, only the Lord the Almighty can forgive sins, all of
us worship to Him. Sins are forgiven only by God! And He such a
statement: "sins are forgiven you", speaking viva voce,
underlined for present people that He ostensibly is the God. Isn’t
it the blasphemy?! Isn’t it a perjury (false witness) against our
God?!"
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"We also were the witnesses of His blasphemy, — having
raised the voice, one of Pharisees whom others, sitting next to
him, have authorized to act, began to continue, — when we were
on a visit in the house of Simon where this Galilean was also
there. In the same way, when to His feet, — he pointed to Jesus,
— the sinner despised by all of us and in the society fell, and
washed His feet with her tears, then she wiped them with the hair,
and then she spread His feet with the myrrh. And that all of us
heard
"Then He said to her,”
Your sins are forgiven."

Luke 7:48

How can He say to the sinner, the low woman, who is
engaged in adultery, to any person: "Your sins are forgiven"?
Isn’t it the blasphemy when any Nazarene considers Himself as
the God or the Messiah?!"
Here, many scribes
and Pharisees started to
cry out: "We confirm it
about His blasphemy! He
is a blasphemer!" And
even someone cried out:
"Pseudo-Christ!"
Here, there was one
of the Sadducees from the
surrounding
of
the
colleagues and he told
with a smile, with a catch:
"This Galilean has got such
a false idea that He is the
Christ, the Messiah and He
us
about
confirmed
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resurrection from dead and that He will rise again (resurrect) on
the third day. Isn’t it absurdity?!"
The hall was full of the snickers that promoted to the heat
increase on the charge of the Prophet of Nazareth. The low
exclamations to the Prophet began to roll out on the hall: "the
Blasphemer!", "the Perjurer!", "the Deceiver!", "the Corrupter
(the Debaucher)!"
"And isn’t it the top of the impudence top, — one of the
Pharisees raised the voice, — when this newly appeared Messiah
sat down on a donkey and grandiosely drove to our city of
Jerusalem, inciting the people to shout:
"Then the multitudes
who went before and those
who followed cried out,
saying: “Hosanna (salvation
[rescue]; a comment of the
author) to the Son of David!
‘Blessed is He who comes
in the name of the Lord!’
Hosanna in the highest!"

Matthew 21:9

"Yes, it was, — the other Pharisee picked up, — the crowd
was got excited by His disciples, the blind crowd shouted:
"Hosanna! ‘Blessed is
He who comes in the name
of the Lord!’
Blessed is the kingdom
of our father David that
comes in the name of the
Lord! Hosanna in the
highest! "

Mark 11:9-10
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how

"It is true, — the following Pharisee continued, — I heard,

"...the whole multitude
of the disciples began to
rejoice and praise God with
a loud voice for all the
mighty works they had
seen,

Luke 19:37

And this most they incited the people to such glorification:
"Saying:”Blessed is the
King who comes in the
name of the Lord!’ Peace in
heaven and glory in the
highest!"

Luke 19:38
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"So it also was, — the following Pharisee picked up,
pointing a finger at Jesus Christ, — we even called to Him:
“Master, rebuke Your disciples".
"But He answered and
said to them, “I tell you that
if these should keep silent,
the
stones
would
immediately cry out".

Luke 19:40

"And even were heard (audible), — the previous Pharisee
continued, — as the exclamations rushed (came) from the
crowd:
…‘Blessed is He who
comes in the name of the
Lord!’ The King of Israel!"

John 12:13

"Do you imagine, — said in malicious and angry tone one of
the Sadducees, — that this Nazarene agitated people trough the
disciples that they glorified Him as the King of Israel! Isn’t it the
blasphemy?! What King is He for us?!"
"That’s nothing (it’s okay), — picked up another Sadducee,
— the following is much worse that He is supported by the blind
crowd, entered in the porch (vestibule) of the temple and began
to vandalize (commit excesses), break stalls, destroy everything
and expel the trading people. He incited the people with this
example that they also started to break, destroy and combat
(fight) against us, the religious authorities. Do you understand, —
he appealed (addressed) to the present priests, — what can be
the result of such policy? Well — to chaos, disorder and swaying
in our society. Who is He, — Sadducee said, pointed a finger
towards the Preacher, — He blasphemously and publicly
declared:
…’My house shall be
called a house of prayer’,

Matthew 21:13
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Luke 19:46
Mark 11:17

but you have made it a ‘den
of thieves.’"

The scribes who also were in the temple during this
pogrom, understood that this Sadducee forgot or purposely
missed two words for the Prophet said "it is written:’ My
House...’ "And further under the text taken from the Holy
Scripture of the prophet Isaiah, the similar is at Jeremiah, but
they did not venture to correct this Sadducee.
"Didn’t we elect, — Sadducee continued, — this Nazarene
(he showed the neglect to a word" Nazarene ") to be our King?
Perhaps, all of us who are present here, — he continued further
with humiliating tone and sneering, — to fall to His feet and to
begin to yell:" our King! Pardon us! Forgive us that we led You
here, on the trial (court), after all we are robbers!
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The hall mischievously blew up with laughter, only some
men confusedly looked at this farce and sympathized with Jesus
Christ. They could not do anything, for they did not know how to
deny that outwardly it was actually, and it was internally
deformed and shown in the other key (sense), that in all these
stories to underline the huge sinfulness and guilt of the Prophet
in the blasphemy. For such person who was accused of the
blasphemy, was stoned to death in public.
Jesus Christ continued to stay in humility and meekness and
did not try to do something in His justification at all, though to
justify cost nothing for Him, and these evidences against Him
were a masquerade, as though inadvertently approaching the
chairman to ask Him a question:"Are You the Christ?" All went to
it. And if He recognizes Himself at all as the Christ the mortal (!)
sentence will be passed (pronounced) definitively and
immediately.
"Do you imagine, — Sadducee continued to gloat over, —
isn’t it the hypocrisy?! Isn’t it the impudence?! Isn’t it the
blasphemy?!"
The swear words fell down on Jesus from different
directions: "the Hypocrite!", "the blasphemer!", "the perjurer!",
"the lying prophet", "the pseudo-Christ!"
Regardless of the fact that conditions round the God’s Son
were heated, Jesus continued to create a loving prayer inside
Him in which He prayed for everyone and looked in the face to
the one, who made perjury against Him and flared anger or envy
to Him. The Son of God prayed for their well-being, for their
spiritual enlightenment that they could see their own sins
created by those or other acts. The Son of Man prayed to the
Father God that their hearts were filled with love, mercy, nonjudgment, clemency... Jesus forgave them for all and all
sympathized with them in their spiritual blindness and gave vent
to All-Love on them.
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When Jesus Christ treated frenzied people, all-cleansing
(all-clearing) spirit proceeded from Him, and a frenzied person
was shaken, ran into convulsions for the evil ghost, left the body
of the patient and excited, shaking the person. So, we see that
when the person is full of the "dirty" energies, that is, sins, the
guilty person starts to be shaken from the clarification by the
light of all-love, and it increases the rise of the rage, anger,
hatred inside him. Here is such phenomenon or such symptom
started to be shown at this session of the trial of the expanded
council. And the more Jesus, the Son of Man gave vent His Love
on the surrounding people, the elders, Sadducees, the scribes
and Pharisees became more furious, more artful and more
mischievous. Only they did not understand what force excites
them. As a frenzied person does not know what happens (occurs)
to him, when the evil ghost shakes him, the present people at
the hall were in a fever of all-humbleness and meekness of Jesus
Christ in the same way.
In order to sum up and to use that the present priests flare
anger and are ready mentally and physically to tear (tearing to
pieces) the Accused, Caiaphas stood up from his judicial chair.
The noise quickly abated, and all priests pending what will be
further, looked (directed their looks) at the chairman. Caiaphas
approached to the Prophet and for pleasure that all goes under
his plan, forgot to say those initial lines: "I put You under oath by
the living God...", thanks to which he achieved a recognition of
the Galilean, and told only, pointing to (specifying on) the
present people at the hall: "Tell us, are You really the Christ, the
Son of God?"
Jesus knew that it was the blow in the forehead and that to
be silent He had no right as the silence was the consent in that
case. For silence leads (conducts) to loss from His side, and the
main thing, He will publicly renounce the Divine Mission which
was entrusted Him by the Father in Heaven, and it is already an
inexcusable sin. Therefore Jesus opened His lips and said: "If I tell
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you, you will by no means believe! And if I also ask you, you will
by no means answer Me and or let Me go! Hereafter the Son of
Man will sit on the right hand of the power of God". That is the
Son of God wanted to tell the following:" If I tell you that I am
the Christ or the Messiah, all of you (by no means) would not
believe it, for, you are spiritually blind and do not see that the
Christ or the Messiah will possess such qualities, as humility,
meekness, all-love, non-condemnation, all-forgiveness, mercy.
For, the Christ is the Tsar (King) in the sky, instead of in a
material world. But if I tell you that I am the Christ, that is the
Tsar, and then I will ask you, what for you have made those or
other sins before My Father, you will not answer Me, because I
am the accused provincial little man before you. Especially you
will no let Me go as the honor of the family of Annas is mixed up
in this litigation, and they only want My death. Therefore you, all
the same, should destroy Me by all means, but you for
yourselves will make worse for yourselves, for after My physical
death I, as the Son of God, will sit on the hand of the power of
God and will be impregnable for your malicious intrigues already
forever. Here, you will see that you will be losers in the relation
to Me. Remember, the attacking person will be a loser already,
even if he destroys a victim ".
The present people did not understand what answer the
Prophet had given, and it perturbed them, for the direct answer
to a question of the chairman has not followed. But they thirsted
for the death of the Christ and so they grasped His last words:
"Hereafter the Son of Man will sit on the right hand of the power
of God" and understood that He allegorically says to them that I
am the Son of God. Therefore they, without having understood
His answer and seeing in His words an obvious hint that He is the
Christ, involuntarily cried out: "So, Are You then the Son of
God?” and again they tensely pricked up the ears what He would
answer them.
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The question is in a forehead, but only it is not of one
person, and of many followed again. Jesus understood that He
should not give the answer directly, for if He tells: "I am the
Christ" or "I am the Son of God!" such answer engenders a sin of
vanity, egoism in His heart. And that this sin did not arise inside
Him, but let them to know that He is really the Messiah, "He
answered them: you rightly say that I am".
They did not understand again what the Prophet had said
to them with this phrase, for Jesus wanted to tell: "you rightly
say that I am the Son of God when ask such a question as I did
not say and I will not say such things, but all My life and all My
acts say to you that I am the Son of God".
But we already know that the more strongly the force of
the Divine Light enters into the guilty hearts, the more boils the
spirit of harm in a human body so, the spiritual sight disappears,
and such a person becomes a blind man, angry and malicious.
Such a person cannot supervise the actions any more, for he, as a
frenzied person, starts to be shaken and does not know what he
does, that is such a person becomes uncontrollable. And the
similar happened (occurred) during this moment.
The hall blew up of a boiling rage, for everyone considered
that only he is truly believing in God of the Almighty, cared for
the egoism, vanity in the heart, and when a certain Prophet of
Nazareth appeared and revealed (showed) them with All His
creativity, that He is the Christ, the Son of God, they did not
sustain such a thing, and their own egoism blew up with violence
of anger, a rage and envy.
Everybody jumped up one after another from the places
and shouted: "What further testimony do we need? For, we
heard it ourselves from His mouth! The blasphemer! — The
shouts were heard (audible) from the different ends, — the
Perjurer! The pseudo-Christ! You are the Pseudo-Messiah!"
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"What else do you need, — Caiaphas said loudly and
distinctly, — here He is!" And they all condemned Him to be
deserving of death!"
In the ears of Jesus was given as the echo:"He is guilty! He
is guilty! He is guilty... Death! Death! Death... The Lying prophet!
The prophet... The prophet... The Pseudo-Christ! The Christ... The
Christ... The Pseudo-Messiah! The Messiah... The Messiah..."
It was clear to all that the death sentence is signed and the
appeal is not the subject therefore it is possible to vent the anger
on this Prophet. The one, who flared anger to the Galilean,
reached Him, shouted to Him: "the Blasphemer!" He also gave a
slap in the face. Another shouted: "the Perjurer!" He also spat in
the face to Him. The following priest shouted: "The PseudoChrist!" Also struck Him or spat in Him. The others shouted
something else and as they could not break through to Him in
front, they beat Him behind or stuck Him into a back with a fist.
Jesus Christ was unsteady from blows here and there, but
remained in humility and meekness and was not protected by
hands at all though His hands were free (untied). Regardless of
the fact that His face became covered by the spits, He did not
wipe them for it was done by others, striking Him on the cheeks.
The Son of God looked at the one, who beat Him, His blue eyes
were filled with Light and Love, and He only had time to say:
"Good Lord, pardon him guilty!" or: "Good Lord, forgive him
guilty!"
When the sight of the striking person met the eyes of Jesus
Christ he began to see clearly for a second that he creates
something disgusting both indecent, and any unknown force
pushed him away back. The hit of the Christ person did not
understand what happens (occurs) to him, moved backwards,
and his place was quickly occupied with others and when the
action of the sight of the Son of God stopped on him, he came to
the senses, as from a state of shock, and joined in the general
stream of hatred again, but did not approach any more, did not
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break to the Prophet of Nazareth to vent the angry passions on
him, for these desires have already vanished.
The picture of violations and beating of the Innocent
Person in the temple territory, in the hall, where the religious
people gather together, it did not do the honor to Sadducees,
neither to the priests, nor the scribes, Pharisees, for these
beating people trampled on one of the Old testament
commandments — "Not kill!", without speaking already and
about the others which they also preached.
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Chapter 6
NOT GUILTY
In different sources and at the different writers narrating
about the life of Jesus Christ, we will find a material which to
some extent widely and in detail reveals the scenes of the trial of
Pilate over Jesus Christ. Therefore, revealing the given theme,
besides the text from the initial Gospel we will use the texts from
F.V.Farrar's book "Jesus Christ’s Life" in order to present the
conceived theme fuller, for thoughts of Farrar coincide with
thoughts of the author of this book on these problems. What for
anew to compose that is already excellently written! If two
different persons of two different epochs think equally about
something, it is the true. And may be, the others think like this
either?
***
"When morning came,
all the chief priests and
elders of the people plotted
against Jesus to put Him to
death;
And when they had
bound Him, they led Him
Matthew 27:1-2
away and delivered Him to
Mark 15:1
Pontius Pilate the governor.”
"Then
the
whole
multitude of them arose and
led Him to Pilate."

Luke 23:1

"What the person he was in which hands the power from
above had been brought to definitive destiny of the life of the
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Savior of the world? Pilate was the sixth procurator of Judea and
by the appointment to the post of the governor had been
obliged to influence of Sejanus. His name "Pontius", apparently,
points (indicates, specifies on) to samnite origin, a nickname"
Pilate "in eagerness to fight of ancestors. In Judea he operated
with haughty violence and shameless cruelty, it’s usual at the
Roman governors. Hardly being confirmed in the post of the
procurator, he has allowed the soldiers to transfer from Caesarea
to the Holy city of the silver eagles and other badges of legions at
night, it caused explosion of furious indignation on this action
among the Jews, which they considered as pagan defilement of a
holy site... Then he gloomy conceded, and this first collision with
the inflexible (inexorable) fanatical determination of the people
with which he had to deal, poisoned all his government of feeling
of the insuperable disgust for the Jews".*
The second skirmish between Pilate and the Jews consisted
in the following:
"Jerusalem... Suffered... from bad and insufficient supply by
water. Pilate undertook the water supply system, by means of
which, water could be delivered from the" ponds of Solomon" in
order to eliminate this inconvenience. Including this undertaking
of the public advantage case, he used a part of money from... a
church treasury on it, but the people immediately furiously
became agitated and rose against the use of sacred money for a
civil case. Pilate, irritated with the insults and reproaches of the
crowd, sent the soldiers, changed clothes for Judaic clothes,
they, hiding under a dress the daggers and swords, should punish
instigators of the mutiny. After refusal of the Jews to disperse
quietly, the signal was given, and the soldiers executed the
commission with such jealous diligence that a great number was
wounded and killed... Thus, in the people which made sicarii
(secret murderers), Pilate himself set a fatal example of the
starickiy way of action; Secret murderers found an example and
approval of the political murder in the procurator.
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The third indignation should strengthen disgust of the
Roman governor for the subject to him people even more,
having shown, how (whither) it was impossible to live among
such people... Pilate occupied the Herod’s palace in Jerusalem
during the holidays he hung out some the gilt boards devoted by
Tiberius... This act is attributed to spiteful willfulness... The Jews
found insults for themselves in what Pilate meant to make only
harmless ornament, and besides that he could hardly remove
them without fear to offend the gloomy and suspicious emperor
as boards were exposed in his honor. As he did not want to
concede, the leaders of the people wrote the complaint to
Tiberius... Therefore he reprimanded Pilate, and ordered the
boards, raising displeasure, to transfer from Jerusalem to a
temple of August in Caesarea ".*
Having known the information of such historical
materials, we can understand now, why Pilate was brought
odium on the Jews, to be exact, to Judaic religious heads for the
last incited the masses to come out against the Roman yoke.
"In Jerusalem Pilate occupied one of two magnificent
palaces which were raised (built) by the first Tyrant (Herod) with
the wild wastefulness of the architectural art. This palace was
located in the top part of the city, to the southwest of the temple
mountain, and like the same building in Caesarea, after transition
from the regional tsar in using of the Roman governor it was
called Herod’s Pretoria. It was one of those" surpassing the
description "buildings which quite corresponded to requirements
of that century... Between two enormous wings from a white
marble there was an open space, the magnificent view to
Jerusalem whence opened, it was decorated by sculptural
porticoes and multi-colored marble columns, paved by a rich
mosaic and supplied by fountains and the tanks alternating with
green avenues in which found a pleasant refuge the whole flights
of pigeons. There was a mass of high walls, towers and the
sparkling roofs representing a refined mix of multi-colored shine
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from the outside, there were magnificent halls inside, they were
spacious (capacious) for hundred visitors, they were set up
(decorated) by magnificent furniture and vessels of gold and
silver. A magnificent dwelling for the ordinary Roman governor!
That was Pontius Pilate, who was inseparable with the big
annual holiday (celebration) and dangers caused (summoned)
from his usual residence in Caesarea of Philip in the capital hated
to him people and in the main centre of fanaticism despised by
him... Pilate and his precursors had been compelled to be
present in the Judaic capital during those populous holidays
which all easier could be broken by explosions of combustible
patriotism... "*
"It was, possibly, about seven o'clock in the morning when
members of the council, it is doubtless with Caiaphas at the
head, thinking to intimidate the procurator by their large number
and high-ranking, in solemn procession led Jesus Christ with a
rope on a neck from the meeting chamber to the high bridge
thrown across a valley of Tyropeon, they led Him in full view of
all people with the tied hands, as already sentenced criminal..." *
High priests went ahead, from time to time whenever
possible exchanged advice what they will tell Pontius Pilate to the
Galilee Prophet, Whom they lead behind themselves as the
criminal in order to sentence Him to death by the hands of the
Roman power, that is that power which officially created trials
and executions at the peoples staying under a yoke of Rome.
There was the armed escort in the middle of which, with
the tied hands moved an accused Prophet for the high priests.
And behind Him, ignited with the trial at the expanded session of
the council went the scribes, Sadducees, Pharisees. At the tailend of this procession trudged the curious people wishing to
know and see everything, in order to gossip to their hearts’
content later on (afterwards).
After violations in the trial of the council He had been tied
hands again and also thrown with a rope over the neck that
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associates on this sign could define at once that the criminal
condemned to death is led. The Savior was captured by shame
before these people who saw Him preaching in the temple,
teaching the people in other places of Jerusalem. The Christ saw
that the people look at Him not as on the Master and as on the
criminal, and the condemnation, hostility, mistrust is arose in
their hearts. The consciousness of injustice from the different
parties snuck up to and crept in the soul of the Master that to
engender a justification sin any ways inside Him. But the Holy
Spirit stayed in the body of the Christ, shined all subtleties the
devil’s temptations in the various sins and helped Jesus to
transform them with all-love, all-humbleness, meekness into
divine energies, strengthening His spirit.
Jesus, as the Innocent person, went submissively and
meekly and prayed for all. The people did not show in relation to
Him obvious aggression, for they estimated the situation.
The thankful prayer to the Father God, created
indefatigably by the Son of Man, did the part on transformation
the karmic energies, got in His last regenerations, into the
energies of all-love.
"Good Lord, I thank You that You helped Me to work out
one more karma to a total disappearance. For as soon as this or
that karma disappears, those or other external actions stop at
once. And if I was stopped to beat, strike on cheeks, spit in Me in
the council thanks to that I stayed (remained) submissive
(humble), meek and prayed for beating Me, the karma of My last
regenerations in Your Sons was dissolved and vanished
(disappeared). I thank You, Father, that You reveal (show) Me
that any castigating thought which is given rise in a head, any
emotional angry splash in a soul, any accusatory, abusive,
humiliating, offending word in due time, gradually are
transformed and shown, come back to you, in regenerations, as a
boomerang, in the form of those or other material actions, such
as castigation, spitting, blows on the cheeks. I understood,
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Father, that such violation would not happen once again, it is
always necessary to be submissive (humble) and meek to take up
all painful strokes of bad luck and to love the enemies, to bless
damning you, to thank hating you, to pray for beating and
turning out(turf out) you. I thank You, Good Lord, for all it and I
beg You that Your spiritual Grace descended on My enemies too
and helped them to open their spiritual eyes that they could see
their sins. Let the love, leading on to all-love is arisen and shown
in their hearts. I sympathize with them, Father, that they grow
blind in the anger, and I cannot help them to begin to see clearly
in it, but only to pray for their well-being as their anger is
directed on Me, and the more I, thanks to You, Father, stay in
humbleness and meekness, the more the anger and fury boils on
Me inside them. Forgive them, Good Heavens, for they are guilty
and blind from the fury! Awake them, Good Gracious, to Your alllove! Instruct them, Father, on the right path! All My love,
Father, is at Your feet! I am Yours without the rest!"
While Jesus Christ prayed mentally, He did not notice, how
He was led in a palace of the king of the Tyrant (Herod) the
Great. Pilate has already been informed on a procession of the
religious heads of the Jews coming nearer to his palace, leading
the Accused.
"Pilate was disturbed at such early time, and, possibly,
assuming any Easter indignation, more important, than ordinary,
left in the court chamber where Jesus Christ in support
(apparently with sufficient clearness) His several accusers and
the persons most interested in His cause was led. But the higher
Judaic hierarchs, fearing ceremonial defilement more than
crimes, being averted from taste of the kvass bread, but not from
bloodshed of the innocent Person, refused to enter the pagan
chamber in order not to be profaned and to lose thus the right to
eat the paskha (the Passover) this night. Far not in complacent
mood, and with feeling of the haughty and semi-compelled
condescension to that was imagined to him by the contemptible,
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contemptible prejudice of the lowest race, Pilate leaves to them
from the Pretoria under the bright beams of the morning sun of
the east spring. One haughty sight he throws both magnificent
concourse of the hierarchical nobility, and the violent common
people of these original people, equally hated to him, as to the
Roman and as to the governor ".*
Pilate cast a critical eye the entered crowd, and the first
that was evident to him, it was the person in all His humility
(humbleness) with the hands tied behind the back. He measured
the Accused with the sight from top to down and saw a strap on
the neck and understood that these religious heads condemned
Him to death. Then he examined the others, who were the
accusers.
"Having caught (catching) a glance of the furious violence of
the passions of the accusers among which involuntarily stood out
the mild greatness of their meek victim, he shortly and strictly
asked:" What accusation do you bring against this Man? "This
question puzzled them and showed them that they should be
ready to the undisguised counteraction to their intentions. Pilate,
obviously, wished a judicial investigation, and they expected only
a simple permission to put to death, and besides not in the Judaic
way of execution, and such as they considered the most awful
and damned execution".*
"And they began to
accuse Him, saying,” We
found this fellow perverting
the nation, and forbidding to
pay taxes to Caesar, saying
that He Himself is Christ, a
King."

Luke 23:2

"Then they led Jesus
from Caiaphas to the
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Praetorium, and it was early
morning.
But
they
themselves did not go into
the Praetorium, lest they
should be defiled, but that
they
might
eat
the
Passover.
Pilate then went out to
them and said,” What
accusation do you bring
against this Man?”
They answered and
said to him,” If He were not
an evildoer, we would not
have delivered Him up to
you.”
Then Pilate said
to them,” You take Him and
judge Him according to your
law.” Therefore the Jews
said to him,” It is not lawful
for us to put anyone to
death."

John 18:28-31

"Then Pilate asked
Him,” Are You the King of
the Jews?” He answered
and said to him,” It is as you
say."

Mark 15:2

"And while He was
being accused by the chief
priests and elders, He
answered nothing."

Matthew 27:12

"And the chief priests
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accused Him of many
things, but He answered
nothing. Then Pilate asked
Him again, saying,” Do You
answer nothing? See how
many things they testify
against You!"

Mark 15:3-4

"... Do You not hear
how many things they testify
against You?” But He
answered him not one word,
so
that
the
governor
marveled greatly."

Matthew 27:13-14
Mark 15:5

"So Pilate said to the
chief priests and the crowd,”
I find no fault in this Man.”
But they were the more
fierce, saying,” He stirs up
the
people,
teaching
throughout
all
Judea,
beginning from Galilee to
this place."

Luke 23:4-5

"But Pilate, in his Roman knowledge of the law, in the
Roman sense of justice, in the Roman contempt for their bloodthirsty (murderous) fanaticism, could not dare at the action on
the basis of such absolutely uncertain charge and give the
governmental statement to their dark, chaotic decision. He did
not want to be the executor in the cause in which he was not the
judge. Then he answered with the proud contempt:" You take
Him and judge Him according to your law ". But he only forced
them to a humiliating recognition that being they are deprived
the right to put to death penalty, they could put to death
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nobody, and only it could satisfy them in this case, and in the
pre-eternal council it was necessary that the Christ should die
not of Judaic stoning or strangling, but of the Roman execution
which raised in the Jews boundless horror, through a crucifixion
on a cross".*
Pilate, possessing insight, a gut feeling, likely, understood
that "the Jews could have the various other promptings, forcing
them to wish His crucifixion:
1) It would cover a name and the memory of Jesus Christ
with the deepest shame;
2) It would make the Roman power the accomplice on the
responsibility in the murder;
3) It would reduce the possibility of the national indignation
".*
But the Jews were still far from sagacity (insight) on the
current events which they so passionately wished, because of
the volcanic anger, and did not know to what it would result then
and what seal (stamp) it would leave on enlightenment and
destiny of the future generations. Spiritually blind, they did not
see the fulfillment of the Mission: "it’s terribly to die by a
significant, typical, nationwide, slow, conscious, damned,
agonizing and the worst death, than even burning, the worst of
all possible death, as the worst consequence of that damnation,
which He should expiate this death to govern (rule over) the
world from His cross".*
The chief priests and the elders have already perfectly
started to understand that the simple charge of the Prophet in
blasphemy will not manage here, and as the anger spread in
them, as the fiery lava, trying to burn all around they fell with the
charges against Innocent, showing them to Pilate. There were
three basic charges outlined in their statements, as though by
themselves, against Jesus Christ, they are: 1) He corrupts and
revolts the people with the doctrine, 2) He forbids paying the
taxes to the Caesar and 3) He calls (names) Himself the king.
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"All three charges were impudently false and the third as
comprised the true particle. But as accusers did not expose any
proofs or witnesses against the Christ, that Pilate, in all his
treatment and tongue (language) clearly acts his disgust,
strengthened by fear, inspired from the Jews, pays attention only
to the third charge and starts investigation — will the Accused
give His own admission (declaration), it always considered
desirable under the Roman law, any explanation to the cause.
Having left impatient members of the council and the worrying
crowd, he left in an appellate court... Though Jesus Christ, was
not in" soft clothes”, was not the inhabitant of the imperial
palaces, was entered on the excellent steps of a ladder into the
chamber with an agate and azure floor, with brilliant gilding,
cedar carving and bright painting by a ceiling of the palace which
remained after "the great" king of the Jews. There, among this
magnificent shine, Pilate, having become interested in the
accused already, understanding the especial nobleness, which
touched his Roman nature, with the feeling of the
compassionate surprise started the interrogation ".*
"Then Pilate entered
the Praetorium again, called
Jesus, and said to Him,” Are
You the King of the Jews?”
Jesus answered him,” Are
you speaking for yourself
about this, or did others tell
you this concerning Me?”
Pilate answered,” Am I
a Jew? Your own nation and
the chief priests have
delivered You to me. What
have You done?”
Jesus answered,” My
kingdom is not of this world.
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If My kingdom were of this
world, My servants would
fight, so that I should not be
delivered to the Jews; but
now My kingdom is not from
here.”
Pilate therefore said to
Him,” Are You a king then?
Jesus answered,” You say
rightly that I am a king. For
this cause I was born, and
for this cause I have come
into the world, that I should
bear witness to the truth.
Everyone who is of the truth
hears My voice.”
Pilate said to
Him,” What is truth?” And
when he had said this, he
went out again to the Jews,
and said to them,” I find no
fault in Him at all."

John 18:33-38

Examining Jesus of all from the head to the foot and asking
a question: "Are You the King of the Jews?" — Pilate as though
continued the speech, but only mentally already: "You are the
pity, exhausted outcast in this bitter hour of the affliction, You
are pale, lonely, left everybody, the living in misery person, in the
poor rural attire, with the tied hands and with terrible traces of
the insults on the face and on the clothes, You do not look like
the cruel and majestic Tyrant (Herod) whom these people, that
thirst your blood, recognized as the king".
Jesus Christ, as though reading his thoughts, looking to His
open friendly (benevolent) eyes (look, glance) also mentally
answered him: "Oh Pilate, though you are the governor of Judea,
that is a small kinglet (ruler), the procurator, I regret you, your
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spiritual blindness because of a sort of your activity. Now you
search justice and want to understand the truth in it, without
suspecting that justice in a material world is a mirage so, in a
material world one true does not look like another true. How is it
possible to search for a black cat when the black cat is absent in
a dark room? You cannot see the spiritual royalty in My sanctity,
you cannot see the Divine All-Love in My meekness and allhumbleness, you cannot see the greatness of wisdom in My selfsacrifice by your physical sight".
Jesus, continuing to reflect upon a question which was
asked directly in a forehead to Him, stayed in meditation how to
answer, not to say "no, I am not", for, having said: “no", He
renounces His Mission, of the Son of God, and having said:"yes",
He will engender egoism and vanity in His heart. Therefore,
without giving an exact answer, Jesus asks a counter-question to
Pilate:"Are you speaking of (for) yourself about it (From thyself
dost thou say this), or did others tell you about Me? "And when
Pilate by his answer showed that he knows about Him of the
chief priests and the people and speaks their lips, then the Christ
continues to answer the question of Pilate, allowing him to
comprehend that besides material kingdoms, there is a Kingdom
of heaven on the earth and as the King of this Kingdom He stays
here on the earth as the Messiah, Who becomes the Conductor,
the Guide, as the Way and the Truth and the Life for all mankind.
The answer of the Christ sounded evasively for Pilate, but
as though hinting that He is the King. Therefore the sparkle of
egoism and vanity was lighted in Pilate, as he was, as a king in
Judea, and here any person in poor clothes, His allegoric answers
says about Himself, that He is a King. Pilate, to specify the
answer, asks a question again: "So, are You the King?" And when
the Christ understood that he did not catch the truth, answers
then: "You say rightly that I am a king", — and continued further,
that Pilate did not feel awkwardly of such an answer in which his
spiritual slowness is shown: "For this cause I was born, and for
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this cause I have come into the world, that I should bear witness
to the truth..." Any person tries to learn the truth at his level. In
the same way, when Pilate was reached by words "everyone who
is of the truth", he involuntarily wanted to understand what the
truth is, which gives the chance to understand this Prophet.
Therefore Pilate asks a question to the Christ: "What is Truth?"
looking attentively in the blue eyes of the Savior. Jesus Christ
should not say directly to Pilate that He is the Truth, for the
grains of egoism and vanity can arise in His heart, which guilty
consequences are clear to Him. But Pilate should read the
answer in His eyes, in His meekness and humbleness, in His
unusual answers: "I am Truth!" The prophet was silent, and
Pilate thought, that He does not know what the truth is, for, for
the practical procurator, all these conversations and answers
seemed ridiculous and fantastic hobbies of pensive imagination.
Pilate left all this conversation with neglect, but he was touched
and excited by it at the same time. The Judicial sense, legal
education, acquaintance to a human nature, giving him some
shrewdness (insight) concerning characters of people, showed
him that Jesus not only was absolutely innocent, but was
infinitely better and above the violent sacrilegious accusers.
Absolutely disregarding illusive thought on an unearthly
kingdom, in his opinion, Pilate saw in the prisoner of the
innocent talented dreamer with high soul in front of him, and
nothing more. Leaving thus Jesus Christ, he went out to the Jews
again and expressively and openly said the justificatory verdict: "I
find no fault in Him at all".
"But this public justificatory decision even more kindled the
fury of His enemies. Don’t they lead the cause to the malicious
end, thanks to the intervention of those pagans, with which help
they expected to get it after all desperate works and efforts,
after the sleepless night spent in conversations, after a spell and
desecration and their purpose will not be reached? Doesn’t this
victim, whom they have already held in the deadly claws, will be
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escaped (released) from the high priests and chiefs by the
contempt or pity of the impudent pagan? It would be intolerable!
Their voices began to make a din (racket) more furiously:" He is
the deceiver, He revolts the people, mastering (teaching)
throughout all Judea, beginning from Galilee, and to this place ".
"When Pilate heard of
Galilee, he asked if the Man
were a Galilean."

Luke 23:6

"Among these distraught and quick-tempered exclamations
the habitual ear of Pilate picked up a name of" Galilee "and he
understood that Galilee was the main place of the activity of
Jesus. Searching for a case to finish the cause from which it
would be pleasant to be finished (released), Pilate in a skilful turn
of the dexterous policy found possible to get off the
embarrassing Prisoner, to escape (relieve) himself of the
unpleasant decision, having made at the same time an
unexpected courtesy to unfriendly tetrarch of Galilee, who
arrived to Jerusalem on custom — nominally for Easter
fulfillment, but actually to please the nationals (subjects), and on
purpose to admire the celebrations, representing an interesting
show owing to the dense masses of people, gathering in the
capital in this time".* Actually Pilate would not like (be desirable)
to accuse the innocent person.
"And as soon as he
knew that He belonged to
Herod’s jurisdiction, he sent
Him to Herod, who was also
in Jerusalem at that time".

Luke 23:7

"According to this, Pilate, rejoicing to wash the hands in
secret from the unpleasant responsibility, sent Jesus Christ to
Herod Antipas who, possibly, occupied the old Akmonajsky
palace served by the royal residence in Jerusalem, while it was
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not surpassed by the other, more magnificent palace,
constructed by the prodigal despot — his father. And thus, the
suffering Savior was led (pulled, dragged) along the crowded and
narrow streets, among the frenzied cries of the violent crowd
again."*

Such turn of a course of events the high priests, the elders
and other priests from the council structure simply did not
expect and were upset that their plans concerning the crucifixion
of the Prophet of Nazareth started to fall and that great take
which they endeavored to use for sacrifice, spoilt, as the
unknown force postponed their intentions for an indefinite
period (s. d.) that resulted them in anger and despair. They
spitefully glanced at the procurator and as they could do nothing,
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they went away empty-handed of such hospitality, they were
compelled to go to Herod (Tyrant) Antipas to implore the death
sentence for the Galilean Prophet. As all this procession together
with Jesus Christ went from the temple to the palace of Pilate, in
the same way they went to an old palace, the former imperial
residence where there was a governor of Galilee Herod Antipas,
for Jesus of Nazareth was Galilean.
Caiaphas called up one of the close familiar Sadducees on
the road to Herod and sent him to the high priest Annas, that the
last was well informed (in the know) and could give those or
other directions (exhortations) how to be and what to undertake
further.
The sun rose up and up, and its scorching beams had an
effect. It was already warm. The heat gradually amplified. The
procession, which was moving ahead on the narrow bustling
streets, involved looks of the curious people. They saw a strap on
the neck of the Prophet and already understood that this person
was condemned to death. And any death of the person through
this or that execution always involved people for they thirsted to
see tortures and sufferings of the accused, that in comparison
with him (the martyr and the sufferer) they could feel happy.
After all, their life proceeds sadly though they continue to live,
and that person is compelled to die violently. The uneven-age
people joined the same crowd curious, going behind a
procession, and loudly asked: "What’s happened? What for?
What has He done? Hasn’t He killed anybody? Where is He led?"
And so on.
Jesus should meet confidentially with the tetrarch, the
governor of the Galilee region, who executed John the Baptist
and who Jesus made unflattering comments (expressed) to
Pharisees about:
"…Go, tell that fox,
‘Behold, I cast out demons
and perform cures..."

Luke 13:32
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It often happens in human life that "the superstition
ordinary goes hand in hand with disbelief; inveterate atheists
often trust in fortune telling and people, faithless in God, believe
in spirits" for disbelief in something or in somebody often
becomes the reason of the occurrence of any belief, that is
superstitions which are visible, but they are still inexplicable and
they are miracles for a material person, being attracted by their
mysteriousness.
The unpleasant rumors about Herod (Tyrant) Antipas were
spread among the people, that he is, ostensibly, — "the
disgusting person, ugly and dissolute Sadducee — the Edomite,
the insignificant kinglet (ruler), rolling (drowning) in crimes and
blood".
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On the way to Antipas, Jesus continued to pray to the
Father mentally, using each spare (free) minute for the gaining of
the Holy Spirit. It strengthened His spirit and gave the chance to
undergo different violations which remained behind. But the
new ones approached ahead, they are not generated yet, as the
clouds, which gather in thunderclouds quickly, that then with a
torrential rain, with a thunder and a lightning to fall upon the
earth.
"The Father in Heaven, I thank You that You teach Me to
read Your signs which You grant (send down) for Me,
strengthening My spirit and prompting (suggesting) to Me that
My Mission goes on the right way, on the way of transformation
of all karmic stratifications of the antecedents into the Divine
energies. Today I was entered an imperial palace of the Herod
(Tyrant) the Great, where the religious pastors of our people
were afraid to enter because of coming nearer Easter, ostensibly,
not to be profaned. But regardless of the fact that there is a strap
on My neck, saying (showing) that I am sentenced to the
shameful death, and the hands are tied behind the back that I
physically stayed idle and did not engender a new Karma inside
Myself, that is, that I stayed in humility and meekness, You,
Father, showed Me by the words of accusers and Pilate that I am
a King. For, when I will fulfill (execute) all this Mission, I can enter
Your All-Splendid Divine Kingdom, Oh Father, and merge with
You Together and so, to become as You are, the King of the
Heavenly Universe. When I was in the imperial chamber of the
court with the tied hands, You, Father, showed Me that Your trial
is considered just because Your trial is not the trial from the
material point of view, for You do not judge anybody, do not
punish anybody, do not condemn anybody, do not castigate
anybody, and on the contrary You give vent to the Blessing, AllLove, All-Generosity, Mercy, All-Absolution, All-Humility, AllMeekness on everybody. The trial as all mankind understands it
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is the trial of the Devil which is created both in a material world
in the form of various legal proceedings, and in the other world
under different just masks. For, just masks, is a favorite method
of the Devil in the justification. You, Father, showed Me further
that in relation to the material reign I do not have sins. Pilate
said:" I find no fault in this Man ", — for in this case Pilate is the
governor of Judea, so, the material king who is, as though,
authorized to reveal (show) the sins to other people at this level.
I thank You, Good Lord, for You teach Me not to become proud
of the signs shown Me by You, that I am a King. And that I did not
stay in vanity, and remained as usual humble and meek and
continued to love all close and distant people, good and bad
people, persecutors and enemies. My judges — the religious top
of the Judaic people — aroused even more explosive fury in
themselves when their souls were penetrated by Your allcleansing (all-clearing) Light, revealing (showing) them My
innocence and sanctity in relation to accusers and false
testimonies which they directed against Me. Thank You, Father,
that You answer Me thanks to My prayers — requests for their
enlightenment. But they are spiritually blind they do not
understand that when a person is cleansed (cleared) by Your
Divine Light, his organism is shaken from the presence of the
negative energies inside him, and all it is shown in the person in
the form of emotional explosions of anger, a rage and in other
manifestations. If a person does not clear all these negative
emotions by all-love, humility, meekness, mercy, forgiveness
(pardon) he promotes the origin of the new sins in himself. I
regret them, Father that they stay in the spiritual blindness and
do not see how to transform their own sins, which generate in a
person a negative karma and it will be revealed (shown) in their
future life and in other incarnations in the form of the unpleasant
situations, different illnesses, tortures, pains and sufferings. My
accusers are blinded by the anger so they do not see that I am
the mirror for them, which shows how it is necessary to
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transform their own sins that, in the future, because of these sins
not to be ill, not to feel unhappy, not to suffer, not to engender
different pains in ourselves, because all of us are afraid of them
very much. My God, forgive them guilty! Good Heavens, pardon
them guilty! Good Gracious awake them guilty! Good Lord,
instruct them on the right path! Good Lord, shine them with Your
Light of All-Love! I thank You, Father, for all! Glory to You, My
God! Glory to You, All-Saint! Glory to You, You are All-Truth!"
Here the old palace, the former imperial residence of Herod
(Tyrant) the Great where, now for the period of Easter holidays,
stayed one of the sons of Herod the Great — Herod Antipas, who
spent the life in entertainments (in every possible libertinism, as
though the religious people commented [expressed]). When
Antipas was reported by the guards about the religious heads of
the Judaic people who led the Galilean Prophet Jesus of
Nazareth, Herod ordered to let them in a court yard, and he
went towards to the come people with the confidants and
friends (on entertainments and feasts). The curious crowd
remained behind the palace gate in expectation of the further
information.
Well (But), the people thirst for execution shows in order to
look, as this or that accused will undergo the torments of
sufferings and death. If the usual person suffers from the hard
earthly life, when he sees during execution the sufferings of the
accused, it becomes quieter on his soul, for he sees the first hand
the heavier sufferings of other people, and it gives him a chance
to become stronger in patience. Such is the human’s psychology.
People go to look at the execution and at the martyr, to feel a
man in the given society.
"Now when Herod saw
Jesus, he was exceedingly
glad; for he had desired for
a long time to see Him,
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because he had heard
many things about Him, and
he hoped to see some
miracle done by Him.
Then he questioned
Him with many words, but
He answered him nothing.
And the chief priests
and scribes stood and
vehemently accused Him."

Luke 23:8-10

"Antipas was extremely glad to look" the first hand at the
live Jesus of Nazareth. "He wished to see Him for a long time
owing to rushing rumors about Him": as if He is the resurrected
John the Baptist, the new Prophet, the miracle man and so forth.
Antipas, possessing the reputation of the murderer of the
prophets, all the same hoped "that Jesus because of respect for
his regal advantage will satisfy his curiosity with any amusing
miracle".*
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Antipas aspired to be the educated person to that degree
which allowed him to satisfy the requirements for search of
pleasures by all possible entertainments. Among his various
desires there was a desire to communicate to newly appeared
prophets, wise men, magicians, miracle men and to consult to
them about the everyday affairs, to receive (get) this or that
advice or wise exhortation (direction) from them. Irrespective of
that and owing to unusual circumstances, the black stain of the
murderer because of execution of the prophet John the Baptist
had fallen on Antipas, which Antipas internally respected and
even secretly talked to him, intending to release him from a
prison where he was put into by the order of Antipas, for his wife
had incited to it. Herod couldn’t help but rejoice, when he sees
that Person in front of him, Who he had heard so much about,
about His wise doctrines and surprising healings. Now he wanted
to hear and to see everything himself.
Herod laughed and smiled, probably, joked with the friends
on the feasts, exchanging different remarks about something. He
went to a long-awaited meeting with the Galilean Prophet and
the Miracle man. The chief priests and the elders led (brought)
out Jesus forward, and stood (rose) by a dense half ring behind
His back in expectation of the coming nearer the king of the
Galilee land. When Antipas came nearer and saw before him the
person in the shabby clothes, with the tied hands and with an
emaciated appearance, the smile disappeared from his face, and
he seriously glanced at the present people. Herod didn’t begin to
ask the present people, what the cause is, for a while, having
noticed animosity and anger on their faces. Seeing the humble
and meek person in front of him, he ordered to untie His hands.
For, is it possible — Antipas thought — to ask the Miracle man to
show any miracle if His hands are tied? One of soldiers of Antipas
untied His hands. Antipas showed to Jesus by regal gesture to
come nearer to him. The soldier, who had untied His hands,
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pushed Him in the back, and the Christ involuntarily came nearer
to Herod.
"I familiar by hearsay with You for a long time, — Antipas
began the speech, (to satisfy the egoistical desires of the
forthcoming meeting), — that You possess surprising wisdom,
and the main thing, it’s not clear wonder-working force thanks to
which, as I had been reported, You cure frenzied, leprous, blind,
deaf, mute, lame. As You perfectly understand, — Herod
continued, — all of us laymen are not endowed with such
wonderful capabilities (possibilities) and often we wish to see
our own eyes any miracle once, than to hear about it hundred
times."
Herod became silent for an instant and questioning eyes
looked (stared) at Jesus. The Christ was also silent and calm eyes
(quiet sight) looked at Antipas.
Without having got any answer of the Christ, Antipas
continued the questioning speech: "Make any miracle for me to
satisfy (meet) my internal desires in it". He became silent in
expectation of the answer of Jesus again, but the Christ was
silent. To break the silence, Herod continued the speech again,
insisting Jesus to make a miracle.
"Make me so that... — Herod became thoughtful and
reflected upon what could he ask the Miracle man in order to
feel a force of a miracle? Oh but, here... — mentally Herod
appealed to the Prophet, — Do You understand, I often have a
headache, and by the evening it amplifies and consequently, I
should arrange various feasts and entertainments to be forgotten
and distracted from it. My personal (imperial) doctor cannot cure
me, that is, all his efforts to help me — as a poultice to a dead.
Will You show a miracle, make such a thing that the headache is
gone! Though, it is strange, for some reason I do not feel it now,
but in the evening I will pine (suffer) because of it again".
Jesus Christ knew all mercenary and selfish requests of
Antipas which he will appeal to Him with, and knew that in such
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cases it is better to be silent, when you are started to tempt in
order to engender egoism and vanity inside you. For, silence is
the best answer to such questions in this case. But Jesus was not
silent, and mentally answered, and it was written in His eyes.
Jesus, the Son of God has read about Antipas’ sufferings and
headaches, behind his external smile. And if the Herod showed
the respect and untied His hands, then the Christ has given His
grace, having removed his headache. Thereby, the Son of God
tried to show to spiritually gone blind Herod that a person will
always be rewarded by grace (clemency) for a good act. But the
Herod did not notice how wonderfully the headache has
disappeared somewhere and has thought that it was a chance or
a temporary phenomenon.
When Antipas asked Him about treatment, Jesus mentally
answered him:" Poor (Meager) Antipas, you do not notice,
because of the loose feasts and idle life, how you make sins
which are transformed and turned into this or that pain (ache).
You are the governor, the king, that is the head, and should
operate the country wisely, and you search for material pleasure
in the feasts and entertainments. Your sins grow so plentifully
and first of all they strongly energetically beat by that part of a
body or an organ in which the negative energies are born,
energetically similar to sins. That is why you have got headaches.
And your personal doctor cannot help you, for herb and other
means — only temporary improvement, but with the subsequent
deterioration as the reason is not cleaned, for your external
symptom of manifestation is treated. But if you ask Me about the
help, as at the Lord, it is given, and you have already got it. In the
evening you will not have severe pains, but you will not
remember it, as you will celebrate Easter, and will remember
that your headaches disappeared only before a dream, and it will
be My miracle for you. Though, you will forget about it quickly,
and your sins will create your headaches again, then you will
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remember Me occasionally. As soon as you will remember Me,
your headaches will cease ".
"And concerning those words, — Jesus continued mentally,
— that" it is better to see once, than hundred times to hear ", I
can tell the following: it is better to hear the God’s words from
different lips hundred times, which will confirm true, than to see
and be tempted with this miracle once, for the miracle can
create and the Devil and to seduce human hearts with it".
The governor Herod did not receive any answer from Jesus
on the request to show him a miracle, except (but) for
disappearance of headache as the Healer did not make any
external manipulations with hands. He thought that, maybe, it is
silly to ask the emaciated person about creation of any external
miracles and, understanding that he will not achieve anything in
this respect, decided to look at His wise doctrines, asking Him
different questions: "What does God in heavens look like?" —
There weren’t any answer. But as Antipas was impatient and
wanted a prompt answer, being afraid of long silence, he broke a
pause a new question: "What life are we waited for in the other
world after our death on the earth?" — The answer did not
follow again. Then Herod asked the other question: Won’t "the
Messiah go down on our earth to make our country promised?"
Jesus’ silence started to enrage Antipas, and he saw that all his
desires, which he so thirsted to satisfy with this meeting, failed
somewhere in emptiness, the chasm and disappeared
completely.
Jesus understood that from His silence Herod starts to be
angry, but He could not answer such questions, for in order to
answer them, there won’t be enough for several hours, and even
days; especially it is not time and not a place for such
conversations now. Besides it the Son of God perfectly
understood that Herod, asking such questions, wants to show to
his friends the erudition to ennoble himself in surrounding of
others. Antipas was so fond, that he even forgot about the high
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priests, the elders, the scribes for a while, who started to boil as
they are not given attention to. Therefore the Son of Man was
also silent, that Herod answered the religious heads of the
Jewish people.
Seeing that he will achieve nothing from the silent Prophet,
Antipas appealed to the comers: "What were you led (brought)
here to? Why did you come to me?" They told that they were
sent by Pontius Pilate here, as this Person they pointed at Jesus,
is condemned to death by us and as He is from Galilee and
Galilee is in your submission and you should give an official
sentence and carry out this sentence. Only now Herod noticed a
strap on the neck of the Prophet, pointing to the death sentence.
"What do you accuse Him for?" — The question from
Antipas followed. Then they answered that He corrupts people,
revolts them and counts (thinks of) Himself as the Messiah, the
Christ, the Son of God.
"Is He a Son of God, the Messiah?" — Herod asked with
astonishment again. Then he wanted to ask the same question to
the Prophet facing him, but remembered that did not receive
any word from Him, and dismissed this idea. Examining
attentively Jesus, he compared Him to John the Baptist. The
latter really could revolt masses, and the appearance and the
silence of this Prophet did not give any occasions to think so.
"No, I do not find any fault in Him", — Herod answered
priests with astonishment. They furiously started to abuse
(revile) the Prophet even more in Herod’s opinion and to
demand His execution. Then Antipas, having approached to
Jesus, asked: "Why do You answer nothing what they testify to
You?" Jesus did not answer, but both all His appearance and a
sight said that all these charges are perjuries (false witnesses),
for My doctrine about all-love, humility and meekness does not
suit them as the religious heads of the people, and it is not
favorable to them, and therefore they want to take Me out, to
take My life.
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Antipas, as well as his father, Herod the Great, trusted
religious hierarchy a little and decided to show them that the
Prophet was not guilty and He was not the King (Tsar) at all, for
earthly tsars could not be meek and quiet.
"You say, He is a King (Tsar), isn’t He? — Herod said to the
priests with venomous smile. — we will look now, what the Tsar,
He is". Herod ordered to the soldiers: "strip Him naked, we will
admire this poor and naked Tsar" in order to amuse the daring
company.
Jesus remained humble (quiet) and meek, did not
counteract, did not resist (oppose), when He was started to put
off the clothes. Here He remained absolutely nude, bared. It was
a shame to Him to stand here in full view of everybody.
Conscience and shame secretly gnawed Him, but Jesus liquidated
them with calmness and humility. He did not cover a forbidden
place with hands at all, though His hands were free, the Son of
God perfectly understood that as soon as He will start to be
protected, that is to cover an intimate place, to this He will
promote much counteraction and attacks of the negative
energies, which stay in the different people, who are here. Jesus
hung His head. There was nobody to look, as there were no
direct offenders, whose malicious energies should be liquidated
by a sight of all-love. Therefore the son of God stayed in creation
of a thankful prayer to the Father in Heaven.
Antipas looked at the bared figure of the Prophet and
compared it to John the Baptist's figure. Herod saw a sharp
difference in these two bodies: John's brawny flesh on which the
elastic muscles are visible, and soft, gentle body of Jesus. Well,
John's suntanned rough flesh contrasted to Jesus body: a figure
of the soldier — at John, and sculptural elegance of the forms —
at the Nazarene. Suddenly a thought came to Antipas that
external form of Jesus surprisingly reminded Apollo's figure. Only
Apollo's flesh — the God of the Sun is more roundish, and Jesus’
body is thin and even the skeletal structure is visible. Antipas, the
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fan of the beauty and graceful sculptures, involuntarily admired
proportionality and the astonishing (marvelous) spiritual beauty
which blew from a figure of the Son of God. "This is the material,
— Antipas thought, — for artists and sculptors to embody the
magic lines of the beauty forever".
The Son of God created at this time a live prayer to the
Father at this moment:" Father, I thank You, that You strengthen
My spirit that I was not confused and that I was not gnawed by
shame for both that, and another is generated imperceptibly by
new sins so, the new karma is created which should be fulfilled
all the same as it is done by Me now. I thank You, Father, that
You show Me that each person will fulfill such sins which are
given rise by shame and confusion. The shame and confusion are
just masks behind which stay both the Divine essence, and the
Devil. The devil uses these righteous (just) masks more often to
veil (hide) the paths (ways) leading to his kingdom of hell fires. I
thank You, Good Lord, that You prepare Me for acceptance with
humility and meekness of such human feelings as shame and
confusion, and you do not allow to arise inside Me to the new
sins in the form of protection (defense), insult, hatred and so on.
Probably, during the crucifixion I should endure still more (the
extra) shame and confusion when I am bared, in front of the eyes
of many thousands crowd. And if it is necessary to each person in
different situations and circumstances to endure what have been
fallen upon on Me, My spirit becomes quieter. And thanks to the
prayer to You, Father, I get light clothes which nobody can put
off in the other world as a person gets them on the sins. Well,
and the less sin, the more brightly clothes will be weaved (made)
of Light. Here, in a material world, it is possible to cover the sins
with beautiful clothes, and in the other world it is impossible to
make it. And You also show, Father, another thing: the more we
hide our sins, the more often we will be bared and paraded in a
like manner. And what else: The more, for the sake of the
mercenary purposes, we condemn and reveal (open) another's
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essence of the person, the more the same humiliation it will be
necessary to test on ourselves in the future — to stand bared in
the face of all. As I revealed (opened) rotten essence of
Pharisees, the scribes, Sadducees earlier, and they as though put
off My clothes and look at My bared essence now; as they, under
accusatory blows of My words, came to confusion, shame, anger,
and I am bared, face them and I try to transform confusion,
shame and the other negative energies into the Divine Love
inside Myself. I thank You for it, Father! Glory to You, All-Wise!
Oh but, consecrate also them guilty, with Your wisdom that they
also could see in such situation what I see. Thank You, AllGracious!"
Antipas, slowly bypassing Jesus, examined His refined
forms. The noise and grumble among priests forced him to look
away from the Prophet and, having looked at the high priests, he
said: "And is it your King?" The friends and soldiers of Antipas
started to laugh, and those who led the Christ, started to slander
furiously to put him to death.
"Isn’t it enough to you that I humiliated your King like this?"
— Antipas asked them. But those insisted on their opinion. "No! I
cannot put Him to death as I do not find His fault for this
purpose," — Herod answered, — I can only flog (beat) Him in
front of your eyes, that is humiliate Him in such a way and show
that your evidences are foggy, "— Antipas told aloud, but as
though to himself, having turned away from the priests and
having gone to the friends.
“Flog (beat) Him in front of us here, — Herod gave orders to
the soldiers, pointing to Jesus, — let them see, what the King, He
is!"
Antipas showed a gesture to the soldiers that, it is
necessary to flog (beat) this Person for a show, not to the
capacity and easily.
There was a column for punishment of slaves aside, where
they were flogged (beaten), the Prophet was tied to this column
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with lifted hands. The soldiers from two sides fogged Jesus with
easy force, but the traces remained on His body, and He felt a
pain. The body of the Christ shuddered under each blow of the
lash, and the prayer was created in Jesus mind again.
"Good Lord, I thank You, as You open (reveal) My karmic
acts of antecedents. For, probably, in the last regenerations one
of Your sons, who stays inside Me now, being the king or the
Pharaoh, allowed the order to castigate people, who flog Me
now. The roles exchanged now. But in this castigation can be
transformed My other karmic acts, for example, if a person
castigates other people by thoughts (angrily condemns, criticizes
and so on), such thoughts, born by him, start to be gradually
transformed, passing a mental layer, and are shown in a material
action in the form of physical castigation. And I castigated My
own words Pharisees, the scribes, Sadducees more than once.
Now I also should take these beatings (blows) humbly
(submissively) and meekly and pray for those who castigates Me
physically, verbally (words) and mentally. Forgive them guilty!
Awake them guilty! Oh but let Your grace (paradise) condescend
to them, Good Lord! I thank You, Father, that You strengthen My
spirit, for soon I should sustain the worst, it is only a rehearsal
here, and game will begin further. Awake Me, Good Lord, to
patience, humility, meekness and all-love, thanks to which I can
sustain all strokes of misfortune and not allow arise to those
other sins inside Me again ".
"Then Herod, with his
men of war, treated Him
with contempt and mocked
Him,
arrayed
Him
in
gorgeous robe, and sent
Him back to Pilate.
That very day Pilate
and Herod became friends
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with
each
other,
for
previously they had been at
enmity with each other."

Luke 23:11-12

Antipas understood that if Pilate sent this Prophet, such act
of the procurator says that he respects him and as though
concludes an armistice (truce) with him. Herod also understood,
it was hard for Pilate to take on (incur) such responsibility — to
put to death the Innocent Person.
Herod also decided to bowl off (out) with diplomatic dodge
and use this Prophet to break off (clean) negative attitudes
between him and Pilate.
The castigation stopped. Jesus was untied and was brought
closer to them, the Antipas ordered to the servant to bring
celebratory imperial clothes quickly.
"Here is your King! — Herod said with an ironic smile. —
You see now, what the King is He?" The high priests, the elders,
the scribes and Pharisees shouted: "He is deserving of death!
Execute Him! Execute Him! Execute!"
"I do not see and I do not find any fault in Him", — Herod
answered priests, indicating Jesus Christ with his hand. Here, the
servant brought imperial clothes. Antipas ordered to cover with
these clothes the nakedness of the humiliated Prophet. Jesus
Christ was dressed in the light clothes, and Antipas said with a
smile: "Here is your King, I do not find any fault in Him, — and
sent away the come people from the courtyard, and having
pointed to Jesus, said,” It’s my answer to Pilate, go to him".
***
Antipas did not want to fall into the other sinful net on the
murder (assassination) one more prophet of Israel besides John
the Baptist. Having put on Jesus white imperial clothes, he
showed that this Galilean — the Prophet and that he does not
see any fault in Him. And passing the court case (trial) back to
Pilate, Antipas wanted to smooth the tension in relations which
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has arisen between them. White imperial clothes on Jesus said
that He is not guilty.
The fifth trial on the Prophet of Nazareth was made. Jesus
was justified, is not guilty and He was put on (dressed) the white
imperial clothes which changed His appearance. The people,
having seen it, were confused and did not know how to react.
That negative, which was kindled in them, hid in their souls.
Jesus Christ has already passed five trials, and number 5
symbolizes a key, which gives the chance to the person on the
path (way) to the God to be molded (melted), purified (cleansed,
cleared) and whitened in the sins, karmic elaborations (studies).
These three words, only in different interpretation, is always
possible to find out in the doctrine of the Son of God when He
stays on the Earth in a flesh. Their essence is reduced to one: to
be molded (melted), purified (cleansed) and whitened on the
way to God, it is necessary to dissolve the sins in a living, loving
prayer of gratitude of God and in repentance. Then the Holy
Spirit, the Spirit of Truth descends on the praying person and will
gradually transform him to the Son of God. That is all Jesus Christ
has shown on Himself, trying to create, as much as possible, the
prayer of Love to God in His heart.
Amen.
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Chapter 7
"CRUCIFY HIM!"
The soldiers from an escort took the shabby clothes of the
Prophet and again, having tied His hands behind the back and
having surrounded Him in a circle, led Jesus Christ behind the
high priests. The elders, Sadducees, the scribes, Pharisees argued
among themselves, discussing an event at Herod Antipas, and
what was necessary and what was not necessary to speak. They
dug in the failure and this most added oil to the fire, in the fire of
their mental heat where envy, the rage, hatred, condemnation
inflamed in violence of feelings even more, trying to be splashed
outside. But any external invisible force did not allow them to
give vent to all storms of guilty passions on the Son of Man at
present. For there was not time and was not a place yet, and
they were fairly enraged by a secondary failure; they did not
notice and did not see, how they destroy themselves, involving
different illnesses from which they will be tormented, suffer and
feel the pain later (then).
Caiaphas sent the envoy from the party of Sadducees to
cause Annas to be informed again that, as the trial on the charge
of the Galilean Prophet is lost at Herod Antipas and it is
necessary to undertake something as the honor of the top of the
religious hierarchy falls in the opinion of the other religious
structures in the society, and that they come back to Pilate to
demand and insist on the signing of the death sentence and its
execution, to get rid of this Prophet of Nazareth forever.
The curious people, passionately wishing to contemplate a
bloody victim, saw a change in the clothes of the Accused.
People noticed the imperial clothes on the Convict now and they
were fairly surprised though His hands were still tied behind the
back. It indicated that according to the religious nobility He is still
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the criminal. The people were perplexed what all it could mean,
and, set fire by passion of curiosity, followed a procession to see
what will eventually be with this Prophet and the Preacher.
Inquiries, reasoning aloud, disputes did the crowd following this
procession, noisier, than on a market, involving new curious
persons. Therefore the crowd gradually grew, and the
procession’s tail was extended.
Jesus Christ did not distract, and plunged into Himself, in
the prayer of gratitude to the Loving Father in Heaven.
"Good Lord, I thank You that You helped Me to transform
My karmic energies into Your Divine energy in the present state
of affairs which happened (occurred) in the palace of Herod
Antipas. Father, your signs confirm and strengthen Me that
Mission which I carry out now, proceeds in the necessary
channel, according to the study of my karmic stratifications, and
there is a portrayal for associates at the same time how to
behave in those or other unpleasant situations provoked by own
sins. Your signs, Father, saying that I am the King, proved to be
true here again, only not by words from the lips of the
Procurator, and materially (tangibly), that is I was put on
(dressed) the imperial light clothes confirming the fidelity of the
execution of My Mission. Light imperial clothes say, prompt Me
also that if I continue to stay in humility and meekness, to give
vent to Love on everybody, to pray for a spiritual enlightenment
of the guilty people, all My karmic stratifications will disappear
and then I will completely get spiritual light Imperial clothes, I
will enter (into) Your, Father, the All- Blessed Kingdom and I will
merge together with You in love ecstasy forever. Glory to You,
My All-Holy God! Glory to You, All-Beautiful! I thank You, Father,
that You show Me My subsequent ordeals (tests) and You
strengthen My spirit that I could sustain everything in the human
flesh: all humiliations and insults, a violent undressing naked at
people and castigation which will happen (take place) in the
palace of Pilate and they will be harder for Me, than at Herod
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Antipas’ palace. For all what happened (occurred) to Me in the
palace of Herod, was only a prelude, and (but) the worst waits
for Me ahead. Will You strengthen Me, Father, with Your Lifegiving Spirit that I would carry out (execute) this Mission for all
mankind with honor. I thank You, All-Gracious, for Your
responsiveness, generosity and Love! Good Heavens forgive and
pardon My offenders and vituperators. They are blind by the sins
and do not know what they create. Awake them guilty, to Your
all-love, mercy, sympathy. Will You shine them with the Light of
Truth that they beheld Your All-Blessed, All-Beautiful Kingdom,
the Kingdom of All-Love, All-Humility and All-Meekness. As You,
Father, are All-Forgiving, and I forgive all their evil deeds which
they direct on Me. Father, I fall at (drop to) Your All-Holy feet,
My soul is in obedience in front of You, I bring (put) My spirit in
Your healing hands. I am Yours without rest (fully, completely). I
thank You, Good Lord! I feel, how Your Life-giving Spirit
strengthens Me that gives Me confidently and humbly to bear
the Mission up to the end. Glory to You, All-Effulgent (AllBeaming)! Glory to You, the Peacemaker!"
In the same time one of the Sadducees, sent by Caiaphas,
reported to Annas on the Pilate’s course trial at the Galilean
Prophet that the trial was not in their (religious heads) favor
(advantage), and that Pilate sent all of them to Herod Antipas. As
Antipas is the king over the Galilee lands then, and Nazarene and
His life depend on the trial of this king. Thus, it turns out that the
Roman power declined all responsibility to put the Nazarene to
death. Because of such unexpected change all those, who led the
Prophet to Pilate, went to Antipas now, so as somehow to
confirm the death sentence.
Annas was disturbed by such message and instructed, that
the Privy Council of religious hierarchy from those, who
remained in the temple after the expanded council in
expectation of messages from the left to Pilate with the Accused
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people immediately gathered. While they were gathering and
started to discuss what’s happened, the second envoy from
Caiaphas has approached and has reported on a course of the
trial which has taken place at Herod Antipas, and that this trial
was not in their favor (advantage) either, for the Galilean
Prophet was justified and He was even put on (dressed in) the
imperial clothes. The king Herod directed all of them back to
Pilate. The first news from the Roman authorities on the
innocence of the Prophet puzzled Annas with that the crucifixion
could not come true and the Galilean would not be in public
despised then. Annas hoped that the Prophet would be found
guilty at Herod Antipas and would make any, if only the death
penalty over the Nazarene. But when the message about this
failure came, and that all with the Accused went to Pilate again,
Annas stayed in a dual condition (state): He was strongly excited
and afflicted by the second failure, but at the same time the
hope to achieve the death of the Prophet through the crucifixion
was arisen again. Annas instructed, that Caiaphas said that it
was necessary persistently to continue to accuse the Galilean
that He corrupts, revolts the people, introduces Himself the King,
considers (thinks of) Himself as the Son of God and that they
waited for the further instructions from him (Annas).
During the secret meeting, while hierarchs of the council
were solving how to be, the thought has suddenly come to Annas
as if a saving thread, how to make so that the Prophet of
Nazareth would be executed through the crucifixion. He
remembered that in the last years the day before Easter at the
desire of the people one of criminals was set at liberty (was
liberated)." At the desire of the people, — Anna said to himself
(privately) several times, — one of criminals was set at liberty.
And the others will be necessarily crucified for people’s
intimidation that the order established by the authorities was
observed in the society. It means, — Annas thought logically, —
the thousandth multitude (crowd) of the people, wishing shows,
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will be gathered at the square in front of the palace of the
procurator about nine o’clock. And what, if the high priests and
the elders don’t accuse the Prophet and it will be made by the
people, — Annas continued to analyze, — Pilate cannot refuse to
the people then, if these people demand for the death penalty of
the Accused by the crucifixion. And after all, the people are
completely in involuntary submission to the hierarchical religious
structures. As influential mass — the merchants (tradesmen,
dealers) are in our hands, for all tradesmen (dealers) are
connected with us and cannot trade in the temple without our
permission. But, by the way, all influential trading people are
already in the temple and deal (conduct) the commercial
transactions. It is necessary to notify and force urgently, through
the priests of the temple, all trading people to go to the square.
They should prepare the remained multitude (crowd) around
them which also would come to the square and as soon as Pilate
tells: "Whom do you want me to release to you?", it is necessary
to shout, that Jesus would be crucified, the Galilean Prophet, and
to insist only on it, then Pilate cannot reject the people’s request,
and the Prophet would be crucified, what we wish so
passionately ".
Annas even changed countenance from such a favorable
idea (thought), and it was noticed by others. Therefore the other
priests have gradually stopped and looked at the high priest,
expecting the situation’s permission. Anna’s heart was beaten
faster for pleasure that the exit is found. He scrolled this
information in the head some times and only then began to state
frostily (guardedly) and significantly what was necessary to
undertake, that the begun cause would end successfully. The
council, having listened to Annas attentively, approved the
further actions offered him, and for pleasure the present people
started to eulogize (praise) Annas. Annas stopped the flowing
stream of dithyrambs by the hand gesture and told that it was
not time to sing laudatory songs now and it was necessary to
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notify urgently those, who remained from the expanded council
that they started to operate in this direction. Then it will be
necessary to tell about it to all priests of the temple and
devotees for they are connected with the trading people in the
temple, and the latter will egg on (set) those, who buy their
goods, together with other people when come to the square of
the imperial palace. "It is necessary to start all invisible levers in
the course," — Annas finished the explanations in confirming
and imperative tone. Council dispersed to twirl a new spring
which should work (out the problem)...
Caiaphas was informed by the envoy of Annas, that to
Anna's new secret instructions it is necessary to continue to
demand persistently the pronouncement of the death sentence
(judicial murder) to the Galilean Prophet through the crucifixion.
When Jesus Christ was entered the court chamber Pilate
sat puzzled on the throne and stayed in reflection how to be
further, after all he had been informed on the approach the
priests with the Accused back to him, which he had sent to
Antipas to decline all responsibility for the pronouncement of the
death sentence to the Innocent Person. "It was visible, Antipas
also had refused to take (incur) such unusual responsibility, —
Pilate thought, — and had left this cause completely on my
discretion".
Pilate, having looked at the Accused, saw the change of His
clothes at once, for it was evident as clothes were light and
imperial. Pilate saw more divinities in the appearance of the
Prophet of Nazareth. Imperial light clothes decorated His
appearance even more, did it more majestic in spite of the fact
that He was exhausted. The procurator understood the given in
reply letter of Antipas speaking about their friendship which
contracts (concludes) now. Especially such clothes said that
Antipas also had not found any fault in this Person to condemn
Him to death. Therefore it was necessary to leave and declare to
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the accusers that this Prophet was innocent and it was found
nothing worthy of death in Him.
"Then Pilate, when he
had called together the chief
priests, the rulers, and the
people,
Said to them, “You
have brought this Man to
me, as one who misleads
the people. And indeed,
having examined Him in
your presence, I have found
no fault in this Man
concerning those things of
which you accuse Him;
“No, neither did Herod,
for I sent you back to him;
and
indeed
nothing
deserving of death has been
done by Him ".

Luke 23:13-15

"Therefore, when the
chief priests and officers
saw Him, they cried out,
saying,” Crucify Him, crucify
Him! Pilate said to them,
“You take Him and crucify
Him, for I find no fault in
Him.”
The Jews answered
him, “We have a law, and
according to our law He
ought to die, because He
made Himself the Son of
God.”
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Therefore, when Pilate
heard that saying, he was
the more afraid,
And went again into
the Praetorium, and said to
Jesus,” Where are You
from?” But Jesus gave him
no answer. "

John 19:6-9

Pilate was internally pleased that Antipas confirmed him in
awareness (perception, realization) of innocence of the Galilean
Prophet. The procurator, having risen from a judicial throne,
approached closer to the Accused, attentively examining Him
from top to down and back. Pilate noticed that the Prophet,
despite the exhausted appearance, looked solemnly, stately and
even divinely in the imperial clothes. After a pause (small
meditation) Pilate showed by gesture that the Accused was led
out after him. When the governor went out of (left) the Pretoria
to the chief priests, the elders and the people, the noise, which
was above (among) the awaiting people, was quickly dissolved in
the air. The silence came, everybody waited for the speech of the
procurator.
"You led Him here, — Pilate started to tell, pointing to the
standing hardly sideways between two soldiers of the Son of
Man, — accusing Him that He corrupts and revolts your people,
forbids to give tax (duty) to the Caesar, naming Himself the Christ
the King. I investigated your charges in His interrogation and did
not find any fault in Him. I cannot condemn the Innocent Person
to death."
The priests have already been informed on Anna's advice:
to demand execution for the Prophet of Nazareth persistently.
Especially, appearance of the Prophet facing them in the light
imperial clothes was really Saintly, that even more angered
them, and they zealously cried: "Crucify, crucify Him!"
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Pilate, without having reflected somehow, parried them:
"You take Him and crucify Him, for I find no fault in Him". The
procurator suddenly remembered that the chief priests
answered him that "it is not allowed to them to put to death
anybody". "What artful you are, — Pilate thought to himself, —
you want to shed innocent blood by another’s hands and to
remain clean and spotless yourselves".
"We cannot kill according to laws of Moses, — they
answered, — he gave us a commandment (precept): not kill! But
we have a law and according to our law He ought to die, — they
told, pointing at the Christ, because He made Himself the Son of
God". Pilate could answer nothing to such words, but he felt that
between the Galilean Prophet and the religious heads there is an
uncompromising struggle at the religious level which it is hard to
understand to the material person (Pilate).
Pilate internally shuddered, but did not gave a sign. The
procurator was silent, pretending that reflects, and then said: "it
is good, I will think". Then he turned and entered the Pretoria,
having shown to a hand gesture that the Accused was entered
too.
While the governor engaged in (carried on) a dialogue with
the religious heads, Jesus Christ created a prayer about all those,
who accused Him. "Good Lord, forgive them guilty! Good Lord,
pardon them guilty! Good Heavens, awake them guilty, to mercy,
love, respect! Good Gracious open their blind eyes that they saw
their own sins, for which they will suffer and pine subsequently. I
sympathize with them, for they are blind for anger, a rage, envy,
and do not know what they create. Thank God, You are
Merciful!"
The split personality has arisen in Pilate, he did not know
what to do, for he saw the innocence of this Person, and on the
other hand, he felt mental pressing of a religious top to his
legislative essence. Their aggressiveness did not give any hope of
preservation of life to the Prophet of Nazareth. Whatever has the
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Galilean Preacher done? It forced to flare their hearts with
irreconcilable fury and to condemn Him to death.
The procurator approached Jesus and said: "Where are You
from? Who are You?" — And he became silent to hear the
answer. "Wherefrom have You appeared and turned up here in
Jerusalem on my head?" — The parallel question sounded in the
head of Pilate.
Jesus perfectly understood that when the person started to
worry because of something he started to ask vast questions,
which was impossible to answer shortly on. Therefore it is better
to be silent in such cases.
"Then Pilate said to
Him,” Are You not speaking
to me? Do You not know
that I have power to crucify
You, and power to release
You?”
Jesus answered,” You
could have no power at all
against Me unless it had
been given you from above.
Therefore the one who
delivered Me to you has the
greater sin. "

John 19:10-11

"Actually Pilate had no such power, even in autocratic
feeling of the despot it was empty bragging (boasting) because at
that very instant (moment) he is not dared to insist on his own
desire. The Christ took a pity on hopeless error of the person,
whose criminal acts made of the governor the slave. Without
reproaching and without confusing him, no, even softening more
likely, than strengthening guilt of the judge, Jesus Christ
answered him meekly:" You could have no power at all against
Me unless it had been given you from above. Therefore the one
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who delivered Me to you has the greater sin". You really commit
a great crime, but... Annas, Caiaphas, these priests and the Jews
are more criminal then you are. So the Christ “revealed
(opened)” his judge with infinite dignity (advantage) and
together with infinite meekness. In the bottom of the heart
Pilate understood the true of these words he silently recognized
the superiority of the tied tormented Victim over him.
Everything, that remains human and noble inside him,"
understood what the clemency means, and how the virtue is fine,
understood and mourned for its falling now"." Everything that
remains not spoilt by pride and cruelty in his soul, disturbingly
responded to these quiet words of the Son of God. Jesus
revealed (opened) his perversity, and however this disclosing not
only did not offend him, and opposite, strengthened his awe to
the mysterious sufferer, whose feebleness seemed more
majestic and more outstanding than the most terrible power. "*
Pilate became thoughtful, having sat on the judgment seat.
He decided to touch all possible variants to rescue from the
death penalty of this surprising, unusual Person, in whose
answers sounds the wisdom in the laconic form. Oh, but this
Person cannot be the murderer, the criminal, for the meekness,
cleanliness, and humility are in His eyes and appearance.
Suddenly, the servant on the house, where the governor
lived, entered Pretoria and gave a gesture signal of Pilate that he
has got an important secret report.
"While he was sitting on
the judgment seat, his wife
sent to him, saying,” Have
nothing to do with that just
Man, for I have suffered
many things today in a
dream because of Him."

Matthew 27:19
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Pilate, right on the spot, showed to the servant by a gesture
that it is possible to approach him and to whisper in an ear. The
servant quickly approached and, looking at the tied Righteous
person, told Pilate the message of his wife. Pilate was surprised
that his wife, who did not know what happens (occurs) here, saw
a scene in the morning dream, as he judges the Righteous
person, and that she suffered much for Him in the sleep. Really,
will it turn out like this, that he, Pilate, will allow them tear to
pieces of this Innocent Person? No, it is necessary to justify Him.
"For he knew that they
had handed Him over
because of envy."

Matthew 27:18

"Pilate would concede to his own presentiments, would
satisfy to the feeling of a regret and truth, would take into
consideration the caution informed by such mysterious omen
with pleasure, with true pleasure. He would even satisfy to the
worst and lowest instinct with pleasure— to insist on the power
and to upset these impudent and hated to him fanatics, who
obviously thirsted for innocent blood. He knew well, how it
would be ridiculous to assume sincerity in Jesus’ charge in
treachery from those for most of them treachery was the life
breath. Their extremely transparent hypocrisy in this cause only
strengthened his undisguised contempt. If he dared to give vent
to the valid feelings, he would banish them from the court with
all arrogance of the proud Roman. But Pilate felt the fault, and
the fault is cowardice, and the cowardice is weakness. His own
former cruelty, coming back to a certain extent to his own head,
forced him to suppress an impulse of compassion now and to
add to former cruelties and untruth (lies) one more and more
terrible cause ".*
For an instant in a head of the governor appeared the
image of the fanatical Judaic people with the religious
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hierarchical structure in the form of a firedrake with whom to
him, Pilate, it is necessary to combat in order to tame it for a
while, but happens also such when from fire of this dragon it
should recede and fawn upon the raged monster and the next
victim should be thrown in its mouth, for calm of its fanatical
passion. Doesn’t this monster threaten his power in the form of
the religious embassy facing Pretoria with the request — to put
the next victim at the mercy? It was favorable to Rome, that the
Judaic people, in an image of such dragon, carried chains easy
and did not burn, did not get violence and rebellion because of
the religious claims in realization of their own laws, for
satisfaction of the desires. Especially because of such doubtful
cause as the charge in the claim on a kingdom which falls upon
This Innocent Person the death penalty through the crucifixion,
they, these religious hierarchs, can revolt the people if he does
not execute their law that is undesirable to him as to the
governor.
"Won’t he dare to bring cause to the new and it is visible
awful indignation, than to condescend to a simple concession
which quickly became political and even the necessary
compromise?" *
Jesus Christ knew the information which was whispered by
the servant to an ear of Pilate, and saw, how internal split
personality of Pilate increased, loosening his mental structure
more and more inside, the spiritual insight of the procurator
weakened from it. The Son of God saw in spiritual sight, how
doubtful, hidden black energies stealthily crept out in Pilate,
being covered with masks, and suppressed beneficial energies
inside him, especially, there was a help to this malicious, black
energies from outer side. Jesus prayed for the strengthening of
benevolent spirit in the procurator, about his spiritual
enlightenment and about ability to control (master) split
personality, which loosens and destroys mental structures of the
person, so, and physical body.
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Pilate, encouraged by the message from the wife, decided
to justify the Innocent Galilean Prophet in front of the eyes of the
priests and the curious people once again.
While Pilate together with the accused Prophet was in
Pretoria, the second envoy to Caiaphas from Annas arrived and
told about, how it is necessary to operate successfully further to
finish explosive cause on the charge of the Galilean. And that the
disciples and the sympathizers to the Prophet could not promote
anything to discharging of their teacher, it is necessary to start a
rumor in (among) the people that these disciples are searched as
the criminals, aspiring to set fire to the temple. Having received
such information, the religious heads started to introduce it in
the masses and to demand more persistently the crucifixion of
the Prophet of Nazareth.
When the procurator left to chief priests, and the tied
Accused was led behind him, from the crowd standing behind
the religious heads of the Jews, among the general grumble
barracking started to reach: "Crucify! Crucify Him!"
Pilate raised a hand, pointing (specifying) to a gesture to
become silent, and said: "I, having investigated your charges
once again, did not find any criminal fault in this Person to put
the Innocent to death. I can only beat (flog) Him under your law
by thirty nine blows and set free (release)".
"…but the Jews cried
out, saying,” If you let this
Man go, you are not
Caesar’s friend. Whoever
makes himself a king
speaks against Caesar."

John 19:12

"He incites broad masses to indignation, — they shouted,
— intended to destroy the temple, probably, to set fire with His
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disciples, sows distemper, naming Himself a King. He is deserving
of death! Crucify Him! Crucify!"
"The title" of the King of the Jews "which Jesus has never
appropriated to Himself, but which has been exposed by His
enemies in the form of the result of His role and all His claims,
was, certainly, the best occasion to raise the Roman government
against Him. The charge was also directed against Him to this
party as the rebel and the state criminal... His confusion
(embarrassment, disconcertment) [of Pilate-A.P.] positions
increased. He was afraid, that excessive condescension to the
Accused which named" the King of the Jews" would compromise
him. Moreover, the fanaticism compels any authorities to
operate with it at the same time. Pilate considered himself to be
obliged to make concessions, but, still without daring to shed
blood for the sake of people, whom he hated. He tried to turn all
cause into a comedy. Under the pretext of derision of a solemn
title which was given to Jesus, he orders to castigate Him". 1
Pilate saw, as his active position on protection against the
death penalty of the Innocent Prophet in skirmish with the
religious hierarchy of the Judaic people starts to take the other
turn, and it could have (from which blows as) undesirable
consequences for his stay here as the governor, the Roman
procurator. It was possible for Pilate to face it when he also
zealously defended the gilt boards introduced by him, glorifying
Tiberius, but there was a return reaction, and he received a
censure from the Roman Caesar.
The procurator thought, if he cannot defend This Innocent
Person, maybe, He will be rescued from the death penalty by the
people, as He had a reputation for the Healer, the Master, the
Instructor, and he can release (set free) the Prophet from the
terrible execution by the total number of voices.
The chief priests, seeing confusion of the procurator and
remembering Annas' advice, as though caught a thought of Pilate
1

E.Renan "Jesus’s Life", chapter XXIV.
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and told him: "If you, protecting Him, — they pointed to Jesus
contemptuously and maliciously, — you think that we condemn
Him because of the personal purposes incorrectly, wrong, then
you have a possibility to ask opinion of the people about it".
"Well, — Pilate told, — all the same I should set free one
criminal by Easter holiday, for the death sentence through a
crucifixion is passed to two robbers, and to the third, Barabbas, is
not passed yet. Let the people will choose themselves, who will
be released: Barabbas was mixed up with the mutiny and the
murder of the Roman soldier, or this one, — Pilate told, ironically
having grinned and having shown on Jesus, — He is your Judaic
King".
Pilate turned and went to Pretoria, and he was reached by
shouts from the crowd: "Death to Him! Crucify Him! Crucify!"
By the appointed time when one of criminals was released
from execution in public, the people were flown down from all
city on the area in front of a palace of Herod the Great. All heads
of the religious hierarchy began to prepare the people, through
the subordinates and acquaintances that they should shout
about the release of Barabbas and about the Galilean Prophet’s
crucifixion. Their adjusted religious structure operated
accurately, confidently and quickly in all public layers of the
Judaic population, the insubordination conducted to undesirable
consequences in material life, as all material levers of well-being
of the person was inexplicably concentrated in hands of the
religious top.
The procurator was annoyed, and the anger always eclipses
the true. He thought that if he should lead (bring) out the
Galilean Prophet at the national-wide verdict, it is better if He is
beaten by whips before it, maybe, looking at the beaten person,
the crowd will take pity and will justify Him of the death
sentence. Such thought took (allowed) Pilate the last hope to
rescue the Innocent Person, as the last sparkle departing from a
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fire in the dark space. He understood that even beating is already
violation of this Innocent Person. Feeling the shame and the fault
before the hopelessness, Pilate was already afraid of looking at
Jesus. The time forced to hurry (drew in), for it is necessary to
leave to him in front of the people soon and to hold (lead) a
judgment, which of two to release: Barabbas or the Prophet.
Pilate called up the soldiers by gesture and ordered to castigate
the Accused.
"Then the soldiers led
Him away into the hall
called Praetorium, and they
called together the whole
garrison."

Mark 15:16

"Then the soldiers of
the governor took Jesus into
the
Praetorium
and
gathered the whole garrison
around Him."

Matthew 27:27

"So then Pilate took
Jesus and scourged Him."

John 19:1

Jesus already knew what He would be done now and while
He was led in a courtyard of the Pretoria, where the soldiers of
the governor settled down, He asked the Heavenly Father about
strengthening of His spirit to endure (bear, stand) all this
humiliation and torture.
The soldiers went out (left) to look, who was led and what
He would be done. Pilate also ordered that it would be better, if
the accused Prophet was taken off the imperial clothes in order
not to revolt masses once again, when He was led out in front of
the people, and especially it would be necessary to dress up Him,
so that violations and beatings were visible to everybody (all). His
old clothes of Antipas were brought by the soldier and were lain
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at the wall in the Praetorium, in the court chamber. If Pilate, may
be, gave the order on indulgence, on ostentatious beating of the
Accused, but the soldiers, carrying out the affair honestly, being
fond of possibility of entertainment for them, forgot about it. The
soldiers laughed and threw jokes one to another from a
forthcoming show of tortures of the doomed sufferer. When He
was stripped naked in full view of everybody (in public), and He
bared, appeared in front of them, laughter and jokes rushed in
His address. The shame of the violent baring ate Him, but He
submissively (humbly) and meekly endured (stood, bore)
violations and asked the Father about strengthening of His spirit
in a live prayer and about well-being of those, who blasphemed
over Him.
The soldiers surrounded the bared Jesus around,
scrutinizing (examining) His slim body. Suddenly one of soldiers
exclaimed: "Well He is so slim and hardly stands on the feet!" —
And he struck a push of the Accused in the shoulder for
acknowledgement of the words. Jesus pawed the ground in
order not to fall, and appeared in the embraces of the other
soldier. The soldiers swept with laughter of such a scene. That
soldier, to whose embraces the Savior had got, exclaimed: "Well,
it is not, there is something else in Him", — and, having turned
Jesus a back to himself, strongly pushed to other soldiers. Jesus
appeared in the embraces of the soldier again, and air was filled
with the new explosion of laughter. "It is valid, there is
something in Him, — the soldier told, in whose hands the Christ
appeared and, turning Him, continued to speak, — but I do not
know, how He will sustain a beating?" — And pushed the Christ
to other soldier, too. Involuntarily, in order not to fall, Jesus,
pawing the ground, flew in the embraces to the following soldier,
and air was filled with the cackling of the mockers again." What a
gentle and smooth body He has got, — the soldier told with a
smile and playfully, having accepted the Christ in the embraces,
— but I do not know, whether there will be like this after our
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lashes ", — and, having turned Jesus, sent Him to other soldier
with force." It is true, — touching the skin of the Accused, the
soldier, who caught Him said, — but the lash does not love a
gentle skin and with each blow "tears it apart, what the trouble,
— and he sent the Christ to other soldier with force." Old chaps
(fellows), — another soldier, having caught in the embraces of
the Christ and feeling His body, shouted, — but after all He has
got a gentle pleasant skin, as the very young woman’s skin ".
There was an explosion of laughter again. And the soldier, having
made laugh the associates, continued:" It is a pity that after
amount of blows the body will lose the charm ", — and pushed
Jesus to the other soldier.
Jesus Christ had only time to say: "Good Lord, pardon him
guilty! Good heavens, awake him guilty!" — And flew away to
another soldier and said these words again. Sometimes He had
time to insert moreover: "Good gracious, strengthen Me by Your
Spirit!"
One of the soldiers, sneering at the bared Prophet pushed
Him so strongly that Jesus did not keep balance and fell to the
ground. "It is enough, — a centurion said, — it is necessary to
start castigation. Will you lead Him to a column". Two soldiers
took Jesus under the hands and as the fuzz, put on the feet and
brought (led) to a column.
"They tied hands of the Unfortunate in the bent position to
the column and then struck blows with leather lashes with the
ends poured by lead to the shuddering nerves of a back; the
blows casually, and sometimes with awful barbarity and often
were purposely struck on the face and on the eyes. The
punishment was so heavy that the victim ordinary fainted
consciousness in a painful torment, often died, and even more
often the person slowly perished from a moral shame and the
nervous exhaustion, following such punishment".*
“Good Lord! — Jesus prayed, — all My hope only on You.
Strengthen Me! Give Me power to bear all these torments of
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humiliation and torments of beating! Father, strengthen My
patience! Glory, to You, oh Lord! Forgive them guilty! They are
dependent. Pardon them, Good Lord!"
Two soldiers separated from the colleagues and,
exchanging the reasons, went to a bush with long thorns. They
carefully tore off dry branches in order not to prick hands,
started to spin a wreath. And at this time Jesus was already
castigated by two soldiers from two sides (parties) by turns.
The body of the sufferer shuddered from an intolerable
pain under each blow of a whip as the lead ends of a lash broke
off a skin to muscles. The skin from a blow was stratified and
capillaries were burst (were torn). The blood slowly started to
filter on a surface and was coagulated, drying up under the sun
beams. The soldiers as wound up, struck blows, and others with
sneers began to count these blows. Each blow as though burnt
that site of the skin where a lash struck, and then this place was
broken off, creating an intolerable pain. Under each blow the
Son of Man had time to say: "Good Lord, pardon!" A new blow:
"Oh Lord, forgive!" One more blow: "Good gracious, awake Me!"
The following blow: "Strengthen Me, God heavens!" The new
blow: "Forgive them, dependent!" The pain started to extend on
all back. Blows which got on sites, where the skin had already
been smashed, created the bigger painful sensations. All back
burnt, as though the heated coals were spread out on it. All body
hooted, there was a tinnitus (buzzing in the ears).
"There was the nineteenth blow!" — The soldiers shouted.
Jesus felt that after the eighteenth blow the pain as though
reached the apogee and with the subsequent blows was kept at
that level. It started to be stirred up in the head, and small foggy
points floated in front of eyes. It forced Jesus to pray to the
Father in Heaven with more concentration in order not to lose
conscience (faint): "Good Lord, pardon! Oh, the Lord, forgive!
Good Heavens, will You awake Me.! Good Gracious, strengthen
Me!"
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"There was the twenty-fifth!" —The air was shaken of the
barracking of the soldiers. The Son of God, straining the
consciousness, noticed that the subsequent blows did not begin
to cause such pain any more, and with each blow the pain as
though calmed down and was dissolved in the body with each
blow, because of that the body hooted and shivered as the tense
string. Jesus was pleased that painful sensations began to decline
and continued to pray: "I Thank You, Good Lord! Glory to You,
Oh Lord! Forgive them, Good Heavens!"
"There was the thirty-third blow!" —It has hooted in Jesus’
ears. "What is it?" — Jesus thought, — for the pain was gone in
general (at all) and only the body was shaken because of the
blows. Though the foggy multi-colored circles floated in front of
the eyes, Jesus kept the consciousness by willpower and
continued to pray the same short phrases. And for that internal
pleasure that pains were gone, Jesus exclaimed to himself:
"Glory to You, Good Lord! Glory to You, Merciful! Glory to You,
All-Forgiving! Glory to You, Mercy! I Thank You All-Loving!"
***
The pleasure of an effective prayer to God, helping Jesus to
undergo infernal pains and tortures, strengthened His spirit and
gave Him new forces of patience and endurance. So, thanks to
Holy Spirit, the Christ’s egregore of patience of different tortures
was created. It will give to any person, the Christian possibility to
be connected to this egregore thanks to devoted belief in the
Christ through a prayer to Jesus during the tortures and
execution which should fall upon believers, saints in the future.
This egregore will protect a praying person, dulling sensitivity to
infernal torments, tortures, and to help a saint to feel the God’s
grace (paradise) during the execution and His support in
patience, it will help to plunge into a prayer to Jesus Christ as to
the Savior even more to pray for all people who are present at
the execution and for the enemies.
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Jesus Christ revealed (showed) to all people of the Earth,
that if you pray assiduously to the All-Favored God and wish the
blessing all people and even enemies, thanks to the Holy Spirit
the fertile God’s energy will get into us and to clean the sensation
of sufferings, tortures and different pain in our flesh.
And the time, directing in the future, confirmed it. Christian
saints, martyrs for the Christ's belief died with a smile on the lips
during different tortures and executions. Many Christians were
skinned alive and thanks to the Christ's energies they
submissively (humbly) endured (bore, stood) these infernal
torments. They were not on sale for money and did not sell the
soul for life to betray the belief in Jesus Christ. They went to the
execution and death boldly (confidently), consciously showing
Love to the Savior with internal pleasure.
Jesus revealed (showed) by His own example that the best
Defender, the Comforter, the Savior is the All-Favored God, Who
should pray with sincere Love.
***
"There was the thirty-ninth!" — The soldiers cried and
began to make a din (racket) again exchanging opinions, for the
castigation stopped.
"Look, He is live, — a soldier cried out with astonishment,
— He did not die!" "Now that's something like it, — another
picked up, — and you said He will not bear it". "He is a strong
guy", — the third bit. "He is a tough nut!" — Someone cried out
from the crowd. "And what a patient person He is!" — One more
exclaimed with astonishment. "He did not shout and did not
swear (curse) at all!" — Another picked up. "What humility!" —
One more voice was heard. "I see such endurance for the first
time!" — Someone else shouted. "He is as the King after all!" —
Someone maliciously answered from the crowd. "The king, you
speak, I will run, I will look for the shabby red cloak, the thrown
up (mislaid) military raincoat then. Oh, well, it is necessary to lift
our King!" — The one remembered. "Yes, yes, yes..." — others
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cried."What a back!" — The soldier, coming nearer to Jesus,
exclaimed. "Well, you will not see the beauty here anymore," —
another picked up. "And what does the condemned man need a
beautiful body for?" — The following one tried to joke.
Jesus was untied hands from a column, and two soldiers,
taking Him for hands, put on feet. The son of Man reeled, as it
was still floated in the eyes. His sight was laid-back (band), and
He as though did not realize what He is done.
"And here, fellows, a crown for Our King", — two soldiers
shouted joyfully, running up to the crowd."What a wreath it is [a
crown of thorns]!" — Some soldiers exclaimed at once. "Give us a
wreath here! — The others shouted, standing close (near) to the
bared Sufferer. One of the soldiers, the closest to the Martyr,
took a crown of thorns carefully and put it on the head of the
Christ. Jesus came to the senses and looked at this soldier, His
blue eyes exhaled Love. There was such a sensation as though
one hundred needles were stuck into the skin. The blood started
leak from those places where the head skin was pierced by
thorns, the hair stuck together of it. The Christ mentally said,
looking at the soldier, who put a wreath on His head:" Good
Lord, forgive him guilty!" When the laughing soldier who created
(done) it, looked in the big, open and damp eyes of the Martyr,
the smile stiffened on his lips, and he, having started back, has
got lost in the crowd of the soldiers. Perhaps, this big energy of
Love turned into the arrow of awareness (perception) for him,
and he involuntarily started back, moved back as from the blow,
having seen the big blue eyes of the humble martyr, feeling guilty
in violation over the innocent.
"It is not very good, that Our King is naked!" — One of the
soldiers standing close by to Jesus ironically exclaimed. "It is
true!" — The others picked up. "Here is the purple robe
(mantle)! — The soldier, running to the crowd, shouted. — I
hardly found the fitting one".
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"And
the
soldiers
twisted a crown of thorns
and put it on His head, and
they put on Him a purple
robe."

John 19:2

"And they stripped Him
and put a scarlet robe on
Him. When they had twisted
a crown of thorns, they put it
on His head, and a reed in
His right hand. And they
bowed the knee before Him
and mocked Him, saying,”
Hail, King of the Jews!"

Mark 15:17
Matthew 27:28-29

"And why won’t we dress Him in those light imperial
clothes in which He was?" — The question of the soldier from the
crowd was heard. "Not to be permitted!" — The answer was
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heard. "Give me the purple robe! We will dress Him now", —
who stood close to Jesus shouted.
The Christ was put on the purple robe so that His nakedness
was covered, and the part of the blood-stained back was visible,
one shoulder is completely bared, and the ends of the purple
robe (a military raincoat) were fastened by the buckle on the
other shoulder.
"Here is the King!.. That's great!.. Mop (Sakes alive)!" —
The cheered up soldiers shouted at different voices. "It is time to
lead Him to Pilate, and he, probably, waits for Him", — said one
of the soldiers, who led Him here. The hubbub of the soldiers
calmed down, and all started to disperse in the places. Two
soldiers who had led Jesus here, took Him and went to the court
chamber, having tied His hands in front that it was possible to
see that it is the Accused from afar (far away). The imperial light
clothes from Antipas were taken off to new orders for a while.
Jesus even in such condition continued to pray for the
enemies, about those who castigated Him who scoffed at Him
who laughed at Him, forgiving all of them their evil deeds, prayed
for their enlightenment, about their well-being. For they do not
know yet that who acts in various ways, he will be acted the
same or will suffer their bodies or body parts from those or other
illnesses. All depends on how or whatever a sin is made, through
what, an act is made. The son of Man did not forget to eulogize
the Father God, Who supported Him in a wonderful way and
gave new forces that the Son could execute this Mission up to
the end.
Pilate sat on a judicial throne, having leant on the right
hand, and the palm supported his massive forehead, he thought
over how to be further, after all he should together with the
accused to go out (leave) to the people in some minutes. When
Jesus Christ was led in, the governor was amazed by the change
of His external shape.
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"Even now Pilate wanted, hoped, even tried to rescue Him.
He could consider this terrible castigation not as on the
preliminary punishment before the crucifixion, and as on the
interrogation by means of torture which however did not compel
any further avowal of guilt. When Jesus Christ was led in again,
when He with the martyr appearance stood close to him on the
fine mosaic of the court, — with bloody stains... A wreath stuck
into the body, with the signs of the blows... With deadly
exhaustion on the sleepless eyes, in the worn out purple robe,
which was covered by the bloody stains from wounds of His
tormented body and the tracks (footsteps) of blood leaving,
perhaps, on the mosaic floor, even then, even in this hour of the
extreme humiliation when He faced them in greatness of the
holy (sacred) calmness, all His appearance amazed with such
godlike virtue (self-respect, merit, advantage), such divine
greatness..." *
It even seemed to Pilate, within several seconds, that the
light proceeds in different directions (every which way) from the
Beaten up Person, and this vision shook him. After all there was
an emaciated, blood-stained person with the crown of thorns on
the head in front of him, and golden light proceeded from the
Martyr and gave to Jesus a divine appearance. Pilate did not
know that this light of divine grace (paradise) helped the Christ
to dissolve painful sensations in His body. The procurator came
to the senses, his heart beat. It was a shame to him to look at the
innocently humiliated Person, for orders proceeded from him, as
a judge. Pilate thought that, maybe, now the people, having seen
His such appearance, will take pity on the Healer, the Master, the
Instructor and will set free (release) Him from the painful death
penalty through the crucifixion.
"Here rebellious Barabbas was entered (led) into the court
chamber under the escort." It is time! "— Pilate thought. The
rumble of the broad masses on the area got here, too. He stood
up and left on a raised scaffold of multi-colored marble". "Pilate
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ascended on a vita or a court, located open-air, in a place which
was called as Gabbatha (Hawata), or in a Greek way Lithostratos
(The Pavement) as it was paved by stone plates". 2
"When Pilate… sat
down in the judgment seat
in a place that is called The
Pavement, but in Hebrews,
Gabbatha."

John 19:13

“Now at the feast the
governor was accustomed
to releasing to the multitude
one prisoner whom they
wished."

Matthew 27:15
Mark 15:6

"(For it was necessary
for him to release one to
them at the feast)."

Luke 23:17

"And there was one
named Barabbas, who was
chained with his fellow
rebels; they had committed
murder in the rebellion.
Then the multitude,
crying aloud, began to ask
him to do just as he had
always done for them."

Mark 15:7-8

"And at that time they
had a notorious prisoner
called Barabbas."

Matthew 27:16

"(Barabbas) who had
been thrown into prison for
a certain rebellion made in
2

E.Renan "Jesus’ Life", chapter ХХIV.
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Luke 23:19

the city, and for murder."

Pilate with a majestic appearance looked from above at the
waving many-sided, multicolored and motley crowd which
captivated square in front of the palace. Throughout the mass of
the people the phrase swept: "the Governor goes! Silence!" the
Procurator confidently raised a hand, having given a sign to stop
talking, for he will speak. After a while the square calmed down,
and all listened on tiptoe (in expectation of his speaking). Pilate
began the speech by the firm raised voice, stressing each word:
"But you have a
custom that I should release
someone to you at the
Passover."

John 18:39

"Whom do you want
me to release to you?
Barabbas, or Jesus who is
called Christ?
For he knew that they
had handed Him over
because of envy.
But the chief priests
and elders persuaded the
multitudes that they should
ask for Barabbas and
destroy Jesus.
The
governor
answered and said to them,”
Which of the two do you
want me to release to you?”
They said,” Barabbas."

Matthew 27:17-18,
20-21

"…Do you therefore
want me to release to you
the King of the Jews?
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Then they all cried
again, saying,” Not this
Man, but Barabbas!” Now
Barabbas was a robber."

John 18:39-40

"Pilate,
therefore,
wishing to release Jesus,
again called out to them."

Luke 23:20

"But Pilate answered
them, saying,” Do you want
me to release to you the
King of the Jews?"

Mark 15:9

"But they shouted,
saying,” Crucify Him, crucify
Him!"

Luke 23:21
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"Pilate then went out
again, and said to them,”
Behold, I am bringing Him
out to you, that you may
know that I find no fault in
Him.”
Then Jesus came out,
wearing the crown of thorns
and the purple robe. And
Pilate said to them,” Behold
the Man!”
Therefore, when the
chief priests and officers
saw Him, they cried out,
saying,” Crucify Him, crucify
Him!"

John 19:4-6

"And he (Pilate) said to
the Jews,” Behold your
King!” But they cried out,”
Away with Him, away with
Him! Crucify Him!”
Pilate said to them,”
Shall I crucify your King?”
The chief priests answered,”
We have no king but
Caesar! "

John 19:14-15

"Then he said to them
the third time,” Why, what
evil has He done? I have
found no reason for death in
Him. I will therefore chastise
Him and let Him go.”
But they were insistent,
demanding with loud voices
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that He be crucified. And the
voices of these men and of
the chief priests prevailed."

Luke 23:22-23

"Pilate answered and
said to them again,” What
then do you want me to do
with Him whom you call the
King of the Jews?"

Mark 15:12

"... What then shall I do
with Jesus who is called
Christ?” They all said to
him,” Let Him be crucified!”
Then the governor
said,” Why, what evil has He
done?” But they cried out all
the more, saying,” Let Him
be crucified!"

Matthew 27:22-23

Pilate, saying: "Behold the man!", wanted to stress for all
people that this Martyr is not the robber, He cannot be judged,
He cannot be executed, He is the Innocent and should be
released (set free).
"Probably that Barabbas was also led here, and thus the
blood-thirsty murderer and Jesus the innocent Deliverer stood
nearby in front of the mock trial. The people incited by the
leaders, noisily demanded releasing of the rebel and the robber.
All hands were showed at him, all voices made a noise (fuss, row)
for him. For the saint, not guilty, pure, for the One, whom
welcomed the thousandth loud-voiced" hosanna! ", only five
days ago— now it was not heard (audible) a single word of
protection or compassion for Him. He was disdained and
belittled in front of people!" *
"Pilate with the disdainful (governmental) indignation
listened to their choice, intentionally having offered a question
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to them and consequently, having given vent to the disgust and
anger in a contemptuous sneer which, however, without any
advantage (profit) for his purpose only irritated the Jews even
more, he derisively asked them:" What do you want me to do
with the king of the Jews? "Then the violent shout was heard for
the first time:" Crucify, crucify Him! "Pilate in vain, using each
calm moment, in confusion insisted on his opinion, insisted, it is
true, persistently, but with each moment he weakened more and
more because only more innocent person, than Pilate, even
being the Roman governor, could listen to the violent cries of the
east ordinary (common) people dauntlessly... Such irresolute
counteraction was absolutely useless. It only gave out to the
Jews internal fears of their procurator and almost all cause gave
to their hands. They filled the air with the violent disgusting
shouts more strongly and strongly:" Death to Him! Release
Barabbas to us! Crucify Him, crucify Him!"
Coming to fury from proposed rebellion of the One, who
was absolutely meek and quiet in heart the Jews shouted about
releasing of the person, the well-known rebellion whom was
stained (blemished) with the robberies and the murders. Hating
the Innocent, they loved the criminal and demanded from the
procurator of the pardon not to Jesus of Nazareth, and to the
person, who was also called as Jesus on a strange irony (twist) of
the fate — to Jesus Barabbas, who was not only, that they
attributed to the Christ falsely, was not only the instigator of
mutinies, but he also was the robber and the murderer."*
When Jesus was led out on a general viewing to the people,
He took a view of all crowds and felt His instinct (intuition) the
hung egregore of their thoughts: "Crucify Him!"
The Son of God with the crown of thorns on the head, in
the purple robe, with the tied ahead hands, stood with restraint
(reserve), submissively, meekly and nobly. He slowly examined
the thousandth loud-voiced noisy crowd with an open quiet eye
(look), which looked from above, as a mosaic motley carpet. But
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this bright multi-colored carpet began to fade and turn into grey,
and then in the dark medley in His eyes. The Christ understood
that in the present state of affairs the people, seeing Him in such
appearance: humiliated and offended, profaned (desecrated)
and beaten, as sideways and bloody smudges were visible on the
face, — were frightened to protect Him from the crucifixion for
all of the Jews were warned on the religious channels, who will
protect the Nazarene, that can have some troubles. Even that
glory which He had when drove on a donkey to Jerusalem, glory
of the Healer, the Prophet, the Master, the Instructor — it went
out and sank in each Judaic heart in the whirlpool of the low and
sinful thoughts and acts. Though there were a lot of visitors from
different cities, settlements and countries on the square, but
they looked more, as the grey multitude of the curious gapers
and adventurers. When the general color of this crowd from the
motley turned into grey, Jesus understood that He saw an astral
field of this multitude by His spiritual sight.
Suddenly aside, in a dark place in the teeming multitude,
Jesus felt an intense sight and, having looked attentively there,
He noticed a pulsing changing light at the wall. He asked Himself,
who it could be, and there was an image of Judas in front of Him,
who looked now at the people, now at Him and he stayed in the
passionate confusion, a split personality simply tore him apart
and destroyed.
"My poor Judas, — Jesus thought, — don’t you hope for a
miracle yet? Do you hope that the people will rise, protecting Me
and will dethrone the Roman power? My darling Judas, you,
probably, did not begin to see clearly yet, where you have been
got by your own vain, mercenary, material ideas. Now you see,
that with your help I face the crowd as the crowned King of the
Jews, as you passionately wanted. But only now you see and
hear how the Jews want to crucify their King that is Your Master
and Friend. I thank you, Judas, — Jesus continued to edify His
disciple mentally with love, — that you came to say goodbye to
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Me here. I pray for you, Judas, that you have begun to see clearly
spiritually, analyzing and looking at everything what happens
(occurs) to Me. I sympathize with you, for you are torn apart by
the contradictions, and what had happened (occurred) is beyond
you in any way. Will you pray, Judas, and remember My Love, for
only it will rescue you, as today you, when you will be convinced
by your own eyes that I am crucified, tormenting yourself for it,
you will hang up yourself, without finding other exit. I regret very
much, that you will make it over yourself for, taking your own
life, you will not resolve the problems, but you will only make
yourself spiritually blind even more. Remember, these
unresolved conflicts inside you will follow (pursue) you in the
other world and when you will come to the earth again, in a new
incarnation, you should solve them in torments all the same.
Nobody escapes from the unresolved problems and conflicts. For
these problems and conflicts inside him, and his material life is
under construction according to them. Remember Me all the
time, Judas, and then I can come to you and instruct you on the
true (right) path wherever you were. I pray for you, Judas, and I
will always do it while the treachery sin will not disappear from
the mankind lips ".
Such love prayer reached Judas, it has got into his soul, but
he was in vain energies, and inconsistent thoughts loosened his
mentality, and he did not catch this Love from the Master and His
mental exhortation (directions): "Remember My humility,
meekness, patience, non-judgment... And you should show these
qualities in yourself".
Jesus noticed some more shone stains in the dark multitude
in the distance and, having looked closely, He saw the images of
women which always accompanied Him in a way, who always
gave Him a shelter, rest and relax. The son of God mentally
thanked these women for their love to Him and for all cares
which they showed and which it will be necessary to show them
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in relation to Him. Jesus prayed about their health and wellbeing.
"If the women are here, — the Master thought, maybe, and
My disciples are somewhere here, too?" Jesus looked at the
grey-dark multitude once again, but the answer, in the form of
light stains, was not received. But the answer, in the form of the
thought, why there were no His disciples, came to Him. The
rumor incited by the officers of the temple, among the people,
that the Galilean, who praised to destroy the temple was caught
(seized) and, most likely, He wanted to set fire to the temple with
His disciples. Therefore His disciples (followers) were searched as
the criminals. "It is clear then, — Jesus reflected (meditated), —
why there were no My disciples here, probably, these women
have already warned them about such rumors, without knowing
that these rumors were false, and consequently they do not put
(go) out from the house in which they have hidden".
When the roaring crowd cried out: "Crucify, crucify Him!",
this black multitude turned into a terrible huge echidna (viper),
which needles as though took off and stuck into His body. The
Son of Man shuddered and prayed for all people: "Good Lord,
forgive them guilty! Good Lord, pardon them guilty! Good Lord,
awake them guilty! Good Lord, they are blind and do not see
what they create!"
All efforts of Pilate to justify the Innocent Jesus of Nazareth
and rescue Him from the death penalty were dissolved in abyss
of waving exclamations of a loud-voiced crowd of many
thousands: "Crucify! Crucify Him! Crucify!"
"When Pilate saw that
he could not prevail at all,
but rather that a tumult was
rising, he took water and
washed his hands before
the multitude, saying,” I am
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innocent of the blood of this
just Person. You see to it.”
And all the people
answered and said,” His
blood be on us and on our
children.”
Then
he
released
Barabbas to them; and
when he had scourged
Jesus, he delivered Him to
be crucified."

Matthew 27:24-26

Why people from the crowd shouted: "his Blood on us and
on our children"? Most likely, these people knew about the king
Herod, who had destroyed the children under two years old in
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Bethlehem and to destroy the born Christ. And as Jesus is the
Christ, He as though is guilty in such bloody murder.
When Pilate understood that the people pronounced the
definitive sentence to crucify the Prophet of Nazareth, he washes
hands in a bowl with water before the people, as though saying
to the crowd: "I am not guilty of His death, you will be guilty".
Pilate regretted that he could not defend and protect the
innocent person from the crucifixion and if the people signed this
sentence by barracking, he also will be compelled to sign it.
Jesus, the Son of God saw that the sentence about the
death penalty is signed definitively and to cancellation is not
subject. Pilate did not look at Jesus any more, for it was a shame
to him. Well, Pilate was a shame to look in the face of the
Prophet for he, leaving an armchair of the judge with bitterness,
will sign the death sentence with his hand now.
"Didn’t he think to wash off the fault? He could wash the
hands, but couldn’t he wash the heart? Couldn’t he tell with
much more truth together with the king-murderer in the
magnificent tragedy:
"Would all waters of ocean be able to wash off blood
Of (From) my criminal hands? No, these hands
Are faster will stain with blood all immense sea,
And the blue sea becomes dark crimson."
Perhaps, when he killed the conscience like this, the terrible
thought flew in his soul, put into (expressed) with the words of
the Russian poet:
"Do not think that it is possible to wash off with
the streaming water
Traces of awful crimes! "*
The Son of Man with the tied hands and with the crown of
thorns was led out from the court by the guard, and the crowd
continued to shout after: "Crucify! Crucify! Crucify Him!"
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Jesus, the Son of God prayed for Pilate once again, mentally
thanking him that he tried to make everything as far as possible
to release Him, as He is guiltless (innocent). Jesus prayed for his
spiritual enlightenment, for his well-being, for He has already
seen how this court and skirmish with the religious hierarchical
Judaic structure would not bring success to him as to the
governor, and he would be removed (deprived) from the
governor’s occupation in the near future, and his life would begin
to flow in failures. The Christ prayed for his wife, too, who should
suffer much for Him in different sufferings. The Son of God for
this short time while He was led out, gave vent to His Love on
Pilate and his wife. Jesus Christ, the Son of Man all further and
further left from the procurator, He was led out by the guard,
and He has still heard as the echo: "Crucify! Crucify! Crucify Him!
Crucify!.."
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Chapter 8
THE WAY TO GOLGOTHA, OR THE
PURIFICATION (CLARIFICATION) ROAD
"Then the soldiers of
the governor took Jesus into
the
Praetorium
and
gathered the whole garrison
around Him.
... And [they gave] a
reed in His right hand. And
they bowed the knee before
Him and mocked Him,
saying,” Hail, King of the
Jews!”
Then they spat on Him,
and took the reed and
struck Him on the head.
And when they had
mocked Him, they took the
robe off Him, put His own
clothes on Him, and led Him
away to be crucified."

Matthew 27:27,
29-31
Mark 15:16, 18-20

There came a penultimate step of the martyr tests which
should be sustained to the Son of Man Jesus Christ: new severe
(heavy) sufferings, all humiliations and insults, condemnation
and beating, disparaging scenes of abusing on approach to "the
Place of execution" named Golgotha. One of the soldiers of an
escort took old clothes of the Prophet which lay at the wall in the
chamber of the court, and went right behind (after). Before the
Son of Man will be led away to the place of execution, while
there will be written what for He is condemned on such death on
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the small board (plank), while the crosses will be prepared,
which the accused should bear themselves; He was led away in
that part of the Praetorium where there was a regiment
(garrison) of the hired soldiers, under the command of the
Roman centurion (sotnik). It is always pleasant to a rough, low
subordinated person to look at the torments of any sufferer and
even to take part in, to humiliate a victim, for a victim was
doomed to death all the same.
"The rough soldiers of the Praetorium, — not Romans who,
probably, would treat the silent Sufferer with the greater feeling
of congenital dignity (virtue), the greater (most) part is the
ordinary hired crowd and scum (geeks) of the regional
population", earning thus (in that way) for livelihood to
themselves and, maybe, for the family, parents. And they "led
Him into the barracks and they outraged upon the King, in the
wild fury there, who was given them on the tortures."*
The hired soldiers, seeing such vestments on the Accused: a
red cloak with a brilliant plaque on the right shoulder and a
crown of thorns — a symbol of "an imperial crown", and having
found (learnt) that He is doomed to death through the heavy
torments of the crucifixion, decided to mock at the humble,
meek and silent Prisoner. "Their gloating still increased that they
had in their hands a Jew by origin, the person of an innocent life
and a high nobleness. This case so pleasantly broke rough
monotony of their life that they called all free soldiers of a cohort
— to look at their brutal entertainment. In front of the eyes of
these impenitent scoundrels (rough soldiers), they did all
humiliating ceremony of derisive crowning, derisive vestments
and derisive worship."*
The hired soldiers often used for dispersal of the revolting
people. When the multitude needs to be dispersed without
bloodshed, the canes were usually started up in great request
that is the spears without tips. One of the fans of impudent
inventions offered such an entertainment, and all joined in it.
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The soldiers were formed (fallen in) in two ranks in front of each
other, while Jesus was brought to them and everyone had a cane
to beat the victim from two parties. Malicious game was called
"to pass through ranks (units of formation)". The soldiers, leading
Jesus Christ, have already understood what it is necessary to test
to the Victim, and put the Accused at the beginning of two ranks.
The first two pairs bowed before the Christ by turns and, as
though inviting to enter in a rank by motion, said: "Bid You
welcome, the King of the Jews!" The Son of God, reading their
mischievous thoughts, already knew what He is expected now.
While the first two pairs were rising from a bow by turns, the
following two pairs were making a bow also saying: "Bid You
welcome, the King of the Jews! "Jesus had time to say to himself:
"Good Lord, strengthen Me!... "As suddenly one of the soldiers
of an escort, standing behind, pushed the Accused in the back,
saying to Him in humiliating tone:" Why do you stand? Go! You
are invited after all! "The Sufferer from unexpectedness flew into
the line (units in formation, ranks). The first couple (pair) in the
line (ranks, units in formation), which was (appeared) behind the
Accused, hit the Prophet back-blow, shouting after Him:"
Welcome, the King of the Jews! "The blows, hit (struck, put)
behind on the head, the back, shoulders, pushed the Son of Man
deep into the line (ranks). The soldiers ahead of Jesus bowed the
heads, proclaiming: "Bid You welcome, the King of the Jews!",
and as soon as Jesus because of the hits (prods, jabs) and the
blows both on the back and the head passed bowing pairs, those,
rising soldiers, hit (struck on) Him, echoing for the colleagues:"
Welcome, the King of the Jews!" When the blows were struck on
the back and on the shoulders, Jesus considered it for the
blessing as they did not cause that pain which was born from the
blows on the crown of thorns on the head which thorns moved,
scratching the skin of the head, and stuck into the flesh again
(anew). But, the blows on the back, which got on the wounds
from a whip, renewed a bleeding and a pain again and there was
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a sensation from it, that there were the red-hot coals, burning
the skin on the back. Jesus Christ only had time to say: "Good
Lord, forgive them, of the sinners!", He involuntarily moved
ahead under the blows of canes from two parties. It was a short
stop again, a mental phrase of the Christ: "Good Lord, forgive
them of the sinners!", and the back-blows by force made Him
move
ahead.

The head started to hoot from the blows, and an
unpleasant noise was in the ears. Suddenly it seemed to Jesus
that His head became a huge and iron and every blow was the
echo inside. Moving ahead, all forward and forward because of
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the violent back-blows, from a pain and buzz in the head, the
Christ began to reel here and there from turbidity in the eyes,
but the blows of the soldiers forced Him to move in the
necessary channel. The Son of Man continued to say over and
over again (repeat) indefatigably and mentally: "Good Lord,
forgive these sinners (guilty people)! "The first (front) soldiers
who have already struck, surrounded ranks, the Accused was
moved on, and shouted:" Welcome the King of the Jews! "Or:
"He is rendered a favor by your stamps (seals)!"
It started to be stirred up from this beating in the head of
Jesus, the ranks of soldiers floated in His eyes. The humiliating
laughter, cackling of those, who have already struck (hit),
inspired other soldiers, who should strike (hit) on the Sufferer
therefore their blows became more confident and stronger.
Those soldiers, who thought, that their fingers had little itch,
attached to each side in the end of the ranks (lines) again (anew),
that created illusion of a long infinite corridor for Jesus. The Son
of Man, being unsteady, as everything was floated before the
eyes, had time to repeat: "Good Lord, strengthen Me! Good
Lord, pardon them! Good Lord, forgive them!" When the soldiers
started to strike the Sufferer more orgiastic (unbridled) twice,
Jesus did not sustain, lost balance and, shuffling the feet,
tumbled down to the ground. Such humiliating show roughly
delighted (panicked) the crowd. The line (rank) of the soldiers
started to break from two parties quickly, as they thought what
they would do with the Accused further.
"The guys (fellows), — one of the soldiers shouted, — could
you drag any armchair from the barracks, it is necessary to seat
the King of the Jews, and it is not well Him to lie on the ground!"
Two soldiers, taking the Prophet of the armpits (underarms),
dragged Him towards those, who already bore an armchair. He
was stuck into a cane in the tied hands as a scepter, and they
continued to have a good time. One of the soldiers, who,
appeared before the Savior, shouted: "Rejoice, the King of the
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Jews!", — and going down on the knees before Him, continued,
sneering: "Forgive me, the King!", but, without having received
the answer, he stood up and said to the Sufferer: "Why don’t You
answer? Aren’t You mute?" — And departing, hit (struck) Jesus
on the head with the cane. The soldiers began to guffaw of such
a scene, and they liked this entertainment. Each of them said
before the Christ: "Rejoice, the King of the Jews!", then

He bowed to the Savior, having gone down on one or two
knees, saying: "Forgive me, the King!", then stood up and spoke:
"Why are You silent?! Are You the deaf person?" Or something
else like that and struck Jesus with the cane on the head or on
the shoulders in front. Someone of the soldiers struck the Christ
on the cheeks, shouting maliciously: "Why, this is the pseudoking!" And another soldier after bowing down, having stood up
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(risen), spat to the Sufferer in the face and has discontentedly
said sarcastically: "the Deceiver!" The subsequent soldiers,
wishing to frolic, acted by an example of the associates: one beat
Jesus with sticks, others beat Him on the cheeks, and the third
people spat in His face. Thus everyone said as sarcastically as he
could, if only the surrounding soldiers (company) burst with
laughter.
The Son of God gave vent such Love on the beating,
castigating and spitting people, that the one who hit (struck),
moved away and could not understand, why he cannot do such
mockery again.
The Christ’s head was pounding and spinning. The laughter
of the soldiers resounded in the Jesus’ ears, as the terrible sea
wave hitting a rock and scattering to (into) smithereens. The eyes
of the Prophet were opened and filled with moisture; His sight
was indistinct, for everything was floated before His eyes. Jesus
did not see accurate outlines of silhouettes of the soldiers and
their faces. The Son of Man internally continued to say His short
prays indefatigably: "Good Lord, strengthen Me! Good Lord,
forgive this man, who hit (struck) Me" or: "Forgive this man, who
spat in Me" or: "Good Lord, forgive them these insults (abuses)
upon Me". The prayer phrases were short only because Jesus
should pray to the God Father for everyone who hit Him on the
head or on the cheeks, or spat in the face. People started to be
flown down on the mischievous explosive laughter of the
soldiers, being curious what’s happening (going on). When they
learnt from the associates what is going on and, seeing such
mockery over the person doomed to death, they also started to
join in this humiliating game imperceptibly.
Looking at these scenes, it is necessary only to be surprised
to the great patience, regal humility, the holy (sacred) meekness,
inherent in this Sufferer, the Martyr, the Son of Man; you
involuntarily start to regret to the unbridled and wallowed in the
animal (beastly) instincts of destruction crowd as a blind, nothing
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uncontrollable, black, putrefactive, marshy multitude. It was the
unique true in such terrible situations only to pray for their
enlightenment on their own acts which give rise to those or
other sins, paving this to the person a road to a hell or the fire of
hell (Gehenna).
When a cross and a plate with an inscription in three
languages: "This is the King of the Jews" were ready, then those
soldiers, who were responsible for the order execution,
exclaimed: "Enough! It is time!" They approached to the
Accused, untied His hands, took off a purple (crimson) robe in
full view of everybody, leaving the Christ bared, and then threw
over His shabby clothes, having took off the crown of thorns in
advance and after that, having put it on the head anew, tied to a
neck the plate with an inscription explaining, what He is
sentenced to the death penalty for.
A numerous detachment under the command of centurion
(sotnic) was already ready in full military equipment to
accompany the prisoners doomed to the crucifixion. People,
sentenced to such death, should bear the tool of the execution
themselves. The way which was named subsequently "the
Mournful (Sorrowful) way", began from a fortress of Antonius
where there were two convicted robbers, who will be crucified
together with the Galilean Prophet. The armed group went to
the fortress of Antonius, taking under convoy (conducting under
escort) of the Son of Man Jesus Christ condemned to the
crucifixion, and they were followed by the curious crowd,
passionately wishing to look at the human tortures and
experiences, people, doomed to painful execution. A beating,
covering with spittle (humiliation) stopped that has given the
chance to Jesus more or less to come to the senses. But the live
prayer was constantly created in the head of Jesus Christ, and
Jesus continued to dispose Himself to a divine wave to
communicate with His Father in Heaven on the way to the
fortress of Antonius.
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"My Father, I am so grateful for Your support in these
unpleasant, painful, humiliating scenes of mockery of the
spiritually blind multitude over me. I simply do not know what I
would do, Father, without You. You, Father, are Unique close,
native, favorite for Me. I am at Your feet. You are the One I
worship and I serve only to You. Good Lord, I thank You, that You
help Me to work out (study) further all My karmic acts into Your
Divine Essence. I was welcomed as the King of the Jews, I was
worshipped, but it was a farce, a venomous caustic cartoon.
Thanks to You, Father, I took (accepted) all it submissively,
meekly and prayed for those who participated in this mockery. I
perfectly see and realize why, I should endure (stand) such
mockeries. After all a great number of Your Divine sons are inside
Me, and each of them has got the rich karmic way. Perhaps,
someone of Your sons in the last regenerations, and, maybe,
some of Your sons were earthly kings (tsars) and committed
(made) sins in the lives: they liked to observe scenes of
mockeries of the soldiers over a guilty man and mentally
condemned this sufferer. And all it had generated karma which
was revealed (showed) as covering with spittle and in the form of
different swear words on Me now. The orders of these kings
(tsars) to make this or that beating, probably, by sticks, created
another karma which was showed in the form of the beating by
sticks, canes on Me. These kings (tsars) because of their vanity
and egoism forced to glorify themselves, and it was poured out
on Me in the form of a humiliating comical scene of a greeting
and worship Me as to the King now. The orders to undress a
victim before torture flew (sprung) from on Me now, for I was
stripped naked in full view of everybody. How many, it appears,
we make (do) sins at the level of ideas, thoughts (ulterior
motives) and we sin with words, and we do not notice at all that
all it finally will be obligatory materialized, giving rise to this or
that our Karma, and will be shown in those or other humiliating,
offensive, unpleasant, painful, excruciating scenes, situations and
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circumstances of our private life! And we so (very) easily and
carelessly cast (hurl) various sinful thoughts and words to the left
and to the right and we do not suspect, we (do not reflect) at all,
that we should fulfill all these sins at the material level in various
situations. And karmic stratifications completely disappear only
when you submissively and meekly take upon all strokes of bad
luck how humiliating and hard they were, and lovingly pray for
the one, who bears these sufferings and pains to you, pray for his
well-being and a spiritual enlightenment.
Father, I am immensely grateful to You for all it, for Your
All-Generosity, All-Grace, that You are always awake and take
care of each person, for his spiritual enlightenment and You
teach Me to the same. Glory to You, Good Lord! Glory to You,
the Peacemaker! Glory to You, Merciful! Glory to You, AllGracious! Awake Me, Good Lord, to all-humility, all-meekness,
all-love that I did not condemn anybody and for anything, who
mocks over Me. Awake Me, Father, that I could constantly,
lovingly talk to You and pray for people, who beats Me and turns
(turfs) Me out. Let Your All-Loving Light descends upon the
people around, through Me, and clarifies their guilty souls.
Father, support Me, strengthen My spirit that I could suitably
(adequately) finish Your Mission on the Earth. Why I will be
inside You and You will be inside Me! Glory to You, Good Lord!
Glory to You, All-Holiest (All-Saintly)! Glory to You, All-True!
Glory to You, You are All-Loving!"
Such a living prayer, which is given rise in divine heart,
helped Jesus to remove from Himself the painful sensations from
the beating and from the thorns of the crown of thorns. The
noise in the head stopped, there was not swimming before the
eyes, any more, the consciousness was cleared up. Jesus, the Son
of God, offered up thankful mental praises to the Father for it —
for surprising support and strengthening, for sensitive
responsiveness.
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In the fortress of Antonius the crosses, the tools of the
tortures, were laid on two robbers and on Jesus, there was an
armed escort on each side, and all this procession under the
command of centurion went to Golgotha. They went in single file
on the narrow streets of Jerusalem. The robbers with their
crosses went ahead. Every accused person was accompanied by
two Roman soldiers with lashes on either side to urge on a victim
and not to let approach people from the crowd to a condemned
person. Other soldiers, from among hired, laid a way with the
spears through a huge crowd for free movement of all this
procession. The armed security forces, leading the accused
people on the execution, were more reinforced this time; there
were numerous of soldiers because of the fear, as if the disciples
did not come round and did not excite a rebellion, a revolt on
purpose to release the Instructor and the Benefactor.
It was past ten (the eleventh hour of the morning). The sun
came nearer to zenith. It was already hot and it was a blaze of
the sun. There was the general noise of the crowd reminding a
roar of the sea during a storm. The way to Golgotha was
tiresome, a cross was heavy. The perspiration started to stand
out on the body because of the extreme efforts and hot beams
of the sun. The clothes stuck to painful wounds, and it rubbed a
skin during the walking, and the painful sensations intensified
(increased).
The crowd of the gapers accompanying this procession of
people, doomed to the painful death, moved together with an
escort of the armed soldiers and looked, as the sea waves getting
into a gulf which came across, flew against each other, scattered,
faced again and ran up again in order to run up against the new
waves. The crowd rustled. There was a rumble in the air, the
swear words and spits flied on all sides, and they were directed
basically on the Galilean Prophet of Nazareth. Such sense
(feeling) that all city and visitors congregated (met, come
together) in one place, in order to see first-hand the tortures of
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the Prophet of Nazareth, who caused a sensation across all
Palestine.
"There were some people, who, likely, saw His miracles,
who heard His doctrine, who, listening to His great conversations
in the temple, if they were not absolutely but almost convinced
of His Messianism here. There were, undoubtedly, people from
the crowd, who accompanied Him with enthusiastic shouts"
Hosanna" and welcomed Him with palm branches in hands five
days ago. Even if it was like this, then their lips were closed by
the skeptical shyness and deep despondency, perhaps, even
boundless grief. But the women, more sympathetic on the
compassion, less capable to control the feelings, could not and
did not want to hide grief and horror, which they were filled by
this show... He has not got (received) apparently a single word of
compassion or sympathy from men in this moving multitude".*
There were Pharisees, the scribes, Sadducees, the officers
of the temple, priests and different religious sects here too,
which the Son of Man exposed before the people on general
opprobrium in their egoism, vanity and in dogmatic judgments.
They were ashamed and humiliated before the multitude of the
ordinary people, losing the honor and glory of masters, they
were in strong anger against the Galilean Prophet, and wished
Him death in every possible way. And their desire came true and
they came to see first-hand the tortures of their "offender".
There were many people, who traded in the temple and who
were dispersed by Jesus, where He entered after entrance to
Jerusalem. There were people of different estates, different
prosperity there. They also harbored grudge against the Prophet
of Nazareth and wanted to vent their anger on Him. But there
were such people, who were provoked to hostility to the Galilean
Prophet during the national trial; they thought: "as the upper(s)
crust (classes) do, and so we do", "as everybody does, and we do
the same!"
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Jesus Christ perfectly understood that a karma can be
worked out, transformed only at the present moment, in the
given second, at present. As you will act, so the past will be
studied and the future will arise, for at this present moment your
future karma is born, according to the last karma, so, in order
not to engender the bad karma leading to a sansara (a cycle
[series] of regenerations and death) at the present moment, it is
possible to transform last karma which falls upon you in the
given second in the form of the diversified troubles, into divine
essence by all-humility, meekness, all-love, non-judgment of
somebody for something, and to pray about spiritual
enlightenment and well-being of the one, who humiliates you,
offends and causes you a pain. Who lives at present joyfully,
whatever it was, and always thanks the Lord Almighty for all and
everything, he is always begun to dawn and he will be shown the
light future and there will be good recurrences to the past, as the
present is the common ground of the past and the future.
Knowing all it, Jesus Christ created the living prayer of gratitude
and all-love in that situation which He worried at that very
moment. That is why this road is called as the Purification
(Clarification) road.
The cross seemed massive and long to Jesus. Bearing it, the
Son of Man was bent under its weight and tottered (staggered).
The back part of a cross was dragged by the ground and left a
trace where the road was not laid out (paved) by stones. When
Jesus was exhausted from weight, He stopped, squatting a little,
put the cross on an edge and did a respite, but He received a
blow by a lash on the back from one or another soldier for it, as
they were specially appointed to adjust, urge on the accused.
The blows sometimes got on painful (unhealthy) places, and the
wounds started to bleed again, and left bloody stains on the
clothes. The son of Man endured (bore) these blows obediently
and submissively, shuddering from unexpectedness of a beating
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and a pain, strained, raising a cross, and dragged the tool of
torture further, and in the mental living prayer He forgave the
offenders and prayed for their well-being, without forgetting to
thank God:" Good Lord, I thank You that You strengthen Me by
Your Life-giving Spirit and teach Me to endure (bear, stand) all it
obediently, submissively and meekly. Thank You Good Lord!"

Tottering (Staggering), Jesus continued His way to
Golgotha. Jesus could not turn back freely to look at the
vituperator and the torturer, to send him the Love Light through
eyes, to forgive him and to wish a spiritual enlightenment and
well-being, because of the cross, which He carried (bore) on the
shoulder. Therefore Jesus saw people, standing on either side, by
lateral sight, who splashed out a bilious (irritable) scum of the
swear words and spits on Him. And the crown of thorns pinned
(held) down the head turn to Him, touching about the cross and
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causing a pain to Jesus, everything was rooted to the spot inside,
and Jesus felt tingles down the spine. What on earth the Son of
Man did not hear in His address, what spits were He not spat
(despised) from head to foot!
One person standing ahead shouted to coming Jesus: "It
serves You right, the robber!" — And spat in His face. The Christ
looked at him, without turning the head in order not to cause a
pain from a wreath, wanted to send to this person His Love, but
suddenly He as if was lighted up. Jesus for an instant brightly
remembered a situation in the temple when He dispersed
trading people and destroyed their shops and a construction.
And this person abusing Him now, appears, at whom He
destroyed fencing in the temple and dispersed the cattle
intended on sale."Good Lord, forgive Me that I, for the sake of
just business, clearing Your House of the Prayer of trading
people, involuntarily engendered a sin in the heart of this
person, for the rage blazed up and the anger ignited in his heart.
Now I should submissively and gently (meekly) to accept his
anger and displeasure in My address and to extinguish them by
all-love and prayer to You, Father, about his well-being and a
spiritual enlightenment that the karma of My act in the temple
disappeared. Forgive Me, the dealer, that I had broken your wellbeing, having dispersed your cattle. And I forgive you all your
abuse and spits in Me and I pray to the Father for your wellbeing and a spiritual enlightenment. Forgive Me for My act in
relation to you in the temple territory. I thank You, Father, that
You reveal (show) Me this karmic elaboration (study). Good Lord,
thank God!"
"You are the robber, the destroyer! How do you like it, it
serves You right!" — Another dealer splashed the saliva hardly
further, pointed a finger at Jesus, bearing the cross. "Good Lord, I
thank You. I recognized him. It is the one, who traded in pigeons
in the temple. I, probably, in an impulse of the act, destroyed his
cages and let the pigeons out. And after all he had spent any
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efforts for it, and I, probably, deprived of his profit on such
remunerative business. Forgive Me, the person, for such act in
relation to you. And I do not become angry about you at all and I
mentally (mind’s eye) send you My love, I wish you well-being
and a spiritual enlightenment. I thank You, Father, for this karmic
study, for Your acts are wonderful! Glory to You, My God!"
"You’re the boor! The rascal! The robber! You’re the
profligate!" — The barracking of other dealers, dressed in motley
clothes, was heard — you will know for the unruliness! "They
were spitting in the Prophet, as though letting the angry genie
out of a bottle. Ones spits got to the face, others — on clothes,
and the third — flew by or did not reach and fell to the ground.
"Father, I thank You! I
recognized them, too. These
people are those money
changers; at which I have
overturned their shops,
scales and scattered the
money everywhere. That is
why they are zealous now,
as if the volcano which blew
up for the boiled rage, they
abuse Me. I thank You,
Father, that You show Me
this karmic study. Good
Lord, Will You forgive their
abuses in My address, and
let their spiritual eyes open
on their own acts, let their
well-being, which they lost because of My act in the temple, will
be restored at them. Will you forgive Me, lovely people, that I
acted with you like this, that the anger woke up in your hearts.
Now all that sinful anger that goes from you on Me, I should take
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with the humble humility up, not to antagonize these My
manifestations neither at the physical, nor at the psychical, at
the mental levels and to transform them into the divine essence.
And I wish you well-being and a spiritual enlightenment. Your
acts, Father, are truly wonderful and blessing! Glory to You,
Good Lord! Glory to You, You are All-Loving!"
And the whole squall of the abusive dirty words and spits
fell upon Jesus, and He was revealed (opened) in inspiration that
there were those people from the temple who traded in
vegetables and fruit, and whose shops He overturned in the heat
of the acts for the divine justice, having created an alarm, vanity,
a distemper in the hearts of the peacefully trading people.
Naturally, each of them missed that profit which hoped to
receive from the sale of the goods. As on the smooth water
surface from the wind whiff can be formed ripples, waves and a
storm, and in a fit of temper at these trading people have risen
different insults, a fire-spitting rage and volcanic anger. All these
continuous streams fell upon the Prophet now. Jesus stopped to
take a short rest from the weight of the cross and to look at His
vituperators with the loving, open and pure glance. He even had
time to take a tender look at them, mentally apologized to them
and prayed to the Father in Heaven for their well-being and a
spiritual enlightenment on the sins which they were making
then, that they would understand and realize for themselves: as
you act, you will be acted; (by) what measure you will measure
and operate, just the same action and the same measure will fall
upon you. But the blow of the lash on the back interrupted this
dialogue, and Jesus, having gained (gathered) all strength,
carried the cross further, continuing to thank the Lord for such
enlightenment. The Son of Man clearly saw and understood that
often a person, going to God, carrying out His commandments
(precepts), starts to sin, making other acts, putting on the just
masks. Suddenly He, behind these just masks which saints get
thanks to the eagerness to the piety (devotion), saw astral
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damnable physiognomies in different power structures and
realized that the Devil will stay on different levels in any
hierarchical religious material system and it will be always
imperceptible. That is why saints, without seeing it because of
the just virtuous masks, start to sin at the invisible thin power
levels. Though Jesus Christ revealed (showed) it to the disciples
in His doctrines, but there were no bright actions
(manifestations) in practice yet. For dispersal the peacefully
trading people in the temple made such impression upon the
disciples that the Lord can be angry and destroy, having put on a
just mask." It is a pity that there are no My disciples in the crowd,
— Jesus thought, — and they, maybe, would see and realize that
the Lord never judges, He is not angry, He does not destroy, and
submissively takes care of everybody and loves everybody, He
forgives everything to everybody. And the main thing, the Lord
Almighty teaches us: never fight with a sin, for any fight against a
sin, not to mention another's sin, is invisible and imperceptible
work (activity) at the Devil, so, the karma of your own sins does
not disappear, but only changes and will be shown for us in the
other visible aspects of lives for our enlightenment. A person is
involuntarily mistaken when he, in a pursuit of virtues of these
just masks, starts not to see such damnable actions
(manifestations). But only seven and more Divine virtues will
help to reveal (open) all devilish masks hidden under just masks
to any person. These virtues are: All-Love, All-Humility, AllMeekness, Non-judgment, All-Generosity, All-Absolution (AllPardon), All-Mercy... For Devil did not get these epithets in its
entirety (fully)".
"You are the Pseudo-prophet! The Pseudo-Christ! The
Deceiver! The Hypocrite! The Seducer! The Temper! The
Blasphemer! You are the Pseudo-Messiah!" — And many other
swear words flew to Jesus from the multitude of different
religious officers, who stretched along a procession. Sadducees,
the priests and the scribes majestically stood with arrogant faces,
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and some Pharisees, having cried out this or that swear word,
hung their heads, parading the pretended humility. They
vomited the abuse at the Son of God so assiduously that
involuntarily

Jesus stopped to take a short rest from such additional
weight. The Christ peacefully lovingly took a look at the loud
religious crowd and, thanks to the Divine inspiration, He as
pretty as pictures, saw everyone in that situation when there
was His verbal collision with that or other spiritually-religious
person. He saw some Pharisees here, whose affected and
religious essence He revealed before the disciples and the
people. Here, Sadducees whose grandiose philosophical dullness
and passion of the political intrigues He revealed and they were
helpers of one spider spinning all these nets. The scribes flew in
several places, whose dogmas He easily destroyed, put them in a
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humiliating position and held up to derision. The Son of Man
even more brightly saw ingenious cunning of the Devil who went
into hiding under the just divine masks of the religious hierarchs.
It appears, behind all phrases from the Holy Scripture (Writ) in
the lips of the religious figures assiduously protecting ostensibly
divine words, quoting those or other phrases from the
statements of prophets, the Devil goes into hiding surprisingly, in
the super-subtle image. Jesus saw fully and understood a phrase
"love cannot be ordered" for the violent cramming with even
divine phrases leads to a verbal eructation that is to devilish
manifestations. The true appeared before the Son of Man that
He saw, that to sate people with the Divine words it is necessary
when you are asked, instead of when you passionately, for the
sake of their blessing, wish to do it. It is always necessary to
remember that if you want to give go-ahead to someone, it can
turn out evil (harm) that also often happens in a life. Well, really!
The Devil goes into hiding in the (under) guise of the
righteousness. The Son of Man understood now that the
accusatory words "Hypocrites", concerning Pharisees, revealing
putrefactive essence of Sadducees and dogmatism of the scribes,
He gave an occasion (cause) for spiritually unripe people and the
disciples to originate a sin of condemnation in the guise of the
righteousness. Jesus Christ realized that, being the Master of
Righteousness, trying to prove the rightfulness of the doctrine to
the other religious masters, it is involuntarily possible to make
this or that error in the acts under the guise of the righteousness.
For each religious person lives by his doctrine, which becomes
the dogma, the law for him, therefore destruction of this
doctrine leads to the origin of the negative consequences. It is
necessary not to destroy, not to belittle the importance of any
dogmatic religious doctrine, and to reveal the best (top) in it and
to use this best in the everyday life.
Well, Jesus realized what error can make the newly
appeared religious Master, when he thinks, that only his
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doctrine, knowledge reveals (opens) a true way to the God’s
Kingdom, and it is necessary to refuse other doctrines, as they
became dogmatic, impracticable and dead. The origin of a sin of
condemnation is concealed in it.
Each person who took the road (way) of the Christ’s
clarification should realize it now.
"What a pity, there are no My disciples here now, — Jesus
continued His thoughts, — they would see first-hand My
humbleness, meekness, humility, and maybe, they could
understand what means not to condemn not only in the material
plan, but also in spiritual, that is in thoughts through My allloving sight at the vituperators. As I would like, that they began
to see clearly in it and though I gave it to them in My doctrines, if
only they saw it and could put into practice as I was doing then.
And it is definitively clear to Me now that before the Last Supper
I carried out a role of the Great Master, revealing the Divine
commandments (precepts) for all mankind, which will help
people to follow the Divine way. But, it appears, carrying out all
these commandments zealously a person will not get into the
Lord’s Kingdom all the same, as the Devil goes into hiding behind
these commandments. The Devil has perfectly understood that
these super-spiritual commandments a person cannot execute at
once so, in the diligence and in passionate desire to get to
paradise a person will involuntarily sin and thus, no one knows,
he will work at the Devil. Here, it appears, what My real Mission
consists in, which was not carried out by any of the God’s sons
yet: in practice, to demonstrate with My own example seven
basic Divine epithets without which it is impossible to execute all
ten Divine commandments ".
It became even easier at the heart of Jesus from such
inspiration and as though there were new powers. He mentally
began to make an apology to Pharisees, scribes, Sadducees,
priests to wish them a spiritual enlightenment to follow a true
way, leading to the God Almighty, instead of in the kingdom of
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the Devil. The blows of the lashes on the back made Jesus to
come to his senses from a sharp pain in the bleeding wounds,
and He again, having strained, carried His cross further,
continuing to forgive mentally all accusers and to thank the
Father in Heaven, that He strengthens His spirit to finish the True
Mission.
Jesus Christ intuitively felt that Judas follows somewhere
near close to Him in the crowd and sees how He is mocked and
how He bears violations and humiliations obediently, meekly, allhumbly and all-lovingly.
"Oh, Judas, — the Son of God mentally communicated with
him, — you continue not to trust your own eyes that this
multitude, which welcomed Me a thousand-voiced exclamation"
Hosanna" five days ago, now hundreds people cry out abusing
phrases and they are not going to release Me from such
humiliating death at all. Will you look closely to them Judas, they
don’t have even in thoughts to rescue Me, to crown Me as the
King. Darling Judas, you still flatter yourself that these people,
looking at My torments, will come round and will release Me?
No, darling, it will not happen (occur), for each of them clings to
the life by hook or by crook. Dear friend, your split personality in
misunderstanding of what had happened (occurred) this night in
the Gethsemane garden because of your good intentions to each
minute of staying close by Me destroys your mental structure
and it can lead you to undesirable consequences, doing away
with yourself, that is to suicide. Oh Judas, keep Me under
observation and give much attention to My all-humbleness, to
My meekness and humility and uplift a thankful loving prayer to
the Lord. For only it will help you to leave different karmic
ground-works and to be released from trammels (shackles) of
damnation. Judas, you should always remember Me and My Love
which I gave vent on you, My disciples. The more you will think
of Me, the more possibilities you will create for yourself that I
could help you to study (work out) your karmic acts. But the
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main thing, remember, what I am doing now. For, I demonstrate
with My own example how it is necessary to study your own sins
so, and karma. But, I am fated (destined) to be crucified and I will
be crucified on the tree soon, but you should remember — as I
pass this sacrificial way. For, it will be necessary to pass this way
to you, and to all people, too."
Praying and mentally edifying Judas, Jesus Christ as though
asks him to realize this humble sacrificial way. And it is necessary
to understand that, the Son of God will never have pretensions
to an imperial throne in this material world. The Christ comes to
this world to teach people, tribes and the peoples, giving them
knowledge of the way to God instead of to rule over them. The
Son of God with His own example should reveal (open) and point
to the true way to the God’s Kingdom.
The blow of the lash on the back and a hail "Stir Your
stumps!" interrupted the mental conversation of the Master
with the disciple. Jesus shuddered with a sharp pain, reeled,
stumbled and nearly fell. The cross was thrust by a crossbeam in
the ground and prevented the further falling of the Sufferer. The
women gasped in the crowd. Jesus kept the cross back, using the
best efforts, that it would not fall to the ground flat-wise for it
will be difficult to lift it up. He corrected (adjusted) the garments
(clothes) on the shoulder to rub less, and having strained, tried
to lift the top part of the cross, to continue His way to the
execution place. The blows of the lashes fell upon His back again,
and a shout was heard: "(Hubba-hubba) Let’s hurry up! Now! Stir
Your stumps! Catch up with the fellows!" A shrill pain in wounds
on the back winded Him. Jesus gathered the powers and tried to
go faster. His head was going round of the big pressure and pain.
He mentally continued to pray for the soldiers castigating Him,
and forgave all of them these evil deeds, wishing them any wellbeing. He did not have an insult and a rage even in thoughts for
such beating at all, as Jesus perfectly understood that there is a
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working off of the karmic stratifications of one of the God’s sons,
who stays inside Him. Therefore, whatever you were a sacred
person, it is not necessary to try to justify and protect yourself,
even at the mental level: what for? It is always necessary to
remember that everything that falls upon you, is yours, instead
of someone else’s. And all these negative situations should be
accepted obediently, patiently, with humility and meekness in
the destiny.
***
All these corridors of the human crowds are our negative,
embittered thoughts and words which are generated by us both
in this life, and in other incarnation, or they are generated by
human souls, staying in our flesh. This crowd of vituperators,
when you pass through this formation, is an image of your
materialized negative thoughts, words and condemnation. And
those souls, which stayed in Jesus Christ’s body, should pass the
clarification (purification) through a formation of these negative
human manifestations.
Well, we often do not realize the negative thoughts and
words which are born by our lips (mouth) in the heat of
condemnation and indignation. And after all, everything will
come back to us through this or that person or a group of
people, a crowd. The spits come back to us too, depending on
how these spits are born by our negative thoughts and
condemnation words. Any born negative thought can gradually
be transformed inside us both into a condemnation word, and
into the spittle.
Going through this crowd of people angrily shouting and
spitting in you, it is necessary to remember that, all it is yours, it
is generated by you somewhere or by those souls which stay in
you.
Jesus Christ also cleared these sinful souls in Himself
through humility, meekness, patience, non-judgment... He
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blessed those, who damned Him, praying for beating and turning
Him out.
So each person should act on the way to the God now,
rising on the path of the Christ’s purification (clarification). Jesus
Christ revealed (showed) this true way of purification
(clarification) for all people.
***
Jesus, urged on (hurried) by the soldiers, began to be tired
of the accelerated step quickly. The sun scorched His head, the
crowd hooted, and everything was hooted inside the Christ. The
towers and exit gate of the Jerusalem city appeared. It was hot.
The sweat with the intense efforts and the blood of the wounds
of the blackthorn thorns was flowing. It was stirred up in the
head, and everything began gradually to float in front of the
eyes. He did a stop to come to the senses, but the blow on the
back forced Him to move further. His feet were already
unsteady. He reeled, but He made an effort of will and continued
His way. It was stirred up in the eyes. He decided to stop to see,
where to go, and at the same time to take a short rest. The sharp
pain from the blow on the back gave enlightenment for a short
instant. The women, empathizing Jesus, gasped, and some
women sobbed. Well, there were basically women, instead of
men, feeling the divine cleanliness of the innocently suffering
Prophet of Nazareth by the heart, with all their heart and
thoughts tried to support the humble Sufferer. Men are more
reserved by nature, and some of them had internal empathy.
And the general negative, the negative spirit of the crowd faded
away their experiences therefore they stood apart and were
silent, as a rule. The Son of Man mentally prayed: "Good Lord,
forgive Me. I am exhausted. The forces leave Me. Strengthen
Me". And He, having raised a cross with effort, slowly went
further. The circles floated before the eyes again. The feet were
unsteady. Jesus stumbled against the foot in the beginning from
an unexpected blow on the back and exclamation:”Get a move
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on! Quickly, but He kept a balance. Being unsteady, losing
balance, He involuntarily stumbled over the ground and,
deviating sideways on which He kept a cross, stuck its crossbeam
into the ground in the beginning, and then slowly overturned
sideways. Not only women gasped, but also everybody, who saw
this scene. Jesus slowly rose, urged on (hurried) by the soldiers,
raised a cross for the end of a cross-section crossbeam and put it
sideways. Having corrected (adjusted) the garments (clothes) on
the shoulder, He crept under a cross. Having made a last effort,
having made a big effort, He lifted up the other end of a
crossbeam from the ground and moved, being unsteady, further.
He was burnt with pain by the blows of the lashes on the back,
but Jesus paid little attention to it, His consciousness was stirred
up, and everything floated before the eyes. Praying to His Father
in Heaven, He made a last effort to move forward along the
armed escort if only some distance. And here He passed by the
Jerusalem entrance gates. The Son of Man said goodbye to this
city, where the national prophets were stoned and destroyed,
and then, in the course of time, there were erected (built)
honorable constructions in their honor. And it happens (occurs)
to Him. The centuries will pass, here again, in this city, which
torn to pieces the Son of God, will be risen every possible
temples and other noteworthy monuments in His honor. "It is a
pity, — Jesus thought, — that even My doctrine, which should be
a living word, as the vivifying spring, satisfying spiritual thirst and
giving an enlightenment, spiritual people will transform into
dogmatic pearls, as jewels". Jesus continued to pray mentally for
this city and for its inhabitants as Jerusalem should fall and be
destroyed in the near future, the inhabitants of this city will find
the death, here, enduring different heavy tortures and
sufferings.
It was wide and spacious after the narrow streets outside
the city gates, therefore the people moved more freely here.
There was a view of Golgotha here.
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"And He, bearing His
cross, went out to a place
called the Place of a Skull,
which is called in Hebrew,
Golgotha."

John 19:17

Jesus, straining every nerve, tried to keep His
consciousness. The foggy flickering spots quickly filled His visible
outlook. Being unsteady, He tried to make some more steps. His
feet were being bent. It was darkness in the eyes. He lost the
consciousness. Jesus drove a cross-section crossbeam into the
ground, slipped downwards and fell to the ground together with
the cross. The blows of the lashes and zealous barracking fell
upon Him, but He did not feel and heard anything. Then soldiers
lifted Him and put on the feet, but He lifelessly fell on the
ground.
"Now He will come to, probably, He has fainted", — the
one said. "Probably, won’t He be able to bear His cross further?"
— The other interrogatively answered him. "It is necessary to
look for somebody who could bear this cross, — the first
answered him, — do not touch Him, let Him come to the
senses".
The women, sympathizing with sufferings of the Christ, did
not restrain (check) themselves anymore, and the vicinity was
filled with loud cries. "It was only explosion of the womanly
appalled (shocked) feelings which they could not suppress how
the great Prophet of the mankind experienced an hour
(condition) of a shame and weakness..." * Having regained
consciousness, having come to foggy consciousness, Jesus,
leaning hands against the ground, sat down. The buzzing and the
ringing in the ears gradually thawed, the sight gradually cleared
up.
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Having
used
the
temporary chaos of the
soldiers,
one of the
sympathizing
women
slipped
through
the
formation and ran up to the
sitting Prophet. She quickly
unfolded (reached) a white
handkerchief while running
and, having appeared near
to Jesus, began to wipe
gently, softly and quickly
His spits, sweat and blood.
The Son of Man did not
expect
of
such
a
participation of anybody’s
gentle soul, such tender care
of Him during such heavy
minutes. He looked at her with His big blue eyes full of tears, and
said: "the Woman, I thank you! Let your name will be blest
among the peoples! Let your act will be blest and imprinted
(impressed) forever”.
***
The imprint of a suffering face of Jesus Christ with a thorny
wreath on the head, penetrated by divine invisible light will
remain as a memory of this act. A name of this woman is
Veronica that may mean ’’the victory in belief "or" the true
reflection". That is the true reflection of a parent care, sympathy
and love to a stranger. Such woman-mother will be sung and will
be ascended on a divinity pedestal. Any woman, finding the
energies of Veronica, finds the possibility to feel a mother of the
world, the nature, the mankind. Well, it helps to any other
women to be cleared with a stream of love to all mankind when
she becomes a mother. After all when a woman becomes a
mother, she changes in the direction of the divinity, she becomes
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another person, the love increases inside her and as though she
becomes a purer soul. And we know that through parent
energies the world will be transformed. Well, transformation,
purification (clarification) goes in the world through a womanmother, and the Christ's Love lives inside her.
***
At this time one of the soldiers with a stick, having come
round, approached this woman and led her out by force outside
a line of a military convoy (escort).
"Then they compelled
a certain man, Simon a
Cyrenian, the father of
Alexander and Rufus, as he
was coming out of the
country and passing by, to
bear His cross."

Mark 15:21

"Now as they came
out, they found a man of
Syrene, Simon by name.
Him they compelled to bear
His cross."

Matthew 27:32

"Now as they led Him
away, they laid hold of a
certain man, Simon a
Cyrenian, who was coming
from the country, and on
him they laid the cross that
he might bear it after
Jesus."

Luke 23:26

The first soldier with a lash already led, coming back from
the field works with the sons of the strong person, Simon by
name, to hoist the cross onto his back, which was carried by the
Galilean Prophet, the Righteous person, the Master, the Son of
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Man. Simon heard of Jesus of Nazareth, of His miracles of the
healing, of the raising from the dead, of surprising sermons.
Simon went to Jerusalem on trading affairs with his sons and did
not expect that he should meet the great Prophet under such
conditions and even, as though, to take on the responsibility to
carry His cross to the place of execution. Simon Cyrenian looked
at the rising to His feet, in the crown of thorns of the beaten up
Savior, the Healer, and his heart sympathetically groaned, he as
if felt co-crucified together with Him. He looked at Jesus
benevolently, raised the cross from the ground and hoisted it
onto his shoulder, and the procession moved to Golgotha again.

"And a great multitude
of the people followed Him,
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and women who also
mourned and lamented Him.
But Jesus, turning to
them, said,” Daughters of
Jerusalem, do not weep for
Me, but weep for yourselves
and for your children.
“For indeed the days
are coming in which they
will say, ‘Blessed are the
barren, wombs that never
bore, and breasts which
never nursed!"
Then they will begin ‘to
say to the mountains," Fall
on us!" and to the hills,
"Cover us!"
“For if they do these
things in the green wood,
what will be done in the
dry?"

Luke 23:27-31

The Savior did not expect from Himself that for all time of
the silence, because of the touching sympathy for crying women,
the neighborhood was filled with loud cries of the sobbing by
them, He suddenly will involuntarily say the prophetical speech
not only for them, but also for all surrounding people.
"Simon was bent under the weight of wood to which Jesus
should be nailed. But He warned them, that not all grief will be
sobbed out by them at the present pageant, they, their children and
all their people will be expected a lot of bitter disasters. Many of
them and the majority of their children will live till that time,
when they see such rivers of bloodshed, such terrifying sufferings
that the world has not seen before, — the days will come when
sufferings surpass the ability of human endurance and to force
people to wish to disappear, if only it would be possible, under
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the mountain, which their city is situated on. The fig of their
national life still turns green: if such dark acts are possible now
what will be when the tree fades and withers up, and it is suitable
only for burning? If during the days of prosperity and hopes they
could curse the Deliverer, what will be during the days of
blasphemy, madness and despair? If during daylight hours the
chief priests and the scribes could crucify the Innocent what will
be done during midnight orgies and bloody orgies of fanatics and
murderers? It was a day of the celebration of a crime; that will be
a day when the crime will become the self-avenging fury. First of
all the solemn caution, the last sermon of the Christ on the earth
concerned who heard them, but as all lectures of the Christ, they
have also deeper, wider value — for all mankind ".*
Jesus, the Son of God warned all generations, all mankind
forever that if the city executes the great Prophet, the religious
Master, the Righteous person, the Saint in public, people of this
city gain such invisible destructive forces of the Prince of
Darkness which will be shown in due course on a material basis
in the form of those or other natural cataclysms or devastating
wars, and the inhabitants will be perished by the great tortures
and sufferings in this city.
"Do not listen to Him! He is the deceiver! The temper! The
lying prophet! He is the pseudo-Messiah!" — The barracking flew
from every side, both from the religious officers and from the
egged on the crowd.
Jesus became silent and only looked at the surrounding
people quietly and tenderly; He gave vent to them His Love. He
switched to the internal living prayer of gratitude of the Lord for
all and all again.
"Good Lord, forgive Me guilty that I could not carry the
cross up to the end. I made everything what was in My human
forces, probably, the sleepless night, different mental and
physical violations, tortures and shock pains had done their part
(business) and had switched off My consciousness from the flesh
for a while. Father, I thank You that You care of Me, release from
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the weight of the further carrying of the cross. Probably, it is a
sign from You, saying that I have already worked off a huge part
of the karmic stratifications and if I continue to pray lovingly for
all and to bear obediently, patiently, meekly and submissively, all
remained (residual) torments in the same way, whatever heavy
they have appeared before Me and have fallen upon Me then I
will be released not only from a material cross, karmic acts, but
also from earth regenerations, from the space cross and, I
cleared, will be able to enter into Your Fine All-Blessed Kingdom
and to merge together with You in the Divine Love ecstasy.
I thank You, Good Lord, for it, You support Me and give the
hope again that I successfully coped with The Mission on the
Earth. Father, forgive all those, who continue to let forth a
stream of oaths at Me. Let their spiritual eyes on their own evil
deeds and different sins will be opened. Let this My last earthly
way will be a mirror of cleanliness, patience, humility, meekness,
humbleness in their own acts and in different situations for
them. Glory to You, My All-Holy God!"
This (Here) is Golgotha (Calvary). It will be stained
(blemished) by (with) blood for centuries (forever)!
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Chapter 9
THE CRUCIFIXION OR THE SON OF MAN
"And when they had
come to a place called
Golgotha, that is to say,
Place of a Skull"...

Matthew 27:33
Mark 15:22

"There were also two
others, criminals, led with
Him to be put to death."

Luke 23:32

It was impossible to call Golgotha a mountain though, it
could be called "a bald mountain" by ordinary people, but most
likely it reminded a barrow or a hill. And even more exactly, this
hill resembled a bald skull, and hence (from here) the name is
the" place of a skull", that is a height without any vegetation and
it reminds a human forehead. This place was looked round well
and was suitable for national executions, they are crucifixions.
The holes, where crosses were inserted to, were old as were
used for inserting of wooden crosses many times in order to
crucify the sentenced villains and robbers. And crosses were
used some times in order not to do a new tool of the torture and
death. Only the cross-section crossbeams have been changed at
crosses for they were in blood.
Execution on Golgotha was put to death with the object of
public education — to teach by fear the other by fear not to
break norms of public laws. Such education is often used by the
society under a righteous (just) mask of the divine education, for
a person with sinful energies cannot follow the way of the
purification (clarification), God’s, righteousness consciously
himself.
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"Then they gave Him
wine mingled with myrrh to
drink, but He did not take it."

Mark 15, 23

The condemned were offered strongly making intoxicated
drink, prepared from rather fragrant wine and seasoned with
strong lulling remedy on the custom of the Jews because of such
painful death. "This stupefying drink was usually made by rich
ladies of Jerusalem on their own account and gave it to any
criminal, irrespective of the personal sympathies".* The
Jerusalem wives, showing a mercy sign, brought this drink for the
sufferers, the condemned to such death as a death hour drink.
The similar drink had been prepared for the public account in
advance if anybody of the wives did not come.
A certain quantity of this desirable drink for the
condemned man was poured in a clay bowl and was given before
a crucifixion. The robbers, knowing the action of this wine, have
drunk without reflecting, as there was a heat, the sun scorched
and it would be desirable to drink after bearing of the cross. Just
the same necessary portion of the saving drink, dulling painful
sensations, was offered in a bowl to the Savior. Jesus was
condescended a revelation, while bringing a bowl to the lips, in
which He was revealed that He had already drunk the bowl from
all earthly tortures in the Gethsemane garden from the Divine
hands and that an earthly bowl with this potion is only the
ingenious devilish dodge for, having drunk it, Jesus would reserve
(keep) His karmic non-elaborations (non-studies) which should
be fulfilled by Him in a new incarnation, that is to come to the
earth in the flesh again so, He will not execute the Mission up to
the end, that is because of it He does not become the Son of God
and cannot merge Together with the Father in Heaven. If this
bowl with a drink is poured into His mouth violently, it will be
another affair then. But when a person takes an offered bowl
with wine, if he knows the prescription of a wonder-working
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remedy from torments in the material world, it is already a
binding to temptation (seduction) that means to make a sin for
the high-spiritual person, and any sin gives rise to karma, and the
last gives rise to sansara, that is a new regeneration and
suffering. This desire, to avoid the approaching tortures, is
already the origin of egoism and may lead to the origin of the
sinful beginning.
The Son of Man was pleased by such revelation and
returned back the bowl, which he hadn’t drunk. The soldiers,
who surrounded the accused and the robbers, were amazed
(surprised). Nobody had refused such saving drink willfully since
that moment as it began to be offered to the doomed to such
painful death people. And here is the First, who faced them Who
dared to do it. It meant the greatest boldness for them. After all
"the drink’s purpose was to dull nerves, to dim (cloud) mind, to
make insensitive at least to some part of slow torments of this
awful death. But the One, Whom the newest atheists
(nonbelievers) accuse of womanly weakness and cowardly
despair with shamelessness, preferred" to face death ", to meet
it in all its horror, without weakening any painful feeling and
without consoling convulsive pains of the tormented nerves".* *
Jesus, the Son of Man decided to be in full clearness of mind and
in full consciousness during His last hours of the earthly life that
is obediently, submissively and meekly to endure approaching
infernal torments that 1000 souls of the great Masters could be
cleared and change in His flesh in true in the Holy Spirit that
through the Body of the Christ to enter into the God’s Kingdom.
And other souls, having passed the purification (clarification)
through the torments of the crucifixion will be able to rise
through the body of the Christ at the following step of a spiritual
ascension to the God and into His Kingdom.
"Cruel feature of the crossing execution consisted in this
awful condition that it was possible to live in the terrible
torments for three-four days. The bleeding in hands from
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wounds stopped soon and could not be deadly at all. A true
cause of death was unnatural position of a body which caused
the terrible circulatory disturbance, the awful headaches,
heartache and, at last, the catalepsy of limbs. People, crucified at
a cross if they possessed a strong constitution, could even sleep
and died only of hunger. The basic thought of this cruel
execution was not direct killing of a condemned person by
means of certain damages, and exhibiting of the slave with the
nailed hands of which he had abused, where he is rotted on a
pillory". 1
A person, who was accused on such painful, heavy death,
could live at a cross for three-four days only that the bottom
crossbeam, where feet were nailed to, was at such level from the
top crossbeam that gave the chance to stand on it and to lean
feet about this bottom crossbeam as it was nailed by the plane
perpendicularly to the basic column. But, such execution
delivered a little pleasure to look at the martyr, for he ceased
moving, in order not to cause superfluous (excessive) pains
inside him and stood still, therefore the people dispersed quickly,
without having received pleasure from viewing of this execution.
Recently, that this execution gave entertainment effect, the
bottom crossbeam had already nailed a little higher so that,
when a cross was lifted, the feet were not straight at a crucified
person, but were bent that there was not obvious support on the
heel bones. Especially, the bottom short crossbeam was not
nailed perpendicularly to a column, but at an angle which is
equal to half of the right angle, that is at an angle of forty five
degrees. The foot was put on the foot on this inclined plane, and
both feet, the right foot is on the left foot; they were pinned by
one nail to this crossbeam. It was spent (nailed) three nails for
each accused person with a view of economy. Nails-spikes were
tetrahedral, strong and their length was sufficient. Two nails
were driven into the right and left hands, where the beam and
1

E.Renan, chapter ХХV.
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elbow bones are linked up in a wrist, instead of in the palm
centre. Otherwise muscular-sinewy system of the palm would be
broken off under the weight of the body of a sufferer, and a
doomed person could release hands, but that was undesirable.
Earlier, when an accused person could hang, leaning against the
bottom crossbeam, and to stand on the direct feet, or to sit on it,
it was still possible to nail in the palm center, for willfully the
sufferer was not going to tear his muscular-sinewy system of the
palm. Especially hands were tied a rope to the diameter in places
of wrists, probably, and a shoulder. Now, because of the bent
knees which cannot be straightened for long time as a crucified
person will feel a sharp agonizing pain in feet because of an
inclined bottom crossbeam, he hung on the hands, that is on the
nails hammered into them and if in this case the nails were
driven into the palm centre, the palms would break under the
weight of his own body and hands were released. The palms
should not be broken off and a crucified person could not release
his hands, nails began to drive into the wrists.
Such type of crucifixion precipitated death, and the main
thing, gave an effective show for the present people, who
passionately wished to see the martyred sufferings. And a
crucified person was as though between two fires. When a
sufferer hung on the hands to reduce a pain in feet, the terrible
pain appeared in the hands and the main thing, it was difficult to
exhale, as the muscular skeletal-sinewy structure of the top part
of the body of the person was stretched, and because of it a
person choked. The sufferer could not stay long in one position,
he involuntarily had to lean against feet and to rise, to exhale
and inhale a new portion of the air but then there was a sharp
pain in the feet, after all the blood, filtering from a foot wound,
moistened an inclined plane of the bottom crossbeam, and the
bottom left foot slid downwards on a beam, and the top right
foot slid downwards on the left foot, but both feet were hung
(nailed) by one and only nail. And here a crucified person, being
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in such position, was compelled to rise and to fall again, as it
gave an entertainment effect to this execution and everyone
secretly wished to admire this execution.
"A crucifixion in torment, which became more and more
awful with each moment, an unfortunate victim could suffer
alive from this coming death for a long time. They were so cruel
that sufferers were often compelled to ask and beg spectators or
executors of execution with simple pity to put an end to these
intolerable sufferings; keeping the consciousness up to the end,
they often with tears of painful despair asked the enemies of
invaluable gift for them — death. There were examples when
condemned people were strangled or nearly killed at first and
then crucified; there were also examples when condemned
people achieved this awful, but beneficial advantage by the big
bribes.
And, really, the death through crucifixion comprised
everything that only the torture and death can have awful and
intolerable: dizziness, spasms, thirst, hunger, a fever, frenzy, a
national shame, duration of tortures, horror of expectation of
death, an inflammation of wounds; and all it strengthened as
much as it could be sustained, and only a little is not brought to
such a degree with which it would follow the relief in
unconsciousness for the sufferer. Unnatural position did each
movement painful, the inflamed veins and the torn apart sinew
twitched with the incessant pain, gaping wounds gradually
caught gangrene (Antonov fire); arteries, especially in a head and
a stomach, were extremely inflated and strained from filling by
blood, and in addition to all these gradually amplifying sufferings,
the intolerable torture of burning, desperate thirst was joined.
The combination of all these corporal sufferings caused such
internal melancholy that the death, — this terrible mysterious
enemy at the approach to the person ordinary caused shudders,
— and it gave a kind of the desired and delightful deliverer ".*
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The drink, which was drunk by the robbers quickly got into
the blood and started to affect. Soldiers on either side
approached to a sentenced person, tore apart the top of clothes
and pulled them downwards, baring all body. Then they brought
a bared person to a cross, put him on a cross a back and, having
spread, holding hands, started to drive in a nail into a wrist, the
martyr started to scream from a sharp piercing pain. Then the
bottom cross-section beam was nailed to a column at an angle of
forty five degrees so that feet of an accused person have been a
little bent in knees, and only then one nail, having put the right
foot on the left foot, both feet were nailed to an inclined plane
of a cross-section beam, after that the cross was risen, the
bottom end was fallen to the planned hole and was fixed by
other beams or stones.
Public, being below and having surrounded the "place of
execution" (Place of a Skull), gasped and screamed, as an echo,
echoing a sufferer. Before each driving (hammering) in a nail the
crowd faded, and then blew up with the echo noise.
Jesus Christ involuntarily became the close observer of such
cruel procedure of crucifixion. He saw, how from under a nail the
blood was bled as the sufferer twitched, straining the muscles as
there was the terrifying martyr grimace on his face, all body
shuddered, and even the sweat stood out on his face. Seeing it,
the Son of Man prayed for these robbers, who were crucified on
a tree that they submissively took such punishment and did not
engender the new sins connected with a rage and anger, insult
and abuse inside them. And Jesus continued to pray to the
Father in Heaven that He would strengthen His spirit and would
support Him to bear these intolerable painful sensations both
moral humiliation and an insult, and then repeated: "Well, there
will be Your will, Good Lord!"
There also came His turn. It was heard behind, as His
clothes are broken off, and the soldiers, without standing on
ceremony with Him, began to tear off His clothes downwards
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roughly. Here they bared the top part of His body, and then,
having torn off and the rest, bared Him completely. The shame
with the invisible sins crept in His soul, but the incessant live
loving prayer to the Lord did not give them possibility to get
inside Him. Jesus was quiet, for He realized that each person will
pass through denudation at the people that all parts of a body
hidden by clothes became obvious, visible. After all He taught
people: all secret becomes obvious. Therefore, all those secrets
that we hide in the souls engender such situations at which you
will be violently bared in public (in front of everyone) in the
future.
The soldiers, tying their arms through His arms, brought
Him to the cross and put backwards, having stretched His hands
on the top crossbeam of the cross. The Son of Man tried not to
think of pains, and only mentally repeated to Himself: "Good
Lord, strengthen My spirit! Father, stay (be) inside Me! Good
Lord, but there will be Your will!"
And a nail was put to a wrist. "Good Lord, forgive Me," —
Jesus continued to pray in order not to think of pain. Blow! Jesus
twitched from an unexpected pain, the mouth was deformed,
and the cry involuntarily rushed out from His throat. The crowd
echoed to His scream, and women started to sob anew. The
head could not be turned because of the crown of thorns which
thorns stuck into His head skin, creating painful sensations.
"Strengthen Me, Good Lord, — His lips whispered hardly audible,
— forgive them guilty! But there will be Your will!"
The Son of Man felt, as a nail edge was put to the right
wrist. Blow! Jesus twitched from a terrible pain again, His face
was deformed in a torture, and the yell (cry) was rushed past
(flashed by) over Golgotha again. The crowd echoed His shout
(scream), and then everything was dissolved (disappeared). Jesus
became stiffed and tried not to move, as any movement of a
body aggravated a pain in wrists at once.
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The soldiers finished up nailing the bottom cross-beam at
an angle to a column, and here His right foot was put from above
on the left foot already and placed on an inclined plane to the
nailed bottom crossbeam. The soldiers held His feet strongly. A
nail edge has already been put to the right wrist. A blow! There
was a tearing apart biting pain (pang) in the right foot. A shriek
(holler) of Jesus! One more blow! Here is a sharp tearing apart
pain in the left foot already. And the wail (cry) of the Great
Sufferer was dissolved over Golgotha again.
The bottomless blue sky was spread in front of the look of
the Son of Man, whence He was blinded and burnt by the shining
sun. Suddenly Jesus noticed that the cloudlets started to appear
in the sky out of nothing. "It is visible, the weather is changing, —
Jesus thought, — or it will be a storm". The cross reeled, and the
Son of Man understood that He was lifted. The cross end, falling
to the hole, as though slipped and already almost in a vertical
position hit about a bottom, shaking the Sufferer on the cross,
causing Him an additional pain. And above over His head, the
plate was nailed hardly above a cross-section top crossbeam,
saying, what He is crucified for.
"When the cross has already been lifted, the leaders of
Jews have clearly noticed the deadly insult which was put to
them by Pilate for the first time. They imagined in the blind fury
that the way of a crucifixion was the desecration directed on
Jesus; but now, when they saw Him hanging between two
robbers, but He was at the higher cross, at once it became clear
to them that this execution was a public desecration for them.
There was the black inscription in three famous languages of the
ancient world on the white wooden board covered with plaster
standing out over the head of Jesus so clearly was seen on the
cross, — in those three languages from which at least one was
likely familiar to everyone in the crowd who gathered here, — on
the official Latin, popular Greek and native Aramaic. The
inscription said that this person, who underwent (endured) thus
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shameful slavish death, this person was crucified in the opinion
of the whole world between two villains, was the King of the
Jews.
There were no
the low lie that could
anything desecrated
for
the
Crucified
Person. He reigned
even at the cross, even
there He was as
though
divinely
extolled over the high
priests who led Him to
death and the rough,
idle, impudent crowd,
going to be charmed
by His sufferings. The
low
rage
was
powerless against That
Person, whose, spiritual and moral greatness inspired awe to
dying villains and pagan executioners, even in a chasm of the
humiliation. There was, possibly, a gravity spark in a malicious
sneer of the Roman governor. Pilate, mischievously taking
revenge on the hated subordinates, act of a public insult,
possibly, meant partly to express and that he was somewhat of a
really King of the Jews, — the greatest, noblest and most truthful
person in the people, therefore He was crucified by the people.
Not the King was unworthy the kingdom, and a kingdom — the
King. It was shone something loftier than even royalty in these
meek eyes, which without cease looked at a city of just people
mournfully. This city became a city of murderers then. The Jews
quite understood a malicious sneer, which Pilate played on them.
It absolutely poisoned their wild celebration, and they sent to
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Pilate a deputation from priests, asking him to change an
inscription revolting them. "Do not write, - they said, - He is the
King of the Jews, but that He said: I am the King of the Jews". But
the boldness of Pilate disappeared at a name of the Caesar so
quickly and it has revived again now. He was glad in any way to
vex and make counter (contrary) to the people, which rebellious
cries have forced him to act against his desire in the morning.
There are not many people, who could express the haughty
contempt with such a force, as Romans. Pilate released the
proud hierarchs with the short and contemptuous answer at
once without deigning even the justification of the fact: "What I
have written, I have written".*
"And when Jesus was
scourged, he delivered Him
to the Jews to be crucified,
and two robbers with Him;
one by name Dismas, and
the other by name Gestas…
Likewise also they hanged
the two robbers with Him,
Dismas on the right and
Gestas on the left".

Nicodemus Х

"Where they crucified
Him, and the two others with
Him, one on either side, and
Jesus in the center."

John 19:18
Luke 23:33

"So the Scripture was
fulfilled which says” And He
was numbered with the
transgressors."

Matthew 27:38
Mark 15:27-28

"Now Pilate wrote a
title and put it on the cross.
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And the writing was: JESUS
OF NAZARETH, THE KING
OF THE JEWS.
Then many of the Jews
read this title, for the place
where Jesus was crucified
was near the city; and it was
written in Hebrew, Greek,
and Latin.
Therefore the chief
priests of the Jews said to
Pilate,” Do not write, ‘The
King of the Jews’, but, ‘He
said, "I am the King of the
Jews."’”
Pilate answered,” What
I have written, I have
written.”

John 19:19-22

"And they put up over
His head the accusation
written against Him: THIS IS
JESUS THE KING OF THE
JEWS."

Matthew 27:37
Mark 15:26

"And an inscription
also was written over Him in
letters of Greek, Latin and
Hebrew: THIS IS THE KING
OF THE JEWS."

Luke 23:38

Three crucified bared male (men's) figures appeared at the
crosses against still the blue sky, but there were already clouds
on the horizon at the westward. The robbers hung on either side
of the Son of Man at the crosses, who had dark-complexioned
skin and whose muscles played for they rose, straightening feet
to fill the air in lungs but then hung on the hands again, that feet
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had a rest which were thus bent in knees. They stayed in such
position until started to choke, and all was repeated anew again.
Jesus Christ’s body was white and more subtle and all His skeletal
structure was viewed because of the crucifixion. The Son of Man
fell and rose more often, than the robbers as their nerve
(sensory) endings became blunt because of wine, and pains were
not such painful and terrible, which were suffered (tested) by
Jesus Christ. Jesus continued to repeat to himself in order not to
think of tearing pains: "Good Lord, strengthen Me, Good Lord,
help Me!"
Praying like this, He hung on the hands to relax (slacken)
some painful sensations in feet and as though to have a rest. But
then the breathlessness came there gradually. And in order to
get rid of breathlessness, it was necessary to overcome a pain in
feet, to be straightened and do some cleansing (cleaning) breath,
only after such procedure, it was possible to hang on the hands
again. Jesus understood that such intolerable pain can be
undergone submissively only thanks to the prayer to the God.
For the Holy Spirit cleans a pain in a body by the life-giving
energy. Therefore Jesus should concentrate as much as possible
on the prayer to the All- Blessed God, thus to dissolve the shame,
as He hung bared at the pillory in full view of the crowd, now
straightening, now squatting.
Sadducees, Pharisees, scribes hoped that the people,
having seen the Prophet crucified at the pillory, will not trust him
as in the Son of God, for they know that everyone crucified at the
pillory is damned by Lord Jahweh.
The armed convoy (escort) under the command of
centurion, which accompanied the accused people to Golgotha,
having reached a place of execution, surrounded the top around
that nobody could break, even the armed group of disciples of
the Galilean Prophet if they decide to release the Master. Only
the heads of religious hierarchy were afraid of the last. They also
asked Pilate to strengthen the armed security forces for all time
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of this execution that the people incited by the disciples of the
Galilean, would not sow discord, excite rebellion and would not
release the Prophet of Nazareth, who was hated by them.
"To prevent the possibility of any attempt to release from a
cross (there were cases when criminals were released from a
cross were known and were restored to life), the guards of four
soldiers — quaternion — with centurion were put close to
crosses. The clothes of the victims were always gone (come), as
the spoils (booty loot), to those, who had to bear this heavy and
unpleasant duty. Therefore the soldiers, without suspecting as
they precisely executed mysterious predictions of an ancient
prophecy at all, started a sharing of garments (clothes) of Jesus
Christ among themselves. They torn Tallit apart on four parts,
possibly having unstitched (ripped up) it on the seams; ketone or
the tunic (shirt) was made of one continuous (compact) fabric
(cloth), and to tear it apart would only mean to spoil it. Therefore
they settled to give his property to the one who will be decided
by lot. Having finished the sharing, the soldiers sat down and
guarded the crucified people, whiling away (passing) the boring
hours by meal and drink, conversation and dicing."*
"Then the soldiers,
when they had crucified
Jesus, took His garments
and made four parts, to
each soldier a part, and also
the tunic. Now the tunic was
without seam, woven from
the top in one piece.
They said therefore
among themselves,” Let us
not tear it, but cast lots for it,
whose it shall be,” that the
Scripture might be fulfilled
which says: "They divided
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My garments among them,
and for My clothing they
cast lots."
Therefore the soldiers
did these things.

John 19:23-24

"Then they crucified
Him, and divided His
garments, casting lots for
them to determine what
every man should take."

Luke 23:34
Mark 15:24
Matthew 27:35

"Sitting down, they
kept watch over Him there."

Matthew 27:36

The crowd
teemed and moved around the "Place of
execution", as the storming foamy sea around a rock. As the sea
wave flies away from a firm rock, being scattered on a set of
multi-colored and various splashes in the sun beams, in the same
way multi-colored, many-faced crowd which specially came to
take a look at this mortal torture, in turn, in different places as
though waves hawked at the armed convoy (escort), which stood
in way of the people wishing to approach to the sufferers closer,
to be exact to the Prophet, and to splash out the raged passions
at Him.
Simon Cyrene, who was violently forced to bear the cross of
the Prophet, stood close to the soldiers, who divided garments
(clothes) and played dice, and near to the crucified Savior and
saw all His tortures and sufferings. Simon was bewitched by the
great meekness, humbleness of the Prophet and decided to look
up to the end what would be with Him. His sons, Alexander and
Rufus, stood in the crowd. They saw that their father did not
leave anywhere then they also decided to stand to the bitter end
moment, while their father would not give them a sign: it was
time to go home.
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Jesus, looking round the storming round crowd from the
cross, saw standing Simon Cyrene, who looked at His tortures
with sympathy. The Son of Man mentally prayed to the Father in
Heaven for well-being and spiritual enlightenment (insight) of
this person, thanking him that he helped Him to bear a heavy
cross, and He saw by the spiritual sight that his sons, who are
present and stand somewhere here, will go and will master His
doctrine, and, most likely, will tell what happened (occurred) on
Golgotha, and this information will reach His disciples.
"There is nothing secret what will not be obvious", — Jesus
Christ thought and, in spite of the sharp pains in extremities and
in stretched and getting out sinews in the top part of the body,
He continued to communicate with the God indefatigably. Even
the wave of the breathlessness surging towards (running on)
him, trying to bring down His prayer, could not make it as the
internal dialogue to the God has been turned out by daily
practice and it was a way of His life.
"Good Lord, I am so grateful to You that You take care of
Me and open My spiritual eyes. I thank You that You teach Me
that I should never uplift Myself on a high step of the divine
hierarchy. It appears I should always remain the simple,
common, ordinary person without rising, before people as the
master (teacher), the instructor or the prophet. Even outwardly I
should remain as guilty as all people and reveal (show) to all
mankind that sinfulness is not only defect, but also a purification
(clarification) way on the way to Your, Father, Kingdom. And if I
was crucified as the robber as the low slave I submissively and
meekly should pray to You, Father, saying:" Good Lord, forgive
Me guilty! Good Lord, awake Me guilty, to Your all-love in My
heart! My God, pardon Me guilty, and open My spiritual eyes
about everything (at large) what happens (occurs) to Me ".
Thanks to such prayer the energy of egoism and vanity will
not get into My heart. And the main thing, speaking about
Myself as about the sinner, I should not destroy Myself as any
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self-destruction gives the chance to penetrate the undesirable
destructive energies into My organism, whatever righteous (just)
mask they were covered. And I should rejoice as the light road of
pleasure on transformation karmic energies into divine energies
is being opened before Me".
Jesus Christ continued to reflect: "While a person stays in a
material world, whatever divine titles he wouldn’t possess, it is
always necessary to pray to the God Almighty lovingly in order
not to get energies of vanity and egoism:" Good Lord, forgive me
guilty, maybe, I do something wrong. Good Lord, instruct me
guilty, on the Right path! Good Lord, awake me to Your All-love
in my heart! Good Lord, teach me guilty, Your All-Wisdom! Good
Lord, help me guilty, to get in practice Your Divine epithets
thanks to which I’ll be able to move ahead to Your All-Blessed
Kingdom ".
The Son of Man Jesus Christ
forgot for about painful sensations
thanks
to
such
astonishing
(surprising) prayer for a while and,
staying with the bent knees, with the
stretched muscles and sinews of the
top part of the body, was as though
in blissful catalepsy, catharsis. And
only the gradually approaching
breathlessness turned (brought) Him
out of this condition, and He had to
lean feet on the nail hammered in His
foot, overcoming the breaking off pain, to straighten, to exhale
stagnant air in lungs and to breathe in a new portion of the air.
During this moment, overcoming the pain, He mentally repeated:
"Good Lord, pardon Me guilty! Good Heavens, forgive Me guilty!
Good Gracious awake Me guilty! Good Lord, strengthen Me
guilty!"
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"The blasphemy and rage voices were heard round the
crucified Christ, and His ear did not hear a single sound of
gratitude, sympathy or love during a long and slow agony of
death. Meanness, falsity, an atrocity, frenzy — the mankind
impudently acted like this before the last fading of consciousness
of the Savior, such a dirty stream of the human wickedness
stormed under the cross before a growing dim look of the
Christ."*
"And
those
who
passed by blasphemed
Him, wagging their heads
And saying,” You who
destroy the temple and
build it in three days, save
Yourself! If You are the Son
of God, come down from
the cross."

Matthew 27:39-40
Mark 15:29-30
Luke 23:35

"Then
Jesus
said,
“Father, forgive them, for
they do not know what they
do."

Luke 23:34

"But among this chorus of mockeries the Christ kept
silence. He could speak. Crucifixion’s torments did not dim a
mind (intelligence), did not take away ability of speech. We know
that many crucified people, hanging on a cross for hours,
expressed the grief, furiousness or despair in their own way,
others raged and damned, spat on the enemies, others with
humiliating requests begged about compassion (sympathy); and
one person even from the cross as from a tribune (soapbox),
appealed (addressed) to crowd of the compatriots with speech
and exposed them in worthlessness and defects (vices, evils). But
Jesus Christ has never said anything, except blessing and lecture
words, besides, that could be served to happy and to the blessing
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of others. Despite all mockeries of passers-by, high priests and
members of the council, soldiers and these wretched villains
suffering together with Him, He, both earlier at the
interrogations, and now in the pillory, did not break the regal
silence."*
"Likewise the chief
priests also, mocking with
the scribes and elders, said,
“He saved others;
Himself He cannot save. If
He is the King of Israel, let
Him now come down from
the cross, and we will
believe Him.
He trusted in God; let
Him deliver Him now if He
will have Him; for He said,’ I
am the Son of God.’ "

Matthew 27:41-43
Mark 15:31-32

"Then Jesus said,”
Father, forgive them, for
they do not know what they
do".

Luke 23:34

Jesus realized: "When the Master rises at the following
hierarchical step on his spirituality, the arrows of condemnation
will always fly to him from all levels of population of the given
society.
And if detractive, humiliating phrases fly to Me I should
submissively take (accept) them and not take offence, and
constantly give vent to love on these people, enemies. For they
stay in spiritual darkness and do not know what they create by
the thoughts, condemnation words ".
"Good Lord — Jesus mentally continued to pray, — they are
really blind because of the anger, because of the rage, because
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of the vanity and hypocrisy. They consider themselves as the
righteous saintly (sacred) persons, following a right direction to
God, and they do not notice that they pave road to a hell, blazing
inferno by such acts. Father, awake them guilty, to Your all-love!
Father, open their blind spiritual eyes on their own guilty acts
which will lead to their subsequent heavy sufferings and
tortures, they prepare painful death to themselves, a pole-axe,
which will strike blow to their vital trunk-body by their own
hands.
Ah, Caiaphas, Caiaphas! You let all your harm out at Me, all
hatred, give vent to all anger, without suspecting that troubles
will fall upon you soon, and next year you will be deposed as the
chief priest, and then different illnesses, troubles will fall upon
you one after another, which will turn (turf) you out to a painful
precipice (disaster) of blazing inferno as you turned out to a
crucifixion of the Son of Man. Oh, meager (unfortunate)
Caiaphas, you will have to torture and to suffer so much for all
that you made to the Prophet and the Master. But if you,
Caiaphas, will remember Me and will repent for all these sins and
will ask My forgiveness, beg My pardon and help I will necessarily
help you that you would spiritually begin to see clearly. And
when all your karmic guilty energies fall upon you in the form of
those or other illnesses and troubles in your new regeneration
and if you remember Me, and asking person is always given, you,
staying in these disorders, will remember My sufferings and
tortures and how I transformed all karmic stratifications by allhumility, meekness, patience, you have to do all it in the same
way, if you do not want to suffer in the following regeneration
again. Who creates in various ways that person will be burdened
in the same way. Even to your father-in-law Annas, to be exact,
to his clan the destiny does not promise anything pleasant. Some
time will pass, and Annas will leave this world in unintelligible
heavy torments and in a following incarnation to him and to you,
it is necessary to become the slaves, the poor, staying in
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different living conditions, testing (bearing) for all torments,
which the accused people suffered on his obvious and secret
order.
"Anna's clan will be destroyed by the furious crowd, which
with a beating and castigations will drag his son on the streets, to
the place of the murder, generation later".*
Forgive Me, Caiaphas, forgive Me all chief priests,
Sadducees, Pharisees and the scribes that our roads were
crossed, that My homilies, manuals caused a rage, anger, envy,
condemnation, hostility in your souls. There is nothing left to me
but to pray for you, wishing you well-being, and the main thing, a
spiritual enlightenment (insight). After all, all your children, sons
and sisters, and many of you standing here, and also all Judaic
people will befall evil (harm), great ruin and destruction of the
city of Jerusalem and all its inhabitants by the Roman soldiers, by
your king’s hands in the near future, for you shouted: "There is
no a king for us, except the Caesar!" You also should get your
own harvest from today's grains which you so assiduously scatter
now. What you sow now, it is necessary to reap in the future. I
regret you very much that you, having warmed up the passions,
forgot about it. But your harvest which to you should be tasted,
will remind you of it when you get to heavy sufferings, in your
own torments. But who will remember Me, will pray to Me, beg
My pardon, confess in the sins; he will remember My humility,
meekness, patience, all-love and when he will start to apply all it
in the vital practice then he will leave all difficult and heavy
situations in the wonderful way, to which he had been got by the
karma.
I also regret to your procurator Pilate, who will be helped
by you to leave his familiar spot by the slanderous messages to
Rome to Caesar. And the subsequent life of Pilate will be
unsweetened and will be ended sad, for he will forget about Me
and he will hold (hide) anger against the Jews led by religious
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patriarchs. The sad whirlpool of material sufferings which is born
and is amplified by our guilty diligence under the various just
masks, sucks us in a stream of tortures and it is impossible to
leave them, making any efforts to come up there from. The
unique certain way — to reconcile, become meek, patient and
all-loving and, having passed through a hearth of sufferings and
tortures, one can be found (it is possible to appear) in the blissful
world, in the world of beauty kingdoms, creativity and rest, in
the world of enjoyments (delight, pleasures), in the happy
world.”
"Even the robbers who
were crucified with Him
reviled Him with the same
thing."

Matthew 27:44
Mark 15:32

One of the robbers, incited by the crowd and priests,
hearing, as they, scoffing, disparage Jesus crucified together with
them, named the Christ, the Son of God began to sneer at Him
on his blindness.
"Then one of the
criminals (by name of
Gesta) who were hanged
blasphemed Him, saying,” If
You are the Christ, save
Yourself and us.”
But the other, (by
name
of
Dzhimanus)
answering, rebuked him,
saying,” Do you not even
fear God, seeing you are
under
the
same
condemnation?
And we indeed justly,
for we receive the due
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reward of our deeds; but
this Man has done nothing
wrong.”
Then he said to Jesus,”
Lord, remember me when
You
come
into
Your
kingdom.”
And Jesus said to him,”
Assuredly, I say to you,
today you will be with Me in
Paradise."

Luke 23:39-43

"But this silence together with the patient greatness
(grandeur), divine sanctity and innocence, a light aura, dawning
upon (shielding) His face, was more eloquent than any words.
First of all it touched (moved) one of the crucified robbers. This"
kind robber "at first, apparently, also partly joined his
companion’s on the crime reproaches but when these
reproaches passed in wild blasphemy, he unburdened
(expressed) what was actually at his heart. Possibly, he met Jesus
Christ earlier, heard His doctrine and, perhaps, was one of
present people, who saw His miracles. The legend attributes to
him a name of Dismas, and there is a fine legend that he saved
life of Our Lady (Mary) and to Her baby during their escape
(flight) to Egypt. Anyway, it is very probably that he sometimes
came nearer to Jesus Christ on the plains of Gennesaret, leaving
any predatory cave in the wild ravines of the valley of Pigeons,
and, perhaps, was one of those publicans and sinners who were
crowded to Him — to listen to Him. And the words of the Christ
found a kind corner in his heart: not all of them fell into the
stony soil, and at the hour of a shame and death when he bore
just punishment for the last malicious acts, the belief triumphed
inside him. As sometimes among a dying away fire the flame
suddenly flashes, and under ashes of sinful life, a thick layer,
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lying on his heart, the flame of love to God and to the Savior has
not been absolutely extinguished yet."*
***
Jesus Christ to good purpose answered the robber with a
short phrase:" Assuredly, I say to you, today you will be with Me
in Paradise "for He hoped and believed, that this phrase through
the lips of Simon who was nearby, and may be, and through
other people would reach the ears of His disciples, evangelists,
who would embody these lines forever and for all mankind,
except John. As these words should reveal (show) His disciples,
and all mankind with the help of (through) them, All-Favor (AllKindness), All-Pardon, All-Grace, All-Mercy, and All-Love of the
Lord Almighty. The Son of Man already expected that His
disciples, describing His doctrine and without knowing ingenious
cunning of the Devil, Who worked at the mental level too, would
make (commit) dogmatic fabrications against the Life-giving
Father God and even some false witnesses, for example, the
Father God is judging, punishing, angry, terrible. And Apostles
will preach about seven mortal sins for which, ostensibly, you
will get only to a hell and blazing inferno. This most, they will
gradually force all mankind to struggle (fight) with the sins by
such preaching and, without understanding definitive True
(Truth), under the just masks of virtue will work at the Devil. And
all mankind as the obedient sheep will follow them therefore the
Devil will rub His hands and laugh, how dexterously He forced all
mankind to work at His destructive forces. That is why Jesus
Christ showed for all mankind by His answer that even a robber
or a murderer can get to paradise if he confesses and realizes a
sin and lovingly prays to the Almighty (Most High) God. And any
guilty person, asking a pardon of God, will receive this pardon for
any asking person is always given. And furthermore, the
murderer asked a pardon of the live God, Who was crucified in
the pillory. Jesus, the Son of Man, having attentively listened to
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the speech of the robber, caught those moments at once, which
told about perception (awareness) of the sin by him. At first, he
realized the justice (truth) of the condemnation on such painful
execution: "We are worthy of (deserve) such execution; we took
(accepted) it on our affairs". Secondly, he realized his sin and
warmly repents of the malicious crimes. Thirdly, he recognized in
the person of the crucified together with them, robbers, Jesus
Christ, the Lord by words "remember me, Good Lord, when You
come into Your kingdom!" He believed in Him without any
doubts though he knew from the legends that a crucified in the
pillory person is rejected and is not admitted by the Judaic God.
Fourthly, he asks Jesus, as the Lord, about all-grace to him guilty:
"Remember me, Good Lord..." Especially, he asked the live God,
in the human flesh, moreover condemned on such humiliating
death intended for robbers and murderers. And the God, being
in the material body, cannot refuse to his request for He said:
"Ask and you will be given", therefore Jesus the Son of God
answers the robber:" Today you will be with Me in Paradise ".
And further Jesus continued His speech mentally further:"
Thanks to that you, the repenting person, die together with Me
and you ask Me about help, I have such possibility, for there are
such favorable circumstances to accompany you to paradise
where you stay as much as you had deserved by the kind acts,
and then, having received a new name and a new flesh, you will
return on the earth to fulfill all guilty affairs which you had made
before the crucifixion. In this case a cross on which you are
suffered and worried about, there is as though accelerated way
of your purification (clarification) to the other world from a hell
to paradise. And if I come back to the Father in Heaven, I can be
Your Guide to paradise on your request, for the further way is
closed for you yet, and this way is closed by your own acts which
should be fulfilled, that is to be cleared, to continue the further
way to the Kingdom of the Father God where I leave forever and
I will not exist as the Son of God anymore, and I will be the
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Father God already as I, having entered into the Kingdom of the
Father God, I will merge with Him together in blissful ecstasy."
By means of such thoughts Jesus Christ through a power
information field of the Earth left knowledge to all mankind: "If
any of you whoever he was, — a murderer, a sinner, a slave or a
saintly (sacred) person, — remembers Me and lovingly
communicates with Me in his heart all the time and chooses
(selects) Me as the Guide, the Instructor, the Master, the Friend
for himself, wherever he was — on the Earth, in the other world
or in the other unearthly civilizations, — I will be always with him
nearby and I will help him with all his difficult twists and turns on
the clarification of the karmic acts as the way to the blissful
world of My Father lies only through Me, for I am the Way and
the Truth and the Life."
And in the heart of this robber, who saw in Jesus the great
meekness, the great patience, the belief gradually ripened in Him
as in the Lord, who became a living example for all low
murderers, robbers, guilty people, and example, of how it is
possible to follow a way leading to the Kingdom of the Lord
consciously. And Jesus Christ’s answer emphasizes once more
that the Lord will never judge, condemn, be angry, destroy,
frighten, send down illnesses, for He is All-Loving, All-Humble,
All-Meek, All-Blessed, All-Forgiving (All-Remissive), All-Merciful,
All-Generous. Here the Apostles, His disciples and all mankind
should understand and learn (derive) from the acts for
themselves by the example of this robber.
***
The Son of Man, looking around the noisy, mocking crowd,
noticed, how the dark clouds clouded all horizon and they
approached quickly, gradually closing the blue sky from different
directions. It was noticed by the robbers too, and following their
intense sight, the people began to look in that direction, having a
presentiment of something disturbing.
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"It was heard any secret burdensome presentiment in all
infernal barracking and cries (wails), which were resounded
round the cross of the Lord of Jesus. Part of them, probably, was
caused by doubt and fear. It is heard the concealed feeling of
fear even in self-congratulations of the chief priests and the
scribes. And what if even now any majestic miracle will be made?
What if even now this martyr body will instantly begin to shine
with greatness of the Messiah, and the King, who seemed in the
last agony of shameful death, suddenly will terribly call legions of
angels and, having descended from the cross on the heavenly
cloud, will address them in a fiery flame? It seemed that air was
full of omens. The darkness was condensed in the sky, the land
was shaken and shivered underfoot, it was felt a trend of any
terrible ghosts around, which, soaring over an awful show, and
reduced the hearts of the present people to catalepsy (stupor)".*
Jesus, from dashed (run, swum) against Him of the next
breathlessness, overcoming tearing apart pain in the feet (legs),
rose, straightening knees, allowing to take a rest the stretched
sinews and muscles in the arms and in the top part of the body,
cleared the lungs in the new portion of the air and slowly fell
downwards again, bending knees and hanging on the arms.
Plunging into the slow catalepsy, the Christ looked around the
loud and hooting crowd with a quiet sight, which appeared in the
form of a multi-colored mosaic. Suddenly the crowd turned into
the dark grey multitude again in which, were lighted and faded
light stains of people sympathizing and feeling pity for Him, there
were basically women. Here His sight attracted a light group
stain in the distance, which flickered multi-colored iridescent
paints. And there were images of women before Him, whom He
knew perfectly, for these female loving hands cooked the food
for His disciples and all their (disciples and His) clothes were
washed and put in order, which were becoming soiled from
wandering on different regions and different dusty roads.
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"And many women
who followed Jesus from
Galilee, ministering to Him,
were there looking on from
afar,
Among whom were
Mary Magdalene, Mary the
mother of James and Joses,
and
the
mother
of
Zebedee’s sons".

Matthew 27:55-56

"... and Salome... and
many other women who
came up with Him to
Jerusalem."

Mark 15:40-41

"Ah, My sweet (lovely)
women, — Jesus mentally
communicated with them, —
it is painfully and sadly to you
to look at your Master and
the Instructor shamefully
crucified here on the cross
naked (in His birthday suit)
and
suffering
such
humiliating terrible torments.
I thank you that, you
accompanying
Me
and
helping Me and My Disciples
with all necessary things, you
ventured to be at the trial on
the square before the palace
and you came here to follow
me the final (last) journey from material life to the Father in
Heaven. You regret and pray to God for Me, and I regret and I
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pray for you, about strengthening of your souls, about your
spiritual enlightenment (insight), about your well-being, about
your happiness for it is still necessary to you to see a lot of sad
and heavy torments. If you constantly think of Me I will stay in
your hearts, giving you internal spiritual pleasure and it will help
you to undergo all hardship and disorders in your material life.
You have already got many fine qualities, for example, patience,
humility, meekness, love which should be developed in further
progress inside you and to get new divine qualities: not to
condemn anybody for anything, not to take offence at the
offenders and persecutors, not to become attached to any
material things and to pray for well-being of the enemies and
their spiritual enlightenment."
The dashed (run, swum) breathlessness prevented Jesus to
hold a mental conversation with women, who love Him. The Son
of Man, overcoming a pain in feet, started to straighten, in order
that hands could have a rest from an unscrewing pain and to fill
lungs with new portion of air. Jesus, sliding on the blood slippery
inclined bottom crossbeam, kept only one nail by which His feet
are nailed, Jesus felt tearing apart pain in feet when allowed to
have a rest to His hands. This pain started to increase quickly,
when He straightened knees completely to lean against feet,
giving a rest to the hands and making easier (facilitating) the
breath. When Jesus could not suffer (endure) a terrible pain in
the feet anymore, then He sat down slowly, transferring a
support on the wrists and, having hung on the hands completely,
eased up a support from the feet, weakening muscles, and this
pain in the feet decreased, but it started to increase in the
hands, and the breathlessness crawled slowly. When the
breathlessness came to the head (apogee) the body started to
shudder from a muscular convulsion and then sensations of pain
increased. Staying thus as though between two fires (the devil
and the deep sea), Jesus crucified in the pillory, could not have a
rest a second from a pain which was rolled from bottom - up and
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from top to down in His body. But the sufferings from the stings
of flies, gadflies and different midges were increased. They sat
down on the bleeding wounds of the hands (arms), on the feet
(legs) and the back and on the places where sweat of the
scorching sun appeared and they stung Him and sucked His
blood. The body swelled up a little in the places of stings, and it
was such a sensation as though you are pierced with the heated
needles in several places at once. It was necessary to move all
over the body from such intolerable torment to bring down
insects but then the pain in the extremities intensified. Jesus
often shook His head to drive away (bring down) from the face
the flies and gadflies. Here really infernal tortures, which were
invented by a person, without thinking what torments are done
by a person, the similar torments he will get not only in the other
world, but in the material world too, and in the subsequent
regenerations.
Gloomy clouds approached quickly, creeping up to the
scorching sun. Jerusalem started to be lost in a haze. The strong
gusty wind lifted columns of dust from the land and they carried
about the surroundings. And there was such a sensation that the
land buzzed.
"But whatever it (darkness) was, it is clear that it has even
more strengthened a secret presentiment of all people, who saw
it. Mockeries and sneers of the Judaic priests, soldiers-pagans
and other people who are indignant at the Galilean Prophet,
obviously, were limited only to the first hours of the crucifixion,
and then, both guilty, and innocent were equally filled with
feeling of trembling and horror."*
It was already rumbled, and the terrible lightning sparkled.
The people trembled and began to spread about (set out) from
the "place of execution" quickly and, running (falling) into a
uniform stream, directed to the city for shelter from troubles,
which could happen (occur) any minute, and nobody was insured
of it.
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"Now it was about the
sixth hour, and there was
darkness over all the earth
until the ninth hour.
Then the sun was
darkened, and the veil of the
temple was torn in two.”

Luke 23:44-45

"Now when the sixth
hour had come, there was
darkness over the whole
land until the ninth hour."

Mark 15:33
Matthew 27:45

The darkness quickly covered the sun, and the daylight
began to grow dim in the eyes of people. The dazzling twisting
lightning lighted up the surroundings at the fractions of a second,
and then the terrible rolling thunderclap was roared. The land
buzzed, shivered, and the people in trembling and horror ran to
Jerusalem in the houses, shelters and hotels. The crowd of many
thousands people round the "place of execution" quickly thinned
out; there were only soldiers who surrounded Golgotha and
guided (protected) the crucified people, for they (soldiers) should
be off the watch bravely (boldly). His disciples will use such
situation all of a sudden and, having armed, will decide to release
the Master and the Instructor. There were curious people, who
were more courageous and wanted to watch all to the end, too.
There were also women who accompanied Jesus Christ, and some
visitors from different districts (surroundings) and the countries,
searching adventures. Simon of Cyrene went down to the sons
and stood nearby with them, having dared to observe up to the
end of the Prophet of Nazareth, as he and his sons already saw in
this Prophet the divine greatness. There was the second hour in
the afternoon.
The accusatory words, flying to the Son of Man, were lost in
rolling modulations of a thunder. Only separate abusing words
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sounded now here, now there. The darkness and the gusty wind
helped to disperse flies, gadflies and any midges, and the
crucified on the crosses people lightened (felt relief).Though the
lightning sparkled and the thunder stormed, but any drop did not
fall to the ground. It was stuffy and hot as well. There was such
sensation that heavenly angels cried all their tears, enduring the
sufferings of Jesus and then collected the forces to pull together
terrible clouds with lightning and thunders, frightening people,
and there weren’t any forces for a rain, for the tears have
already sobbed (cried) out. And how could be the rain on this
area (district) when the many thousands multitude remained
dry, cold and stale in the relation to the Innocent Person, to the
Righteous Person and to the Holy (Saintly) Person? In no way (By
no means)!
***
There was an earthquake and volcano eruption somewhere
in Asia Minor. And this earthquake came to Jerusalem. And the
wind blowing from the northwest to the southeast and brought
the dark, grey-brown clouds, which were formed from the
volcanic ejection on the lands of Palestine. Therefore the
darkness also shrouded those lands which were found covered
by this enormous cloudy volcanic ejected (emission) for three
hours.
***
The Son of Man continued to create a live loving prayer of
gratitude to the Father in Heaven. And He mentally answered to
the separate abusing barracking of the crowd: "Good Lord,
forgive them guilty for they do not know what they create." And
He plunged into His prayer again. There was enough time to
communicate to the Father mentally to a new breathlessness,
and it helped not to notice a breaking off, turning out pain in
hands (arms) and in the top part of the body.
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"Good Lord, I thank You for care of Me, for the clouds
closed the sun, and its scorching beams do not burn My body.
(There were cases when by means of the scorching sun, at the
person, who was crucified on a cross, the skin is reddened and
there were the burn blisters that bring excruciating (painful)
pains by the evening). 2 I thank You, Father, that You preserve Me
against the additional heavy burn tortures. Good Gracious, I
thank You, that You protected Me from the shrill stings of
gadflies and flies. Glory to You, Good Heavens! Glory to You, AllGracious! Glory to You, Merciful, All-Blessed! I thank You, the
Lord, that You cover with darkness My nakedness from different
people, looking at My naked body: from children, women and to
old men as well. It is not so very shameful for Me when I hang on
the hands and I bend knees and My intimate place is a little
covered from eyes (looks) of the people, standing below. But
when I involuntarily should straighten in the full human height
from the breathlessness, and all parts of the body are visible well
in the bright beams of the sun then the shame starts to eat Me
up even more from spontaneous sexual excitation because of the
convulsive shudders, caused by the breathlessness, joining the
infernal pains in the feet (legs). I thank You, Father, that You with
the aid of darkness help Me to get rid of My shame, and My
superfluous torments disappear. Glory to You, the Lord! Glory to
You, the Peacemaker! Glory to You, the Comforter!"
The new wave of the breathlessness crept up, muscles
started to contract convulsively, the body shuddered, and the
pain increased. Oh, Jesus would not like to rise in order not to
feel infernal pains in the feet (legs) and not to endure the shame
torments, but it is inevitable. It is necessary to make a new effort
for the next lifting of the body. Here His body is straightened, it is
possible to breathe now, to sate the lungs with fresh air for some
time, and then to stoop (fall) again, to remove the agonizing pain
2

The note of the author.
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in the feet somehow a little and to continue to communicate
mentally through a live loving prayer with the Father in Heaven.
"Good Lord, I thank You for all Your signs which help Me to
understand that My karmic stratifications melt away (wane)
completely thanks to My patience, all-pardon, all-love, allhumbleness, non-judgment and to desire to each vituperator of
the different blessings and a spiritual enlightenment for their
sinful acts. Glory to You, the Lord! Glory! Even the flow of the
swear words which are given vent on Me from the crowd, almost
stopped. And only separate daredevils to support the national
spirit in the dark, still cried out the venomous words:" the Christ!
Descend from the cross! "Or:" Rescue Yourself! Cure Yourself!"
But these solitary (single) phrases are also seemed, as the pity
verbal sham, as calming down echoes of a farcical verbal storm.
And there is amazing (surprising) silence after lighting and a
rolling thunder and such a sensation that, as though, nobody is
present nearby, it gives even more possibilities to concentrate on
the creation of a live prayer to You, Oh, the Father in Heaven. I
thank You, Father, that You strengthen My spirit and You give
Me the confidence for completion of My Mission. Glory to You,
oh, the Lord!"
Jesus, straining, has risen to remove an accruing symptom
of the breathlessness, and has noticed that extreme pains in the
feet (legs) and the hands (arms) began to calm down and were
already endured (born, stood) easier than before. For such
pleasure, the thoughts of the Son of Man were full of
glorification and gratitude of the Father in Heaven. But He could
not stand long on the extended legs and breathe easily because
of the amplifying pain therefore He had to hang on the hands
(arms) and slowly to become (grow) numb (freeze) again.
"Here for some reason the thought of Judas crept in His
head. Probably, Judas should be somewhere here, — Jesus Christ
thought, — it is necessary to take a view of the remained crowd
once again. Well, here is a pulsing color stain. He must be there.
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Precisely! Here his image arose before My eyes. He looks tensely
at Me, and the destructive storm becomes ripe in his soul. Ah,
darling Judas, I am grateful to you that you decided to stay with
Me up to the end, while I will not leave this flesh in the other
world. Oh, My careful friend, you still hope, that the people,
which welcomed Me by the thousands of voices at the entrance
to Jerusalem as the King, will help out, release, rescue Me from
these heavy torments of humiliating bloody representation
(show)? No! Can’t you, Judas understand that when the favorite
pastor is taken away at the herd of sheep and the malicious
owner comes on change, these sheep, though, sympathize with
the kind pastor, but they will go there, where they will be sent on
errands by the new master? They will execute what they will be
forced to do, for everyone is dependent and is also afraid for the
life. The people act in the same way, there is the external force
exceeding their possibilities for a while, they will blindly obey
and act to please to the authorities. You did not believe, Judas,
to the predictions that I would be reckoned (numbered) to
villains and would be crucified in the pillory. Now you see, my
friend, these words have come true. You saw the first hand then,
as I was tormented, completely bared, nailed to the pillory in the
bright scorching beams of the sun, and I had the painful
sufferings in the pillory as well, which were going on. Likely, you
have already read the board, nailed over My head, saying that I
am the King of the Jews. As you see, that king of the Jews, whom
you so passionately wished to contemplate and, perhaps,
wanted to be the first adviser for an equipment (materiel) at
(near) him, to see by your own eyes the promised lands; now He
hangs on the cross, as the robber, outraged (abused) person and
despised by the Judaic people. Oh Judas, it cannot keep within
the concept in your head in any way that the person possessing
all divine regal advantages and confidently going to the Kingdom
of the Father God on the road of the Truth, will never aspire to
become the material king of the people. For, the material world
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is transient (temporary) for such a person, that is as though,
illusory (deceptive, apparent, deceitful), unreal, and the Divine
Kingdom is the eternal and real world. The material world is
given for this purpose for us, Judas, that we could transform the
sinful karma and move further ahead on the way to the Lord. We
should rejoice that we came to the earth, for amazing
(surprising) possibility is given to us, thanks to an purposefulness
(orientation) to the Lord, to reduce the karmic regenerations so,
the sufferings and tortures will be reduced, and the pleasure will
be increased, after all, who will enter the Kingdom of the Father
God, he will get the eternal pleasures, gladness (elation) and
happiness. Dear friend, I regret very much that you did not
understand it and wanted to make Me the King of the Jews
faster, and because of it you had got in a trap, devilish (hellish,
awful) mire which confidently sucks you in more and more. You,
Judas, begin to abuse, scold and execute yourself, as in the
opinion of My disciples you became the traitor for the done acts,
and it is already a shame to you at heart to show your face to
them. You do it in vain, My friend for, destroying yourself, you
add oil to the fire which burns you down and blinds your spiritual
vision (eyes). You will get into a new temptation because of that.
As soon as you see that I am dead, you will go to the chief priests
to the temple to scold them, but they will expel you; they will
close (shut) your mouth dexterously, having put up a sac (baggie)
with the money in your hands. At that very moment you will stop
to give vent to an abuse at the priests and you will be compelled
to leave. But when you find thirty silver coins in the sac and it is
possible to get (buy) a pity slave on them then, having realized
that you were stuck in a dirt even more you will not bear (stand
out) the destructive feelings, gnawing you; you will lay hands on
yourself, but it shouldn’t be done. As suicide, whatever it has
been made is a work at the Devil, and it engenders heavy karma.
It is necessary to worry (feel unhappy about) and suffer again on
the earth in a new body and in new conditions, having born
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(passed) all heavy tests, in your new regeneration. For the reason
which had caused suicide, is not cleaned and continues to
operate in the destructive image in a new incarnation. Darling
Judas, I did not take offence at you, I do not take offence and I
will never take offence. I will always pray for you, about your
well-being and about your spiritual enlightenment. Will you look
attentively at Me, Judas, and remember My tolerance and
meekness, non-justification myself, the humble acceptance of
those terrible sufferings which had fallen upon Me. Will you
make a study of Me, oh dear friend, you should bear (test) and
overcome the most humiliating and infernal tortures by humility
and meekness, pardon and all-love. Do not forget about Me,
Judas, and always remember and call on Me to the prayer. And I
will come to your call (summons) wherever you are, and I will
help you to begin to see clearly spiritually and I will strengthen
your spirit in your karmic tortures, and I will pray for you until
your terrible brand of the traitor does not disappear. I
understand perfectly (clearly) that it is artful and ingenious work
of the Devil, when he exposes (unmasks) you by My disciples’
lips, Judas, as the traitor, that all mankind will condemn and
damn you, that you had sold the Master, the Son of Man, for
thirty silver coins, and this most all mankind will work on the
Devil by the invisible image. The Devil will be happy with his evil
deeds, cunning (skillful, complicated) dodges and will chuckle at
all mankind that it fell for his bait thanks to swallowing a
dexterous gudgeon. The mankind cannot make out under
(behind) a righteous (just) mask (guise) in any way yet, under this
or that external virtue a true face of the Devil. Everything is good
in its season! I thank you, Judas, oh My favorite friend, the only
of the disciples, staying with Me here, besides women, who
accompanied us.
Judas, pray to the Father Lord and more often remember
Me, and We will come to you and create a new temple in your
soul together, the temple of the Truth and Pleasure."
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The image of Judas was gone, Jesus regained consciousness
and understood that He does not know how much time He
already stayed in a subconscious state, and the painful
sensations in the legs (feet) and arms (hands) disappeared
thanks to it. But here the breathlessness quickly attacked on
Him. In order to leave numbness (stupor) and to endure the next
painful torments, Jesus, straining, began to become straight,
offering up the grateful exclamations to the Lord mentally:
"Glory to You, the Lord! Glory to You, All-Gracious! Glory to You,
You are Merciful and All-Powerful!" It was still dark. There were
people with torches and lanterns for the lighting of the" place of
execution" from the city that any person could not get through
the armed barrier.
Having inhaled deeply some times, Jesus slowly fell in order
not to cause Himself a superfluous pain, hung on the hands and
plunged into His thoughts.
Hanging on the cross and understanding that you are a
despised person by everybody, for you are not only the
contemptible slave, but also is numbered (reckoned) with
murderers, Jesus realized one more moment: as the Master and
the Instructor, possessing divine knowledge, you should not this
most rise over people at all. For, as soon as, you start to rise over
any person in a society, these people will always crucify, kill you
at the mental level... And through some transformations all it can
be realized at the material level. Therefore, as the true Master,
you should be ordinary, quiet, meek person and create a
thankful prayer of Love for God in your heart, and the Holy Spirit,
the Spirit of the Truth should rise you on this or that step of the
spiritual Mastering.
The sky and the surrounding vicinity lighted up with a bright
lightning, and then the noise and the roar was rolling out with a
resounding (booming) thunder. During the bright flash of the
lightning the crucified naked bodies were shined on the crosses,
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and then vanished, plunging into the darkness. But when the eye
got used to it, it was possible to distinguish three silhouettes,
crucified on the crosses. But, here, the lanterns and torches were
brought and the" place of execution" was shined with flickering
reddish light with the nude crucified bodies.
Suddenly, thanks to the torches Jesus saw Joseph and
Nicodemus among the crowd, who were close to, standing
together and sympathizing His torments and sufferings. They
mentally begged (asked) His pardon that, they could not help
Him, release Him from the death penalty. Their forces (powers)
were too weak to resist to the dogmatic religious structure. Jesus
Christ forgave them lovingly from the cross and thanked
beforehand, for He knew, that they would redeem His body at
Pilate and would bury Him in a crypt close to Golgotha, that is,
they would not take into consideration with their religious ranks,
which they can lose, for the revealed (shown) love to the
Galilean Prophet. The Son of Man prayed to the Father Lord for
their well-being and the further spiritual enlightenment. "Look at
Your Instructor, pray, remember, that the way to the Father Lord
lies only through all-love, humility, meekness, mercy, nondenunciation (non-judgment), all-generosity, that is, through
Me", — such words Jesus, the Son of God mentally told them.
His eyes were closed, and the thoughts began to get into
the head persistently; there were thoughts about His disciples,
with whom He had stayed together for more than three years.
"My poor (barren, meager) disciples, — Jesus thought, —
the Pastor was taken away from you, and the sheep ran up.
Where are you now? You were frightened of the hearings which
were started up by the officers of the temple that you are
searched as the robbers, instigators (arsonists, incendiaries). The
hearings were brought by the lovely women to you, certainly,
who were together with us, who did not distinguish a deceit and
intimidation in them. And you believed it because of the death
fear. The women are not guilty in it, and they are always ready,
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as mothers, to preserve (keep safe) the children against the
approaching threat. And you are guilty in nothing, for the death
fear is inherent in each person as the natural attire. Well, and
here you are, My disciples! You are closed inside any hut.
Someone sits and somebody lies, arguing with astonishment,
without understanding, what happened (occurred) to their
Master, the Savior and how they should behave in such
situation."
The disciples seemed defenseless lambs to Jesus, who were
taken away their loving mother forever. The women did not
come back, and it depressed them even more. Thomas, treating
all as a critic, could not trust words and he was straining to
Golgotha, but Phillip, James and others kept him.
"And where is Peter? Ah, and here he is, having buried in
the corner, stays in despondency. There were not tears any
more, probably, he sobbed everything out. Hold out, Peter! I
trust in you! I pray for you that your spirit became stronger. You
see, even My other disciples, looking at you, do not leave this
hut. Peter, I do not condemn you that you had renounced Me
three times, it can be to each disciple. For, when I said to you
that one of you betray Me, it regarded not only Judas or you,
Peter, and each of My disciples, as each disciple will create the
acts that situation, at which he will be compelled to appear as
the traitor, that is, renouncing the teacher. It also happened
(occurred) both to you, Peter, and to all disciples staying close to
you. Because of the fear of your own death all of you, My
disciples, in the present state of affairs became (appeared) as
traitors. But it does not say that it is necessary to condemn you.
No, it does not, no and no! For, nobody is insured from treachery
as it is born from different deceits (cheats) under the just masks.
Especially it is necessary to remember, that when a society pours
out all dirt in the words at the Master, disciples can become
traitors and turn away from the Master for some time. Now you
should know: if you imagine the Master such an idolized person,
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you took Him in your hearts, keep it in the souls up to the end
whatever happened (occurred) to Him, and however others
slandered your Master. You should always appreciate that divine
Love, which was given by this Master to you when He was in
troubles and pleasures with you. Peter, you are the strongest of
My disciples and all human weakness before the death threat
was shown on you, from which a person grows spiritually blind,
and a person can unconsciously renounce the loved one, the
friend, the Master. You should not blame yourself for it,
disparage and execute yourself mentally, for because of it new
portions of the destructive energies join you, which will disturb
you to preach My Doctrine. Hold out, Peter! You have got so
much work to do for the present. My dear, I will be always with
you when your thoughts are directed on Me. Will you dare
(venture)! I pray for you!
Ah, and there is My favorite disciple John, sitting sadly next
to Peter and he does not dare to follow somewhere without his
favorite friend."
John, having hung the head, stayed in memoirs about (of)
the close and gentle mutual relations with the Master, the
Instructor and the Savior.
"Lovely John, I am with you here again!"
John, with tear-stained eyes, raised the head, listened,
looking somewhere in the emptiness, then he looked at the
disciples, Peter, and plunged into the delightful dreams again.
"Ah, John, John, you are still young, and your earthly life
will be long, but My other disciples will die by the violent death.
Peter, for example, will be crucified headfirst. Matthew will be
killed by a blow of a sword and Thaddeus will be killed by arrows.
Thomas will be upraised on a spear. Andrew, James, the son of
Alphaeus, Phillip, Simeon and Bartholomew will be crucified, too.
And James, the son of Zebedee and that is your brother John, will
be also killed by the blow of a sword. You will die by the natural
death the only one of all twelve disciples. Think of Me all the
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time, and, getting other doctrines, you will become the
astonishing (amazing) mystic. You will want to see My sufferings
on the cross in the mystical meditation very much, and you will
see them so figuratively and lively that you will add Evangelical
texts of my disciples. But your texts about My doctrine will be
unusual and wonderful (astonishing). When you, John, will see
that I am crucified in the mystical meditation, it will be so really
and lively that you will embody it in the Gospel."
"Now there stood by
the cross of Jesus His
mother, and His mother’s
sister, Mary the wife of
Clopas,
and
Mary
Magdalene.
When Jesus therefore
saw His mother, and the
disciple whom He loved
standing by, He said to His
mother,” Woman, behold
your [Your] son!”
Then He said to the
disciple,”
Behold
your
mother!” And from that hour
that disciple took her to his
own home."

John 19:25-27

"The burial of My Mother will be (occur) in 27 years after
My Resurrection (Rise). The basic three Gospels will be written
before the destruction of Jerusalem by the emperor Titus. You,
John, will start to write your Gospel, when you already knew
about written Gospels. John, your mystical visions on
information read-out will help you to write your wonderful
(astonishing) Gospel in which mystical visions have something in
common with real episodes, and they cannot be distinguished.
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And in words:" Woman! Behold, Your son ", — the following
information, which you, John, probably, did not understand, was
given for you. In this line it is said that any woman, who comes to
this world, should give birth to the son and give him on the
service to God then she is named by a gentle word and written
with a capital letter:"Woman ", becoming the woman of the
world. The more divine will be the woman’s son, the more
dignity of femininity of the world as the Goddess of a matter she
will get. And in words:"Behold, your mother ", — it was shown to
you that if you completely follow My way, the Goddess of a
matter, whom you should love in all manifestations, becomes
your Mother: from the dissolute sinful woman and to the saintly
(sacred, divine) mother. And if you, oh My darling, go through
(analyze) My true doctrines you, following My way, will see that
you should never condemn any essence of female manifestation,
and you should always get (gain) all qualities of My Mother for
yourself: patience, humility, meekness, hope, belief and love.
For, My Mother is a Divine Virtue for you, whom you should get
inside you. And for you, My darling, there should not be an
attachment to the one and the only favorite woman, for you
should see the Divine Mother in each woman, it means, and love
gently and spiritually all women. Here, My darling, what is the
meaning of My words".
John looked up (raised his head) again and looked at Jesus,
who talked to him at the mental level, but did not see anybody,
and only the flickering dark space in front of him. John stiffened
for some seconds, feeling, as the gentle love of the Master
whence gets into him. Then John looked round the other
disciples and Peter and plunged into the dreams again.
"John darling, you grieve for Me, even the tears are flowing
down on your cheeks, and your eyes are damp. My friend, do
you want to see Me by the physical eye in the space, speaking to
you? No, in this case it is necessary to possess by the mystical
spiritual eye (sight), which will come to you in the future. For,
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you will describe the episode in the Gospel, seen by you by the
mystical spiritual eye (sight), as the real one:
"But one of the soldiers
pierced His side with a
spear, and immediately
blood and water came out.”

John 19:34

Blood and water can be seen from the pierced wound of
the right auricle where the lymph and blood are flown down,
where the lymph is, as though, water, because it is clear
(pellucid) only near close to, at the distance of the elbow for, the
further than one and a half meter, at the lighting by torches or
lanterns, water becomes invisible and merges with blood. That
is, it is possible to see such subtleties and details only in the
spiritually-mystical meditation, where the wound from a spear
will be in front of your eyes directly, and you will see, how blood
and water bleed. That is why, you, John, will write further:
"And he who has seen
has testified, and his
testimony is true; and he
knows that he is telling the
truth, so that you may
believe."

John 19:35

You, John, will speak in the third person in the Gospel even
of yourself. And you may (can) say (speak) of yourself like this, if
you see yourself from the outside, that is, by the mystical eye. If
you, My dear friend, were really during My crucifixion and would
stand near to Me, you would write of yourself, as about the
participant, who saw My crucifixion, in the first person. For, why
do you speak of yourself in the third person if you really were on
Golgotha during My crucifixion? And the text in the Gospel
would be like this:" I, who have seen, have testified, and my
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testimony is true, I know, that I tell the truth, so that you may
believe ". But, it will be convenient to you, John, when you write
the Gospel in the old age to speak of yourself in the third person
that the real and mystical information sounded in the same key
and flowed in one channel. Only the highly spiritual person,
going My way, will be able to distinguish your future texts: where
the information about (on) Me is real and where the information
is also real, but is taken by the spiritual eye (vision), mystical
meditation. Oh, My darling John, you should always think of Me,
make up your mind on Me, and your future Scripture (Writ) and
exhortations will be lighted by My Light and Love".
A wave of gentle love came flooding back to John, from
Jesus, which John, having raised the head, attentively looked
deep into the shimmering (flickering) space, mentally trying to
visualize (imagine) the image of his Savior. His expressive big
eyes in the given second were alert and sparkling with amazing
beauty, his lips were half-opened and were childishly beautiful
(fine).
***
Considering this mental dialogue of the Christ with John,
recreated by the author, we understand that Christians, scribes,
masters of the church, priests did not consider this fact. They
think that John was at the crucifixion together with Jesus Christ’s
Mother as it is written in his Gospel. But actually, based on the
texts of three other initial Gospels, neither John nor Jesus
Christ’s Mother were at the crucifixion. For, if it was a real fact,
then Matthew, Mark and Luke would tell (inform) us about it,
putting in that among Marries there was also Marry — the
Mother of the Master, the Christ. Even describing that moment,
when the women come on the Sunday morning to prepare the
flesh of the Master for burial, these three evangelists do not
mention the Mother of the Christ, it means (so), She stayed in
Nazareth. All evangelists will meet a violent death (be killed)
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before John writes his Gospel. If Jesus of Nazareth is risen and
became the Son of God and His Mother should be sung, too.
Therefore John saw himself and the Mother of the Christ close to
the crucifixion of the Master in the mystical vision and wrote
down the phrases of Jesus: "Mother! Behold your son", and to
John: "Behold your Mother". Christians did not catch the
mystical sense of these phrases, and their sense is that: "If you,
John, follow My way to the God you will become the son of God,
the son of the divine Mother, who holds all women of (in) the
world on the Earth". Therefore, that mother, who submissively
gave the son to the God and she will be called the Virgin (Lady)
and the son has sacrificed himself for the sake of humanity
(mankind), and the high relation of the Son of God to the earthly
Mother is shown in it.
The Gospel of John is the combination of the reality and
mysticism, and such episodes as wine and water creation, the
resurrecting of Lazarus, the scene at the crucifixion and others, it
is necessary to consider so that to reveal (bring out) the truth for
oneself, helping to identify (be defined) and get on the right path
(way) to God.
You should understand, I will exalt (praise) Jesus Christ not
because of the fact that He is attributed miracles, and that He is
the first of all spiritual Masters has fulfilled (executed) seven and
more divine qualities in practice. Thanks to it He has revealed
(shown) us the true path of the ascension to God and His
Kingdom, and has not lifted up Himself to God, focusing
(attention) on His miracles and healing. For, the person exalting
himself by the miracles, can fall, and not towering, but living in
gaining of seven and more divine qualities, will be exalted and
will be magnified as the Son of God, the Messiah, the Christ for
the mankind.
***
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Suddenly everything was stirred up before Jesus’ eyes, the
vision was gone, and He regained consciousness (woke up) on
the cross (in the pillory) again, having felt that the pains did not
disturb Him. The breathlessness instantly embraced the victim in
the strong embraces, and Jesus had to do efforts to rise and fill
His lungs with new portion of fresh air, and thereby to free
Himself (be released) from the breathlessness. Overcoming influx
of the sharp, tearing (breaking) off pain in extremities again,
Jesus raised Himself to the full height and began greedily to
inhale and exhale air, and then because of the unbearable
sufferings He slowly squatted (sat down), hanging on the hands.
The darkness still shrouded the earth. Occasionally the
lightning flashed and the thunders rolled, the people gave
shudders, and the earth and the sky were shaken. On the
ascending and descending naked bodies played a shimmering
light coming from the torches and lanterns, by which Golgotha
was shone round the armed convoy (escort), three figures were
shined with cold bright light from the flash of a lightning. It was
at that point when the warm and cool colors were surprisingly
combined on the naked bodies.
The crowd did not rustle, did not show the violent passions
in relation to the crucified people anymore and did not spit out
from itself, as from a volcano, blasphemous (abusive) words on
the Galilean Prophet and the Savior. It already felt more
empathy and sympathy to the Innocent Sufferer. When Jesus
rose from the breathlessness, a dialect rolled in the crowd:
"Look, rises!" others: "He is still alive", the third: "What a humble
martyr! Others: "the Poor thing!" Others: "Wounds started to
bleed again!" Others: "What patience!", or: "what endurance!"
And when Jesus squatted, hanging on hands, the crowd calmed
down and the silence came. Only the thunder rumbled, whatever
it likes, breaking silence of the people, who wished to watch all
execution to the end.
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Jesus Christ thanked the Father in Heaven in the live prayer
that during the prayer meditation the painful sensations
disappear, and that He is also disconnected from this humiliating
scene for a while — to hang bared and crucified in the pillory in
the open a many-sided crowd (multitude). Such stay in
meditation gave the chance not to think of time, of painful
sufferings. The gratitude which is given rise in the heart of the
Son of Man streamed to the Father God a joyful stream for all
signs proving His actions that His karma dwindled (melted away)
completely. Probably, when the last karmic energy disappears He
will leave this tormented, crucified flesh and, cleared, in the light
shining clothes can go to the Father, to His blissful Kingdom to
incorporate (merge) to the Father Together in eternal love
ecstasy. The light thankful prayer helped Jesus to be released
(renounced) from pains and to plunge into drowsiness.

There were pictures, fine landscapes of His native places,
Nazareth when all blossoms and smells sweet, reminding the
paradise lands before His eyes. Jesus saw Himself as a little boy
running about meadows and looking at the interesting forms and
multi-colored colors of flowers. He admires, as the bee flies from
one flower to another and as it turns on a flower, getting inside
then creeping out there from, buzzes and flies further. Other
children, His contemporaries and seniors, play any games. Here,
the fine butterfly sat down on a flower it waves the beautiful
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figured wings, and then, suddenly dies down. He tries to reach
and touch a hand it. The butterfly flies up and flies further to
other flower, and He watches it leave. The world, surrounding
boy Jesus, seems to Him interesting and fascinating. Spellbound
(enchantingly) and with curiosity He looked at everything that
only involved His eyes: at a creeping beetle,
at a shaggy
caterpillar, at an ant running somewhere and at other insects.
Different games fleshed (flew) where He jumped, skipped,
laughed, hid, caught up somebody... Here the gentle voice of His
mother calling Him home. He runs in embraces of His beautiful
mum. She catches Him, she presses Jesus to her, gently kisses
Him in the lips and cheeks and she strokes Him on the hair. Her
eyes radiate amazing light, boundless love and caress. The
charming fascinating smile shines on her touching lips. Jesus
nestled against her, being afraid of losing her, and it was
indescribably good to Him... The vision began to blur, and
floated, crawling one over another, multi-colored abstract
pictures changed, twisting into a spiral...
Jesus, regained consciousness, feeling nailed to the cross
and the painful sensations of the body woke up in His
consciousness. The breathlessness quickly let Him hear from
itself, and the Son of Man involuntarily began to strain to rise
and breathe, overcoming approached (covered) painful infernal
pains in the places of nailing (putting in the pillory) where
wounds started to bleed anew. The crowd as though revived,
and the sound of voices swept with waves on it. The darkness
was not going to disappear, and the lightning and thunders
became more rarely. The people, without seeing external natural
changes, started to lose orientation in time. For the holiday of
the Passover began at six o'clock in the evening after a sunset for
all Jews which they piously observed and celebrated duly the
established law.
Jesus, having ventilated the lungs and remembering to
thank the Lord for the light, gentle, pleasant memories on the
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childhood and Mother, slowly fell and hung on the hands. And in
such position He, mentally continued to glorify the Father in
Heaven for His amazing (wonderful) manifestations (treatment,
attitude) and care of Him. The Living word turned to the Father
God did its part (bit). It helped Him to be switched off the heavy
sufferings and experiences of this real world again thanks to the
light memories on the childhood, and He saw Himself again, but
already as the baby sucking a breast of the Mother. The Mother
told Him something gently, and when He was sated with her milk
and closed the eyes with pleasure (delight). She started to lull
Him and sing a loving (gentle) voice a beautiful lullaby song. It
was so well to baby Jesus that He quickly fell asleep. The song of
the Mother naturally flowed into the Nature noise, in singing of
birds, rustling of foliage, chirring of grasshoppers, buzzing of
bees. . . Having passed color, self-dissolved patches of light, Jesus
has seen Himself the wise aged man sitting in a cool grove near
to water among the disciples. Jesus understood that this Wise
man — the great Master and He is one of the sons of God who
stays in His body. There was a farewell scene among the Wise
man and his disciples. It was hot and the disciples sat in
loincloths, their skin were suntanned and swarthy. The age of the
disciples was the very different. He saw tears in the faces of
some disciples. This scene strongly touched His soul as He,
having been in the flesh of the Wise man, understanding that the
soul of the Wise man should leave the flesh to go to the Father
God soon. Jesus-Wise man glancing over His seminude disciples
once again, suddenly started to recognize his present disciples in
them. He recognized John and there will be present Peter near to
him. And this young man will be Judas. The disciple, who sits
hardly further, will be Philip and future Jacob is close to him. And
this one will be Thomas and near to him, but sitting closer will be
future Andrew. Having found out (recognized) all future disciples
here, Jesus-wise man listened to their timid (anxious) request
which consisted of that if He needs to come to the Earth as the
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Wise man in an incarnation of the great Master once again, let
them His disciples, will come at this time to the Earth to become
His disciples again. It is not important what a country will be and
what profession and employment they (disciples) will have, the
main thing if only to be near to the favorite Master. Jesus-wise
man, going to a better world, going to God, could not refuse such
request and promised them to beg (ask) the Father in Heaven to
make His disciples in the following reincarnation were
reincarnated in that country where He would come with His
Mission and would find all of them to give new knowledge of the
Blissful Kingdom and the Truth. Jesus-wise man's farewell scene
with the disciples touched the Christ very much that He wanted
to glance over His future disciples staying in other bodies once
again, but a haze (smoke) appeared quickly and imperceptibly,
and He regained consciousness in this real world, put (set,
crucified) in the pillory.
The breathlessness had its effect on Him quickly, but Jesus
felt, as the vivifying (life-giving) energy, which strengthened His
spirit, began to disappear by (on) the invisible channels, by (on)
the golden threads from His body (flesh). Straining muscles of
the legs (feet) and arms (hands) to remove (take away) a
stagnant condition in the lungs, He began to rise, but a sharp
stabbing (shrill) pain hit on the legs (feet) and arms (hands).
Jesus shuddered and nearly let out a cry. He quickly and
convulsively, undergoing the pain, without having cleared lungs
up to the end, made short exhalations and breaths and fell
downwards. There was a distemper and feeling of vanity in the
head. The pain remained in the legs (feet), and as all weight was
transferred to the arms (hands), the tearing apart pain began
(started) to increase in the arms (hands). Jesus decided to
straighten again in order to remove it for some seconds. He felt
an infernal pain in the feet when He convulsively straightened.
The wounds started to bleed still more because of that. With no
time to inhale atop (above) and having allowed to take a slight
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rest to the hands, Jesus fell downwards. But agony, now below
now above, whipped Jesus both lengthways and across. The
people, having seen such agony, gave a start and made a noise
(stir), sympathizing with the Sufferer.
"And about the ninth
hour Jesus cried out with a
loud voice, saying," Eli, Eli,
lama sabachthani?” That
is," My God, My God, why
have You forsaken Me?"
Some of those who
stood there, when they
heard that, said,” This Man
is calling for Elijah!”
Immediately one of
them ran and took a
sponge, filled it with sour
wine and put it on a reed,
and offered it to Him to
drink.
The rest
said,” Let Him alone; let us
see if Elijah will come to
save Him."

Matthew 27:46-49
Mark 15:34-36
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"The
soldiers
also
mocked Him, coming and
offering Him sour wine,
And saying,” If You are
the King of the Jews, save
Yourself."

Luke 23:36-37

Jesus was in the agony of tossing (trashing) about, feeling
that there is no Divine support in the body, from a terrible pain
Jesus straightened and began to yell, looking in the dark sky: "Eli,
Eli, lama sabachthani?" That is: "My God, My God, why have You
forsaken Me?"
"For expression of the grief Jesus borrowed these words
from a psalm in which David expressed the grief and in which
ancient fathers fairly had seen an ancient prophecy on the
sufferings of the Christ. He was left by everybody in this hour. His
sufferings became deeper and deeper, while, at last, at the
approach of death which was even more awful to Him as to God,
who became the person, than any of the human sons, it appears,
even His divine humanity could not bear them more.
The voice of the Sufferer was undoubtedly come over
(rung) loudly in this terrible nervous shock, which for every
another person would be the top despair, but it became not so
distinct and intelligible (clear) from the state (condition) in which
Jesus Christ was. Therefore in the gloom, at the mixed noise
(uproar) and indistinct footfall of the moving crowd, many
people did not catch what He said. They only caught the first
words and told each other that He called for Elijah. The vivacity,
they yielded (gave in) to this false impression, served as the new
proof of that wild condition of the excitement (electrification)
and horror; involuntary fear in front of something great,
unforeseen and awful which they felt after former impudent
mockeries. Elijah, the great prophet of the Old Testament, was
inseparable with all Judaic expectations of the Messiah, and
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these expectations were terrible. The coming of Elijah should be
marked by the approach of an awful day in which the sun will
grow dim, the moon will turn into blood and the heavenly forces
will hesitate for a time. The midday sun was already shrouded in
an unnatural haze: would the heavens be opened wide now, and
would the terrible prophet descend, who touches the cities, and
they would smoke (billow)? "*
But the time was creeping on, the Sufferer rushed about in
an agony, and there were no signs from the sky (heaven), only
occasionally the lightning bolt and the thunderbolt, but there
was not rain.
"The scorching thirst undoubtedly increased at the sight of
drink of the Roman soldiers at the cross. And here the Son said
one unique word that only escaped from (out of) His breast from
corporal sufferings within all those hours; He has born
everything; what sufferings could only cause to Him a person." I
thirst! "— He said loudly".
But the people, hearing it, misunderstood this phrase. And
Jesus Christ thirsted for meeting the God Father...
"After
this,
Jesus,
knowing that all things were
now accomplished, that the
Scripture might be fulfilled,
said,” I thirst!”
Now a vessel full of
sour wine was sitting there;
and they filled a sponge with
sour wine, put it on hyssop,
and put it to His mouth."

John 19:28-29

"They gave Him sour
wine mingled with gall to
drink. But when He had
tasted it, He would not
drink."

Matthew 27:34
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"Some hours earlier this shout, possibly, would cause only a
new explosion of mockeries, but now the spectators were forced
by fear to be more human. There was a big clay vessel with
special kind (type) of drink" posca "(pre-cooked of water, vinegar
and eggs) on the ground beside the cross, which was ordinary
used by the Roman soldiers. The vessel aperture (orifice) was
plugged by a sponge serving as a cork (stopper). Immediately
someone, it is not known, if it was a friend or an enemy, or it was
somebody of the soldiers who took (pulled) out a sponge and
dipped it in a drink, to give (serve) to Jesus. But the cross was so
high that it was impossible to get a hand to the head of the
Sufferer... Therefore, having put a sponge on a stalk of hyssop, it
was approximately half-arshin (1 arshin=71cm) of length, he
brought it to the inflamed dying lips of the Savior. But also this
simple action (affair) of the sympathy which was not rejected by
the Christ and it even more strengthened the disturbing
excitement of the people in the crowd." Wait, they spoke, we
will look, will Elijah come to rescue Him?"... But Elijah did not
come, nobody came: neither a person — the comforter, nor an
angel — the liberator. That was the God’s will; that was the will
of the Son of God: He should" become perfect through sufferings
(Hebr. V, 7, 8, 11, 10; Phil. 11, 8, 9) and as an eternal example to
all creatures (progenies) till the end of time (the world) He
should "suffer up to the end".*
Jesus Christ was suddenly condescended inspiration, and
He clearly understood that if energies of God will be in His body,
His tortures and sufferings only will last and that time has come,
when His, Jesus’ spirit should leave the tormented with
sufferings flesh. The Father God, on the contrary, did not leave
Him, and left His flesh to contract (unite) with Him at the other
level and in other dimensions, and to this most He helped the
Son to hasten a long-awaited meeting with Him, the Father in
Heaven.
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The extremities began to grow cold quickly because
something was broken off and coagulated in numerous cells. The
pain in hands and feet was gone. Jesus moved upwards once
again, but muscles of legs (feet) did not obey any more, and He
hung on the arms (hands), without feeling a pain.
"And when Jesus had
cried out with a loud voice,
He said,” Father, ‘into Your
hands I commit My spirit.’”
Having
said
this,
He
breathed His last."

Luke 23:46

"So when Jesus had
received the sour wine, He
said,” It is finished!” And
bowing His head, He gave
up His spirit."

John 19:30

"And Jesus cried out
again with a loud voice, and
yielded up His spirit.
Then, behold, the veil
of the temple was torn in
two from top to bottom; and
the earth was quaked, and
the rocks were split,"

Matthew 27:50-51
Mark 15:37-38

"There is a bias in the East that if crucified or impaled
people will be allowed to drink and they die more likely, many
people considered that Jesus died immediately after He drank
vinegar (the sour wine). It is much more probable that apoplexy,
or sudden rupture of a vessel in the field of heart, served as the
reason of His sudden death after three hours of tortures". 3

3

E.Renan. Chapter. ХХV.
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Jesus understood that He dies, and that He is tormented by
the death agony which created vanity and hopelessness in His
body, therefore the yell (cry) has flung (flown) out: "My God!
What have you left Me for?" He felt uncomfortable
(inconveniently) before the Father in Heaven under the divine
inspiration, realizing what happens (occurs) to Him, for the
words which flung (flew) out on human weakness. "Forgive Me,
My God, I am guilty, for haste and rashness of My words to You,
All-Loving, — the Son of Man prayed mentally, — I know that
You are All-Blessed, You always care of Me, You think of Me and
You always help Me in any situations. I thank You, Father for
Your Light which streams in at My consciousness, at My
inspiration, at My enlightenment. Glory to You, My God! Glory to
You, All-Generous! Glory to You, You are All-Caring (AllSolicitous, All-Thoughtful)!"
Jesus felt that He feels neither legs (feet) nor arms (hands)
any more, and the cold started to get into the stomach.
Everything burns in the breast, the breath became convulsive.
Jesus strained all forces and said: "Father, ‘into Your hands I
commit My spirit’". He told these words for all mankind that
when a person dies in any situations, in any mortal agony, he
should always remember God for his own blessing, for the one
who dies with a name of God on the lips is blissful. Jesus Christ
learnt all mankind how it is necessary to die even during the last
seconds of His earthly life, being even crucified in the pillory.
His heart strenuously thumped, speeding up. The cold
started to get into the breast. Jesus raised the head. His eyes
were expanded and raised to the sky. It seemed to Him that
heavens were opened wide and host (assembly) of bright (light)
shining (sparkling) angels started to descend (go down) and to
welcome Him as the Tsar. Choking, He had time to exclaim for
pleasure: "It is finished (fulfilled)!" His breast jarred (fluttered),
the heart worked at the breaking point. But here is a sharp shrill
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pain, bang, and, having breathed His last, He bowed His head
and lifelessly hung on the cross.
Jesus suddenly felt Himself flying along the dark closed
valley with a great speed to the bright light which quickly came
nearer and started to fill all space around. And then Jesus Christ
appeared in front of the bright, all-effulgent (all-radiant, allresplendent) Light which radiated amusing Tenderness, Caress,
Warmth, Love. The fine bright non-dazzling beams gently
embraced Him, and the tender majestic Voice was heard: "Peace
be with You, My Son! I welcome (greet) You, My Beloved!"
Jesus revealed (showed) by His own example: if a person
undergoes up to the end, he will escape; that is he will find a way
out of any heavy situation and he will enter the God’s Kingdom.
Yes, Jesus has undergone everything up to the end and has seen
that the miracle has come true, which He thirsted to perceive
(apprehend) by all His soul, it’s unity (togetherness, unification)
with the Father God in Love.
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Chapter 10
RESURRECTION OR THE SON OF GOD
"So when the centurion
and those with him, who
were guarding Jesus, saw
the earthquake and the
things that had happened,
they feared greatly, saying,
“Truly this was the Son of
God!"

Matthew 27:54

"... Truly this Man was
the Son of God!"

Mark 15:39

"So when the centurion
saw what had happened, he
glorified
God,
saying,”
Certainly
this
was
a
righteous Man!"

Luke 23:47

At this moment the dazzling lightning flashed, and such
deafening thunderclap was thundered that the crowd even
bowed (bent) down and as though involuntarily worshipped to
Jesus Christ’s dead body, the King of the Jews, crucified, put (set)
in the pillory, as though paying a tribute of respect to the
Innocent Crucified Person. Let this tribute has only arisen from
worship as to the tsar, having transformed contempt into
humility. But gradually the tribute and Love to Jesus Christ will
expand in the human hearts all along earth. The Earth was
shaken and, letting out frightening rumble, shuddered, as though
with pain. Probably, thus it saw off the Favorite Son, He was
departing from (leaving) it once and forever.
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"And the graves were
opened; and many bodies of
the saints who had fallen
asleep were raised;
And coming out of the
graves
after
His
resurrection, they went into
the holy city and appeared
to many."

Matthew 27:52-53

The crowd is seized by the same thoughts, is always easily
hypnotized, especially if you have been standing in the twilight
for three hours and constantly looking at the cross where the
Crucified Person has been rushing now upwards, now
downwards as a spark of a flame of a candle, and to keep mind:
when He, if He is the Son of God, rescues of the pillory. Such
thoughts did their business (part, bit). The people, with the
rushed up (surged) horror and fear, from such rumble in the sky
and earthquake, having seen that the body of Jesus does not
move anymore, because of fear to miss (fail to attend) the
beginning of the Passover holiday, began to come back to the
city. People did not know what time it was then. The visions of
the saints appeared to most people in the city of Jerusalem. The
people, coming back from Golgotha, thought of those saints who
had been tormented by fanatical religious crowd in different
ways, but subsequently they were made saints and begun to
glorify. In front of that person who thought of it for a long time, a
saint suddenly appeared, seriously looked at this person and
shook his head, as though saying: "it does not do you the honor
(credit) to take part in abusing, humiliating, offensive execution
of the Son of God", — and then a saint vanished, or, passing
(going) by, disappeared.
The people left Golgotha also because of fear and dread,
whether there was something from such earthquake with their
houses.
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Joseph and Nicodemus understood that the spirit of Jesus
left the tormented body and agreed on His funeral with bestowal
of honors of (as) a man of honor. Joseph should go to Pilate and
redeem the body of Jesus, to bury Him, and Nicodemus should
bring aromas, in order to rub into (in) the body of Jesus for
burial, as a rich person.
The crowd round the "place of execution" dispersed.
"The people have already absolutely sobered from ecstasy
(thrill) of fury, have started to understand in the criminal
conscience that this show was more terrible, than it would be
possible to expect, and, when they came back to Jerusalem, they
beat their breast and yelled (wailed, cried out). And it was
necessary to yell (cry out)! It was the last drop in the overfilled
bowl of lawlessness and it was the beginning of the end for the
city, for the people and its name.
Indeed (in truth, really), this show was more terrible and
great, than it could be understood then or even how much we
can understand now ". For" the pole-axe was already at the root
of the sapless (faded away) tree of the Judaic nationality with the
murder (assassination) of the Christ... The fault of this blood as a
stigma of Cain, was stained on the forehead of this nationality,
and it will bear this stigma, until it is wiped out (cleared) by the
same blood ".*
"They have preferred robber Barabbas to the Messiah, and
there was not Messiah for them anymore. They have taken the
blame of blood upon themselves, and the last pages of their
history are filled in by the rivers of their blood, and this blood
from century to century incessantly spilt with wild (crazy) cruelty
since then".*
"They forced Romans to crucify the Christ, considering that
this punishment was the most awful, but they and their children
at thousands were crucified by Romans behind the walls of the
city so there was not a place and wood any more, and the
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soldiers excelled in their ingenuity in cruelty, thinking out new
ways of the death penalty for them".*
"And the whole crowd
who came together to that
sight, seeing what had been
done, beat their breasts and
returned."

Luke 23:48

The light firmament appeared among the clouds in the
west on the horizon, and the darkness began to disappear
gradually. The shining sun began to sparkle after a time (while),
and everybody understood that the last hour before the great
Jewish holiday of Passover came.
"Now when evening
had come, because it was
the Preparation Day, that is,
the
day
before
the
Sabbath.”

Mark 15:42

"Therefore, because it
was the Preparation Day,
that the bodies should not
remain on the cross on the
Sabbath (for that Sabbath
was a high day), the Jews
asked Pilate that their legs
might be broken, and that
they might be taken away.
Then the soldiers came
and broke the legs of the
first and of the other who
was crucified with Him.
But when they came to
Jesus and saw that He was
already dead, they did not

John 19:31-33
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break His legs."
"That people, who did not think that murder of the Messiah
was the defilement to begin the holiday, now terribly worried
about that the sanctity of the next day, beginning with a sunset,
was not broken by corpses hanging on the cross. Therefore the
Jews asked Pilate to break the legs of the executed people, and
their bodies might be taken away... At the legs of the sufferers
was struck with a heavy hammer, and it always precipitated, if
only it was not a cause of the instant death. And not only the
Jews wanted (would like) to hasten (precipitate) their end by
striking the fatal (mortal) blows. The life has not gone out for a
while yet, the soldiers guarded (guard on duty) the execution,
did not dare to leave the post. Therefore the request was
willingly satisfied. At first the soldiers broke the legs to both
robbers, and then, having approached to Jesus Christ, they found
that His great exclamation was the last in His life and that He was
already dead. Therefore they have not broken His legs and thus
have inadvertently kept a symbol of the Passover (Paschal Lamb);
He was a prototype of this Lamb and it had been decided
(resolved) that "His bones would not be smashed (destroyed)".
But as He could be only in a faint, — there were such examples
when apparently, dead people were taken away, and then
revived, — and as the soldiers could pay with their lives for any
blunder (oversight, false step) in this regard (respect) one of
them, in order to make quite sure of death, stuck His side with a
wide edge of the spear. The stab, as (well as) it destined
(intended), passed in the heart area, and "the blood and the
water has immediately flown (dripped) out"... The spear edge
broke off an auricle and that the people, who took away the
body, noticed the watery drops mixed with blood on it, — in
either (the similar) case of this stab of the spear was absolutely
enough to force to cease all impious assurances, as if Jesus Christ
only seemed dead. As He assured the soldiers so He should
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assure and all doubting people that Who is risen (resurrected) on
the third day, He had been truly crucified, had died and was
buried, and that His soul moved in the invisible world ".*
The women who stood in the distance and observed up to
the end what will be with their Master, the Savior, having seen
and having made sure that His body is dead, decided to return to
Jerusalem to take all necessary things for the rubbing into (in) of
the dead body for the eternal burial. Crying and sobbing, they
quickly went to carry out the conceived (intended) affair (cause):
to pay the last tribute of love, parent caress, gentle care,
touching attention, deep devotion (fidelity) and deferential
respect.
"Now when evening
had come, there came a
rich man from Arimathea,
named Joseph, who himself
had also become a disciple
of Jesus;
This man went to Pilate
and asked for the body of
Jesus.
Then
Pilate
commanded the body to be
given to him."

Matthew 27:57-58

"Now behold, there
was a man named Joseph,
a council member, a good
and just man.
He had not consented
to their decision and deed.
He was from Arimathea, a
city of the Jews, who
himself was also waiting for
the kingdom of God.
This man went to Pilate

Luke 23:50-52
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and asked for the body of
Jesus."
"After this, Joseph of
Arimathea, being a disciple
of Jesus, but secretly, for
fear of the Jews, asked
Pilate that he might take
away the body of Jesus;
and
Pilate
gave
him
permission. ..."

John 19:38

"Joseph of Arimathea,
a
prominent
council
member, who was himself
waiting for the kingdom of
God, coming and taking
courage, went in to Pilate
and asked for the body of
Jesus.
Pilate marveled that He
was already dead; and
summoning the centurion,
he asked him if He had
been dead for some time.
So when he found out
from centurion, he granted
the body to Joseph."

Mark 15:43-45

Joseph of Arimathea, having come to Pilate, explained him
that bodies of the crucified people should be taken away
according to the Judaic laws of the crosses and be buried before
a holiday of Passover and Sabbath, therefore he (Joseph) came
to him to ask and redeem Jesus’ dead body of Nazareth, the
Galilean Prophet. Pilate was marveled that Jesus, Who named
Himself the Son of God, was already dead, for many crucified
people suffered days and even some days. Pilate sent a courier
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(messenger); Pilate wanted the centurion to come (arrive)
because the centurion was responsible for carrying out of such
death penalty. In order not to waste time as it inevitably moved
ahead by a Judaic holiday of Easter, Joseph decided to have time
to buy long white funeral cloth and veils. Having got all it, Joseph
returned to Pilate where the centurion already was, confirming
that the body of the Prophet of Nazareth was dead. There was
Pilate’s personal doctor, Syrian Yeshu with the disciples, having a
reputation for Arabian Hippocrates. Pilate agreed on Joseph's
request on a condition if everything would be confirmed by his
personal doctor and then the centurion will order to the soldiers
to take away the dead body of the Prophet and to give Joseph
for a burial (interment). "The Roman’s custom (law) of that time
ordered to give out a corpse of the executed person who will
demand the body". 1
"Then
Pilate
commanded the body to be
given to him."

Matthew 27:58

There were only some curious people round the “place of
execution” who did not hasten to celebrate (make) Passover. The
high priests, Sadducees, the scribes, Pharisees, that is all ardent
enemies of the Savior, having made sure of the death of the
Galilean Prophet, came back in the temple and in the houses to
celebrate Passover with pleasure in the hearts. There was
already a small group of soldiers round the dead crucified bodies.
Having come to Golgotha, the centurion ordered to lower the
cross the Galilean Prophet had been crucified on. The cross was
lowered and the personal Pilate’s doctor examined the body of
the Savior and confirmed that He was dead. Women-mourners
sobbed, letting out cries, and lamented.
1

E.Renan, chapter ХХVI.
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"And Nicodemus, who
at first came to Jesus by
night, also came, bringing a
mixture of myrrh and aloes,
about a hundred pounds."

John 19:39

The sun was approaching sunset, and it meant (said) that it
was necessary to do the burial (interment) quickly, there was no
time to wash up and embalm (smear, rub up) the body aromas
and swaddle at all, as the burial ceremony demanded. Nails of
the limbs (extremities) of the Savior were pulled out, and Jesus
Christ’s body was ready (free) to make burial. "Though Romans
ordinary left the crucified slaves to be devoured by dogs and
ravens", feeding on carrion. But, thanks to the approaching
Passover holiday and the Sabbath day, it had the opportunity
(possibility) to bury the crucified people.
"There was a garden, belonging to Joseph Arimathea,
nearby to the crucifixion place even if not in the most this area
(district). By his order, a new tomb (grave) was carved out of
solid rock in this garden, in which he wanted to be buried close
to the Holy city. Nobody has been buried inside it yet, but,
despite the sacred awe (reverence) with which the Jews treated
their carved tombs in the rocks, and the careful fastidiousness
(scrupulousness) with which they eliminated from all contact
with a corpse, Joseph never hesitated to give the Jesus Christ’s
body the dwelling place that he had made (set) for himself. But it
was necessary to hurry up with the preparation, because the
Sabbath" should begin with a sunset.*
"Then they took the
body of Jesus, and bound it
in strips of linen with the
spices, as the custom of the
Jews is to bury.
Now in the place where
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He was crucified there was
a garden, and in the garden
a new tomb in which no one
had yet been laid.
So there they laid
Jesus, because of the Jews’
Preparation Day, for the
tomb was nearby."

John 19:40-42

"Then he took it down,
wrapped it in linen, and laid
it in a tomb that was hewn
out of the rock, where no
one had ever lain before.
That day was the
Preparation,
and
the
Sabbath drew near."

Luke 23:53-54

"Then
he
(Joseph)
bought fine linen, took Him
down, and wrapped Him in
the linen. And he laid Him in
a tomb which had been
hewn out of the rock..."

Mark 15:46
Matthew 27:59-60

The blood coagulated, clotted, and wounds from nails on
the wrists (hands) and feet and the chest pierced by a spear did
not bleed any more. A blood-stained crown of thorns was taken
off the Savior’s head.
Simon Cyrene with the sons (Alexander and Rufus) took
part in taking of Jesus Christ’s dead body off hobbles (fetters,
chains) of the crucifixion and shame. Then, under the control
(leadership) of Joseph, Simon with the sons and some servants of
Nicodemus who came together with the owner, carrying
"mixture of myrrh and (bitter) aloes, about a hundred pounds",
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picked the body of the Savior up and carried to the tomb.
Nicodemus carried a lantern to shine in the crypt.

Having approached to the tomb, other servants of
Nicodemus moved a stone aside, to be exact they rolled it away,
to enter the crypt.
Mary Magdalene and Mary, the mother of James and Joses,
Salome and other women who always accompanied the Master,
carrying spices and all the rest that is necessary for the burial,
leaving the gates of Jerusalem, saw that the group of people,
who carried the dead body, has already been in the garden and
approached to the rock, to the tomb. They realized (thought)
that it was the body of their Master, for the cross, which He had
been crucified on, was already lying on the ground, and the other
crosses of the thieves (robbers) were still falling down. The
women also went where Jesus Christ’s body was being carried to.
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At this time the shroud was laid in the crypt; it was
sprinkled with spices, the body of the Savior was put, having
crossed His hands at the bottom of the body, two coins were put
on the eyes, the other half of the shroud was covered from
above, His face was pre-tied by scarf so that the jaw did not
open, and then sprinkled it with spices again. Such procedure
was made quickly for it was interim (provisional) action as the
Sabbath day came with the sunset, forbidding them to do
anything. The pure veils were put aside to use them, when on
Sunday, after the Sabbath Jesus Christ’s body is washed, put in
order, smeared (rubbed) the oils and the spices, and then
wrapped up each part of the body these veils (clothes).
"And the women who
had come with Him from
Galilee followed after, and
they observed the tomb and
how His body was laid."

Luke 23:55

"And Mary Magdalene
and Mary the mother of
Joses observed where He
was laid."

Mark 15:47

When interim (provisional) burial was ready and everybody
was going to leave, the women entered the tomb and saw the
action ended with the burial of the body of Christ. Having told,
who they were, they offered the help, but Joseph gently
(tenderly) explained them the whole situation with the interim
burial because of the coming of the Holy feast of the Passover
and the Sabbath day which forbade to do anything according to
Jewish laws. And on Sunday they can come and prepare the body
of Christ for eternal burial. Everybody came out of the tomb, and
rolled a huge stone to its horizontal hole so that, no one would
not be able to get in there. As soon as they had finished it, as
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after a while the sun disappeared behind the Jerusalem hills, and
it was the Sabbath.
"... and he rolled a
large stone against the door
of the tomb, and departed."

Matthew 27:60
Mark 15:46

"And Mary Magdalene
was there, and the other
Mary, sitting opposite the
tomb."

Matthew 27:61

All who came to the tomb went home, and the women sat
down opposite to the tomb, and not holding back (down) tears,
began to sob, lamenting with gentle (tender) words about Their
Master. Then seeing that it was getting dark quickly, they made
(headed) for the city to spend the whole Sabbath in prayer and
mourning Their Master, the amazing ( marvelous ) Divine Man,
Whom they called the Son of God in their hearts.
"Then they returned
and prepared spices and
fragrant oils. And they
rested on the Sabbath
according
to
the
commandment."

Luke 23:56

Before the sun went down, the chief (high) priests,
Sadducees and Pharisees remembered (recalled) that the
Galilean Prophet had promised to rise from dead on the third
day. They came up with the idea that if the disciples of the
Prophet of Galilee steal the body of their Master from the place
of His burial at night, the people word will get out (go rumor)
that the Nazarene was truly the Saint or the Son of God, for
(because) He personally rose (disappeared) on the third day. So,
the chief priests, Sadducees, Pharisees will be blamed by the
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people, first of all, for violation of the Innocent Person.
Therefore, they thought, it is necessary to use the best efforts,
that such thing would not happen (occur), and for this purpose it
is necessary to go to Pilate again and to ask him to set a watch (a
guard) there, where the Prophet of Nazareth was buried. They,
using their influence, quickly found out, where the Galilean had
been buried and went to Pilate as ambassadors.
"... the chief priests
and Pharisees gathered
together to Pilate,
Saying,”
Sir,
we
remember, while He was
still alive, how that deceiver
said, ‘after three days I will
rise.’
Therefore
command
that the tomb be made
secure until the third day,
lest His disciples come by
night and steal Him away,
and say to the people, ’He
has risen from the dead.’ So
the last deception will be
worse than the first.”
Pilate said to them,”
You have a guard; go your
way, make it as secure as
you know how.”
So they went and
made the tomb secure,
sealing the stone and
setting the guard."

Matthew 27:62-66

The procurator gave orders, to set (put) guards at the
tomb, where the Prophet of Nazareth had been buried so as to
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resist the requests of the Jewish religious hierarchs Pilate never
tried for he knew they would insist on it.
As soon as the women departed from the tomb, it was
approached by the centurion and the Jewish religious
ambassadors and moreover the soldiers, who will guard (secure)
it. The seals were set on the stone that it was visible at once that
the stone was not moved. The Jewish hierarchs left this place
with peace of mind, to celebrate the feast of the Passover,
knowing that the Roman soldiers carry out the orders of the
commander clearly (accurately) and rigorously (strictly).
The guard of soldiers changed at stated intervals
(periodically) and was guarding the entrance to the tomb from
the people.
Jesus Christ, having left His tormented flesh, appeared in an
astral body and began to see the material world again. The Son
of God in the astral body might hang in the air at any distance
from the earth and move with any speed, walk on air and on
(along) the ground. Jesus saw, the spear pierced His body, which
had been crucified on the cross (set in the pillory) yet, whilst the
robbers’ shins were broken, for they were still alive, and the
soldiers wished them to pass away (die) quickly... The Son of God
saw His lifeless (breathless) corpse was taken away from the
cross and how the men carried away His body in the garden on
their hands, where the Joseph's tomb was. Jesus Christ thanked
each person who took part in the burial of His body, wishing
everybody all blessings. He saw the women, who had
accompanied Him to Jerusalem; they hurried (hastened) to the
place of His burial, carrying accessories for the burial deceased
with them...
The Son of God Jesus noticed another amazing ability: He
could stay in two, three and more places at the same time. He
also saw He was buried, and at the same He was at Pilate’s place,
where the chief priests and the elders asked for soldiers to guard
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the tomb. At the same time He met the soul of the deceased
robber, who had appealed to Him as the Lord God to lead him
trough the thorny paths of the other worlds to Paradise, for the
asking (requests) person gets, and what was promised should be
done...
The sun was getting low over the horizon. Jesus saw the
soldiers and the religious leaders approached to His tomb. They
sealed up the stone door of the tomb. The soldiers stayed to
guard, and the priests went to celebrate the Passover. The sun
disappeared, and everything quickly went dark. But it did not
prevent Jesus to see what He willed for He saw not physical, but
astral eye.
Being in different places where He wished, Jesus felt or
became aware of (realized) His Divine sense (intuition) that there
was the last struggle between life and death inside Judas Iscariot,
for he could not resolve the conflict, making him an unwitting
(involuntary) participant in the murder of his Master and the
Mentor by the shameful painful execution.
Judas sat on a branch of a dry tree to which a rope was
tied, and the other end in the form of a loop has already been on
his neck. He saw variants of the further life once again and found
out the hopelessness; for he will have a reputation of the traitor
of the Master among friends and disciples and he will be
despised for it by everybody, and he will have a reputation as the
mercenary, greedy, mean little man with petty soul among the
Jewish religious hierarchy. Judas already knew (understood) that
his earthly life ended with death of the Master and that this
great wild world was not nice to him without the Master,
because he wholeheartedly tried to help Him become the King of
the Jews. And here he miscalculated, and well, the high priests
had stopped his mouth with the sac (bag) of coins so he opposed
it and did not disclose (reveal) to others, as he was deceived by
the priests with masquerade of the people (popular) uprising to
seize the Savior, the Prophet of Galilee.
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"Judas, come round, what you are doing! — Jesus said
gently, — the suicide will not help you, and you only will
aggravate the subsequent course of life!"
Judas stood still. There was not anybody around, only the
moon came out from behind the clouds and illuminated the
ominous dry tree, in the nets of which he was, Judas Iscariot.
Something bright flashed in his soul, and he remembered His
Master and the Savior once again.
"Oh, You are my God! Forgive me, sinful, Your erring
servant (slave), — Judas whispered, — I repent of my sinful
blindness! Forgive me, O Jesus, the Son of God. I am blind
without You! I am a nobody without You! I have no choice but to
leave this world. Suddenly I can see You in the other world once
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again. Lord, have mercy on me, a sinner!" And, having jumped
off the trunk, Judas has hung on the rope.
After a while, when Judas appeared in his astral body, he
saw the Master in front of him. Judas was surprised that the
Savior Himself stood before him, shining whiteness and radiating
wonderful light. Having approached His Master, Judas fell at His
feet and repented, weeping (sobbing), like a guilty child. Jesus
Christ leaned (bent) over to Judas, gently touched him, stroking
and calming him, and then, having lifted (raised) him, embraced
(hugged) him lovingly.
"Darling Judas, what have you done to yourself? — The
Christ began to speak with gentle voice. — Will you look at your
flesh which hangs in a dry trunk (tree)? What the horrible
sufferings you had doomed to yourself by your blindness. What a
powerful reason is given by you to human tongues that will
damn you, be blabbing bad about you, and all these negative
energies of people will fall upon you here soon, creating you
terrible conditions for your existence in the other world. I am
very glad for you, — Jesus continued, — that you realize your
fault and stay in a repentance. For the heartfelt repentance
before the Lord God Almighty clears the man best of all.
Remember, Judas, in all subsequent lives that suicide will not
give you opportunity to get out of the conflict to which you have
got, by creating your own energies in the material world. This
conflict will constantly haunt (pursue) you in the other world,
creating you different heavy situations in which you will get,
suffer and search way out. And so you will stay in the other
world until you transform all your sins. Many people will take
years, between ten and several hundred years of earthly lives to
work their sins, although the time is calculated (estimated,
determined) by the study of your sin here, instead of as on the
Earth will be necessary for much. If you, Judas, want to go
through all labyrinths (mazes) of your sins for a short time, you
need to (should) be (stay) in constant love, grateful prayer to the
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Lord and if you call upon Me in the prayer that I help you fulfill
(get, work out) one or the other your sin, you will get this help.
Who relies only on himself in the other world, showing the ego,
the more entangled in this world, inveigling himself into serious
(heavy) impasses from which a person himself will suffer. And
who constantly thinks of the Lord God here, he is descended the
afflatus (inspiration), thanks to the Holy Spirit, and he quickly
passes the way from the low circles, called (named) the hell, to
the high circles or Paradise, and then he comes to (is born on)
the Earth for the material studies of the picked up (acquired) sins
again.
And so you, O Judas, because of the fact that you killed
yourself, will be born on the Earth once again, but be the blind,
and you will not possess the physical eye. For all suicides when
they come and are born on the Earth again, are physically blind.
And you, Judas, will be born not only blind, but even dumb and
deaf in the new incarnation as you closed your throat chakra by a
noose around your neck, and it makes you a deaf-blind-dumb
person in a new rebirth. You see, My dear (fellow), what you
have done to yourself and what you will have experienced and
suffered. If you, Judas, will constantly think of Me, you will ease
the torment because I will always be with you and in (inside) you
and where there are already two men, there are not afraid of
any barriers.
It is time, my dear, we should part. Your low unfulfilled (not
worked out) energies will entail you in the lower layers of the
information and energy fields which will create for you those
circumstances and situations in which you will learn own
particular (one or the other) sin. I can already feel these low
energies start to pull you, Judas. Darling Judas, remember Me in
any situations, and I will be with you. I will always pray for you,
your spiritual afflatus (enlightenment) and I will always come to
help you at your call (invitation)".
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Judas nestled against the Savior and the Mentor even
tighter and did not want to let Him out of the embraces. There
was much shedding of tears of Judas’ eyes, tears of love and
parting, repentance and sorrow. The unknown force started to
separate them. Judas gently, lovingly kissed Jesus on the lips
once again and then he fell down at his feet, covering His Holy
feet with the kisses and bathing them in abundant tears. The
Christ gently and tenderly lifted (raised) Judas and said to him:
"With the Lord!" and Judas began to move (keep) away, holding
out his hands to the Savior, and all his soul cried (shouted):
"Lord, I love You! O Lord, Jesus Christ, the Son of God, have
mercy on me, a sinner! Forgive me, a sinner! Wake me, a sinner!
Your (Thy) will be done! I love You, Lord!"
"And I will always pray for you, Judas, to remove your sin of
treachery (betrayal), the energies of curses (damnation), — Jesus
answered tenderly, gently and lovingly, — you should only
remember Me and always communicate with the Lord God
Almighty with a thanksgiving prayer".
Judas had disappeared, and the Son of God went to the
further travel by land and by energy information circles of the
other world (underworld).
Jesus Christ knew that no matter what heavy situation may
have got a man (a person has got to whatever heavy situation),
he should pray to the Lord God All-Good that the Holy Spirit
condescended to him and revealed (showed) the way of
salvation. But if a praying person is still spiritually blind and does
(could) not see acts of the Holy Spirit, which are manifested as an
intuitive insight (daylight), then other person will come to him at
the material level and he will help (assist). It is a pity that the
saved person often forgets that through the help of the person
acted energies of the Lord, the Holy Spirit, answering the prayer
of the begging (asking) person.
Jesus also knew that in the other world a human’s soul
builds its life itself using (on) those energies which it had created
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during this mortal life. A soul will have to work out (fulfill) the
rude, sinful energies, acquiring an image of a hell or eternal fire,
which need to be cleansed (cleared) in the other world first of all.
So the other world is given to a man (person) to realize his
created earthly sins. And Judas will go on this path.
Jesus knew what will happen to Judas. The energies of
indignation, human’s contempt will fall on (upon) him. Because
of it Judas repeatedly has to (should) reincarnate on the Earth to
fulfill (work out)) the energies of the treachery (betrayal) and
contempt. And the best assistant for him can be only the Holy
Spirit that descends on the praying person if he does (creates) a
thankful prayer of Love to the God Almighty or the Son of God.
The energies of rage (anger), envy, greed, treachery (betrayal)
and other energies (sins) force us to incarnate on the Earth in
serious (heavy) conditions, again and again, in order to work off
(fulfill) our sinful karma in pain. Therefore Jesus in His heart and
thoughts wished Judas not to forget about God and Him in order
to go to his aid in difficult moments (minutes).
Doctor Yeshu came to inspect (examine) the tomb with his
disciples on Saturday twice: whether the seals on the stone were
untouched. The Greek Gormiti was the biographer of the Roman
governors (rulers) in Judea; he came to make sure (verify) of
integrity (inviolability) of the huge sealed stone at the entrance
to the tomb too. Historian Gormiti and doctor Ashu and many
other curious people, who saw Jesus Christ, heard His prophetic
speech about His resurrection on the third day; the Galilean
Prophet was considered the charlatan and the deceiver and they
did not believe (trust) in His miracles of healing and resurrection
from the dead. There were other people who had heard about
His miracles and, maybe, some of them had had the opportunity
(possibility) to see the first hand, for example, recovery of sight
of the blind in the temple.
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On the Sabbath day there were rumors among the people
that the temple veil was rent from top to bottom, and that the
dead saints rising of their tombs went along the city. Another
rumor spread secretly and softly that the Galilean Prophet had
promised that when His body, was put death, He would rise
(resurrect) on the third day, it means, this phenomenon would
be (occur) on Sunday.
The curious people began to flock for the place of the burial
of the Son of God to see the predicted miracle at night from
Saturday to Sunday. Everyone found his place, where he can
observe and not disturb the soldiers. The soldiers were awake
this night. And a personal Pilate’s physician Yeshu came here
with the disciples and took up position (settled down) not far
from the guards and in order not to be bored, he gave his
informative talks (conversations) with his disciples, being
skeptical to the very notion (concept) of the resurrection from
the dead. Thus, this night more than two hundred persons came
to Joseph's garden where was the tomb of the Galilean Prophet
in the rock, in the crypt, who is called the Son of God.
When the day dawned past five, Gormiti with the friends
and acquaintances went out of Jerusalem’s gates and headed for
Joseph's garden. In the distance of one hundred and fifty steps
away from the place of burial in the faint light of dawn they
could discern the armed guard at the entrance to the tomb: two
men were sitting, and the others were lying on the ground and
warmed themselves at the fire. The dawn was quiet. Gormiti and
his friends were walking quietly, slowly and discussed the
impossibility of the resurrection from the dead in a low voice.
Here they were overtaken by the armed guard that was on shift.
It became suddenly very light, and everybody who was around
the tomb, was disturbed (alarmed) and could not understand,
where this bright light came from. And when they looked around
carefully, they found out that this light extends from the moving
cloud. It hovered over the grave, and there, above the ground,
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the glittering (sparkling) person appeared, as if he consisted of
light. Seeing it, everybody froze in daze, continuing to watch
(monitor) an event (what was happening). The exclamations
(cries) were heard: "Look! What is it?!" There was a thunderclap,
but it was not in heavens, and it was here on the earth, next to
the tomb. The guards jumped aside, and then they fell to the
earth in fear. Everybody, who saw this unusual phenomenon
have frozen. The time has stopped for them.

"Now
when
the
Sabbath was past, Mary
Magdalene,
Mary
the
mother of James, and
Salome bought spices, that
they might come and anoint
Him.
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Very early in the
morning, on the first day of
the week, they came to the
tomb when the sun had
risen."

Mark 16:1-2
Matthew 28:1

"Now on the first day of
the week, very early in the
morning, they, and certain
other women with them,
came to the tomb bringing
the spices which they had
prepared."

Luke 24:1

The women walked down the footpath in single file, and
suddenly one woman shouted (cried): "Opened! Opened! It
opened!"
"And behold, there
was a great earthquake; for
an angel of the Lord
descended from heaven,
and came and rolled back
the stone from the door,
and sat on it.
His countenance was
like lightning, and his
clothing as white as snow.
And the guards shook
for fear of him, and became
like dead men."

Matthew 28:2-4

There was a joy (pleasure) in women’s shout (cry) because
they were apparently (probably) worried about a heavy stone,
which will not allow them to get into the tomb if it is not
removed (pushed).
"And they said among
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themselves,” Who will roll
away the stone from the
door of the tomb for us?”
But when they looked
up, they saw that the stone
had been rolled away - for it
was very large."

Mark 16:3-4
Luke 24:2
John 20:1

"But they found the
stone rolled away from the
tomb."

It was clear to everybody that the shout (exclamation),
"Opened" says that the huge sealed stone as though by itself
rose and fell, having opened the entrance to the tomb.
Everybody froze in fear and trembled, they were afraid of
moving.
The women approached, because the time passed in the
same rhythm for them, while (though) for others the time has
stopped.
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"But
the
angel
answered and said to the
women, “Do not be afraid,
for I know that you seek
Jesus who was crucified.
He is not here; for He
is risen, as He said. Come,
see the place where the
Lord lay.

Matthew 28:5-6

"And
entering
the
tomb, they saw a young
man clothed in a long white
robe sitting on the right side;
and they were alarmed.
But he said to them,”
Do not be alarmed. You
seek Jesus of Nazareth,
who was crucified. He is
risen! He is not here. See
the place where they laid
Him."

Mark 16:5-6

"Then they went in and
did not find the body of the
Lord Jesus.
And it happened, as
they were greatly perplexed
about this, that behold, two
men stood by them in
shining garments.
Then, as they were
afraid and bowed their faces
to the earth, they said to
them, “Why do you seek the
living among the dead?
He is not here, but is
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risen! Remember, how He
spoke to you when He was
still in Galilee,
“Saying, ‘The Son of
Man must be delivered into
the hands of sinful men, and
be crucified, and the third
day rise again.’”
And they remembered
His words."

Luke 24:3-8

"But he said to them
(an angel to women)…
... But go, tell His
disciples - and Peter - that
He is going before you into
Galilee; there you will see
Him, as He said to you."

Mark 16:6-7
Matthew 28:7

"So they went out
quickly and fled from the
tomb, for they trembled and
were amazed. And they said
nothing to anyone, for they
were afraid."

Mark 16:8

"So they went out
quickly from the tomb with
fear and great joy, and ran
to bring His disciples word."

Matthew 28:8

After a while, the light and the cloud disappeared, and
everything was (became) such as usual again. When doctor
Yeshu with his disciples and Gormiti with his friends approached
the tomb (crypt) and went inside, they did not find the body of
the Prophet of Galilee, and only the prepared linen cloth and
empty shroud lay there. People, coming out of the tomb,
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suddenly shouted (exclaimed) in surprise, "Jesus is risen!"
Curious people ran from their places (seats), whence they
observed (watched), to the crypt and asked the leaving people,
"Is He risen indeed?" And they answered them, "He is risen
indeed!"
And the soldiers went inside and also made sure that the
tomb is empty, and, without knowing what to do in such a
situation and what to say to the commander and the chief
priests, they went back to Jerusalem in confusion, as there was
nobody to guard already.
"Now while they were
going, behold, some of the
guard came into the city and
reported to the chief priests
all the things that had
happened.
When
they
had
assembled with the elders
and consulted together, they
gave a large sum of money
to the soldiers,
Saying,” Tell them, ‘His
disciples came at night and
stole Him away while we
slept.’
“And if this comes to
the governor’s ears, we will
appease him and make you
secure.”
So they took the
money and did as they were
instructed; and this saying is
commonly reported among
the Jews until this day.

Matthew 28:11-15
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Mary Magdalene went together with the women to inform
all disciples, that the body of their Master had disappeared,
stopped in perplexity, thinking of Jesus Christ.
"I guess I’ll go to the tomb and make sure again, — Mary
said to other women, sobbing quietly, — and may be, someone
has taken out His body? Will you wait for me here, I will be back
soon. Probably, the gardener knows something about it. If the
gardener there I will go and ask him". Mary quickly turned
around and headed back to the tomb again where Jesus Christ,
the Son of God had been buried. The other women could not
realize quickly, what Mary wants to do, and stayed to wait for
her in perplexity, having sat down on the side of the footpath,
lamenting the vanished (disappeared) body of the Master. In the
garden, where the tomb was located, it was quiet and light and
no one was visible. Mary's heart began to beat even stronger
when she began to approach to the tomb (crypt). Here she
passed by the rolled away stone which had closed the entrance
to the crypt, and entered the dark hole of the crypt. The heart in
her chest (breast) was beating so hard that it seemed, it will
break out any minute. Her eyes adjusted to the darkness, and
Mary slowly went down on the stone stairs into the crypt. Having
approached to the tomb, she saw it was empty, and the body of
the Savior was absent. Mary knelt before the tomb and began to
weep (cry).
"But
Mary
stood
outside
by
the
tomb
weeping, and as she wept
she stooped down and
looked into the tomb.
And she saw two
angels in white sitting, one
at the head and the other at
the feet, where the body of
Jesus had lain.
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Then they said to her,”
Woman, why are you
weeping?” She said to
them,” Because they have
taken away my Lord, and I
do not know where they
have laid Him.”
Now when she had
said this, she turned around
and saw Jesus standing
there, and did not know that
it was Jesus.
Jesus said to her,”
Woman, why are you
weeping? Whom are you
seeking? She, supposing
Him to be the gardener (as
in a crypt there was a twilight),
said to Him,” Sir, if you have
carried Him away, tell me
where You have laid Him,
and I will take Him away.
Jesus said to her,”
Mary!” She turned and said
to Him,” Rabboni!”(it means
Master).
Jesus said to her,” Do
not cling to Me, for I have
not yet ascended to My
Father; but go to My
brethren and say to them, ‘I
am ascending to My Father
and your Father, and to My
God and your God.’”
Mary Magdalene came
and told the disciples that

John 20:11-18
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she had seen the Lord, and
that He had spoken these
things to her."

"Now when He rose
early on the first day of the
week, He appeared first to
Mary Magdalene, out of
whom He had cast seven
demons.
She went and told
those who had been with
Him, as they mourned and
wept ".

Mark 16:9-10
***
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There is a theory, the assumption that Joseph's gardener
carried (transferred) the dead body of Jesus Christ to the garden
and buried it in the garden, that it would not been stolen. But
this version does not take into account for the fact that the stone
of the crypt where the dead body of the Prophet of Nazareth had
been laid and sealed up by the priests and, in addition (besides),
the Roman guard had been placed. Therefore, it was impossible
to enter the crypt and steal the body of Jesus. But the idea of the
gardener slipped (crept) through Mary's lips in other human
minds to spread (start up) false information: Jesus did not
resurrect, and His body was reburied by the gardener. Ostensibly
(Supposedly) this dead body will be shown to the priests then,
that they would be convinced that the Prophet of Nazareth was
not the Christ, the Son of God and that He did not resurrect from
the dead. The priests tried to propagandize (promote) it, but the
people did not trust (believe), and were more declined to the
belief that Jesus Christ has resurrected (is risen).
When Jesus Christ appeared before Mary at first after his
resurrection, she tried to touch Him; she prostrated herself
before Him. But Jesus stopped her, for His materialization of the
image was not strong yet that Mary was able to (could) feel Him
at the physical level. His image should be strengthened,
energized, materialized by thoughts. The sense of materiality
happens (occurs) when a person does not notice, how he
appears in the astral world. Now all depends on the strength of
his desire to see somebody. This astral image, into which
vibrations a person enters, will exist really (actually), but only for
him. But it can also become by means of a collective vision, as it
happened (occurred) when Mary informed (reported) the
women about things she had seen. Mary is a transmitter, and the
women are mediums; they passionately wished (were eager) to
see the live resurrected Jesus Christ. They condensed His thought
together, and the Christ appeared before them in the material
form for some time. The women laid hold of (grasped) His feet
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and worshiped (bowed) to Him. He comforted (consoled) them
and directed to the disciples that they thought of the Christ all
together, helping to condense even more His thought, that He
might (could) appear (be brought) before them for a longer
time.
***
When Mary left the crypt, she met the women with whom
she was. They saw her appearance changed; they were amazed
(astonished) and asked her, "What’s happened?" Mary
understood their question and anxiously told them what had
happened (occurred) to her in the crypt and as she had seen
their Savior, speaking to her. The women were delighted with
Maria's story and went to Jerusalem to tell this joy to His
disciples. They went and thought only of the resurrection of the
Master, the Mentor, and their tears of grief and despair turned
to tears of joy (pleasure) and consolation. Each of the women,
enchanted by the story of Magdalene passionately wanted to see
before herself the resurrected Jesus Christ.
"And as they went to
tell His disciples, behold,
Jesus met them, saying,
“Rejoice!” So they came and
held Him by the feet and
worshiped Him.
Then Jesus said to
them, “Do not be afraid. Go
and tell My brethren to go to
Galilee, and there they will
see Me."

Matthew 28:9-10

Jesus Christ, the Son of God disappeared into thin air. The
women stayed in some confusion (disarray), comprehending
what had just happened (occurred) to them. Such vision
strengthened the women even more, and they did not doubt any
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more that Mary’s story about the meeting with Jesus Christ was
not exaggerated at all. The joy (pleasure) of meeting with the
Master overflowed with their souls, and they were in a hurry
(hastened) to share that joy (pleasure) with the other disciples.
"Then they returned
from the tomb and told all
these things to the eleven
and to all the rest.
It
was
Mary
Magdalene, Joanna, and
Mary the mother of James,
and the other women with
them, who told these things
to the apostles.
And their words seemed
to them like idle tales, and
they did not believe them."

Luke 24:9-11

The women were astonished (surprised) that their words
weren’t believed by the close disciples of Jesus Christ. They even
did not know how to behave, when their speech about the meeting
with the Master was perceived as fiction, hallucinations. Then
Mary Magdalene came forward and began to tell her story anew,
emphasizing (stressing) that the body of Jesus Christ disappeared
from the tomb, and then He appeared to her first, and then to
them, the women. Mary directed her words to Peter more as it
was felt that he was the main thing among all disciples.
"... and came to Simon
Peter, and to the other
disciple, whom Jesus loved,
and said to them,” They
have taken away the Lord
out of the tomb, and we do
not know where they have
laid Him."

John 20:2
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"And when they heard
that He was alive and had
been seen by her, they did
not believe."

Mark 16:11

"But Peter arose and
ran to the tomb;..."

Luke 24:12

"Peter therefore went
out, and the other disciple,
and were going to the tomb.
So they both ran
together, and the other
disciple outran Peter and
came to the tomb first.
And he, stooping down
and looking in, saw the linen
cloth lying there; yet he did
not go in.
Then Simon Peter
came, following him, and
went into the tomb; and he
saw the linen cloths lying
there,
And the handkerchief
that had been around His
head, not lying with the linen
cloths, but folded together in
a place by itself.
Then the other disciple,
who came to the tomb first,
went in also; and he saw
and believed.
For as yet they did not
know the Scripture, that He
must rise again from the
dead."

John 20:3-9
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"... (Peter) and stooping
down, he saw the linen
cloths lying by themselves;
and he departed, marveling
to himself at what had
happened."

Luke 24:12

"Then the disciples
went away again to their
own homes."

John 20:10

Peter and John, having returned to the shelter (hideout),
told other disciples everything they saw.
Having listened to Peter and John's story, two of the
disciples went to Emmaus on business (the affairs), constantly
thinking and talking to each other about their risen Master and
the Mentor.
"After
that,
He
appeared in another form to
two of them as they walked
and went into the country."

Mark 16:12

"Now behold, two of
them were traveling that
same day to a village called
Emmaus, which was seven
miles from Jerusalem.
And
they
talked
together of all these things
which had happened.
So it was, while they
conversed and reasoned,
that Jesus Himself drew
near and went with them.
But their eyes were
restrained, so that they did
not know Him.
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And He said to them,”
What kind of conversation is
this that you have with one
another as you walk and are
sad?”
Then the one whose
name
was
Cleopas
answered and said to Him,
“Are You the only stranger
in Jerusalem, and have You
not known the things which
happened there in these
days?”
And He said to them,”
What things?” So they said
to
Him,”
The
things
concerning
Jesus
of
Nazareth, who was a
Prophet, mighty in deed and
word before God and all the
people.
And how the chief
priests and our rulers
delivered
Him
to
be
condemned to death, and
crucified Him.
But we were hoping
that it was He who was
going to redeem Israel.
Indeed, besides all this,
today is the third day since
these things happened.
Yes,
and
certain
women of our company,
who arrived at the tomb
early, astonished us.
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When they did not find
HIs body, they came saying
that they had also seen a
vision of angels who said
He was alive.
“And certain of those
who were with us went to
the tomb and found it just as
the women had said; but
Him they did not see.”
Then He said to them,”
O foolish ones, and slow of
heart to believe in all that
the prophets have spoken!
“Ought not the Christ to
have suffered these things
and to enter into His glory?”
And
beginning
at
Moses and all the Prophets,
He expounded to them in all
the Scriptures the things
concerning Himself.
Then they drew near to
the village where they were
going, and He indicated that
He would have gone farther.
But they constrained
Him, saying,” Abide with us,
for it is toward evening, and
the day is far spent.” And
He went in to stay with
them.
Now it came to pass,
as He sat at the table with
them, that He took bread,
blessed and broke it, and
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gave it to them.
Then their eyes were
opened and they knew Him;
and He vanished from their
sight.
And they said to one
another,” Did not our heart
burn within us while He
talked with us on the road,
and while He opened the
Scriptures to us?”

Luke 24:13-32

***
These two disciples burnt within the hearts of the image of
Jesus Christ, and they materialized Him by their thought forms,
or they were in those vibrations of the astral world, where their
thoughts of the Prophet of Nazareth found the visible material
essence. If any other person passed them at this time he would
not see the third — Jesus Christ, and would see how the two
walking on the road, talking to each other.
The Evangelist Luke is right, saying that while in the hearts
of the disciples burn the image of Jesus Christ, He exists as
though in the material form and appears before them for a
certain time, and then He disappears into thin air and vanishes.
***
So they rose up that
very hour and returned to
Jerusalem, and found the
eleven and those who were
with them gathered together
(have found together other
disciples who have arrived
here; author’s comment),
Saying,” The Lord is
risen indeed, and has
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appeared to Simon!”
And they told about the
things that had happened
on the road, and how He
was known to them in the
breaking of bread."

Luke 24:33-35

"And they went and
told it to the rest, but they
did not believe them either.
Later He appeared to
the eleven as they sat at the
table; and He rebuked their
unbelief and hardness of
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heart, because they did not
believe those who had seen
Him after He had risen."

Mark 16:13-14

"Then, the same day at
evening, being the first day
of the week, when the doors
were shut where the
disciples were assembled,
for fear of the Jews, Jesus
came and stood in the
midst, and said to them,”
Peace be with you."

John 20:19

"Now as they said
these things, Jesus Himself
stood in the midst of them,
and said to them,” Peace to
you.”
But they were terrified
and
frightened,
and
supposed they had seen a
spirit.
And He said to them,”
Why are you troubled? And
why do doubts arise in your
hearts?
“Behold My hands and
My feet, that it is I Myself.
Handle Me and see, for a
spirit does not have flesh
and bones as you see I
have."

Luke 24:36-39

"When He had said
this, He showed them His
hands (and feet) and His
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side. Then the disciples
were glad when they saw
the Lord."

John 20:20

But while they
still did not believe for joy,
and
marveled,
and
marveled, He said to them,”
Have you any food here?”
So they gave Him
a piece of a broiled fish and
some honeycomb.
And He took it
and ate in their presence.
Then He said to
them,” These are the words
which I spoke to you while I
was still with you, that all
things must be fulfilled
which were written in the
Law of Moses and the
Prophets and the Psalms
concerning Me.”
And He opened
their understanding, that
they might comprehend the
Scriptures.
Then He said to
them,” Thus it is written, and
thus it was necessary for
the Christ to suffer and to
rise from the dead the third
day.
“And
that
repentance and remission of
sins should be preached in
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his name to all nations,
beginning at Jerusalem.
“And you
are
witnesses of these things.

Luke 24:41-48

"So Jesus said to them
again,” Peace to you! As the
Father has sent Me, and I
also send you.”
And when He had said
this, He breathed on them,
and said to them,” Receive
the Holy Spirit.”
“If you forgive the sins
of any, they are forgiven
them; if you retain the sins
of any, they are retained.”
Now Thomas, called
the Twin, one of the twelve,
was not with them when
Jesus came.
The other disciples
therefore said to him, “We
have seen the Lord.” So he
said to them,” Unless I see
in His hands the print of the
nails, and put my finger into
the print of the nails, and put
my hand into His side, I will
not believe.”
And after eight days
His disciples were again
inside, and Thomas with
them. Jesus came, the
doors being shut, and stood
in the midst, and said,”
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Peace to you!”
Then He said to
Thomas,” Reach your finger
here, and look at My hands;
and reach your hand here,
and put it into My side. Do
not be unbelieving, but
believing.”
And Thomas answered
and said to Him,” My Lord
and My God!”
Jesus said to him,”
Thomas, because you have
seen
Me,
you
have
believed. Blessed are those
who have not seen and yet
have believed.”
And truly Jesus did
many other signs in the
presence of His disciples,
which are not written in this
book;
But these are written
that you may believe that
Jesus is the Christ, the Son
of God, and that believing
you may have life in His
name."

John 20:21-31

"Then
the
eleven
disciples went away into
Galilee, to the mountain
which Jesus had appointed
for them.”
"And He led them out
as far as Bethany, and He

Matthew 28:16
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lifted up His hands and
blessed them."

Luke 24:50

The disciples returned to Galilee, and everyone began to
live by fishing, which he did before the meeting with the Savior.
More often the disciples gathered to fish in order to support
themselves. It has passed about seventeen or nineteen days
since that moment as Jesus Christ has been crucified.
"After these things
Jesus
showed
Himself
again to the disciples at the
sea of Tiberias, and in this
way He showed Himself:
Simon Peter, Thomas,
called Didymus, Nathanael
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of Cana in Galilee, the sons
of Zebedee, and two others
of His disciples were
together.
Simon Peter said to
them,” I am going fishing.
”They said to him,” We are
going with you also.” They
went out and immediately
got into the boat, and that
night they caught nothing.
But
when
the
morning had now come,
Jesus stood on the shore;
yet the disciples did not
know that it was Jesus.
Then Jesus said to
them,” Children, have you
any food? They answered
Him,” No.”
And He said to them,”
Cast the net on the right
side of the boat, and you will
find some.” So they cast,
and now they were not able
to draw it in because of the
multitude of fish.
Therefore that disciple
whom Jesus loved said to
Peter, “It is the Lord!” Now
when Simon Peter heard
that it was the Lord, he put
on his outer garment (for he
had removed it), and
plunged into the sea.
But the other disciples
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came in the little boat (for
they were not far from land,
but about two hundred
cubits), dragging the net
with fish.
Then, as soon as they
had come to land, they saw
a fire of coals there, and fish
laid on it, and bread.
Jesus said to them,
“Bring some of the fish
which you have just caught.”
Simon Peter went up
and dragged the net to land,
full of large fish, one
hundred and fifty-three; and
although there were so
many, the net was not
broken.
Jesus said to them,
“Come and eat breakfast.”
Yet none of the disciples
dared ask Him, "Who are
You?"- knowing that it was
the Lord.
Jesus then came and
took the bread and gave it
to them, and likewise the
fish.
This is now the third
time Jesus showed Himself
to His disciples after He was
raised from the dead.
So when they had
eaten breakfast, Jesus said
to Simon Peter,” Simon, son
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of Jonah, do you love Me
more than these?
He said to Him,” Yes,
Lord; You know that I love
You.” He said to him “Feed
My lambs.”
He said to him again a
second time, “Simon, son of
Jonah, do you love Me?” He
said to Him, “Yes, Lord; You
know that I love You.” He
said to him,” Tend My
sheep.”
He said to him the third
time,” Simon, son of Jonah,
do you love Me?” Peter was
grieved because He said to
him the third time, "Do you
love Me?" And he said to
Him, “Lord, You know all
things; You know that I love
You.” Jesus said to him,
“Feed My sheep.
“Most assuredly, I say
to you, when you were
younger, you girded yourself
and walked where you
wished; but when you are
old, you will stretch out your
hands, and another will gird
you and carry you where
you do not wish.”
This
He
spoke,
signifying by what death he
would glorify God. And
when He had spoken this,
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He said to him, “Follow Me.”
Then Peter, turning
around, saw the disciple
whom
Jesus
loved
following, who also had
leaned on His breast at the
supper, and said,” Lord,
who is the one who betrays
You?”
Peter, seeing him, said
to Jesus, “But Lord, what
about this man?
Jesus said to him, “If I
will that he remain till I
come, what is that to you?
You follow Me.”
Then this saying went
out among the brethren that
this disciple would not die.
Yet Jesus did not say to him
that he would not die, but, “If
I will that he remain till I
come, what is that to you?”
This is the disciple who
testifies of these things and
wrote these things..."

John 21:1-24

The religious-spiritual person, having read this story might
think, that it is not from real life, and from mystical or from a
prophetic dream for this story is penetrated by symbols and
images. For example, the disciples went to the sea to fish, that is,
to be engaged in a usual craft in which they were engaged,
before they had become Jesus Christ’s disciples, the Son of
God’s. Having stayed more than three years with the Master, the
disciples received spiritual food and have got a new spiritual
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craft: to preach the Word of God. But, having returned to an old
craft, they caught nothing, though worked all the night long and
till a dawn. It means that the disciples of the Christ will not be
able to get (provide) food to life any more. For they possess a
spiritual craft which they should use for their existence. That is
why Jesus also tells them, that they have to cast the net on the
right side, that is, that they will be engaged in the right, spiritual
business and then their catch will be huge. And the number —
one hundred fifty three fishes is a symbolical number behind
which hides a secret, and, maybe, this number means that this
number will be connected (associated) with another great
Master who will continue the Mission of the Christ. "A seeing
person, yes, will see, and having mind, he needs wisdom
indeed."
The fact that Peter was naked (bared) among the rest
(other) disciples also carries (bears) its own symbols. For Peter
will always be naked if he begins to be engaged in a material
craft and will not resort to the spiritual things. But when Peter
goes in the footsteps of the Master (Mentor), the Savior, he will
always have clothes; that is why Peter puts on clothes and jumps
into the water, to be in front of the Master. That is, going by the
Master, it is possible to get spiritual clothing.
The conversation of Jesus Christ with Peter also has the
symbolic meaning (sense). No wonder Jesus calls Peter Simon,
the son of Jonah, instead of simply Peter as He called him before
His crucifixion. Moreover (Especially), if this scene was real Jesus
Christ, the Son of God, would never ask Peter the same question
three times at the presence of the rest (other) disciples: "Do you
Love Me?", for Jesus perfectly (knew) understood that the Deviltempter is easily hidden by such a question. Even the words
"follow Me" say (suggest) that Peter should die, going the way of
the Christ, as well as His Master, that is to be crucified: "you will
stretch your hands, and another will gird up you and will lead
you, where you do not want".
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People perfectly know that if they are come by deceased
relatives or loved ones in a dream (sleep) and say: "Follow me",
or: "Go with me" it means that this person will leave earthly life
and go to the other world soon.
Here we could (it would be possible to) talk and about
other symbolical details, but let the reader will reflect on this
text from the Holy Scripture.
It is necessary that the tenth chapter of this book should be
written as a separate book, for I would like to know in details
what Jesus Christ, the Son of God, had been doing for forty days
on the earth, and in the other world, before His Ascension into
the Kingdom of the Lord God, how He passed by the circles of a
hell and freed (liberated) from the shackles of the Holy fathers,
prophets and other religious highly spiritual people. Everything is
good in its season. Let’s hope to the Lord that He will give such a
favor (grace), thanks to the Holy Spirit. Amen.
On the fortieth day all disciples gathered on the mountain
as it was requested (asked) by their Master. There were many
disciples, and everyone thought of the Son of God. And here He
appeared (stood) before them.
"When they saw Him,
they worshiped Him; but
some doubted.
And Jesus came and
spoke to them, saying, “All
authority has been given to
Me in heaven and on earth.
“Go
therefore
and
make disciples of all the
nations, baptizing them in
the name of the Father and
of the Son and of the Holy
Spirit,
Teaching
them
to
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observe all things that I
have commanded you; and
lo, I am with you always,
even to the end of the age.”
Amen.

Matthew 28:17-20

"... “Go into all the
world and preach the gospel
to every creature.
“He who believes and
is baptized will be saved;
but he who does not believe
will be condemned (for
everyone
condemns
and
punishes himself).
And these signs will
follow those who believe: in
My name they will cast out
demons; they will speak
with new tongues;
“They will take up
serpents; and if they drink
anything deadly, it will by no
means hurt them; they will
lay hands on the sick, and
they recover."

Mark 16:15-18

"And being assembled
together with them, He
commanded them not to
depart from Jerusalem, but
to wait for the Promise of
the Father, “which,” He said,
“ you have heard from Me;
“For
John
truly
baptized with water, but you
shall be baptized with the
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Holy Spirit not many days
from now.”
But you shall receive
power when the Holy Spirit
has come upon you; and
you shall be witnesses to
Me in Jerusalem, and in all
Judea and Samaria, and to
the end of the earth."

THE ACTS 1:4-5,8

"Behold, I send the
Promise of My Father upon
you; but tarry in the city of
Jerusalem, until you are
endued with power from on
high.”
Now it came to pass,
while He blessed them, that
He was parted from them
and carried up into heaven.

Luke 24:49,51

Now when He had
spoken these things, while
they watched, He was taken
up, and a cloud received
Him out of their sight.

THE ACTS 1:9

And they worshiped
Him, and returned to
Jerusalem with great joy,

Luke 24:52

"Then they returned to
Jerusalem
from
the
mountain
called
Olivet,
which is near Jerusalem, a
Sabbath day’s journey.

THE ACTS 1:12
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"And were continually
in the temple praising and
blessing God. Amen.”

Luke 24:53

"So then, after the Lord
had spoken to them, He
was received up into
heaven, and sat down at
right hand of God."

Mark 16:19

"When the Day of
Pentecost had fully come,
they were all with one
accord in one place.
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And suddenly there
came a sound from heaven,
as of a rushing mighty wind,
and it filled the whole house
where they were sitting.
Then there appeared
to them divided tongues, as
of fire, and one sat upon
each of them.
And they were all filled
with the Holy Spirit and
began to speak with other
tongues, as the Spirit gave
them utterance.
So they were all
amazed and perplexed,
saying to one another,”
Whatever could this mean?”
(Peter explained much
to
them
and
said,)
“Therefore being exalted to
the right hand of God, and
having received from the
Father the promise of the
Holy Spirit, He poured out
this which you now see and
hear."

THE ACTS 2:1-4,12,33

"And they went out and
preached everywhere, the
Lord working with them and
confirming the word through
the accompanying signs.
Amen."

Mark 16:20
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Thanks to (Due to the fact) that Jesus Christ ascends (rises)
into heaven and His dead body was not found in the tomb
(crypt), He is from the Son of Man becomes (turns into) the Son
of God. And if Jesus Christ said: "I have risen in the middle of the
world and I appeared to them in the flesh...", — it means
(suggests) that the Son of God, the Christ, the Messiah will
always descend on the Earth in the middle of one Space cycle
(Space year is about 26 thousand years). After that the dignity of
the Messiah, the Christ will be destined (intended, attributed to)
for the following Son of God, who descends to the Earth in the
human flesh. This Son of God in the flesh will incorporate
(absorb) Jesus Christ’s true doctrine and will bear (perform) it to
people that they could put this doctrine into practice in life.
During half-cycle of Space year (13 thousand years) great
Masters, Sons of God form the arrival (coming) of the Christ to
the Earth, and the rest (others) 13 thousand years great Masters
live in the heart of the Christ. So the mankind cyclically (on a
spiral loop) moves to the Kingdom of the Lord.
We do not know how the following Son of God will show
Himself on the Earth; Jesus Christ called (named) Him the
Comforter. But we know one thing that the Comforter will bear
(perform) Jesus Christ’s doctrine in life to all tribes, peoples and
tongues (languages). Each subsequent great Master will bear
(give) to people Christ's Love and talk about All-Love. In
manifestation of the Master’s all-love we will be able to know,
who is who: the Master (Teacher) of Hierarch or the Master
(Teacher) of the Holy Spirit, or the Master (Teacher) of the Spirit
of Christ.
The question arises nowadays: what doctrine of Jesus Christ
can be considered true? What is written down by His disciplesapostles as the Gospel and Apocrypha, or what is hidden in these
texts by the figurative-symbolical language? Now we know that
certain knowledge (skills) is given during a certain epoch
according to certain vibrations of a human society, and the latter
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vary (change) from epoch to epoch according to the accumulated
knowledge. The horizon of this knowledge is increased and
compacted (condensed), therefore the standard of knowledge
demands its correction all the time. Therefore the Son of God
also comes to the Earth to correct this knowledge and to point a
true way to God in the World of Grace, Joy (Pleasure) and
Happiness. The new Christ will never deny the doctrine of that
Christ who had been before Him. And He will not deny the
doctrine of other great Masters (Teachers) at all. His task
(problem) is to analyze all doctrines, based on the experiencing
the world’s religions, and in the light of the Christ's truth to give
the live doctrine. It was made by Jesus Christ about two
thousand years ago at one time.
We do not know how the new Christ, the Comforter will
pass away (die, leave the earthly life) and what phenomenon, a
miracle will be at the same time. But people will create legends
about his miracles all the same. For, he will show (manifest,
reveal) miracles of healing, and people will only glorify and
embellish it.
We are grateful to all disciples and Apostles of Jesus Christ
that they incorporated (absorbed) His doctrine and wrote down
His sayings, teachings, lectures, parables, commandments
(precepts) and imparted this knowledge to the followers. Thank
(Glory to) You, My God (Lord), that Jesus Christ’s sayings, His
doctrine reached us up to now. Now it is necessary to possess
(have) the Holy Spirit, the Spirit of Truth, the Spirit of Christ to
understand the texts which reached us, where the truth, and
where the confusion is. The mission of the Comforter is to
remove "peel (husk)" from Jesus Christ’s doctrine and to give His
doctrine in the Light of truth, and also to give other doctrines of
great Masters (Teachers) in the Light of truth.
We thank Jesus Christ that He came to our world, having
taken on the Mission of self-sacrifice which can execute (bear)
only the Son of God. Thanks to this self-sacrifice Jesus revealed
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Himself so that we would be reached by the truth and the truth
would be reached by us— how to enter the Kingdom of God. It
turns out that without acquisition (finding) of seven and more
divine qualities in practice we cannot enter the Kingdom of God.
The truth of our self-sacrifice consists now in that in practice in
usual earthly life as Jesus Christ had revealed (shown) it, we
could show seven divine qualities and find in the heart the
Kingdom of God. And it will also give an opportunity (chance) in a
new incarnation to enter into the body of Christ to be purified
(cleared) in It that then to be (appear) in the Kingdom of God. Let
it be (So be it)!
Peace to all of you!
All-Love be in our hearts,
The Grace of the Lord God Almighty,
For All-Love is All-Radiant (All Resplendent) Light,
Which, will shine (light) our way,
where we will go
And we will enter the All-Blissful Kingdom of Beauty,
Creativity and Peace (Rest).
AMEN.
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